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Preface

The sixth edition of A Framework for Marketing Management is a concise paperback adapted 
from Philip Kotler and Kevin Lane Keller’s fifteenth edition of Marketing Management. Its 

streamlined approach will appeal to those who want an authoritative account of current market-
ing management practices and theory plus a text that is short enough to allow the incorporation of 
outside cases, simulations, and projects. Like previous editions, the sixth edition of A Framework 
for Marketing Management is dedicated to helping companies, groups, and individuals adapt their 
marketing strategies and management to the marketplace of the twenty-first century.

What’s New In The Edition

	 •	 A new chapter (Chapter 16, Managing Digital Communications: Online, Social Media, and 
Mobile) highlights expanded coverage of the latest digital trends and their marketing implications.

	 •	 New combined coverage of consumer and business markets in a single chapter (Chapter 5, 
Analyzing Consumer and Business Markets) explores the similarities and differences in market-
ing to individual consumers, businesses, government agencies, and institutions.

	 •	 The positioning chapter (Chapter 7) now follows the segmentation and targeting chapter 
(Chapter 6) to align with the conventional STP sequencing of topics.

	 •	 The marketing strategy and planning chapter (Chapter 2) now includes all material on market-
ing implementation, metrics, and control, emphasizing the importance of advance planning for 
measuring and managing marketing performance.

	 •	 New opening vignettes for each chapter show marketing management in action at real-world 
companies and provide effective discussion starters for chapter concepts. Companies featured 
include LinkedIn, PepsiCo, Emirates Airline, Gatorade, Pandora, Cisco, and Patagonia.

	 •	 New “Marketing Insights” boxes discuss a wide range of cutting-edge topics and marketing 
situations, including Marketing 3.0, marketing double jeopardy, showrooming, playing tricks to 
build a brand, and other subjects.

	 •	 New coverage throughout the text of contemporary marketing developments and issues, includ-
ing omnichannel marketing, mobile apps, geofencing and mobile commerce, privacy concerns, 
shopper marketing, and the sharing economy.

Features of The Edition
Major Themes

This new edition explores how the powerful forces of globalization, technology, and social re-
sponsibility—individually and in combination—can affect the success of modern marketing 
programs. Incorporating the latest concepts with recent examples and current academic research, 
this edition examines the complexities and possibilities of holistic marketing today, encompassing 
relationship marketing, integrated marketing, internal marketing, and performance marketing.

19



 20 Preface

Instructor Resources
At the Instructor Resource Center, www.pearsonglobaleditions.com/Kotler, instructors can eas-
ily register to gain access to a variety of instructor resources available with this text in download-
able format. If assistance is needed, our dedicated technical support team is ready to help with 
the media supplements that accompany this text. Visit http://247.pearsoned.com for answers to 
frequently asked questions and toll-free user support phone numbers.

The following supplements are available with this text:

	 •	 Instructor’s Resource Manual 
	 •	 Test Bank
	 •	 TestGen® Computerized Test Bank
	 •	 PowerPoint Presentation
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Part 1: Introduction to Marketing Management

In this chapter, we will address the following questions:

 1. Why is marketing important? (Page 26)

 2. What is the scope of marketing? (Page 26)

 3. What are some core marketing concepts? (Page 29)

 4. What forces are defining the new marketing realities? (Page 31)

 5. What tasks are necessary for successful marketing management? (Page 34)

Scope of Marketing for  
New Realities

Marketing Management at Unilever
Under the leadership of ex-P&G marketing executive Paul Polman and marketing whiz Keith 
Weed, Unilever is steering in an aggressive new direction. Its “Crafting Brands for Life” model es-
tablishes social, economic, and product missions for each brand, including Dove, Ben & Jerry’s, and 
Knorr. One part of the mission, for instance, is sustainability—specifically, to halve its ecological 
footprint while doubling revenues. To improve marketing communications, it aims to strike a bal-
ance between “magic” and “logic,” doubling marketing training expenditures and emphasizing ad 
research. Unilever has set its sights on developing and emerging markets, hoping to draw 70 percent 
to 75 percent of revenues from these markets by 2020. The company has also adopted “reverse in-
novation” by applying marketing innovations from developing markets to recession-hit developed 
markets. In Spain, it now sells Surf detergent in five-wash packs. In Greece, it offers mayonnaise in 
small packages.1

Good marketing is no accident. It is both an art and a science, and it results from careful plan-
ning and execution using state-of-the-art tools and techniques. In this book, we describe 

how skillful marketers are updating classic practices and inventing new ones to find creative, 

Chapter 1



 26 Part 1  Introduction to Marketing Management

practical solutions to new marketing realities. In the first chapter, we lay our foundation by re-
viewing important marketing concepts, tools, frameworks, and issues.

The Value of Marketing
Finance, operations, accounting, and other business functions won’t really matter without suffi-
cient demand for products and services so the firm can make a profit. In other words, there must 
be a top line for there to be a bottom line. Thus, financial success often depends on marketing 
ability. Marketing’s value extends to society as a whole. It has helped introduce new or enhanced 
products that ease or enrich people’s lives. Successful marketing builds demand for products and 
services, which, in turn, creates jobs. By contributing to the bottom line, successful marketing 
also allows firms to more fully engage in socially responsible activities.2

Many firms, even service and nonprofit, now have a chief marketing officer (CMO) to put 
marketing on a more equal footing with other C-level executives such as the chief financial officer 
(CFO) or chief information officer (CIO).3 In an Internet-fueled environment where consumers, 
competition, technology, and economic forces change rapidly and consequences quickly multiply, 
marketers in every organization must choose features, prices, and markets and decide how much 
to spend on advertising, sales, and online and mobile marketing—while under intense pressure to 
make every marketing dollar count.

At greatest risk are those that fail to carefully monitor their customers and competitors, 
continuously improve their value offerings and marketing strategies, or satisfy their employees, 
stockholders, suppliers, and channel partners in the process. Thus, skillful marketing is a never-
ending pursuit. Despite these challenges, some businesses are adapting and thriving in these 
changing times.

The Scope of Marketing
To be a marketer, you need to understand what marketing is, how it works, who does it, and what 
is marketed.

What Is Marketing?
Marketing is about identifying and meeting human and social needs. One of the shortest good 
definitions of marketing is “meeting needs profitably.” When Google recognized that people 
needed to more effectively and efficiently access information on the Internet, it created a power-
ful search engine that organized and prioritized queries. When IKEA noticed that people wanted 
good furnishings at substantially lower prices, it created knockdown furniture. These two firms 
demonstrated marketing savvy and turned a private or social need into a profitable business 
opportunity.

The American Marketing Association offers the following formal definition: Marketing 
is the activity, set of institutions, and processes for creating, communicating, delivering, and 
exchanging offerings that have value for customers, clients, partners, and society at large.4 We 
see marketing management as the art and science of choosing target markets and getting, 
keeping, and growing customers through creating, delivering, and communicating superior cus-
tomer value. Cocreation of value among consumers and with businesses and the importance 
of value creation and sharing have become important themes in the development of modern 
marketing thought.5

Note that selling is not the most important part of marketing. Peter Drucker, famed manage-
ment theorist, says that “the aim of marketing is to know and understand the customer so well 
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that the product or service fits him and sells itself. Ideally, marketing should result in a customer 
who is ready to buy. All that should be needed then is to make the product or service available.”6 
When Apple launched its iPad tablet computer and when Toyota introduced its Prius hybrid 
automobile, these manufacturers were swamped with orders because they designed the right 
product, based on careful marketing homework.

What Is Marketed?
Marketers market 10 main types of entities: goods, services, events, experiences, persons, places, 
properties, organizations, information, and ideas.

Goods  Physical goods constitute the bulk of most countries’ production and marketing ef-
forts. Each year, U.S. companies market billions of fresh, canned, bagged, and frozen food prod-
ucts and other tangible items.

Services  As economies advance, a growing proportion of their activities focuses on the 
production of services. The U.S. economy today produces a services-to-goods mix of roughly 
two-thirds to one-third.7 Services include the work of airlines, hotels, car rental firms, barbers 
and beauticians, maintenance and repair people, and accountants, bankers, lawyers, engineers, 
doctors, software programmers, and management consultants. Many market offerings mix goods 
and services, such as a fast-food meal.

Events  Marketers promote time-based events, such as major trade shows, artistic perfor-
mances, and company anniversaries. Global sporting events such as the Olympics and the World 
Cup are promoted aggressively to companies and fans.

Experiences  By orchestrating several services and goods, a firm can create, stage, and market 
experiences. Walt Disney World’s Magic Kingdom lets customers visit a fairy kingdom, a pirate 
ship, or a haunted house. Customized experiences include a week at a baseball camp with retired 
baseball greats, as one example.8

Persons  Artists, musicians, CEOs, physicians, high-profile financiers, and other professionals 
often get help from marketers.9 Management consultant Tom Peters, himself a master at self-
branding, has advised each person to become a “brand.”

Places  Cities, states, regions, and whole nations compete to attract tourists, residents, facto-
ries, and company headquarters.10 Place marketers include economic development specialists, 
real estate agents, commercial banks, local business associations, and advertising and public rela-
tions agencies.

Properties  Properties are intangible rights of ownership to either real property (real estate) 
or financial property (stocks and bonds). They can be bought and sold and therefore require 
marketing through the efforts of real estate agents, investment companies, and banks.

Organizations  Museums, performing arts organizations, corporations, and nonprofits all 
use marketing to boost their public images and compete for audiences and funds. Some uni-
versities have created chief marketing officer (CMO) positions to better manage their school 
identity and image, via everything from admission brochures and Twitter feeds to brand 
strategy.11
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Information  Information is essentially what books, schools, and universities produce, market, 
and distribute at a price to parents, students, and communities.

Ideas  Every market offering includes a basic idea. Charles Revson of Revlon once observed: 
“In the factory we make cosmetics; in the drugstore we sell hope.” Products and services are plat-
forms for delivering some idea or benefit. Social marketers promote such ideas as “Friends Don’t 
Let Friends Drive Drunk” and “A Mind Is a Terrible Thing to Waste.”

Who Markets?
A marketer is someone who seeks a response—attention, a purchase, a vote, a donation—from 
another party, called the prospect. If two parties are seeking to sell something to each other, we 
call them both marketers.

Increasingly, marketing is not done only by the marketing department. Marketers now must 
properly manage all possible touch points (where a customer directly or indirectly interacts with 
the company), including store layouts, package designs, product functions, employee training, 
and shipping and logistics. To create a strong marketing organization, marketers must think like 
executives in other departments, and executives in other departments must think more like mar-
keters. Interdepartmental teamwork that includes marketers is needed to manage key processes 
like production innovation, new-business development, customer acquisition and retention, and 
order fulfillment.

What Is a Market?
Traditionally, a “market” was a physical place where buyers and sellers gathered to buy and sell 
goods. Economists describe a market as a collection of buyers and sellers who transact over a 
particular product or product class (such as the housing market or the grain market). Marketers 
use the term market to describe customer groups. They talk about need markets (the diet-
seeking market), product markets (the shoe market), demographic markets (the “millennium” 
youth market), geographic markets (the Chinese market), or voter markets, labor markets, and 
donor markets. Four key customer markets are consumer, business, global, and nonprofit.

Figure 1.1 shows how sellers and buyers are connected by four flows. Sellers send goods 
and services and communications such as ads and direct mail to the market; in return they re-
ceive money and information such as customer attitudes and sales data. The inner loop shows 
an exchange of money for goods and services; the outer loop shows an exchange of information.

Money

Information

Goods/services

Communication

Market
(a collection of buyers)

Industry
(a collection of sellers)

Figure 1.1 A Simple Marketing System
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Core Marketing Concepts
To understand the marketing function, we need to understand the following core set of concepts.

Needs, Wants, and Demands
Needs are the basic human requirements such as for air, food, water, clothing, and shelter. 
Humans also have strong needs for recreation, education, and entertainment. These needs be-
come wants when directed to specific objects that might satisfy the need. A U.S. consumer needs 
food but may want a Chicago-style “deep-dish” pizza and a craft beer. A person in Afghanistan 
needs food but may want rice, lamb, and carrots. Our wants are shaped by our society. Demands 
are wants for specific products backed by an ability to pay. Many people want a Mercedes; only 
a few can buy one. Companies must measure not only how many people want their product, but 
also how many are willing and able to buy it.

These distinctions shed light on the criticism that “marketers get people to buy things they 
don’t want.” Marketers do not create needs: Needs pre-exist marketers. Marketers might promote 
the idea that a Mercedes satisfies a person’s need for social status. They do not, however, create 
the need for social status.

Some customers have needs of which they are not fully conscious or that they cannot articu-
late. What does the customer mean in asking for a “powerful” lawn mower or a “peaceful” hotel? 
We can distinguish five types of needs:

 1. Stated needs (The customer wants an inexpensive car.)
 2. Real needs (The customer wants a car whose operating cost, not initial price, is low.)
 3. Unstated needs (The customer expects good service from the dealer.)
 4. Delight needs (The customer would like the dealer to include an onboard GPS system.)
 5. Secret needs (The customer wants friends to see him or her as a savvy consumer.)

Responding only to the stated need may shortchange the customer.12 Consumers did not 
know much about tablet computers when they were first introduced, but Apple worked hard to 
shape consumer perceptions of them. To gain an edge, companies must help customers learn 
what they want.

Target Markets, Positioning, and Segmentation
Not everyone likes the same cereal, restaurant, university, or movie. Marketers therefore identify 
distinct segments of buyers by identifying demographic, psychographic, and behavioral differences 
between them. They then decide which segment(s) present the greatest opportunities. For each of 
these target markets, the firm develops a market offering that it positions in target buyers’ minds as 
delivering some key benefit(s). Porsche targets buyers who seek pleasure and excitement in driving 
and want to make a statement about their wheels.

Offerings and Brands
Companies address customer needs by putting forth a value proposition, a set of benefits that 
satisfy those needs. The intangible value proposition is made physical by an offering, which can 
be a combination of products, services, information, and experiences. A brand is an offering 
from a known source. A brand name such as Apple carries many different kinds of associations 
in people’s minds that make up its image: creative, innovative, easy-to-use, fun, cool, iPhone, and 
iPad to name just a few. All companies strive to build a brand image with strong, favorable, and 
unique brand associations.
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Marketing Channels
To reach a target market, the marketer uses three kinds of marketing channels. Communication 
channels deliver and receive messages from target buyers and include newspapers, magazines, radio, 
television, mail, telephone, smart phone, billboards, posters, and the Internet. Firms also communi-
cate through the look of their retail stores and Web sites and other media, adding dialogue channels 
such as e-mail, blogs, text messages, and URLs to familiar monologue channels such as ads.

Distribution channels help display, sell, or deliver the physical product or service(s) to the 
buyer or user. These channels may be direct via the Internet, mail, or mobile phone or telephone 
or indirect with distributors, wholesalers, retailers, and agents as intermediaries. To carry out 
transactions with potential buyers, the marketer also uses service channels that include ware-
houses, transportation companies, banks, and insurance companies. Marketers clearly face a 
design challenge in choosing the best mix of communication, distribution, and service channels.

Paid, Owned, and Earned Media
We can group communication options for interacting with customers into three categories.13 
Paid media include TV, magazine and display ads, paid search, and sponsorships, all of which 
allow marketers to show their ad or brand for a fee. Owned media are communication channels 
marketers actually own, like a company or brand brochure, Web site, blog, Facebook page, or 
Twitter account. Earned media are streams in which consumers, the press, or other outsiders 
voluntarily communicate something about the brand via word of mouth, buzz, or viral market-
ing methods. The emergence of earned media has allowed some companies, such as Chipotle, to 
reduce paid media expenditures.14

Impressions and Engagement
Marketers now think of three “screens” or means to reach consumers: TV, Internet, and mobile. 
Impressions, which occur when consumers view a communication, are a useful metric for track-
ing the scope or breadth of a communication’s reach that can also be compared across all com-
munication types. The downside is that impressions don’t provide any insight into the results of 
viewing the communication. Engagement is the extent of a customer’s attention and active in-
volvement with a communication, which is more likely to create value for the firm. Some online 
measures of engagements are Facebook “likes,” Twitter tweets, comments on a blog or Web site, 
and sharing of video or other content.

Value and Satisfaction
The buyer chooses the offerings he or she perceives to deliver the most value, the sum of the tan-
gible and intangible benefits and costs. Value, a central marketing concept, is primarily a combi-
nation of quality, service, and price, called the customer value triad. Value perceptions increase 
with quality and service but decrease with price.

Satisfaction reflects a person’s judgment of a product’s perceived performance in relation-
ship to expectations. If performance falls short of expectations, the customer is disappointed. If 
it matches expectations, the customer is satisfied. If it exceeds them, the customer is delighted.

Supply Chain
The supply chain is a longer channel stretching from raw materials to components to finished 
products carried to final buyers. The supply chain for coffee may start with farmers who 
plant, tend, and pick the coffee beans and sell their harvest. After farmers sell their harvest to 
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wholesalers or perhaps a Fair Trade cooperative, the beans are prepared and then transported to 
the developed world for sale through wholesale or retail channels. Each company in the chain 
captures only a certain percentage of the total value generated by the supply chain’s value deliv-
ery system. When a company acquires competitors or expands upstream or downstream, its aim 
is to capture a higher percentage of supply chain value.

Competition
Competition includes all the actual and potential rival offerings and substitutes a buyer might 
consider. An automobile manufacturer can buy steel from U.S. Steel, from a firm in Japan or 
Korea, or from a mini-mill. Alternatively, it can buy aluminum parts from Alcoa to reduce the 
car’s weight or engineered plastics instead of steel. Clearly, U.S. Steel is more likely to be hurt by 
substitute products than by other integrated steel companies and would be defining its competi-
tion too narrowly if it didn’t recognize this.

Marketing Environment
The marketing environment consists of the task environment and the broad environment. The 
task environment includes the actors engaged in producing, distributing, and promoting the 
offering. These are the company, suppliers, distributors, dealers, and target customers. In the 
supplier group are material suppliers and service suppliers, such as marketing research agen-
cies, advertising agencies, banking and insurance companies, transportation companies, and 
telecommunications companies. Distributors and dealers include agents, brokers, manufacturer 
representatives, and others who facilitate finding and selling to customers.

The broad environment consists of six components: demographic environment, economic 
environment, social-cultural environment, natural environment, technological environment, 
and political-legal environment. Marketers must pay close attention to the trends and develop-
ments in these and adjust their marketing strategies as needed.

The New Marketing Realities
The marketplace is dramatically different from even 10 years ago, with new marketing behaviors, 
opportunities, and challenges emerging. In this book we focus on three transformative forces: 
technology, globalization, and social responsibility.

Technology
The pace of change and the scale of technological achievement can be staggering. With the 
rapid rise of e-commerce, the mobile Internet, and Web penetration in emerging markets, 
the Boston Consulting Group believes brand marketers must enhance their “digital balance 
sheets.”15 Massive amounts of information and data about almost everything are now avail-
able to consumers and marketers. In fact, the technology research firm Gartner predicts that 
by 2017, chief marketing officers will spend more time on information technology than chief 
information officers.

The old credo “information is power” is giving way to the new idea that “sharing information 
is power.”16 Even traditional marketing activities are profoundly affected by technology. As just 
one example, drug maker Roche decided to issue iPads to its entire sales team to improve sales 
force effectiveness. Now sales personnel can do real-time data entry, improving the quality of the 
data entered while freeing up time for other tasks.17
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Globalization
The world has become a smaller place. New transportation, shipping, and communication tech-
nologies have made it easier for us to know the rest of the world, to travel, to buy and sell any-
where. By 2025, annual consumption in emerging markets will total $30 trillion and contribute 
more than 70 percent of global GDP growth.18 A staggering 56 percent of global financial 
 services consumption is forecast to come from emerging markets by 2050, up from 18 percent 
in 2010.

Globalization has made countries increasingly multicultural. U.S. minorities have much eco-
nomic clout, and their buying power is growing faster than that of the general population. As a 
result, one survey found that 87 percent of companies planned to increase or maintain multicul-
tural media budgets.19 Companies can now take marketing ideas and lessons from one country 
and apply them to another. After years of little success with premium ultrasound scanners in the 
Chinese market, GE successfully developed a portable, ultra-low-cost version that addressed the 
country’s unique market needs. Later, it began to successfully sell the product throughout the 
developed world for use in ambulances and operating rooms where existing units were too big.20

Social Responsibility
Poverty, pollution, water shortages, climate change, wars, and wealth concentration demand our 
attention. The private sector is taking some responsibility for improving living conditions, and 
firms all over the world have elevated the role of corporate social responsibility. Because market-
ing’s effects extend to society as a whole, marketers must consider the ethical, environmental, 
legal, and social context of their activities.21 “Marketing Insight: Getting to Marketing 3.0” de-
scribes how companies need to change to do that.

A Dramatically Changed Marketplace
These three forces—technology, globalization, and social responsibility—have dramatically 
changed the marketplace and provided both consumers and companies with new capabilities, as 
shown in Table 1.1.

One of the reasons consumers have more choices is that channels of distribution have 
changed. Store-based retailers face competition from catalog houses; direct-mail firms; news-
paper, magazine, and TV direct-to-customer ads; home shopping TV; and e-commerce. In 

Table 1.1 New Capabilities in the Changed Marketplace

New Consumer Capabilities:

•	Can use the Internet as a powerful information and purchasing aid
•	Can search, communicate, and purchase on the move
•	Can tap into social media to share opinions and express loyalty
•	Can actively interact with companies
•	Can reject marketing they find inappropriate

New Company Capabilities:

•	Can use the Internet as a powerful information and sales channel, including for individually differentiated goods
•	Can collect fuller and richer information about markets, customers, prospects, and competitors
•	Can reach customers quickly and efficiently via social media and mobile marketing, sending targeted ads, coupons, 

and information
•	Can improve purchasing, recruiting, training, and internal and external communications
•	Can improve cost efficiency
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response, entrepreneurial retailers are building entertainment into their stores with coffee bars, 
demonstrations, and performances, marketing an “experience” rather than a product assortment. 
Early dot-coms such as Amazon.com successfully created disintermediation in the delivery of 
products and services by intervening in the traditional flow of goods. Now traditional companies 
are engaging in reintermediation and becoming “brick-and-click” retailers, adding online ser-
vices to their offerings.

While globalization has created intense competition among domestic and foreign brands, the 
rise of private labels (marketed by powerful retailers) and mega-brands (and brands extended into 
related product categories) plus a trend toward deregulation and privatization have also increased 
competition. Many countries have deregulated industries to create greater competition and growth 
opportunities. In the United States, laws restricting financial services, telecommunications, and 
electric utilities have all been loosened in the spirit of greater competition. Meanwhile, many coun-
tries have converted public companies to private ownership and management to increase efficiency, 
which also adds to the competitive pressure.

Marketers are increasingly asked to justify their investments in financial and profitability 
terms as well as in terms of building the brand and growing the customer base. Organizations 
recognize that much of their market value comes from intangible assets, particularly brands, 

Getting to Marketing 3.0

Philip Kotler, Hermawan Kartajaya, and Iwan 
Setiawan believe today’s customers want mar-

keters to treat them as whole human beings and 
acknowledge that their needs extend beyond pure 
consumerism. Successful marketing is thus dis-
tinguished by its human or emotional element. A 
third wave of thinking, values-driven and heralded 
as “Marketing 3.0,” has moved us beyond the 
product-centric and consumer-centric models of 
the past, these authors say. Its three central trends 
are increased consumer participation and collab-
orative marketing, globalization, and the rise of a 
creative society.

•	 We live with sustained technological 
 development—low-cost Internet, cheap 
computers and mobile phones, open source 
services and systems. Expressive and collab-
orative social media, such as Facebook and 
Wikipedia, have changed the way marketers 
operate and interact with consumers.

•	 Culturally relevant brands can have far-
reaching effects. A cultural brand might 

position itself as a national or local alterna-
tive to a global brand with poor environ-
mental standards, for instance.

•	 Creative people are increasingly the back-
bone of developed economies. Marketing can 
now help companies tap into creativity and 
spirituality by instilling marketing values in 
corporate culture, vision, and mission.

These authors believe the future of marketing 
will be consumer-to-consumer. They say the recent 
economic downturn has not fostered trust in the 
marketplace and customers are increasingly turning 
to one another for credible advice and information 
when selecting products.

Sources: Philip Kotler, Hermawan Kartajaya, and Iwan Setiawan, 
Marketing 3.0: From Products to Customers to the Human Spirit 
(Hoboken, NJ: Wiley, 2010); Michael Krauss, “Evolution of an Academic: 
Kotler on Marketing 3.0,” Marketing News, January 30, 2011; Vivek 
Kaul, “Beyond Advertising: Philip Kotler Remains One of the Most 
Influential Marketing Thinkers,” The Economic Times, February 29, 2012. 
For related ideas, see also Jim Stengel, Grow: How Ideals Power Growth 
and Profit at the World’s Greatest Companies (New York: Crown, 2011).

marketing 
insight
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customer base, employees, distributor and supplier relations, and intellectual capital. They are thus 
applying more metrics—brand equity, customer lifetime value, return on marketing  investment—
to understand and measure their marketing and business performance and a broader variety of 
financial measures to assess the direct and indirect value their marketing efforts create.

Company Orientation Toward the Marketplace
Given these new marketing realities, what philosophy should guide a company’s marketing efforts? 
Let’s first review the evolution of marketing philosophies.

The Production Concept
The production concept is one of the oldest concepts in business. It holds that consumers prefer 
products that are widely available and inexpensive. Managers of production-oriented businesses 
concentrate on achieving high production efficiency, low costs, and mass distribution. This orien-
tation has made sense in developing countries such as China, where the largest PC manufacturer, 
Lenovo, has taken advantage of the country’s huge, inexpensive labor pool to dominate the market. 
Marketers also use the production concept when they want to expand the market.

The Product Concept
The product concept proposes that consumers favor products offering the most quality, perfor-
mance, or innovative features. However, managers are sometimes caught in a love affair with their 
products. They might commit the “better-mousetrap” fallacy, believing a better product will by 
itself lead people to beat a path to their door. As many start-ups have learned the hard way, a new 
or improved product will not necessarily be successful unless it’s priced, distributed, advertised, 
and sold properly.

The Selling Concept
The selling concept holds that consumers and businesses, if left alone, won’t buy enough of the 
organization’s products. It is practiced most aggressively with unsought goods—goods buyers 
don’t normally think of buying, such as insurance and cemetery plots—and when firms with 
overcapacity aim to sell what they make rather than make what the market wants. Marketing 
based on hard selling is risky. It assumes customers coaxed into buying a product not only won’t 
return or bad-mouth it or complain to consumer organizations but might even buy it again.

The Marketing Concept
The marketing concept emerged in the mid-1950s as a customer-centered, sense-and-respond 
philosophy. The job is to find not the right customers for your products, but the right products 
for your customers. The marketing concept holds that the key to achieving organizational goals 
is being more effective than competitors in creating, delivering, and communicating superior 
customer value to your target markets. Harvard’s Theodore Levitt drew a perceptive contrast 
between the selling and marketing concepts:22

Selling focuses on the needs of the seller; marketing on the needs of the buyer. Selling is pre-
occupied with the seller’s need to convert his product into cash; marketing with the idea of 
satisfying the needs of the customer by means of the product and the whole cluster of things 
associated with creating, delivering, and finally consuming it.
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The Holistic Marketing Concept
The holistic marketing concept is based on the development, design, and implementation of 
marketing programs, processes, and activities that recognize their breadth and interdependencies. 
Holistic marketing acknowledges that everything matters in marketing—and that a broad, integrated 
perspective is often necessary. Holistic marketing thus recognizes and reconciles the scope and com-
plexities of marketing activities. Figure 1.2 provides a schematic overview of four broad components 
characterizing holistic marketing: relationship marketing, integrated marketing, internal marketing, 
and performance marketing. We’ll examine these major themes throughout this book.

Relationship Marketing  Relationship marketing aims to build mutually satisfying long-
term relationships with key constituents in order to earn and retain their business.23 Four key 
constituents for relationship marketing are customers, employees, marketing partners (channels, 
suppliers, distributors, dealers, agencies), and members of the financial community (shareholders, 
investors, analysts). Marketers must create prosperity among all these constituents and balance the 
returns to all key stakeholders.

The ultimate outcome of relationship marketing is a unique company asset called a market-
ing network, consisting of the company and its supporting stakeholders—customers, employees, 
suppliers, distributors, retailers, and others—with whom it has built mutually profitable business 
relationships. The operating principle is simple: build an effective network of relationships with 
key stakeholders, and profits will follow.24 Thus, more companies are choosing to own brands 
rather than physical assets, and they are subcontracting activities to firms that can do them better 
and more cheaply while retaining core activities at home.

Companies are also shaping separate offers, services, and messages to individual customers, 
based on information about their past transactions, demographics, psychographics, and media 
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and distribution preferences. By focusing on their most profitable customers, products, and 
channels, these firms hope to achieve profitable growth, capturing a larger share of each custom-
er’s expenditures by building high customer loyalty. They estimate individual customer lifetime 
value and design their market offerings and prices to make a profit over the customer’s lifetime. 
Marketing must skillfully conduct not only customer relationship management but partner re-
lationship management as well. Companies are deepening their partnering arrangements with 
suppliers and distributors, seeing them as partners in delivering value to final customers so ev-
erybody benefits.

Integrated Marketing  Integrated marketing occurs when the marketer devises activities and 
programs to create, communicate, and deliver value for consumer such that “the whole is greater 
than the sum of its parts.” Two key themes are that (1) many different marketing activities can cre-
ate, communicate, and deliver value; and (2) marketers should design and implement each market-
ing activity with all other activities in mind. When a hospital buys an MRI machine from General 
Electric, for instance, it expects good installation, maintenance, and training services to go with the 
purchase. All company communications also must be integrated so they reinforce and complement 
each other. A marketer might selectively employ television, radio, and print advertising, public rela-
tions and events, and PR and Web site communications so each contributes on its own and improves 
the effectiveness of the others while delivering a consistent brand message at every contact.

Internal Marketing  Internal marketing, an element of holistic marketing, is the task of hir-
ing, training, and motivating able employees who want to serve customers well. Smart marketers 
recognize that marketing activities within the firm can be as important as, or even more impor-
tant than, those directed outside the company.

Performance Marketing  Performance marketing requires understanding the financial 
and nonfinancial returns to business and society from marketing activities and programs. As 
noted previously, top marketers are increasingly going beyond sales revenue to interpret what is 
happening to market share, customer loss rate, customer satisfaction, product quality, and other 
measures. They are also considering the legal, ethical, social, and environmental effects of mar-
keting activities and programs.

When they founded Ben & Jerry’s, Ben Cohen and Jerry Greenfield embraced the perfor-
mance marketing concept by dividing the traditional financial bottom line into a “double bot-
tom line” that also measured the environmental impact of their products and processes. That 
later expanded into a “triple bottom line” to represent the positive and negative social impacts of 
the firm’s entire range of business activities. Some firms have failed to live up to their legal and 
ethical responsibilities, and consumers are demanding more responsible behavior. One research 
study reported that at least one-third of consumers around the world believed that banks, insur-
ance providers, and packaged-food companies should be subject to stricter regulation.25

Updating The Four Ps
Many years ago, McCarthy classified various marketing activities into marketing-mix tools of four 
broad kinds, which he called the four Ps of marketing: product, price, place, and promotion.26 The 
marketing variables under each P are shown in Figure 1.3.

Given the breadth, complexity, and richness of marketing, however—as exemplified by holistic 
marketing—clearly these four Ps are not the whole story anymore. Updating them to reflect the 
holistic marketing concept results in a more representative set that encompasses modern marketing 
realities: people, processes, programs, and performance, as in Table 1.2.
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People reflects, in part, internal marketing and the fact that employees are critical to market-
ing success. Marketing will only be as good as the people inside the organization. It also reflects 
the fact that marketers must view consumers as people to understand their lives more broadly 
and not just as shoppers who consume products and services.

Processes are all the creativity, discipline, and structure brought to marketing management. 
Marketers must ensure that state-of-the-art marketing ideas and concepts play an appropriate 
role in all they do, including creating mutually beneficial long-term relationships and imagina-
tively generating insights and breakthrough products, services, and marketing activities.

Programs are all the firm’s consumer-directed activities, encompassing the old four Ps as well 
as a range of other marketing activities that might not fit as neatly into the old view of marketing. 
Regardless of whether they are online or offline, traditional or nontraditional, these activities must 
be integrated such that their whole is greater than the sum of their parts and they accomplish mul-
tiple objectives for the firm.

Marketing mix

PLACE

Channels
Coverage
Assortments
Locations
Inventory
Transport

PROMOTION

Sales promotion
Advertising
Sales force
Public relations
Direct marketing

PRICE

List price
Discounts
Allowances
Payment period 
Credit terms

PRODUCT

Product variety
Quality
Design
Features
Brand name
Packaging
Sizes
Services
Warranties
Returns

Figure 1.3 The Four P Components of the Marketing Mix

Table 1.2 The Evolution of Marketing Management

Marketing Mix Four Ps Modern Marketing Management Four Ps

Product People

Place Processes

Promotion Programs

Price Performance
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Performance reflects, as in holistic marketing, the range of possible outcome measures 
that have financial and nonfinancial implications (profitability as well as brand and customer 
equity) and implications beyond the company itself (social responsibility, legal, ethical, and 
community related).

Marketing Management Tasks
Figure 1.4 summarizes the three major market forces, two key market outcomes, and four funda-
mental pillars of holistic marketing that help to capture the new marketing realities. With these 
concepts in place, we can identify a specific set of tasks that make up successful marketing man-
agement and marketing leadership.

•	 Developing and implementing marketing strategies and plans. The first task is to 
identify and plan for the organization’s potential long-run opportunities, given its market 
experience and core competencies. See Chapter 2 for more detail.

•	 Capturing marketing insights. Each organization should closely monitor its  marketing 
 environment, continually assess market potential, and forecast demand. Chapter 3 
looks at marketing information and research, market demand, and the marketing 
environment.

•	 Connecting with customers. Management must decide how to best create value for the 
firm’s chosen target markets and how to develop strong, profitable, long-term relationships 
with customers, as discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.

•	 Building strong brands. The organization must divide the market into major market 
 segments, evaluate each one, and target those it can best serve, as explained in Chapter 6. 
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Next, it needs to craft a brand positioning and plan to compete effectively, as shown in 
Chapter 7. Also, it should understand how customers perceive its brands and plan for 
growth, topics covered in Chapter 8.

•	 Creating value. At the heart of the marketing program is the product—the firm’s 
 tangible offering to the market—which includes the product quality, design, features, 
and packaging, all explored in Chapter 9. Chapter 10 looks at how firms can design 
and market services, and Chapter 11 examines critical marketing decisions related to 
pricing.

•	 Delivering value. Based on its products and services, how can the firm deliver value to 
its target market? Chapter 12 discusses channel activities needed to make the product 
 accessible and available to customers. Chapter 13 explores the marketing decisions made 
by retailers, wholesalers, and physical-distribution firms.

•	 Communicating value. Each marketer needs to communicate to the target market 
the value embodied by its offerings. This requires an integrated marketing program 
that maximizes the individual and collective contribution of all communication 
 activities, as shown in Chapter 14. Chapter 15 examines mass communications such 
as advertising, sales promotion, events, and public relations, while Chapter 16 dis-
cusses online, social media, and mobile options for reaching consumers. Chapter 17 
looks at personal communications such as direct and database marketing as well as 
personal selling.

•	 Managing the marketing organization for long term success. The marketing strategy 
should take into account changing global opportunities and challenges as well as social 
responsibility and ethics. Management must also establish an appropriate marketing 
 organization. See Chapter 18 for more detail.

Executive Summary
Marketing is the activity, set of institutions, and processes for creating, communicating, deliv-
ering, and exchanging offerings that have value for customers, clients, partners, and society at 
large. Marketing management is the art and science of choosing target markets and getting, keep-
ing, and growing customers through creating, delivering, and communicating superior customer 
value. Marketers can market goods, services, events, experiences, persons, places, properties, 
organizations, information, and ideas in four different marketplaces: consumer, business, global, 
and nonprofit.

Today’s marketplace is fundamentally different than in the past, resulting in many new 
consumer and company capabilities. Technology, globalization, and social responsibility are 
creating new opportunities and challenges and significantly changing the management of mar-
keting. Organizations can conduct business under the production concept, the product concept, 
the selling concept, the marketing concept, or the holistic marketing concept. The holistic mar-
keting concept (including relationship marketing, integrated marketing, internal marketing, and 
performance marketing) is based on the development, design, and implementation of market-
ing programs, processes, and activities that recognize their breadth and interdependencies. 
Successful marketing management includes developing and implementing marketing strategies 
and plans, capturing marketing insights, connecting with customers, building strong brands, 
creating, delivering, and communicating value, and managing the marketing organization within 
the global economy.
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In this chapter, we will address the following questions:

 1. How does marketing affect customer value? (Page 43)

 2. How is strategic planning carried out at different organizational levels? (Page 45)

 3. What does a marketing plan include? (Page 50)

 4. How can companies monitor and improve marketing activities and performance? (Page 52)

Marketing Strategies  
and Plans

Marketing Management at Hewlett-Packard
A true technology pioneer, Hewlett-Packard (HP) has encountered much difficulty in recent years, cul-
minating in a massive quarterly charge of more than $9.5 billion in 2012. Of that total, $8  billion was a 
write-down in the value of its IT services unit as the result of a disastrous acquisition of EDS. Revenue 
for the unit dropped when customers stopped signing large, long-term outsourcing contracts that were at 
the core of the unit’s business model. In a maturing market with few good new products, PC sales slowed 
so much that HP announced it was exiting the business. Printer and ink sales dropped as consumers be-
gan to print less. CEO Meg Whitman vowed to increase the company’s emphasis on design, reorganizing 
the PC group to come up with a cleaner, minimalist sensibility. Admitting that the company did not yet 
have a strategy for mobile phones, Whitman acknowledged there was much work to be done.1 Therefore, 
HP is revising its corporate strategy to reflect all these significant changes in the marketing environment.

Developing the right marketing strategy requires a blend of discipline and flexibility. Firms 
must stick to a strategy but also constantly improve it. In today’s fast-changing marketing 

world, identifying the best long-term strategies is crucial—but challenging—as HP has been 

Chapter 2
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finding out. This chapter examines some of the strategic marketing implications in creating cus-
tomer value, planning for marketing, and assessing marketing performance.

Marketing and Customer Value
The task of any business is to deliver customer value at a profit. A company can win only by 
fine-tuning the value delivery process and choosing, providing, and communicating superior 
value to increasingly well-informed buyers.

The Value Delivery Process
The traditional—but dated—view of marketing is that the firm makes something and then sells it, 
with marketing taking place during the selling process. Companies that take this view succeed only 
in economies marked by goods shortages where consumers are not fussy about quality, features, or 
style—for example, basic staple goods in developing markets.

In economies with many different types of people, each with individual wants, perceptions, 
preferences, and buying criteria, the smart competitor must design and deliver offerings for well-
defined target markets. This realization inspired a new view of business processes that places 
marketing at the beginning of planning. Instead of emphasizing making and selling, companies 
now see themselves as part of a value delivery process.

The value creation and delivery sequence consists of three phases.2 In the first phase, choosing 
the value, marketers segment the market, select the appropriate target, and develop the offering’s 
value positioning. The formula “segmentation, targeting, positioning (STP)” is the essence of 
strategic marketing. The second phase is providing the value through identifying specific prod-
uct features, prices, and distribution. The third phase is communicating the value by utilizing the 
Internet, advertising, sales force, and other communication tools to announce and promote the 
product. The value delivery process begins before there is a product and continues through devel-
opment and after launch.

The Value Chain
Harvard’s Michael Porter has proposed the value chain as a tool for identifying ways to create 
more customer value.3 According to this model, every firm is a synthesis of activities performed 
to design, produce, market, deliver, and support its product. Nine strategically relevant activities—
five primary and four support activities—create value and cost in a specific business.

The primary activities are (1) inbound logistics, or bringing materials into the business; 
(2) operations, or converting materials into final products; (3) outbound logistics, or shipping 
out final products; (4) marketing, which includes sales; and (5) service. Specialized depart-
ments handle the support activities—(1) procurement, (2) technology development, (3) human 
resource management, and (4) firm infrastructure (including general management, planning, 
finance, accounting, legal, and government affairs).

The firm’s task is to examine its costs and performance in each value-creating activity, 
 benchmarking against competitors, and look for ways to improve. Even the best companies can 
benchmark, against other industries if necessary, to improve their performance. The firm’s success 
depends not only on how well each department performs its work but also on how well the company 
coordinates departmental activities to conduct core business processes.4 These processes include:

•	 The market-sensing process—gathering and acting upon information about the market
•	 The new-offering realization process—researching, developing, and launching new high-

quality offerings quickly and within budget
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•	 The customer acquisition process—defining target markets and prospecting for new 
customers

•	 The customer relationship management process—building deeper understanding of, rela-
tionships with, and offerings for individual customers

•	 The fulfillment management process—receiving and approving orders, shipping goods on 
time, and collecting payment

Strong companies are reengineering their work flows and building cross-functional teams 
to be responsible for each process.5 Ford established a cross-functional team to help reduce water 
usage per vehicle by 30 percent.6 A firm also needs to look for competitive advantages beyond its 
own operations in the value chains of suppliers, distributors, and customers. Many companies have 
partnered with specific suppliers and distributors to create a superior value delivery network, also 
called a supply chain.

Core Competencies
Companies today outsource less-critical resources if they can obtain better quality or lower cost. 
The key is to own and nurture the resources and competencies that make up the essence of the 
business. A core competency has three characteristics: (1) it is a source of competitive advantage 
and makes a significant contribution to perceived customer benefits; (2) it has applications in a 
wide variety of markets; and (3) it is difficult for competitors to imitate. Competitive advantage 
also accompanies distinctive capabilities or excellence in broader business processes. Wharton’s 
George Day sees market-driven organizations as excelling in three distinctive capabilities: mar-
ket sensing, customer linking, and channel bonding.7

In terms of market sensing, Day believes tremendous opportunities and threats often begin 
as “weak signals” from the “periphery” of a business.8 He suggests systematically developing pe-
ripheral vision by asking three questions related to learning from the past, evaluating the present, 
and envisioning the future. Over time, businesses may need to realign themselves to maximize 
core competencies, by (re)defining the business concept or “big idea,” (re)shaping the business 
scope, and (re)positioning the company’s brand identity.

The Central Role of Strategic Planning
Marketers must prioritize strategic planning in three key areas: (1) managing their businesses 
as an investment portfolio, (2) assessing the market’s growth rate and the company’s position 
in that market, and (3) establishing a strategy. Most large companies consist of four organiza-
tional levels: corporate, division, business unit, and product. Corporate headquarters designs 
a corporate strategic plan to guide the whole enterprise; it makes decisions on the amount of 
resources to allocate to each division as well as on which businesses to start or eliminate. Each 
division establishes a plan covering the allocation of funds to each business unit within the 
division. Each business unit develops a strategic plan to carry that business unit into a profit-
able future. Finally, each product level (product line, brand) develops a marketing plan for 
achieving its objectives.

The marketing plan is the central instrument for directing and coordinating the market-
ing effort, operating at both the strategic and tactical levels. The strategic marketing plan lays 
out the target markets and the firm’s value proposition, based on an analysis of the best market 
opportunities. The tactical marketing plan specifies the marketing tactics, including product 
features, promotion, merchandising, pricing, sales channels, and service. The complete strategic 
planning, implementation, and control cycle is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Corporate and Division Strategic Planning
All corporate headquarters undertake four planning activities: (1) defining the corporate mission, 
(2) establishing strategic business units, (3) assigning resources to each unit, and (4) assessing 
growth opportunities. These activities are discussed next.

Defining the Corporate Mission
An organization exists to accomplish something: to make cars, lend money, provide a night’s lodg-
ing. Over time, the mission may change to respond to new opportunities or market conditions. 
Amazon.com changed its mission from being the world’s largest online bookstore to aspiring to be 
the world’s largest online store. To define its mission, a company should address Peter Drucker’s 
classic questions:9 What is our business? Who is the customer? What is of value to the customer? 
What will our business be? What should our business be? These simple-sounding questions are 
among the most difficult a company will ever face. Successful companies continuously ask and 
answer them.

A clear, thoughtful mission statement, developed collaboratively with and shared with 
managers, employees, and often customers, provides a shared sense of purpose, direction, and 
opportunity. Good mission statements focus on a limited number of goals, stress the firm’s major 
policies and values, and define the major competitive spheres within which the firm will operate. 
They also take a long-term view and are short, memorable, and meaningful. Table 2.1 shows key 
competitive dimensions for mission statements along with examples.

Establishing Strategic Business Units
Large companies normally manage quite different businesses, each requiring its own strategy. A 
strategic business unit (SBU) has three characteristics: (1) it is a single business, or a collection of 
related businesses, that can be planned separately from the rest of the company; (2) it has its own 
set of competitors; and (3) it has a manager responsible for strategic planning and profit perfor-
mance who controls most of the factors affecting profit. The purpose of identifying the company’s 
strategic business units is to develop separate strategies and assign appropriate funding. Senior 
management knows its portfolio of businesses usually includes a number of “yesterday’s has-
beens” as well as “tomorrow’s winners.”

Organizing

Implementing

Diagnosing results

Planning Implementing Controlling

Measuring results

Taking corrective
action

Corporate planning

Division planning

Business planning

Product planning

Figure 2.1 Strategic Planning, Implementation, and Control
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Assigning Resources to Each SBU10

Once SBUs have been defined, management must decide how to allocate corporate resources 
to each unit. Newer methods of portfolio planning rely on shareholder value analysis and on 
whether the market value of a company is greater with an SBU or without it. These value calcu-
lations assess the potential of a business based on growth opportunities from global expansion, 
repositioning or retargeting, and strategic outsourcing.

Assessing Growth Opportunities
Assessing growth opportunities includes planning new businesses, downsizing, and terminat-
ing older businesses. If there is a gap between future desired sales and projected sales, corporate 
management will need to develop or acquire new businesses to fill it. One option is to identify 
opportunities for growth within current businesses (intensive opportunities). A second option is 
to build or acquire businesses related to current businesses (integrative opportunities). A third 
option is to add attractive unrelated businesses (diversification opportunities).

•	 Intensive growth. Marketers can use a “product-market expansion grid” to  consider 
the firm’s strategic growth opportunities in terms of current and new products and 
markets. The company first considers whether it could gain more market share 
with its current products in current markets, using a market-penetration strategy. 
Next it considers whether it can find or develop new markets for its current prod-
ucts in a  market-development strategy. Then it considers whether it can develop 
new products for its current markets with a product-development strategy. Later the 
firm will also review opportunities to develop new products for new markets in a 
diversification strategy.

Table 2.1 Defining Competitive Territory and Boundaries in Mission Statements

Competitive Dimension Description Example

Industry Some companies operate only in one industry; 
some only in a set of related industries; some only 
in industrial goods, consumer goods, or services; 
and some in any industry.

Caterpillar focuses on the industrial market; John Deere 
 operates in the industrial and consumer markets.

Products and applications The range of products and applications that a firm 
will supply.

St. Jude Medical develops medical technology and services 
for physicians.

Competence The range of technological and other core 
 competencies that a firm will master and leverage.

Japan’s NEC has core competencies in computing, 
 communications, and components to support production 
of  laptop computers,  television receivers, and handheld 
telephones.

Market segment The type of market or customers that a company 
will serve.

Gerber serves primarily the baby market.

Vertical sphere The number of channel levels, from raw  material to 
final product and distribution, in which a  company 
will participate.

At one extreme are companies with a large vertical scope. 
At the other extreme are “hollow corporations,” which 
 outsource the production of nearly all goods and services.

Geographical sphere The range of regions, countries, or country groups 
in which a company will operate.

Some firms operate in a specific city or state. Others are 
 multinationals like Royal Dutch/Shell, which operates in 
more than 100 countries.
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•	 Integrative growth. A business can increase sales and profits through backward integration 
(acquiring a supplier), forward integration (acquiring a distributor), or horizontal integration 
(acquiring a competitor). Horizontal mergers and alliances don’t always work out, however.

•	 Diversification growth. This makes sense when good opportunities exist outside the 
present businesses—the industry is highly attractive and the company has the right mix 
of business strengths to succeed. The firm might seek new products that have technologi-
cal or marketing synergies with existing product lines, though appealing to a different 
group of customers. Or it might use a horizontal strategy to search for unrelated new 
products that appeal to current customers. Finally, the company might seek new busi-
nesses with no relationship to its current technology, products, or markets, adopting a 
conglomerate strategy to diversification.

Also, companies must carefully prune, harvest, or divest tired old businesses to release 
needed resources for other uses and reduce costs.

Organization and Organizational Culture
Strategic planning happens within the context of the organization, the firm’s structures, policies, 
and corporate culture, all of which can become dysfunctional in a rapidly changing business 
environment. Corporate culture has been defined as “the shared experiences, stories, beliefs, 
and norms that characterize an organization.” A customer-centric culture can affect all aspects of 
an organization. Enterprise Rent-A-Car featured its own employees in a recent “The Enterprise 
Way” ad campaign. One ad in the campaign, themed “Fix Any Problem,” reinforced how any 
local Enterprise outlet has the authority to take actions to maximize customer satisfaction.11 
Whereas managers can change structures and policies (though with difficulty), the company’s 
culture is very hard to change. Yet adapting the culture is often the key to successfully imple-
menting a new strategy.

Organizations develop strategy by choosing their view of the future. The Royal Dutch/Shell 
Group has pioneered scenario analysis, which develops plausible representations of a firm’s 
possible future using assumptions about forces driving the market and different uncertainties. 
Managers think through each scenario with the question “What will we do if it happens?,” adopt 
one scenario as the most probable, and watch for signposts that might confirm or disconfirm it.12

Business Unit Strategic Planning
The business unit strategic-planning process consists of the steps shown in Figure 2.2. We exam-
ine each step in the sections that follow.

The Business Mission
Each business unit needs to define its specific mission within the broader company mission. 
Thus, a television-studio-lighting-equipment company might define its mission as “To target 
major television studios and become their vendor of choice for lighting technologies that rep-
resent the most advanced and reliable studio lighting arrangements.” Notice this mission does 
not mention winning business from smaller studios, offering the lowest price, or offering non-
lighting products.

SWOT Analysis
The overall evaluation of a company’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats is called 
SWOT analysis. It’s a way of monitoring the external and internal marketing environment.
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External Environment (Opportunity and Threat) Analysis  A business unit must moni-
tor key macroenvironment forces and significant microenvironment factors that affect its ability to 
earn profits. It should track trends and important developments and any related opportunities 
and threats.

Good marketing is the art of finding, developing, and profiting from these opportunities.13 
A marketing opportunity is an area of buyer need and interest that a company has a high prob-
ability of profitably satisfying. There are three main sources of market opportunities.14 The 
first is to offer something that is in short supply. The second is to supply an existing product or 
service in a new or superior way. How? The problem detection method asks consumers for their 
suggestions, the ideal method has them imagine an ideal version of the product or service, and 
the consumption chain method asks them to chart their steps in acquiring, using, and disposing 
of a product. This last can often lead to a totally new product or service, which is the third main 
source of market opportunities.

Marketers need to be good at spotting opportunities created from:

•	 Converging industry trends. These may open opportunities to introduce new hybrid 
products or services, the way cell phone manufacturers have released phones with Global 
Positioning Systems (GPS) and other features.

•	 Making a buying process more convenient or efficient. Mobil introduced Speed Pass, 
one of the first widely deployed RFID (radio-frequency identification) payment systems, 
to allow consumers to quickly and easily pay for gas at the pump.

•	 Meeting the need for information and advice. Angie’s List connects individuals with 
 local home improvement and other services that have been reviewed by others.

•	 Customizing an offering. Timberland allows customers to choose colors for different 
parts of their boots, add initials or numbers, and select different stitching and embroidery.

•	 Introducing a new capability. Consumers can create and edit digital “iMovies” with the 
iMac and upload them to share with friends around the world.

•	 Delivering products or services faster. FedEx pioneered a way to deliver packages much 
more quickly than the U.S. Postal Service.

•	 Offering a much lower price. Pharmaceutical firms have created generic versions of 
brand-name drugs that often sell for less than the branded versions.

Program
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Figure 2.2 The Business Unit Strategic-Planning Process
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To evaluate opportunities, companies can use market opportunity analysis (MOA) and ask 
questions like: (1) Can we articulate the benefits convincingly to the defined target market(s)? 
(2) Can we locate the target market(s) and reach them with cost-effective media and trade 
channels? (3) Does our company possess or have access to the critical capabilities and re-
sources we need to deliver the customer benefits? (4) Can we deliver the benefits better than 
any actual or potential competitors? (5) Will the financial rate of return meet or exceed our 
required threshold for investment?

An environmental threat is a challenge posed by an unfavorable trend or development that, 
in the absence of defensive marketing action, would lead to lower sales or profit. The company 
needs contingency plans to deal with major threats that have a high probability of occurrence 
and can seriously hurt the company. Although minor threats can be ignored, the firm will want 
to carefully monitor emerging threats in case they grow more serious.

Internal Environment (Strengths and Weaknesses) Analysis  It’s one thing to find at-
tractive opportunities and another to be able to take advantage of them. Each business needs to 
evaluate its internal strengths and weaknesses. Clearly, the business doesn’t have to correct all its 
weaknesses, nor should it gloat about all its strengths. The big question is whether it should limit 
itself to those opportunities for which it possesses the required strengths or consider those that 
might require it to find or develop new strengths.

Goal Formulation
After SWOT analysis, the next step is goal formulation, developing specific goals for the planning 
period. Goals are objectives that are specific with respect to magnitude and time. Most business units 
pursue a mix of objectives, including profitability, sales growth, market share improvement, risk 
containment, and innovation. The business unit sets these objectives and then manages by objectives 
(MBO). For an MBO system to work, the unit’s objectives must be (1) arranged hierarchically, from 
most to least important; (2) quantitative whenever possible; (3) realistic; and (4) consistent. Other 
important trade-offs include short-term profit versus long-term growth, deep penetration of existing 
markets versus development of new markets, profit goals versus nonprofit goals, and high growth 
versus low risk. Each choice calls for a different marketing strategy.15

Strategy Formulation
Goals indicate what a business unit wants to achieve; strategy is a game plan for getting there. 
Every business must design a strategy for achieving its goals, consisting of a marketing strategy 
and a compatible technology strategy and sourcing strategy. Michael Porter has proposed three 
generic strategies that provide a good starting point for strategic thinking: overall cost leadership, 
differentiation, and focus.16

•	 Overall cost leadership. Firms work to achieve the lowest production and distribution 
costs so they can underprice competitors and win market share. They need less skill in 
marketing. The problem is that other firms will usually compete with still-lower costs.

•	 Differentiation. The business concentrates on achieving superior performance in an 
 important customer benefit area valued by a large part of the market.

•	 Focus. The business focuses on one or more narrow market segments, gets to know them 
intimately, and pursues either cost leadership or differentiation within the target segment.

Competing firms directing the same strategy to the same target market constitute a strategic 
group.17 The firm that carries out the strategy best will make the most profits. Porter draws a 
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distinction between operational effectiveness and strategy. Competitors can quickly copy the 
operationally effective company using benchmarking and other tools, thus diminishing the ad-
vantage of operational effectiveness. Strategy, on the other hand, is “the creation of a unique and 
valuable position involving a different set of activities.” A company can claim it has a strategy 
when it “performs different activities from rivals or performs similar activities in different ways.”

Even giant companies—AT&T, Philips, and Starbucks—often cannot achieve leadership, either 
nationally or globally, without forming alliances with domestic or multinational companies that 
complement or leverage their capabilities and resources. Marketing alliances may involve prod-
ucts or services (licensing or jointly marketing an offering), promotions (one company carrying 
a promotion for another), logistics (delivering or distributing another firm’s product), or pricing 
(offering mutual price discounts). To keep strategic alliances thriving, firms are developing organi-
zational structures to support them, and many have come to view the ability to form and manage 
partnerships as core skills called partner relationship management (PRM).

Strategy and Implementation
Strategy addresses the what and why of marketing programs and activities; implementation ad-
dresses the who, where, when, and how. According to McKinsey & Company, strategy is only 
one of seven elements—all of which start with the letter s—in successful business practice.18 The 
first three—strategy, structure, and systems—are considered the “hardware” of success. The next 
four—style, skills, staff, and shared values—are the “software.” When these elements are present, 
companies are usually more successful at strategy implementation.19 Implementation depends on 
management exercising control over marketing programs that support the strategy. A company’s 
strategic fit with the environment will inevitably erode because the market environment changes 
faster than the company’s seven Ss. Thus, a company might remain efficient yet lose effectiveness. 
Peter Drucker pointed out that it is more important to “do the right thing”—to be effective—than 
“to do things right”—to be efficient. The most successful companies, however, excel at both.

Organizations, especially large ones, are subject to inertia. It’s difficult to change one part with-
out adjusting everything else. Yet organizations can be changed through strong leadership, prefer-
ably in advance of a crisis. The key to organizational health is willingness to examine the changing 
environment and adopt new goals and behaviors. “Marketing Insight: Businesses Charting a New 
Direction” describes how some companies are adjusting to the new marketing realities.

The Marketing Plan
Working within the strategies and plans set by the levels above them, marketing managers come 
up with a marketing plan for individual products, lines, brands, channels, or customer groups. A 
marketing plan is a written document that summarizes what the marketer has learned about the 
marketplace and indicates how the firm plans to reach its marketing objectives.20 It contains tac-
tical guidelines for the marketing programs and financial allocations over the planning period.21 
The most frequently cited shortcomings of current marketing plans, according to marketing ex-
ecutives, are lack of realism, insufficient competitive analysis, and a short-run focus.

Contents of a Marketing Plan
A marketing plan usually contains the following sections.

•	 Executive summary and table of contents. 
•	 Situation analysis. This section presents relevant background data on sales, costs, the 

market, competitors, and the macroenvironment. How do we define the market, how big 
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is it, how fast is it growing, and what are the relevant trends and critical issues? Firms use 
all this information to carry out a SWOT analysis.

•	 Marketing strategy. The marketing manager defines the mission, marketing and finan-
cial objectives, and needs the market offering is intended to satisfy as well as its competi-
tive positioning. This requires inputs from areas such as purchasing, manufacturing, sales, 
finance, and human resources.

•	 Marketing tactics. Here the marketing manager outlines the marketing activities that will 
be undertaken to execute the marketing strategy, including decisions about the product or 
service offering, pricing, channels, and communications.

•	 Financial projections. Financial projections include a sales forecast (by month and prod-
uct category), an expense forecast (broken down into finer categories), and a break-even 
analysis (how many units the firm must sell to offset its fixed costs and average per-unit 
variable costs).

•	 Implementation controls. Management outlines the controls for monitoring activities and 
adjusting implementation. Typically, this section spells out the goals and budget for each 
month or quarter so management can review results and take corrective action as needed.

From Marketing Plan to Marketing Action
Most companies create yearly marketing plans. They start planning well in advance of the imple-
mentation date to allow time for marketing research, analysis, management review, and coor-
dination between departments. As each action program begins, they monitor ongoing results, 

Businesses Charting a New Direction

Continued prosperity or even survival may de-
pend on how quickly and effectively a firm 

is able to chart a strategy for a new direction. 
Consider these examples.

•	 With consumers increasingly using smart 
phones for directions and maps, Garmin, the 
biggest maker of GPS devices, found sales 
declining rapidly. Its solution was to partner 
with automakers and embed GPS systems in 
dashboard “command centers.” Hedging its 
bets, Garmin also developed its own smart-
phone app.

•	 When Dow Chemical found its commod-
ity chemical strategy was no longer profit-
able, it shifted focus to unique, innovative 
high-margin products like solar shingles to 
capitalize on four main trends: clean energy, 

health and nutrition, consumerism in the 
emerging world, and infrastructure.

•	 The runaway success of Amazon’s Kindle, 
Apple’s iPad, and other tablet products has 
turned the book industry upside down. 
Bookstores, libraries, and publishers are 
all recognizing that the sale and delivery 
of a book are now just a download away. 
Libraries can lend e-readers and e-books, 
and when the due date arrives, the book 
just disappears!

Sources: Erik Rhey, “A GPS Maker Shifts Gears,” Fortune, March 19, 
2012; Geoff Colvin, “Dow’s New Direction,” Fortune, March 19, 2012; 
Ben Bradford, “Libraries Grapple with the Downside of E-books,” 
www.npr.org, May 29, 2012; Sharon Tregaskis, “Buy the Book,” 
Cornell Alumni Magazine, November–December 2012; “Great Digital 
Expectations,” The Economist, September 10, 2011.

marketing 
insight

www.npr.org
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investigate any deviation from plans, and take corrective steps as needed to keep marketing 
performance on track. Some firms prepare contingency plans so they can update and adapt the 
marketing plan at any time.

Marketing Implementation, Control, and Performance
Marketing implementation is the process that turns marketing plans into action assignments 
and ensures they accomplish the plan’s stated objectives.22 A brilliant strategic marketing plan 
counts for little if not implemented properly. Therefore, the marketing plan typically outlines 
budgets, schedules, and marketing metrics for monitoring and evaluating results over time. With 
budgets, marketers can compare planned and actual expenditures for a given period. Schedules 
show when tasks were supposed to be completed and when they actually were. Marketing 
metrics track actual outcomes of marketing programs to see whether the company is moving 
forward toward its objectives. These and other tools enable management to measure marketing 
performance and control the implementation of marketing programs.

Although marketing expenses are easily quantified in the short run, the resulting outputs 
such as broader brand awareness, enhanced brand image, greater customer loyalty, and improved 
new product prospects may take months or years to manifest themselves. Two complementary 
approaches to measuring marketing productivity are: (1) marketing metrics to assess marketing 
effects and (2) marketing-mix modeling to estimate causal relationships and measure how mar-
keting activity affects outcomes. Marketing dashboards are a structured way to disseminate the 
insights gleaned from these two approaches.

Marketing Metrics
Marketing metrics is the set of measures that help marketers quantify, compare, and interpret 
their performance.23 Marketers today have better marketing metrics for measuring the perfor-
mance of marketing plans (see Table 2.2 for some examples).24 Firms can choose metrics based 
on the particular issues or problems they face. London Business School’s Tim Ambler believes 
firms can split evaluation of marketing performance into two parts: (1) short-term results and 
(2) changes in brand equity.25 Short-term results often reflect profit-and-loss concerns as shown 
by sales turnover, shareholder value, or some combination of the two. Brand-equity measures 
could include customer awareness, attitudes, and behaviors; market share; relative price pre-
mium; number of complaints; distribution and availability; total number of customers; perceived 
quality; and loyalty and retention.26

Marketing-Mix Modeling
Marketing accountability means that marketers must more precisely estimate the effects of differ-
ent marketing investments. Marketing-mix models analyze data from a variety of sources, such as 
retailer scanner data, company shipment data, pricing, media, and promotion spending data, to 
understand the effects of specific marketing activities.27 To deepen understanding, marketers can 
conduct multivariate analyses, such as regression analysis, to sort through how each marketing ele-
ment influences marketing outcomes such as brand sales or market share. Especially popular with 
packaged-goods marketers such as Procter & Gamble and Colgate, the findings from marketing-
mix modeling help allocate or reallocate expenditures. Analyses explore which part of ad budgets 
are wasted, what optimal spending levels are, and what minimum investment levels should be.

Although marketing-mix modeling helps to isolate effects, it is less effective at assessing how 
different marketing elements work in combination. Wharton’s Dave Reibstein also notes three 
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Table 2.2 Marketing Metrics

Sales Metrics

•	Sales growth
•	Market share
•	Sales from new products

Customer readiness to buy Metrics

•	Awareness
•	Preference
•	Purchase intention
•	Trial rate
•	Repurchase rate

Customer Metrics

•	Customer complaints
•	Customer satisfaction
•	Ratio of promoters to detractors
•	Customer acquisition costs
•	New-customer gains
•	Customer losses
•	Customer churn
•	Retention rate
•	Customer lifetime value
•	Customer equity
•	Customer profitability
•	Return on customer

Distribution Metrics

•	Number of outlets
•	Share in shops handling
•	Weighted distribution
•	Distribution gains
•	Average stock volume (value)
•	Stock cover in days
•	Out of stock frequency
•	Share of shelf
•	Average sales per point of sale

Communication Metrics

•	Spontaneous (unaided) brand awareness
•	Top of mind brand awareness
•	Prompted (aided) brand awareness
•	Spontaneous (unaided) advertising awareness
•	Prompted (aided) advertising awareness
•	Effective reach
•	Effective frequency
•	Gross rating points (GRP)
•	Response rate

other shortcomings:28 (1) it focuses on incremental growth instead of baseline sales or long-term 
effects; (2) it has limited integration of metrics related to customer satisfaction, awareness, and 
brand equity; and (3) it generally fails to incorporate metrics related to competitors, the trade, or 
the sales force.

Marketing Dashboards
Management can assemble a summary set of relevant internal and external measures in a mar-
keting dashboard for synthesis and interpretation. Marketing dashboards are like the instrument 
panel in a car or plane, visually displaying real-time indicators to ensure proper functioning. 
Formally, marketing dashboards are “a concise set of interconnected performance drivers to be 
viewed in common throughout the organization.”29

As input to the marketing dashboard, companies should include two key market-based 
scorecards that reflect performance and provide possible early warning signals. A customer-
performance scorecard records how well the company is doing year after year on such customer-
based measures as the percentage of customers who say they would repurchase the product. A 
stakeholder-performance scorecard tracks the satisfaction of various constituencies who have a 
critical interest in and impact on the company’s performance: employees, suppliers, banks, dis-
tributors, retailers, and stockholders. Again, management should take action when one or more 
groups register increased or above-norm levels of dissatisfaction.30 A company might aim to 
delight its customers, perform well for its employees, and deliver a threshold level of satisfaction 
to its suppliers. It must not violate any stakeholder group’s sense of fairness about the treatment it 
is receiving relative to the others.
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Marketing Control
Marketing control is the process by which firms assess the effects of their marketing activities 
and make necessary changes and adjustments. Table 2.3 lists four types of marketing control: 
annual-plan control, profitability control, efficiency control, and strategic control.

Annual-plan control ensures the company achieves the sales, profits, and other goals es-
tablished in its annual plan. To do this, management sets monthly or quarterly goals, monitors 
marketing performance in the marketplace, determines the causes of serious performance devia-
tions, and takes corrective action to close gaps between goals and performance (see Figure 2.3). 
Profitability control is used to determine whether to expand, reduce, or eliminate any products 
or marketing activities.

Efficiency control helps the company look at better ways to manage marketing spending and 
investments. Some companies have established a marketing controller position to improve mar-
keting efficiency. Marketing controllers examine adherence to profit plans, help brand managers 
prepare budgets, measure the efficiency of promotions, analyze media production costs, evaluate 
customer and geographic profitability, and educate marketing staff on the financial implications 
of marketing decisions.

With strategic control, the firm should periodically reassess its strategic approach to the 
marketplace, using a marketing audit, a comprehensive, systematic, independent, and periodic 
examination of a company’s or business unit’s marketing environment, objectives, strategies, and 
activities, to identify problem areas and opportunities and recommend a plan for improving mar-
keting performance. A good marketing audit covers the macroenvironment, task environment, 

Table 2.3 Types of Marketing Control

Type of Control Prime Responsibility Purpose of Control Approaches

I. Annual-plan control Top management  
Middle management

To examine whether the planned  
 results are being achieved

•	Sales analysis
•	Market share analysis
•	Sales-to-expense ratios
•	Financial analysis
•	Market-based scorecard analysis

II. Profitability control Marketing controller To examine where the company is  
making and losing money

Profitability by:
•	product
•	 territory
•	customer
•	segment
•	 trade channel
•	order size

III. Efficiency control Line and staff management 
Marketing controller

To evaluate and improve the spending  
efficiency and impact of marketing 
expenditures

Efficiency of:
•	sales force
•	advertising
•	sales promotion
•	distribution

IV. Strategic control Top management  
Marketing auditor

To examine whether the company is  
 pursuing its best opportunities with  
respect to markets, products,  
and channels

•	Marketing effectiveness rating 
instrument

•	Marketing audit
•	Marketing excellence review
•	Company ethical and social 

 responsibility review
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marketing strategy, marketing organization, marketing systems, marketing productivity, and 
marketing functions. Regular marketing audits can benefit companies in good health as well as 
those in trouble.

Executive Summary
The value chain is a tool for identifying key activities that create customer value and costs in a 
specific business. The value delivery process includes choosing (or identifying), providing (or 
delivering), and communicating superior value. Market-oriented strategic planning is the mana-
gerial process of developing and maintaining a viable fit between the organization’s objectives, 
skills, and resources and its changing market opportunities.

Strategic planning occurs at multiple levels: corporate, division, business unit, and prod-
uct. Corporate strategy includes defining the mission, establishing strategic business units 
(SBUs), assigning resources, and assessing growth opportunities. This is the framework within 
which divisions and SBUs prepare their strategic plans. The marketing plan summarizes what 
the firm knows about the marketplace and how it will reach its marketing objectives, operating 
at both the strategic and tactical levels. Marketing implementation turns marketing plans into 
action assignments to achieve the plan’s objectives. Firms use marketing metrics, marketing-
mix modeling, and marketing dashboards to monitor and assess marketing productivity. By 
applying marketing control, management can assess the effects of marketing activities and 
make improvements.

What is
happening?

Why
is it

happening?

What do
we want

to achieve?

What should
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it?

Performance
Measurement

Performance
Diagnosis

Goal Setting

Corrective
Action

Figure 2.3 The Control Process
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In this chapter, we will address the following questions:

 1. What are the components of a modern marketing information system? (Page 59)

 2. How can companies collect marketing intelligence? (Page 60)

 3. What constitutes good marketing research? (Page 61)

 4. How can companies accurately measure and forecast market demand? (Page 66)

 5. What are some influential developments in the macroenvironment? (Page 69)

Marketing Research and 
Analysis

Marketing Management at Campbell Soup Company
The Campbell Soup Company’s iconic red-and-white soup can represents one of the most famous U.S. 
brands. Recently, though, overall consumption of canned soup has declined 13 percent, and the firm’s 
market share has dropped from 67 percent to 53 percent. To help stop the sales slide, Campbell’s set out 
to better understand the habits and tastes of 18- to 34-year-olds. Executives visited “hipster market 
hubs” to observe Millennials during “live-alongs,” where they shopped and ate at home with young 
consumers, and “eat-alongs,” where they dined with them in restaurants. The key insight: Millennials 
love spices and eat more exotic food than their parents—they just can’t cook it at home! The solution: a 
new line of Campbell’s Go! Soup—ready-to-eat, boldly-flavored meals sold in pouches (and at a price 
more than three times the basic red-and-white line). Since the target market is tech-savvy, the product 
line was promoted entirely online on music and humor sites, gaming platforms, and social media.1

Virtually every industry has been touched by dramatic shifts in the economic, sociocultural, 
natural, technological, demographic, and political-legal environments. In this chapter, we 

Chapter 3
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consider how Campbell’s and other firms can collect and store information, conduct marketing 
research, develop good forecasts to support marketing management, and analyze trends in the 
macroenvironment.

The Marketing Information System and Marketing Intelligence
The major responsibility for identifying significant marketplace changes falls to the company’s 
marketers. Marketers have two advantages for the task: disciplined methods for collecting infor-
mation and time spent interacting with customers and observing competitors and other outside 
groups. Some firms have marketing information systems that provide rich detail about buyer 
wants, preferences, and behavior.

Every firm must organize and distribute a continuous flow of information to its marketing 
managers. A marketing information system (MIS) consists of people, equipment, and proce-
dures to gather, sort, analyze, evaluate, and distribute needed, timely, and accurate information to 
marketing decision makers. It relies on internal company records, marketing intelligence activi-
ties, and marketing research.

Internal Records and Database Systems
To spot important opportunities and potential problems, marketing managers rely on internal 
reports of orders, sales, prices, costs, inventory levels, receivables, and payables.

The Order-to-Payment Cycle  The heart of the internal records system is the order-to-payment 
cycle. Sales representatives, dealers, and customers send orders to the firm. The sales department 
prepares invoices, transmits copies to various departments, and back-orders out-of-stock items. 
Shipped items generate shipping and billing documents. Because customers favor firms that can 
promise timely delivery, companies need to perform these steps quickly and accurately.

Sales Information Systems  Marketing managers need timely and accurate reports on cur-
rent sales. Walmart operates a sales and inventory data warehouse that captures data on every item 
for every customer, every store, every day and refreshes it every hour. Marketers must carefully 
interpret sales data, however, to avoid drawing wrong conclusions.

Databases, Data Warehousing, and Data Mining  A customer database is an organized 
collection of comprehensive information about individual customers or prospects that is current, 
accessible, and actionable for lead generation, lead qualification, sales, or customer relationship 
management. Database marketing is the process of building, maintaining, and using customer 
databases and other databases (products, suppliers, resellers) to contact, transact with, and build 
relationships with customers. Information captured by the company is organized into a data 
warehouse where marketers can capture, query, and analyze data to draw inferences about indi-
vidual customers’ needs and responses. Marketing analysts use data mining to extract from the 
mass of data useful insights about customer behavior, trends, and segments.

The explosion of data brought by the maturation of the Internet and mobile technology 
gives companies unprecedented opportunities to engage customers. It also threatens to over-
whelm decision makers. “Marketing Insight: Digging into Big Data” describes opportunities and 
challenges in managing massive data sets.2 On the other hand, some customers may not want a 
relationship with the company and may resent having personal data collected and stored. The 
use of behavioral targeting to track customers’ online behavior for marketing purposes allows 
advertisers to better target online ads—but some consumers object to the practice. Chapter 17 
discusses database marketing in the context of direct marketing.
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Digging into Big Data

I n one year, people store enough data to fill 
60,000 Libraries of Congress. YouTube receives 

24 hours of video every minute. Manufacturers 
are putting sensors and chips into appliances and 
products, generating even more data. However, 
more data are not better unless they can be prop-
erly processed, analyzed, and interpreted. And 
therein lies the opportunity and challenge of Big 
Data, data sets that cannot be effectively managed 
with traditional tools.

One industry expert, James Kobielus, sees 
Big Data as distinctive because of: Volume (from 
hundreds of terabytes to petabytes and beyond); 
Velocity (up to and including real-time delivery); 
Variety (encompassing structured, unstructured, 
and semi-structured formats such as messages, im-
ages, and GPS signals); and Volatility (with hundreds 
of new data sources in apps, Web services, and social 
networks).

Some companies are harnessing Big Data. 
UK supermarket giant Tesco uses the 1.5 billion 
pieces of data it collects every month to set prices 

and promotions; U.S. kitchenware retailer Williams-
Sonoma uses its customer data to customize versions 
of its catalog. Amazon reports generating 30 percent 
of its sales through its recommendation engine (“You 
may also like”). On the production side, GE set up a 
team of developers in Silicon Valley to improve the 
efficiency of the jet engines, generators, locomotives, 
and CT scanners it sells. Even a 1 percent improve-
ment in the operation of commercial aircraft would 
save $2 billion for GE’s airline customers.

Sources: Schumpeter, “Building with Big Data,” The Economist, May 
28, 2011; Jessica Twentyman, “Big Data Is the ‘Next Frontier,’” Financial 
Times, November 14, 2011; Jacques Bughin, John Livingston, and 
Sam Marwaha, “Seizing the Potential of Big Data,” McKinsey Quarterly 
4 (October 2011); “Mining the Big Data Goldmine,” Special Advertising 
Section, Fortune, 2012; “Financial Brands Tap Big Data,” www.warc .com, 
September 13, 2012; Thomas H. Davenport, Paul Barth, and Randy 
Bean, “How ‘Big Data’ Is Different,” MIT Sloan Management Review 54 
(Fall 2012), pp. 43–46; Andrew McAfee and Erik Brynjolfsson, “Big Data: 
The Management Revolution,” Harvard Business Review, October 2012, 
pp. 60–68; Ashlee Vance, “GE Tries to Make Its Machines Cool and 
Connected,” Bloomberg Businessweek, December 10, 2012, pp. 44–46.

marketing 
insight

Marketing Intelligence
A marketing intelligence system is a set of procedures and sources that managers use to obtain 
everyday information about developments in the marketing environment. The internal records 
system supplies results data, but the marketing intelligence system supplies happenings data. 
Marketing managers collect marketing intelligence by reading books, newspapers, and trade 
publications; talking to customers, suppliers, distributors, and other company managers; and 
monitoring online social media. Table 3.1 shows eight ways to improve the quality and quantity 
of marketing intelligence.

Companies that make good use of “cookies,” records of Web site usage stored on personal 
browsers, are smart users of targeted marketing. Many consumers are happy to cooperate: Not 
only do they not delete cookies, but they also expect customized marketing appeals and deals 
once they accept them.

The Marketing Research System
Marketing managers often commission formal marketing studies of specific problems and 
opportunities, like a market survey, a product-preference test, a sales forecast by region, or 
an advertising evaluation. It’s the job of the marketing researcher to produce insight to help 

www.warc .com
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the marketing manager’s decision making. Marketing insights provide diagnostic information 
about how and why we observe certain effects in the marketplace and what that means to 
marketers.3

Gaining marketing insights is crucial for marketing success. To improve the marketing of 
its $3 billion Pantene hair care brand, Procter & Gamble researched women’s feelings about hair, 
using surveys with mood scales from psychology, high-resolution EEG research to measure brain 
waves, and other methods. As a result, the company reformulated Pantene products, redesigned 
packages, pared the line down, and fine-tuned the ad campaign.4

Defining Marketing Research
The American Marketing Association defines marketing research as “the function that links 
the consumer, customer, and public to the marketer through information—information used to 
identify and define marketing opportunities and problems; generate, refine, and evaluate mar-
keting actions; monitor marketing performance; and improve understanding of marketing as a 
process. Marketing research specifies the information required to address these issues, designs 
the method for collecting information, manages and implements the data collection process, 
analyzes the results, and communicates the findings and their implications.”5

Most companies use multiple resources to study their industries, competitors, audiences, 
and channel strategies. They normally budget marketing research at 1 percent to 2 percent of 
company sales and spend much of that on outside firms. Marketing research firms fall into three 
categories. Syndicated-service research firms such as Nielsen gather consumer and trade infor-
mation, which they sell for a fee. Custom marketing research firms design studies, implement 
them, and report the findings. Specialty-line marketing research firms provide specific services 
such as field interviewing.

Table 3.1 Improving Marketing Intelligence

Action Example

Train and motivate the sales force to spot  
and report new developments.

Have sales representatives observe how customers use products in innovative 
ways, which can lead to new product ideas.

Motivate distributors, retailers, and other  
intermediaries to pass along important 
intelligence.

Intermediaries are closer to the customer and can offer helpful insights, such 
as observing that certain consumers switch to different products during specific 
seasons.

Hire external experts to collect intelligence. Use mystery shoppers to uncover problems with quality, services, and facilities.

Network internally and externally. Buy competitors’ products, attend open houses and trade shows, read 
 competitors’ published reports, and collect competitors’ ads.

Set up a customer advisory panel. Invite the company’s largest, most outspoken, most sophisticated, or most 
representative customers to provide feedback.

Take advantage of government data. Check U.S. Census Bureau data to learn about population swings, demographic 
groups, regional migrations, and changing family structure.

Buy information from outside research  
firms and vendors.

Obtain data from well-known suppliers such as Nielsen and NPD.

Collect marketing intelligence on the  
Internet.

Check online forums, distributor feedback sites, customer complaint sites, 
blogs, and social media for comments and opinions about competing goods 
and services.
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The Marketing Research Process
To take advantage of all the resources and practices available, good marketers adopt a formal 
marketing research process that follows the six steps shown in Figure 3.1. We illustrate these steps 
in the following situation. Assume that American Airlines is reviewing new ideas for serving 
first-class passengers on very long flights, mainly businesspeople whose high-priced tickets pay 
most of the freight. Among these ideas are: (1) ultra high-speed Wi-Fi service, (2) 124 channels of 
high-definition satellite cable TV, and (3) a 250-CD audio system that lets each passenger create a 
customized in-flight playlist. The marketing research manager will investigate how first-class pas-
sengers would rate these services, specifically ultra high-speed Wi-Fi, and how much extra they 
would be willing to pay.

Step 1: Define the Problem, Decision Alternatives,  
and Research Objectives
Marketing managers must not define the problem too broadly or too narrowly for the marketing 
researcher. In this case, the researcher and the marketing manager are defining the problem as 
follows: “Will offering ultra high-speed Wi-Fi service create enough incremental preference and 

Figure 3.1 The Marketing Research Process
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profit to justify its cost against other service enhancements American might make?” They specify 
five research objectives: (1) What types of first-class passengers would respond most to ultra 
high-speed Wi-Fi service? (2) How many are likely to use it at different price levels? (3) How 
many might choose American because of this new service? (4) How much long-term goodwill 
will this service add to American’s image? (5) How important is ultra high-speed Wi-Fi service to 
first-class passengers relative to other services, such as a power plug?

Not all research can be this specific. Some is exploratory—its goal is to identify the problem 
and to suggest possible solutions. Some is descriptive—it seeks to quantify demand, such as how 
many first-class passengers would purchase ultra high-speed Wi-Fi service at $25. Some research 
is causal—its purpose is to test a cause-and-effect relationship.

Step 2: Develop the Research Plan
To design a research plan, marketing managers need to make decisions about the data sources, 
research approaches, research instruments, sampling plan, and contact methods.

Data Sources  The researcher can gather secondary data, primary data, or both. Secondary 
data are data that were collected for another purpose and already exist somewhere. Primary data 
are data freshly gathered for a specific purpose or project. Researchers usually start by examining 
secondary data. If the needed data don’t exist or are dated, inaccurate, incomplete, or unreliable, 
the researcher will need to collect primary data.

Research Approaches  Marketers collect primary data in five main ways: through observation, 
focus groups, surveys, behavioral data, and experiments.

•	 Observational research. Researchers can gather fresh data by observing unobtrusively 
as customers shop or consume products or by holding informal interview sessions at a 
café or bar.6 Ethnographic research uses concepts and tools from anthropology and other 
social science disciplines to provide deep cultural understanding of how people live and 
work.7 The American Airlines researchers might meander around first-class lounges to 
hear how travelers talk about different carriers or sit next to passengers on planes.

•	 Focus group research. A focus group is a gathering of 6 to 10 people selected for demo-
graphic, psychographic, or other considerations and convened to discuss various topics 
at length, with a professional moderator, for a small payment. In the American Airlines 
research, the moderator might start with a broad question, such as “How do you feel about 
first-class air travel?” Questions then move to how people view different airlines, existing 
services, proposed services, and, specifically, ultra high-speed Wi-Fi service.

•	 Survey research. Companies undertake surveys to assess people’s knowledge, beliefs, 
preferences, and satisfaction and to measure these magnitudes in the general population. 
Cash register receipts from Walmart, Petco, and Staples include an invitation to fill out 
a survey with a chance to win a prize.8 American Airlines might prepare its own survey 
questions, or it might add questions to an omnibus survey that carries the questions of 
several companies at a much lower cost. It can also pose questions to an ongoing con-
sumer panel, have researchers survey people in a shopping mall, or add a survey request 
at the end of customer service calls.

•	 Behavioral data. Customers leave traces of their purchasing behavior in store scanning 
data, catalog purchases, and customer databases. Actual purchases reflect consumers’ 
preferences and often are more reliable than statements they offer to market researchers. 
American Airlines can analyze ticket purchase records and online behavior.
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•	 Experimental research. The most scientifically valid research is experimental research, 
designed to capture cause-and-effect relationships by eliminating competing explanations 
of the findings. American Airlines might introduce ultra high-speed Wi-Fi service on one 
of its international flights, charging $25 one week and $15 the next week. If the plane car-
ried approximately the same number of first-class passengers each week and the particular 
weeks made no difference, the airline could relate any significant difference in the number 
of passengers using the service to the price charged.

Research Instruments  Marketing researchers use three main research instruments in collect-
ing primary data: questionnaires, qualitative measures, and technological devices. A questionnaire 
consists of a set of questions presented to respondents. Because of its flexibility, it is by far the most 
common instrument used to collect primary data. The form, wording, and sequence of the ques-
tions can all influence the responses, so testing and de-bugging are necessary. Closed-end questions 
specify all the possible answers, and the responses are easier to interpret and tabulate. Open-end 
questions allow respondents to answer in their own words. They are especially useful in exploratory 
research, where the researcher is looking for insight into how people think.

Some marketers prefer qualitative methods for gauging consumer opinion because they feel 
consumers’ actions don’t always match their answers to survey questions. Qualitative research 
techniques are relatively indirect and unstructured measurement approaches, limited only by the 
marketing researcher’s creativity, that permit a range of responses. They can be an especially useful 
first step in exploring consumers’ perceptions because respondents may be less guarded and reveal 
more about themselves in the process.

Technological devices are also used for marketing research. Galvanometers can measure 
the interest or emotions aroused by exposure to a specific ad or picture. The tachistoscope 
flashes an ad to a subject with an exposure interval that may range from a fraction of a sec-
ond to several seconds. After each exposure, respondents describe everything they recall. 
Researchers have also benefited from advances in visual technology techniques studying a 
consumer’s eyes and face.9 Technology now lets marketers use skin sensors, brain wave scan-
ners, and full-body scanners to get consumer responses.10 For example, biometric-tracking 
wrist sensors can measure electrodermal activity, or skin conductance, to note changes in 
sweat levels, body temperature, and so on.11

Sampling Plan  After choosing the research approach and instruments, the marketing researcher 
must design a sampling plan. This calls for three decisions:

 1. Sampling unit: Whom should we survey? In the American Airlines survey, should the sam-
pling unit consist of first-class business travelers, first-class vacation travelers, or both? Should 
it include travelers under age 18? With the sampling unit chosen, marketers must next develop 
a sampling frame so everyone in the target population has an equal or known chance of being 
sampled.

 2. Sample size: How many people should we survey? Large samples give more reliable results, but 
it’s not necessary to sample the entire target population to achieve reliable results. Samples of less 
than 1 percent of a population can often provide good reliability with a credible sampling procedure.

 3. Sampling procedure: How should we choose the respondents? Probability sampling al-
lows marketers to calculate confidence limits for sampling error and makes the sample more 
representative.

Contact Methods  Now the marketing researcher must decide how to contact the subjects: by 
mail, by telephone, in person, or online. The advantages and disadvantages of each method are 
shown in Table 3.2.
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Step 3: Collect the Data
The data collection phase of marketing research is generally the most expensive and error-prone. 
Some respondents will be away from home, offline, or otherwise inaccessible; they must be con-
tacted again or replaced. Others will refuse to cooperate or will give biased or dishonest answers.

Step 4: Analyze the Information
The next step in the process is to extract findings by tabulating the data and developing sum-
mary measures. The researchers now compute averages and measures of dispersion for the major 
variables and apply some advanced statistical techniques and decision models to try to discover 
additional findings. They may test different hypotheses and theories, applying sensitivity analysis 
to test assumptions and the strength of the conclusions.

Step 5: Present the Findings
Now the researcher presents the findings. Researchers are increasingly asked to play a proactive, 
consulting role in translating data and information into insights and recommendations. They’re 
also considering ways to make the findings understandable and compelling. In the American 
Airlines situation, management learns that about 5 of 10 first-class passengers would use Wi-Fi 
service during a flight if priced at $25; at $15, about 6 would. Thus, a fee of $15 would produce 
less revenue ($90 = 6 × $15) than $25 ($125 = 5 × $25). Assuming the same flight takes place 
365 days a year, American could collect $45,625 (= $125 × 365) annually. Given an investment 
of $90,000 per plane, it would take two years for each to break even. Offering ultra high-speed 
Wi-Fi service would also strengthen American Airlines’ image as an innovative carrier and earn 
it some new passengers and customer goodwill.

Step 6: Make the Decision
The American Airlines managers who commissioned the research need to weigh the evidence. 
If they have little confidence in the findings, they may decide against introducing the new Wi-Fi 
service. If they are predisposed to launching it, the findings support their inclination. They may 
even decide to study the issue further. The decision is theirs, but the research has provided them 
with insight into the problem.

Table 3.2 Marketing Research Contact Methods

Contact Method Advantages Disadvantages

By mail Good for reaching people who would not give personal interviews 
or whose responses might be biased or distorted by the interviewer.

Response rate is usually low or slow.

By telephone Good for gathering information quickly and clarifying questions if 
respondents do not understand. Response rate is typically higher 
than for mailed questionnaires.

Interviews must be brief, not too personal. Telephone 
contact getting more difficult because of consumers’ 
growing antipathy toward telemarketers.

In person Most versatile because researcher can ask more questions and 
record additional observations about respondents, such as dress 
and body language.

Most expensive method, subject to interviewer bias, and 
requires more planning and supervision.

Online Inexpensive, fast, versatile. Responses tend to be honest and 
thoughtful. Firms can post questionnaires online, host a consumer 
panel or virtual focus group, sponsor a chat room or blog, analyze 
clickstream data, use text messaging.

Samples can be skewed and small. Online research can 
suffer from technological problems and inconsistencies. 
Online panels can suffer from excessive turnover.
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Forecasting and Demand Measurement
Conducting marketing research and collecting marketing intelligence can help to identify 
marketing opportunities. The company must then measure and forecast the size, growth, and 
profit potential of each new opportunity. Sales forecasts prepared by marketing are used by fi-
nance to raise cash for investment and operations; by manufacturing to establish capacity and 
output; by purchasing to acquire the right amount of supplies; and by human resources to hire 
the needed workers. If the forecast is off the mark, the company will face excess or inadequate 
inventory. Because it’s based on estimates of demand, managers need to define what they mean 
by market demand.

The Measures of Market Demand
There are many productive ways to break down the market:

•	 The potential market is the set of consumers with a sufficient level of interest in a 
 market offer. However, their interest is not enough to define a market unless they also 
have sufficient income and access to the product.

•	 The available market is the set of consumers who have interest, income, and access to 
a particular offer. Eligible adults constitute the qualified available market—the set of 
 consumers who have interest, income, access, and qualifications for the market offer.

•	 The target market is the part of the qualified available market the company decides 
to pursue.

•	 The penetrated market is the set of consumers who are buying the company’s product.

These definitions are a useful tool for market planning. If the company isn’t satisfied with current 
sales, it can try to attract a larger percentage of buyers from its target market. It can lower the quali-
fications for potential buyers. It can expand its available market by opening distribution elsewhere 
or lowering its price, or it can reposition itself in the minds of its customers.

The Market Demand Function
Market demand for a product is the total volume that would be bought by a defined customer 
group in a defined geographical area in a defined time period in a defined marketing environment 
under a defined marketing program. Market demand is not a fixed number, but rather a function 
of the stated conditions. For this reason, we call it the market demand function. Its dependence on 
underlying conditions is illustrated in Figure 3.2(a). The horizontal axis shows different possible 
levels of industry marketing expenditure in a given time period. The vertical axis shows the result-
ing demand level. The curve represents the estimated market demand associated with varying 
levels of marketing expenditure.

Some base sales—called the market minimum and labeled Q1 in the figure—would take 
place without any demand-stimulating expenditures. Higher marketing expenditures would 
yield higher levels of demand, first at an increasing rate, then at a decreasing rate. Marketing 
expenditures beyond a certain level would not stimulate much further demand, suggesting an 
upper limit called the market potential and labeled Q2 in the figure.

Markets and Market Potential  Two extreme types of markets are the expansible and the 
nonexpansible. The size of an expansible market is greatly affected by the level of industry mar-
keting expenditures. As shown in Figure 3.2(a), the distance between Q1 and Q2 is relatively large. 
The size of a nonexpansible market is not much affected by the level of marketing expenditures, 
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so the distance between Q1 and Q2 is relatively small. Organizations selling in a nonexpansible 
market must accept the market’s size—the level of primary demand for the product class—and 
direct their efforts toward winning a larger market share for their product, that is, a higher level 
of selective demand for their product.

Remember that the market demand function is not a picture of market demand over time. 
Rather, it shows alternate current forecasts of market demand associated with possible levels of 
industry marketing effort. Only one level of industry marketing expenditure will actually occur. 
The market demand corresponding to this level is called the market forecast. This forecast shows 
the expected demand, not the maximum demand.

Market potential is the limit approached by market demand as industry marketing expendi-
tures approach infinity for a given marketing environment. The phrase “for a given market envi-
ronment” is crucial. Consider the market potential for automobiles. It’s higher during prosperity 
than during a recession, as illustrated in Figure 3.2(b). Companies cannot do anything about the 
position of the market demand function, which is determined by the marketing environment. 
However, they influence their particular location on the function when they decide how much to 
spend on marketing.

Company Demand and Sales Forecast  Company demand is the company’s estimated 
share of market demand at alternative levels of company marketing effort in a given time period. It 
depends on how the company’s products, services, prices, and communications are perceived rela-
tive to the competitors’. Other things equal, the company’s market share depends on the relative 
scale and effectiveness of its market expenditures. Marketing model builders have developed sales 
response functions to measure how a company’s sales are affected by its marketing expenditure 
level, marketing mix, and marketing effectiveness.12

Once marketers have estimated company demand, they choose a level of marketing effort. 
The company sales forecast is the expected level of company sales based on a chosen marketing 
plan and an assumed marketing environment. We represent the company sales forecast graphi-
cally with sales on the vertical axis and marketing effort on the horizontal axis, as in Figure 3.2.

A sales quota is the sales goal set for a product line, company division, or sales representa-
tive. It is primarily a managerial device for defining and stimulating sales effort, often set slightly 
higher than estimated sales to stretch the sales force’s effort. A sales budget is a conservative 

Figure 3.2 Market Demand Functions
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estimate of the expected volume of sales, primarily for making current purchasing, production, 
and cash flow decisions. It’s based on the need to avoid excessive risk and is generally set slightly 
lower than the sales forecast.

Company sales potential is the sales limit approached by company demand as company mar-
keting effort increases relative to that of competitors. The absolute limit of company demand is 
the market potential. The two would be equal if the company captured 100 percent of the market. 
In most cases, company sales potential is less than the market potential, even when company 
marketing expenditures increase considerably. Each competitor has loyal buyers unresponsive to 
other companies’ efforts to woo them.

Estimating Current Demand
In estimating current market demand, marketing executives want to estimate total market poten-
tial, area market potential, and total industry sales and market shares.

Total Market Potential  Total market potential is the maximum sales available to all firms in 
an industry during a given period under a given level of industry marketing effort and environ-
mental conditions. A common way to estimate total market potential is to multiply the potential 
number of buyers by the average quantity each purchases and then by the price. If 100 million 
people buy books each year and the average book buyer buys three books a year at an average 
price of $20 each, then the total market potential for books is $6 billion (100 million × 3 × $20). 
The most difficult component to estimate is the number of buyers. Marketers often start with 
the total population, eliminate groups that obviously would not buy the product, and conduct 
research to eliminate groups without interest or income to buy.

Area Market Potential  Because companies must allocate their marketing budget optimally 
among their best territories, they need to estimate the market potential of different cities, 
states, and nations. Two major methods are the market-buildup method, used primarily by 
business marketers, and the multiple-factor index method, used primarily by consumer mar-
keters. The market-buildup method calls for identifying all the potential buyers in each market 
and estimating their potential purchases. It produces accurate results if we have a list of all 
potential buyers and a good estimate of what each will buy. Unfortunately, this information is 
not always easy to gather.

An efficient method of estimating area market potentials makes use of the North American 
Industry Classification System (NAICS), developed by the U.S. Bureau of the Census with the 
Canadian and Mexican governments.13 The NAICS classifies all manufacturing into 20 major 
industry sectors and further breaks each sector into a six-digit, hierarchical structure. To use 
the NAICS, a lathe manufacturer would first determine the six-digit NAICS codes that represent 
products whose manufacturers are likely to require lathe machines. Then the lathe manufacturer 
would determine an appropriate base for estimating the number of lathes each industry will use, 
such as customer industry sales. Once the company estimates the rate of lathe ownership relative 
to the customer industry’s sales, it can compute the market potential.

Consumer companies also need to estimate area market potentials, but because their cus-
tomers are too numerous to list, they commonly use a straightforward index. A drug manufac-
turer might assume the market potential for drugs is directly related to population size. If the 
state of Virginia has 2.55 percent of the U.S. population, Virginia might be a market for 2.55 
percent of total drugs sold. Yet a single factor is rarely a complete indicator of sales opportunity. 
Thus, it makes sense to develop a multiple-factor index and assign each factor a specific weight. 
Suppose Virginia has 2.00 percent of U.S. disposable personal income, 1.96 percent of U.S. retail 
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sales, and 2.28 percent of U.S. population, and the respective weights for these factors are 0.5, 0.3, 
and 0.2. The buying-power index for Virginia is then 2.04 [0.5(2.00) + 0.3(1.96) + 0.2(2.28)].

Industry Sales and Market Shares  Besides estimating total potential and area potential, a 
company needs to know the actual industry sales taking place in its market. This means identify-
ing competitors and estimating their sales. The industry trade association will often collect and 
publish total industry sales, although it usually does not list individual company sales. With this 
information, each company can evaluate its own performance against the industry’s. If a com-
pany’s sales are increasing by 5 percent a year and industry sales are increasing by 10 percent, the 
company is losing its relative standing in the industry. Another way to estimate sales is to buy 
reports from a marketing research firm that audits total sales and brand sales.

Estimating Future Demand
Forecasting is the art of anticipating what buyers are likely to do under a given set of conditions. 
The few products or services that lend themselves to easy forecasting generally enjoy an absolute 
level or a fairly constant trend and competition that is either nonexistent (public utilities) or 
stable (pure oligopolies). In most markets, good forecasting is a key factor in success.

Companies commonly prepare a macroeconomic forecast, followed by an industry forecast 
and then a company sales forecast. The macroeconomic forecast projects inflation, unemploy-
ment, interest rates, consumer spending, business investment, government expenditures, and 
other variables. The end result is a forecast of gross domestic product (GDP), which the firm 
uses, along with other environmental indicators, to forecast industry sales. The company derives 
its sales forecast by assuming it will win a certain market share. Five methods for sales forecasting 
are shown in Table 3.3.

Analyzing the Macroenvironment
By learning to spot and analyze trends in the macroenvironment, marketers can identify new 
market opportunities. A trend is a direction or sequence of events with momentum and durabil-
ity, revealing the shape of the future. A fad is a craze that is unpredictable, of brief duration, and 

Table 3.3 Sales Forecast Methods

Forecast Method Description Use

Survey of buyers’ intentions Survey customers about purchase probability,  present 
and future finances, and expectations about the 
economy.

To estimate demand for industrial products, consumer 
durables, purchases requiring advance planning, and new 
products.

Composite of sales force 
opinions

Ask sales representatives to estimate their future sales. To understand developing trends and gather detailed 
 estimates by product, territory, customer, and sales rep.

Expert opinion Obtain forecasts from experts, including  dealers, 
 distributors, suppliers, consultants, and trade 
 associations, or buy from economic-forecasting firms.

To gather estimates from knowledgeable specialists who may 
offer insights.

Past-sales analysis Use time-series analysis, exponential smoothing, 
statistical demand analysis, or econometric analysis to 
assess past sales as the basis of sales forecasts.

To project future demand based on analyses of past demand.

Market-test method Conduct a direct-market test to understand customer 
response and estimate future sales.

To forecast sales of new products or sales of an established 
product in a new channel or area.
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without long-term significance. A company can cash in on a fad, but getting it right requires luck 
and good timing. Marketing research and demand analyses are, as discussed earlier, necessary to 
determine the profit potential of new market opportunities based on macroenvironmental trends.

Identifying the Major Forces
Firms must monitor six major forces in the broad environment: demographic, economic, socio-
cultural, natural, technological, and political-legal (see Table 3.4). We’ll describe them separately, 
but remember their interactions will lead to new opportunities and threats. For example, explosive 
population growth (demographic) leads to more resource depletion and pollution (natural), which 
leads consumers to call for more laws (political-legal), which stimulate new technological solutions 
and products (technological) that, if they are affordable (economic), may actually change attitudes 
and behavior (sociocultural).

The Demographic Environment
The main demographic factor marketers monitor is population, including the size and growth 
rate of population in cities, regions, and nations; age distribution and ethnic mix; educational 
levels; and household patterns.

Worldwide Population Growth  The global population currently tops 7 billion people and 
is forecasted to rise to 8.82 billion by 2040 and exceed 9 billion by 2045.14 Developing regions 
house 84 percent of the world’s population and are growing at 1 percent to 2 percent per year; 

Table 3.4 Major Forces in the Macroenvironment

Force Key Elements to Monitor

Demographic environment •	Worldwide population growth
•	Population age mix
•	Diversity within markets
•	Educational groups
•	Household patterns

Economic environment •	Consumer psychology
•	 Income distribution
•	 Income, savings, debt, and credit

Sociocultural environment •	World views
•	Core cultural values
•	Subcultures

Natural environment •	Shortage of raw materials
•	 Increased cost of energy
•	 Increased pollution levels
•	Changing role of governments
•	Corporate environmentalism

Technological environment •	Accelerating pace of change
•	Unlimited opportunities for innovation
•	Varying research and development budgets
•	Regulation of technological change

Political-legal environment •	 Increase in business legislation
•	Growth of special-interest groups
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developed countries’ populations are growing at only 0.3 percent.15 In developing countries, 
modern medicine is lowering the death rate, but birthrates remain fairly stable. A growing popu-
lation does not mean growing markets unless there is sufficient purchasing power. Education 
can raise the standard of living but is difficult to accomplish in most developing countries. 
Nonetheless, companies that carefully analyze these markets can find opportunities and some-
times lessons they can apply at home.

Population Age Mix  There is a global trend toward an aging population. In 1950, there were 
only 131 million people 65 and older; in 1995, their number had almost tripled to 371 million. 
By 2050, 1 of 10 people worldwide will be 65 or older.16 Marketers generally divide the popula-
tion into six age groups: preschool children, school-age children, teens, young adults age 20 to 
40, middle-aged adults 40 to 65, and older adults 65 and older. Some marketers focus on cohorts, 
groups of individuals born during the same time period who travel through life together. The 
defining moments they experience as they come of age and become adults (roughly ages 17 
through 24) can stay with them for a lifetime and influence their values, preferences, and buying 
behaviors.

Diversity within Markets  Ethnic and racial diversity varies across countries, which affects 
needs, wants, and buying patterns. At one extreme is Japan, where almost everyone is native 
Japanese; at the other extreme is the United States, 12 percent of whose people were born in 
another country. In the United States, more than half the growth between 2000 and 2010 came 
from the increase in the Hispanic population, which grew by 43 percent, from 35.3 million to 
50.5 million, representing a major shift in the nation’s ethnic center of gravity. Geographically, 
the 2010 Census revealed that Hispanics were moving to states like North Carolina where they 
had not been concentrated before and that they increasingly live in suburbs.17 Such demographic 
trends affect the market for all kinds of products, including food, clothing, music, and cars. 
Yet marketers must not overgeneralize—within each group are consumers quite different from 
each other.18 Diversity also goes beyond ethnic and racial markets. More than 51 million U.S. 
consumers have disabilities, and they constitute a market for home delivery companies such as 
Internet grocer Peapod.

Educational Groups  The population in any society falls into five educational groups: il-
literates, high school dropouts, high school diplomas, college degrees, and professional degrees. 
More than two-thirds of the world’s 793 million illiterate adults are found in only eight countries 
(Bangladesh, China, Egypt, Ethiopia, India, Indonesia, Nigeria, and Pakistan); of all illiterate 
adults in the world, two-thirds are women.19 The United States has one of the world’s highest 
percentages of college-educated citizens.20 This educational level drives strong demand for high-
quality books, magazines, and travel and creates a supply of skills.

Household Patterns  The traditional U.S. household included a husband, wife, and children 
under 18 (sometimes with grandparents). By 2010, only 20 percent of U.S. households met this 
definition, down from about 25 percent a decade before and 43 percent in 1950. Married couples 
have dropped below half of all U.S. households for the first time (48 percent), far below the 78 
percent of 1950. The median age at first marriage has never been higher: 26.5 for U.S. brides and 
28.7 for U.S. grooms.21 Nontraditional households are growing more rapidly than traditional 
households as more people divorce, separate, choose not to marry, or marry later. Other types of 
households are single live-alones (27 percent), single-parent families (8 percent), childless mar-
ried couples and empty nesters (32 percent), living with nonrelatives only (5 percent), and other 
family structures (8 percent). Each type of household has distinctive needs and buying habits 
that marketers need to study and understand.
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The Economic Environment
Purchasing power depends on consumers’ income, savings, debt, and credit availability as well as 
the price level. As the recent economic downturn vividly demonstrated, fluctuating purchasing 
power strongly affects business. Marketers must understand consumer psychology and levels and 
distribution of income, savings, debt, and credit.

Consumer Psychology  The recession that began in 2008 initiated new consumer spending 
patterns. Were these temporary adjustments or permanent changes?22 Identifying the more likely 
long-term scenario—especially for the coveted 18- to 34-year-old group—would help managers 
decide how to invest their marketing money. Executives at Sainsbury, the third-largest UK super-
market chain, concluded that the recession had created a more risk-averse British consumer who 
now saves more, pays off debts instead of borrowing, and shops in more cost-conscious ways. 
Even wealthy UK consumers traded down to lower-cost items. As one executive said, “There’s 
nobody who can afford not to try to save.”23

Income Distribution  There are four types of industrial structures: subsistence economies like 
Papua New Guinea, with few opportunities for marketers; raw-material-exporting economies 
like Saudi Arabia (oil), with good markets for equipment, tools, supplies, and luxury goods for 
the rich; industrializing economies like India, where a new rich class and a growing middle class 
demand new types of goods; and industrial economies like Western Europe, with rich markets for 
all sorts of goods. Marketers often distinguish countries using five income-distribution patterns: 
(1) very low incomes; (2) mostly low incomes; (3) very low, very high incomes; (4) low, medium, 
high incomes; and (5) mostly medium incomes.

Income, Savings, Debt, and Credit  U.S. consumers have a high debt-to-income ratio, 
which slows expenditures on housing and large-ticket items. When credit became scarcer in the 
recession, especially for lower-income borrowers, consumer borrowing dropped for the first time 
in two decades. An economic issue of increasing importance is the migration of manufacturers 
and service jobs offshore, which affects incomes in the United States and the countries where 
jobs are relocated.

The Sociocultural Environment
From our sociocultural environment we absorb, almost unconsciously, a world view that defines 
our relationships to ourselves, others, organizations, society, nature, and the universe.

•	 Views of ourselves. Some “pleasure seekers” chase fun, change, and escape; others seek 
“self-realization.” Some are adopting more conservative behaviors and ambitions.

•	 Views of others. People are concerned about the homeless, crime and victims, and 
other social problems. At the same time, they seek out those like themselves, suggesting 
a growing market for social-support products and services such as health clubs, cruises, 
and religious activity as well as “social surrogates” like television, video games, and social 
networking sites.

•	 Views of organizations. After a wave of layoffs and corporate scandals, organizational 
loyalty has declined. Companies need new ways to win back consumer and employee 
confidence. They need to be good corporate citizens and ensure their consumer  messages 
are honest.

•	 Views of society. Some people defend society (preservers), some run it (makers), some 
take what they can from it (takers), some want to change it (changers), some are looking 
for something deeper (seekers), and still others want to leave it (escapers).24 Consumption 
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patterns often reflect these social attitudes. Makers are high achievers who eat, dress, and 
live well. Changers usually live more frugally, drive smaller cars, and wear simpler clothes. 
Escapers and seekers are a major market for movies, music, surfing, and camping.

•	 Views of nature. Business has responded to increased awareness of nature’s fragility and 
finiteness by making more green products, seeking new energy sources, and reducing 
their environmental footprint.

•	 Views of the universe. Most U.S. citizens are monotheistic, although religious conviction 
and practice have waned through the years or been redirected into an interest in evan-
gelical movements or Eastern religions, mysticism, the occult, and the human potential 
movement.

Other cultural characteristics of interest to marketers are core cultural values and subcultures.

Core Cultural Values  Most people in the United States still believe in working, getting 
married, giving to charity, and being honest. Core beliefs and values are passed from parents to 
children and reinforced by social institutions—schools, churches, businesses, and governments. 
Secondary beliefs and values are more open to change. Believing in the institution of marriage is a 
core belief; believing people should marry early is a secondary belief.

Marketers have some chance of changing secondary values but little chance of changing 
core values. The nonprofit organization Mothers Against Drunk Drivers (MADD) does not try 
to stop the sale of alcohol but promotes lower legal blood-alcohol levels for driving. Although 
core values are fairly persistent, cultural swings do take place. In the 1960s, hippies, the Beatles, 
and other cultural phenomena had a major impact on hairstyles, clothing, sexual norms, and life 
goals. Today’s young people are influenced by new heroes and activities: music entertainer and 
mogul Jay-Z, singer Lady Gaga, and snowboarder and skateboarder Shaun White.

Subcultures  Each society contains subcultures, groups with shared values, beliefs, prefer-
ences, and behaviors emerging from their special life experiences or circumstances. Marketers 
have always loved teenagers because they are trendsetters in fashion, music, entertainment, 
ideas, and attitudes. Attract someone as a teen, and you will likely keep the person as a customer 
later in life.

The Natural Environment
In Western Europe, “green” parties have pressed for public action to reduce industrial pollution. 
In the United States, experts have documented ecological deterioration, and watchdog groups 
such as the Sierra Club commit to political and social action. Steel companies and public utilities 
have invested billions of dollars in pollution-control equipment and environmentally friendly 
fuels, making hybrid cars, low-flow toilets and showers, organic foods, and green office buildings 
everyday realities. Opportunities await those who can reconcile prosperity with environmental 
protection.

Corporate environmentalism recognizes the need to integrate environmental issues into the 
firm’s strategic plans. Trends for marketers to be aware of include the shortage of raw materials, 
especially water; the increased cost of energy; increased pollution levels; and the changing role of 
governments.25

•	 The earth’s raw materials consist of the infinite, the finite renewable, and the finite 
 nonrenewable. Firms whose products require finite nonrenewable resources—oil, coal, 
platinum—face substantial cost increases as depletion approaches. Firms that can develop 
substitute materials have an excellent opportunity.
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•	 One finite nonrenewable resource, oil, has created serious problems for the world econ-
omy. As oil prices soar, companies search for practical means to harness solar power and 
other alternative energies.

•	 Some industrial activity will inevitably damage the natural environment, creating a large 
market for pollution-control solutions such as scrubbers, recycling centers, and landfill 
systems as well as for alternative ways to produce and package goods.

•	 Many poor nations are doing little about pollution, lacking the funds or the political will. 
It is in the richer nations’ interest to help control pollution, but even richer nations today 
lack the necessary funds.

The Technological Environment
The essence of market capitalism is a dynamism that tolerates the creative destructiveness of 
technology as the price of progress. Marketers should monitor the following technology trends: 
the accelerating pace of change, unlimited opportunities for innovation, varying R&D budgets, 
and increased regulation of technological change.

•	 Accelerating pace of technological change. More ideas than ever are in the works, and 
the time between idea and implementation is shrinking. In the first two-and-a-half years 
of the iPad’s existence, Apple sold a staggering 97 million units worldwide.26 In many 
markets, the next technological breakthrough seems right around the corner.

•	 Unlimited opportunities for innovation. Some of the most exciting innovations today 
are taking place in biotechnology, microelectronics, telecommunications, robotics, and 
designer materials.

•	 Varying R&D budgets. The United States is the world leader in research and development, 
spending $436 billion in 2012. A growing portion of U.S. R&D, however, goes to the develop-
ment side, not research, raising concerns about whether the nation can maintain its lead in 
basic science. Too many companies seem to be putting their money into copying competitors’ 
products with minor improvements. China, Israel, and Finland all are beginning to spend a 
larger percentage of their GDP on R&D than the United States.27

•	 Increased regulation of technological change. Government has expanded its agencies’ 
powers to investigate and ban potentially unsafe products. Safety and health regulations 
have increased for food, automobiles, clothing, electrical appliances, and construction.

The Political-Legal Environment
The political and legal environment consists of laws, government agencies, and pressure groups 
that influence organizations and individuals. Sometimes the political-legal environment can 
create new business opportunities. Mandatory recycling laws boosted the recycling industry 
and launched dozens of new companies making products from recycled materials. On the other 
hand, overseas governments can impose laws or take actions that create uncertainty and even 
confusion for companies. Two key trends are the increase in business legislation and the growth 
of special-interest groups.

Increased Business Legislation  Business legislation is intended to protect companies 
from unfair competition, protect consumers from unfair business practices, protect society from 
unbridled business behavior, and charge businesses with the social costs of their products or pro-
duction processes. Each new law may also have the unintended effect of sapping initiative and 
slowing growth. The United States has many consumer protection laws covering competition, 
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product safety and liability, fair trade and credit practices, and packaging and labeling. The 
European Commission has established new laws covering competitive behavior, privacy, product 
standards, product liability, and commercial transactions for member nations.

Growth of Special-Interest Groups  Political action committees (PACs) lobby government 
officials and pressure business executives to respect the rights of consumers, women, senior citizens, 
minorities, and gays and lesbians. The consumerist movement organized citizens and government to 
strengthen the rights and powers of buyers in relationship to sellers. Consumerists have won many 
rights, including to know the real cost of a loan and the nutritional quality and freshness of food. 
Privacy issues and identity theft, which are key public policy issues, will remain hot buttons as long 
as consumers are willing to swap personal information for customized products—from marketers 
they trust.28 Many companies have established public affairs departments to formulate policies and 
deal with important issues.

Executive Summary
Marketing managers need a marketing information system (MIS) to assess information needs, 
develop the needed information, and distribute it in a timely manner. An MIS relies on: (1) an 
internal records system, including information about the order-to-payment cycle and sales infor-
mation systems; (2) a marketing intelligence system to obtain information about the marketing 
environment; and (3) a marketing research system. The marketing research process consists of six 
steps: define the problem and objectives, develop the plan, collect the data, analyze the data, pres-
ent the findings, and make the decision. Companies use forecasting and demand measurement to 
evaluate the size, growth, and profit potential of each new opportunity.

Marketers must monitor six major environmental forces: demographic, economic, socio-
cultural, natural, technological, and political-legal. In the demographic environment, they should 
examine worldwide population growth; mixes of age, ethnic composition, and educational levels; 
and household patterns. In the economic arena, they should focus on consumer psychology, in-
come distribution, and levels of savings, debt, and credit. In the sociocultural arena, marketers must 
understand people’s views of themselves, others, organizations, society, nature, and the universe, 
as well as the role of core cultural values and subcultures. In the natural environment, marketers 
should be aware of increased concern about the natural environment and sustainability. In the 
technological arena, marketers should examine the accelerating pace of change, opportunities for 
innovation, varying R&D budgets, and increased regulation. In the political-legal environment, 
marketers must work within the many laws regulating business practices and with various special-
interest groups.
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Marketing Management at Pandora
Technological advances have changed the way consumers purchase, listen to, and share music, 
and music-streaming services are in a virtual arms race for their loyalty. Internet radio company 
Pandora has staked a claim to be the market leader with its automated music discovery and rec-
ommendation service, which has helped attract more than 200 million registered users. Based on 
a listener’s musical selection, Pandora recommends other musical selections. Listener feedback to 
those recommendations and more than 400 different musical attributes judged by professional mu-
sic lovers are combined and analyzed to suggest future songs. Pandora launched its smart-phone 
app in 2008, making its service available “anywhere, anytime.” Now Pandora faces steep competi-
tion from Spotify and other rivals, each of which has unique features that may drive customer 
preference and loyalty.1

Successful marketers carefully cultivate customer satisfaction and loyalty. In this chapter, we 
spell out the different ways they can go about winning customers, encouraging loyalty, and 

beating competitors.

In this chapter, we will address the following questions:

 1. How can companies deliver customer value, satisfaction, and loyalty? (Page 79)

 2. What is the lifetime value of customers, and how can marketers maximize it? (Page 83)

 3. How can companies attract and retain the right customers and cultivate strong customer 
relationships and communities? (Page 84)

Building Long-Term 
Customer Relationships

Chapter 4

Part 2: Connecting with Customers
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Building Customer Value, Satisfaction, and Loyalty
With the rise of digital technologies, increasingly informed consumers expect companies to do 
more than connect with them, more than satisfy them, and even more than delight them. They 
expect companies to listen and respond to them. Even the best-run companies have to be careful 
not to take customers for granted. Consumers are better educated and better informed than ever, 
and they have the tools to verify companies’ claims and seek out superior value alternatives.

Customer-Perceived Value
Customer-perceived value (CPV) is the difference between the prospective customer’s evaluation 
of all the benefits and costs of an offering and the perceived alternatives (see Figure 4.1). Total 
customer benefit is the perceived monetary value of the bundle of economic, functional, and psy-
chological benefits customers expect from a given market offering because of the product, service, 
people, and image. Total customer cost is the perceived bundle of costs customers expect to incur 
in evaluating, obtaining, using, and disposing of the given market offering, including monetary, 
time, energy, and psychological costs.

Suppose the buyer for a construction company wants to buy a tractor for residential con-
struction from either Caterpillar or Komatsu. After evaluating the two tractors on the basis of 
reliability, durability, performance, and resale value, the buyer decides Caterpillar has greater 

Figure 4.1 Determinants of Customer-Perceived Value
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product benefits. He also decides Caterpillar provides better service and has more knowledge-
able and responsive staff. Finally, he places higher value on Caterpillar’s corporate image and 
reputation. He adds up all the benefits from product, services, people, and image, and perceives 
Caterpillar as delivering greater customer benefits.

The buyer also examines his total cost of transacting with Caterpillar versus Komatsu, includ-
ing time, energy, and psychological costs expended in product acquisition, usage, maintenance, 
ownership, and disposal. Then he considers whether Caterpillar’s total customer cost is too high 
compared to total customer benefits. If it is, he might choose Komatsu. The buyer will choose 
whichever source delivers the highest perceived value.

In this situation, Caterpillar can improve its offer in three ways. First, it can increase total 
customer benefit by improving economic, functional, and psychological benefits of its product, 
services, people, and/or image. Second, it can reduce the buyer’s time, energy, and psychological 
investment. Third, it can reduce its product’s monetary cost to the buyer.

Some marketers might argue that this process is too rational. Suppose the customer chooses 
the Komatsu tractor. How can we explain this choice? Here are three possibilities.

 1. The buyer might be under orders to buy at the lowest price. Caterpillar’s task is then to con-
vince the buyer’s manager that buying on price alone will result in lower long-term profits and 
customer value for the buyer’s company.

 2. The buyer will retire before the company realizes the Komatsu tractor is more expen-
sive to operate. Caterpillar’s task is to convince other people in the customer company that 
Caterpillar delivers greater customer value.

 3. The buyer enjoys a long-term friendship with the Komatsu salesperson. Here, Caterpillar 
must show the buyer that the Komatsu tractor will draw complaints from the tractor operators 
when they discover its high fuel cost and need for frequent repairs.

Customer-perceived value is a useful framework that applies to many situations and yields 
rich insights. It suggests that the seller must assess the total customer benefit and total customer 
cost associated with each competitor’s offer in order to know how its own offer rates in the 
buyer’s mind. It also implies that the seller at a disadvantage has two alternatives: increase total 
customer benefit or decrease total customer cost.

Consumers have varying degrees of loyalty to specific brands, stores, and companies. 
Loyalty has been defined as “a deeply held commitment to rebuy or repatronize a preferred 
product or service in the future despite situational influences and marketing efforts having the 
potential to cause switching behavior.”2 The value proposition consists of the whole cluster of 
benefits the company promises to deliver; it is more than the core positioning of the offering. 
For example, Volvo’s core positioning has been “safety,” but the buyer is promised more than 
just a safe car; other benefits include good performance, design, and safety for the environ-
ment. The value proposition is thus a promise about the experience customers can expect from 
the company’s market offering and their relationship with the supplier. Whether the promise is 
kept depends on the company’s ability to manage its value delivery system. The value delivery 
system includes all the experiences the customer will have on the way to obtaining and using 
the offering.3

Total Customer Satisfaction
In general, satisfaction is a person’s feelings of pleasure or disappointment that result from 
comparing a product or service’s perceived performance (or outcome) to expectations.4 If the 
performance or experience falls short of expectations, the customer is dissatisfied. If it matches 
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expectations, the customer is satisfied. If it exceeds expectations, the customer is highly satisfied 
or delighted.5 Customer assessments of product or service performance depend on many factors, 
including the type of loyalty relationship the customer has with the brand.6

Although the customer-centered firm seeks to create high customer satisfaction, that is 
not its ultimate goal. Increasing customer satisfaction by lowering price or increasing services 
may result in lower profits. The company might be able to increase its profitability by means 
other than increased satisfaction (for example, by improving manufacturing processes). The 
company also has many stakeholders, including employees, dealers, suppliers, and stockhold-
ers. Spending more to increase customer satisfaction might divert funds from increasing the 
satisfaction of other “partners.” Ultimately, the company must try to deliver a high level of 
customer satisfaction subject to also delivering acceptable levels to other stakeholders, given 
its total resources.

Monitoring Satisfaction
Many companies are systematically measuring how well they treat customers, identifying the fac-
tors shaping satisfaction, and changing operations and marketing as a result.7 A highly satisfied 
customer generally stays loyal longer, buys more as the company introduces new and upgraded 
products, talks favorably to others about the company and its products, pays less attention to 
competing brands and is less sensitive to price, offers product or service ideas to the company, 
and costs less to serve than new customers because transactions can become routine.8

The link between customer satisfaction and customer loyalty is not proportional, however. 
Suppose customer satisfaction is rated on a scale from 1 to 5. At a very low level of satisfaction 
(level 1), customers are likely to abandon the company and even bad-mouth it. At levels 2 to 4, 
customers are fairly satisfied but still find it easy to switch to better offers. At level 5, the cus-
tomer is very likely to repurchase and even spread good word of mouth about the company. High 
satisfaction or delight creates an emotional bond with the brand or company, not just a rational 
preference.

Yet customers define good performance differently. Good delivery could mean early de-
livery, on-time delivery, or order completeness, and two customers can report being “highly 
satisfied” for different reasons. One may be easily satisfied most of the time, and the other 
might be hard to please but was pleased on this occasion. It is also important to know how 
satisfied customers are with competitors in order to assess “share of wallet” or how much of 
the customer’s spending the company’s brand enjoys: The more highly the consumer ranks 
the company’s brand in terms of satisfaction and loyalty, the more the customer is likely to 
spend on the brand.9

Companies use a variety of methods to measure customer satisfaction. “Marketing Insight: 
Net Promoter and Customer Satisfaction” describes why some companies believe one well-
designed question is all that is necessary to assess customer satisfaction.10

Some companies think they’re getting a sense of customer satisfaction by tallying com-
plaints, but studies show that while customers are dissatisfied with their purchases about 25 per-
cent of the time, only about 5 percent complain. The other 95 percent either feel complaining is 
not worth the effort or don’t know how or to whom to complain. They just stop buying.11

Of the customers who complain, 54 percent to 70 percent will do business with the orga-
nization again if their complaint is resolved. The figure goes up to a staggering 95 percent if the 
customer feels the complaint was resolved quickly. Customers whose complaints are satisfactorily 
resolved tell an average of five people about the good treatment they received.12 The average dis-
satisfied customer, however, gripes to 11 people.
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The following practices can help to recover customer goodwill after a negative experience.13

 1. Set up a seven-day, 24-hour toll-free hotline (by phone, fax, or e-mail) to receive and act on 
complaints—make it easy for the customer to complain.

 2. Contact the complaining customer as quickly as possible. The slower the response, the more dis-
satisfaction may grow and lead to negative word of mouth.

 3. Accept responsibility for the customer’s disappointment; don’t blame the customer.
 4. Use friendly, empathic customer service people.
 5. Resolve the complaint swiftly and to the customer’s satisfaction. Some complaining customers 

are looking for a sign that the company cares, not for compensation.

Product and Service Quality
Satisfaction will also depend on product and service quality. What exactly is quality? Various 
experts have defined it as “fitness for use,” “conformance to requirements,” and “freedom from 
variation.” We will use the American Society for Quality’s definition: Quality is the totality of 
features and characteristics of a product or service that bear on its ability to satisfy stated or im-
plied needs.14 The seller has delivered quality whenever its product or service meets or exceeds 

Net Promoter and Customer Satisfaction

Bain’s Frederick Reichheld suggests only one 
question matters in measuring customer satis-

faction: “How likely is it that you would recommend 
this product or service to a friend or colleague?” 
Reichheld was inspired in part by the experiences of 
Enterprise Rent-A-Car. When the company cut its 
customer satisfaction survey to two questions—one 
about the quality of the rental experience and the 
other about the likelihood customers would rent 
from the company again—it found those who gave 
the highest ratings to their rental experience were 
three times as likely to rent again than those who 
gave the second-highest rating.

In a typical Net Promoter survey, customers 
are given a 1-to-10 scale on which to rate their like-
lihood of recommending the company. Marketers 
then subtract Detractors (those who gave a 0 to 6) 
from Promoters (those who gave a 9 or 10) to arrive 
at the Net Promoter Score (NPS). Customers who 
rate the brand with a 7 or 8 are deemed Passively 
Satisfied and are not included.

Many client firms praise the simplicity of Net 
Promoter and the strong relationship to financial 

performance. However, a common criticism is that 
many different patterns of responses may lead to the 
same NPS. Another criticism is that it is not a useful 
predictor of future sales or growth because it ignores 
important cost and revenue considerations. Finally, 
some critics question its actual research support.

Sources: Fred Reichheld, Ultimate Question: For Driving Good Profits 
and True Growth (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Business School Press, 
2006); Fred Reichheld, “The One Number You Need to Grow,” Harvard 
Business Review, December 2003; Neil A. Morgan and Lopo Leotte 
Rego, “The Value of Different Customer Satisfaction and Loyalty 
Metrics in Predicting Business Performance,” Marketing Science 25 
(September–October 2006), pp. 426–39; Timothy L. Keiningham, 
Lerzan Aksoy, Bruce Cooil, and Tor W. Andreassen, “Linking Customer 
Loyalty to Growth,” MIT Sloan Management Review (Summer 2008), 
pp. 51–57; Suhail Khan, “How Philips Uses Net Promoter Scores to 
Understand Customers,” HBR Blog Network, May 10, 2011; Robert 
East, Jenni Romaniuk, and Wendy Lomax, “The NPS and ACSI: A 
Critique and an Alternative Metric,” International Journal of Market 
Research 53, no. 3 (2011), pp. 327–45; Randy Hanson, “Life after 
NPS,” Marketing Research (Summer 2011), pp. 8–11; Jenny van Doorn, 
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Future Performance: A Replication,” International Journal of Research in 
Marketing 30 (September 2013), pp. 314–18; www.satmetrix.com.
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the customers’ expectations. It’s important to distinguish between conformance quality and per-
formance quality (or grade). A Lexus provides higher performance quality than a Hyundai: The 
Lexus rides more smoothly, accelerates faster, and runs problem-free longer. Yet both a Lexus and 
a Hyundai deliver the same conformance quality if all the units deliver their promised quality.

Studies have shown a high correlation between relative product quality and company profit-
ability.15 Marketing plays an especially important role in helping companies deliver high-quality 
goods to target customers by (1) correctly identifying customers’ needs and requirements; 
(2) communicating customer expectations properly to product designers; (3) making sure that 
customers’ orders are filled correctly and on time; (4) checking that customers have received 
proper instructions, training, and technical assistance for product usage; (5) staying in touch 
after the sale to ensure customers are and remain satisfied; and (6) gathering customer ideas for 
improvements and conveying them to the appropriate departments. When marketers do all this, 
they make substantial contributions to total quality management and customer satisfaction as 
well as to customer and company profitability

Maximizing Customer Lifetime Value
Ultimately, marketing is the art of attracting and keeping profitable customers. Yet every com-
pany loses money on some of its customers. The well-known 80–20 rule states that 80 percent 
or more of the company’s profits come from the top 20 percent of its customers. Some cases 
may be more extreme—the most profitable 20 percent of customers (on a per capita basis) may 
contribute as much as 150 percent to 300 percent of profitability. The least profitable 10 percent 
to 20 percent, on the other hand, can actually reduce profits between 50 percent and 200 percent 
per account, with the middle 60 percent to 70 percent breaking even.16 The implication is that a 
company could improve its profits by “firing” its worst customers.

It’s not always the company’s largest customers who yield the most profit. The smallest 
customers pay full price and receive minimal service, but the costs of transacting with them can 
reduce their profitability. Midsize customers who receive good service and pay nearly full price 
are often the most profitable.

Customer Profitability
A profitable customer is a person, household, or company that over time yields a revenue 
stream exceeding by an acceptable amount the company’s cost stream for attracting, selling, and 
serving that customer. Note the emphasis is on the lifetime stream of revenue and cost, not the 
profit from a particular transaction.17 Marketers can assess customer profitability individually, 
by market segment, or by channel. Many companies measure customer satisfaction, but few mea-
sure individual customer profitability.18

A useful type of profitability analysis is shown in Figure 4.2.19 Customers are arrayed along 
the columns and products along the rows. Each cell contains a symbol representing the profit-
ability, positive or negative, of selling that product to that customer. Customer 1 is very profit-
able; he buys two profit-making products. Customer 2 yields mixed profitability; she buys one 
profitable product and one unprofitable product. Customer 3 is a losing customer because he 
buys one profitable product and two unprofitable products. What can the company do about 
customers 2 and 3? (1) It can raise the price of its less profitable products or eliminate them, or 
(2) it can try to sell customers 2 and 3 its profit-making products. In fact, the company should 
encourage them to switch to competitors.

Customer profitability analysis is best conducted with the tools of an accounting tech-
nique called activity-based costing (ABC). The company estimates all revenue coming from 
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the customer, less all costs (including the direct and indirect costs of serving each customer). 
Companies that fail to measure their costs correctly are also not measuring their profit correctly 
and are likely to misallocate their marketing effort.

Measuring Customer Lifetime Value
The case for maximizing long-term customer profitability is captured in the concept of customer 
lifetime value.20 Customer lifetime value (CLV) describes the net present value of the stream of 
future profits expected over the customer’s lifetime purchases. The company must subtract from 
its expected revenues the expected costs of attracting, selling, and servicing the account of that 
customer, applying the appropriate discount rate (say, between 10 percent and 20 percent, de-
pending on cost of capital and risk attitudes). Lifetime value calculations for a product or service 
can add up to tens of thousands of dollars or even run to six figures.21

CLV calculations provide a formal quantitative framework for planning customer invest-
ment and help marketers adopt a long-term perspective. Many methods exist to measure CLV.22 
Columbia’s Don Lehmann and Harvard’s Sunil Gupta illustrate their approach by calculating the 
CLV of 100 customers over a 10-year period (see Table 4.1). In this example, the firm acquires 
100 customers with an acquisition cost per customer of $40. Therefore, in year 0, it spends 
$4,000. Some of these customers defect each year. The present value of the profits from this co-
hort of customers over 10 years is $13,286.52. The net CLV (after deducting acquisition costs) is 
$9,286.52, or $92.87 per customer.23

Cultivating Customer Relationships
Companies are using information about customers to enact precision marketing designed to 
build strong and profitable long-term relationships.24 Customer relationship management 
(CRM) is the process of carefully managing detailed information about individual customers 
and all customer “touch points” to maximize loyalty.25 CRM is important because a major driver 
of company profitability is the aggregate value of the company’s customer base. A touch point is 

Figure 4.2 Customer-Product Profitability Analysis
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any occasion when a customer encounters the brand and product—from actual experience to 
personal or mass communications to casual observation. For a hotel, the touch points include 
reservations, check-in and checkout, frequent-stay programs, room service, business services, 
exercise facilities, and restaurants.

CRM enables companies to provide excellent real-time customer service through the effective 
use of individual account information. Based on what they know about each valued customer, they 
can customize market offerings, services, programs, messages, and media. Personalizing marketing 
is about making sure the brand and its marketing are as personally relevant as possible to as many 
customers as possible—a challenge, given that no two customers are identical.

To adapt to customers’ increased desire for personalization, marketers have embraced con-
cepts such as permission marketing, the practice of marketing to consumers only after gaining 
their expressed permission. According to Seth Godin, a pioneer in the technique, marketers 
develop stronger consumer relationships by sending messages only when consumers express a 
willingness to become more engaged with the brand.26 “Participatory marketing” may be a more 
appropriate concept than permission marketing because marketers and consumers need to work 
together to find out how the firm can best satisfy consumers.

Although much has been made of the newly empowered consumer—in charge, setting 
the direction of the brand, and playing a much bigger role in how it is marketed—it’s still true 
that only some consumers want to get involved with some of the brands they use and, even 
then, only some of the time. Consumers have lives, jobs, families, hobbies, goals, and commit-
ments, and many things matter more to them than the brands they purchase and consume. 
Understanding how to best market a brand given such diversity in customer interests is cru-
cially important.27

Attracting and Retaining Customers
Companies seeking to expand profits and sales must invest time and resources searching for new 
customers. To generate leads, they advertise in media that will reach new prospects, send direct 
mail and e-mails to possible new prospects, send their salespeople to participate in trade shows 
where they might find new leads, purchase names from list brokers, and so on.

Table 4.1 A Hypothetical Example to Illustrate CLV Calculations

Year 0 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10

Number of Customers 100 90 80 72 60 48 34 23 12 6 2

Revenue per Customer 100 110 120 125 130 135 140 142 143 145

Variable Cost per 
Customer

70 72 75 76 78 79 80 81 82 83

Margin per Customer 30 38 45 49 52 56 60 61 61 62

Acquisition Cost per 
Customer

40

Total Cost or Profit –4,000 2,700 3,040 3,240 2,940 2,496 1,904 1,380 732 366 124

Present Value –4,000 2,454.55 2,512.40 2,434.26 2,008.06 1,549.82 1,074.76 708.16 341.48 155.22 47.81

Source: Sunil Gupta and Donald R. Lehmann, “Models of Customer Value,” Berend Wierenga, ed., Handbook of Decision Models (Springer Science Business Media, 2007).
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Different acquisition methods yield customers with varying CLVs. One study showed that 
customers acquired through the offer of a 35 percent discount had about one-half the long-term 
value of customers acquired without any discount.28 Many of these customers were more inter-
ested in the offer than in the product itself. Similarly, many local businesses have launched “daily 
deal” campaigns from Groupon and LivingSocial to attract new customers. Unfortunately, these 
campaigns have sometimes turned out to be unprofitable in the long run because coupon users 
were not easily converted into loyal customers.29

It is not enough to attract new customers; the company must also keep them and increase 
their business.30 Too many companies suffer from high customer churn or defection. To reduce 
the defection rate, the company must first define and measure its retention rate, distinguish the 
causes of customer attrition and identify those that can be managed better, and compare the 
lost customer’s CLV to the costs of reducing the defection rate. As long as the cost to discourage 
defection is lower than the lost profit, spend the money to try to retain the customer.

Figure 4.3 shows the main steps in attracting and retaining customers in terms of a funnel. 
The marketing funnel identifies the percentage of the potential target market at each stage in the 
decision process, from merely aware to highly loyal. Some marketers extend the funnel to include 
loyal customers who are brand advocates or even partners with the firm. By calculating conver-
sion rates—the percentage of customers at one stage who move to the next—the funnel allows 
marketers to identify any bottleneck stage or barrier to building a loyal customer franchise. The 
funnel also emphasizes how important it is not just to attract new customers but to retain and 
cultivate existing ones.

Customer profitability analysis and the marketing funnel help marketers decide how to 
manage groups of customers that vary in loyalty, profitability, risk, and other factors.31 Winning 
companies know how to reduce the rate of customer defection; increase the longevity of the 
customer relationship; enhance the growth of each customer through “share of wallet,” cross-
selling, and up-selling; make low-profit customers more profitable or terminate them; and treat 
high-profit customers in a special way.

Figure 4.3 The Marketing Funnel
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Building Loyalty
Companies should strive to build loyalty for strong, enduring connections with customers. One 
set of researchers sees retention-building activities as adding financial benefits, social benefits, or 
structural ties.32 Next we describe four marketing activities that improve loyalty and retention.

Interact Closely with Customers  Listening to customers is crucial to customer relationship 
management. Some companies have created an ongoing mechanism that keeps their marketers 
permanently plugged in to frontline customer feedback. Build-A-Bear Workshop uses a “Cub 
Advisory Board” as a feedback and decision-input body. The board is made up of 5- to 16-year-
olds who review new-product ideas.33 It is also important to be a customer advocate and, as 
much as possible, take the customers’ side and understand their point of view.34

Develop Loyalty Programs  Frequency programs (FPs) are designed to reward custom-
ers who buy frequently and in substantial amounts. They can help build long-term loyalty 
with high CLV customers, creating cross-selling opportunities in the process. Pioneered by the 
airlines, hotels, and credit card companies, FPs now exist in many other industries. Typically, 
the first company to introduce an FP in an industry gains the most benefit, especially if com-
petitors are slow to respond. After competitors react, FPs can become a financial burden to 
all the offering companies, but some companies are more efficient and creative in managing 
them. FPs can also produce a psychological boost and a feeling of being special and elite that 
customers value.35

Club membership programs attract and keep those customers responsible for the largest por-
tion of business. Clubs can be open to everyone who purchases a product or service or limited to 
an affinity group or those willing to pay a small fee. Although open clubs are good for building a 
database or snagging customers from competitors, limited membership is a more powerful long-
term loyalty builder. Fees and membership conditions prevent those with only a fleeting interest 
in a company’s products from joining.

Create Institutional Ties  The company may supply business customers with special equip-
ment or services that help them manage orders, payroll, and inventory. Customers are less in-
clined to switch to another supplier when it means high capital costs, high search costs, or the 
loss of loyal-customer discounts. A good example is Milliken & Company, which provides pro-
prietary software, marketing research, sales training, and sales leads to loyal customers.

Create Value With Brand Communities  Thanks in part to the Internet, companies are col-
laborating with consumers to create value through communities built around brands. A brand 
community is a specialized community of consumers and employees whose identification and 
activities focus around the brand.36 A strong brand community results in a more loyal, commit-
ted customer base and can be a constant source of inspiration and feedback for product improve-
ments or innovations.

Three characteristics identify brand communities:37 (1) a sense of connection to the 
brand, company, product, or community members; (2) shared rituals, stories, and traditions 
that help convey meaning; and (3) shared responsibility or duty to the community and indi-
vidual members. Brand communities come in many different forms.38 Some arise organically 
from brand users, such as the Atlanta MGB riders club, while others are company-sponsored 
and facilitated, such as the Harley Owners Group (H.O.G.). Online, marketers can tap into 
social media such as Facebook, Twitter, and blogs or create their own online community. 
Members can recommend products, share reviews, create lists of recommendations and favor-
ites, or socialize together online.
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Win-Backs
Regardless of how hard companies may try, some customers inevitably become inactive or drop 
out. The challenge is to reactivate them through win-back strategies.39 It’s often easier to reattract 
ex-customers (because the company knows their names and histories) than to find new ones. 
Exit interviews and lost-customer surveys can uncover sources of dissatisfaction and help win 
back only those with strong profit potential.40

When will consumers choose to engage with a brand? Follow-up analysis of the IBM 2010 
CEO Study revealed the following about customer pragmatism: “… most do not engage with 
companies via social media simply to feel connected … To successfully exploit the potential 
of social media, companies need to design experiences that deliver tangible value in return for 
customers’ time, attention, endorsement and data.” That “tangible value” includes discounts, cou-
pons, and information to facilitate purchase. The IBM analysts also note that many businesses 
overlook social media’s most potent capabilities for capturing customer insights, monitoring the 
brand, conducting research, and soliciting new-product ideas.41

Executive Summary
Customers will buy from the firm that they perceive to offer the highest customer-delivered 
value, defined as the difference between total customer benefits and total customer cost. A buy-
er’s satisfaction is a function of the product’s perceived performance and the buyer’s expectations. 
Recognizing that high satisfaction leads to high customer loyalty, companies must ensure that 
they meet and exceed customer expectations. Quality is the totality of features and characteristics 
of a product or service that bear on its ability to satisfy stated or implied needs. Marketers play a 
key role in achieving high levels of total quality so that firms remain solvent and profitable.

Marketing managers must calculate the customer lifetime values of their customer base to 
understand the profit implications. They must also determine ways to increase the value of the 
customer base. A strong brand community can lead to a more loyal, committed customer base 
and provide inspiration and feedback for product improvements or innovations. Companies are 
becoming skilled in customer relationship management (CRM). The purpose is to attract the 
right customers, meet the individual needs of valued customers, improve loyalty and retention of 
valued customers, and implement win-back strategies to reattract valued ex-customers.
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In this chapter, we will address the following questions:

 1. How do cultural, social, and personal factors influence consumer buying behavior? (Page 93)

 2. What major psychological processes influence consumer buying behavior? (Page 96)

 3. How do consumers make purchasing decisions? (Page 99)

 4. What is the business market, and how does it differ from the consumer market? (Page 104)

 5. Who participates in the business buying process, and how are buying decisions made?  
(Page 106)

 6. How can companies build strong relationships with business customers? (Page 110)

Buying Dynamics of 
Consumers and Businesses

Marketing Management at Cisco
At the height of the dot-com boom, Cisco Systems was briefly the most valuable company in the world, 
with a valuation of $500 billion. Since those heady days, Cisco has faced a number of challenges to its 
market leadership—but it has also taken bold steps to reinvent itself, reflecting shifts in the global mar-
keting environment. The company prides itself on staying close to its business customers and sees its 
core competency as helping them get through big transitions by breaking down their corporate silos. Its 
CEO cites compact and efficient blade servers as a good example of how Cisco helps companies form 
a common technological vision, noting that Cisco’s is the only computing technology that can handle 
data, voice, and video. The firm spends $6 billion annually on research and development, and it gener-
ates 55 percent of its revenue and 70 percent of its growth from overseas.1

Adopting a holistic marketing orientation requires fully understanding customers, whether 
they’re consumers or organizational buyers. Cisco, like other smart marketers, puts a high 

priority on building strong loyalty relationships with its customers. It is also a buyer of goods and 
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services, not just a seller to other businesses. This chapter looks at the buying dynamics of indi-
vidual consumers and of businesses, government agencies, and institutions.

What Influences Consumer Behavior?
Consumer behavior is the study of how individuals, groups, and organizations select, buy, use, 
and dispose of goods, services, ideas, or experiences to satisfy their needs and wants.2 Marketers 
must fully understand both the theory and the reality of consumer behavior. A consumer’s buy-
ing behavior is influenced by cultural, social, and personal factors. Of these, cultural factors exert 
the broadest and deepest influence.

Cultural Factors
Culture, subculture, and social class are particularly important influences on consumer buying 
behavior. Culture is the fundamental determinant of a person’s wants and behavior. Through 
family and other key institutions, a child growing up in the United States is exposed to values 
such as achievement and success, activity, efficiency and practicality, progress, material comfort, 
individualism, freedom, external comfort, humanitarianism, and youthfulness.3 A child growing 
up in another country might have a different view of self, relationship to others, and rituals.

Each culture consists of smaller subcultures that provide more specific identification and 
socialization for their members. Subcultures include nationalities, religions, racial groups, and 
geographic regions. When subcultures grow large and affluent enough, companies often design 
specialized marketing programs to serve them.

Social classes are relatively homogeneous and enduring divisions in a society, hierarchically 
ordered and with members who share similar values, interests, and behavior. One classic depiction 
of social classes in the United States defined seven ascending levels: (1) lower lowers, (2) upper low-
ers, (3) working class, (4) middle class, (5) upper middles, (6) lower uppers, and (7) upper uppers.4 
Social class members show distinct product and brand preferences in many areas.

Social Factors
In addition to cultural factors, social factors such as reference groups, family, and social roles and 
statuses affect our buying behavior.

Reference Groups  A person’s reference groups are all the groups that have a direct (face-to-
face) or indirect influence on his or her attitudes or behavior. Groups having a direct influence 
are called membership groups. Some of these are primary groups with whom the person inter-
acts fairly continuously and informally, such as family, friends, neighbors, and coworkers. People 
also belong to secondary groups, such as religious, professional, and trade-union groups, which 
tend to be more formal and require less continuous interaction.

Reference groups influence members by exposing an individual to new behaviors and life-
styles, influencing attitudes and self-concept, and creating pressures for conformity that may 
affect product and brand choices. People are also influenced by groups to which they do not 
belong. Aspirational groups are those a person hopes to join; dissociative groups are those 
whose values or behavior an individual rejects.

Where reference group influence is strong, marketers must determine how to reach and in-
fluence the group’s opinion leader, the person who offers informal advice or information about 
a specific product or category, such as which of several brands is best or how a particular product 
may be used.5 Marketers try to reach these individuals by identifying their demographic and 
psychographic characteristics, identifying the media they read, and directing messages to them.6
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Cliques  Communication researchers propose a social-structure view of interpersonal com-
munication.7 They see society as consisting of cliques, small groups whose members interact 
frequently. Clique members are similar, and their closeness facilitates effective communication 
but also insulates the clique from new ideas. The challenge is to create more openness so cliques 
exchange information with others in society. One team of viral marketing experts cautions that 
although influencers or “alphas” start trends, they are often too introspective and socially alien-
ated to spread them. They advise marketers to cultivate “bees,” hyperdevoted customers who 
are not satisfied just knowing about the next trend but live to spread the word.8 More firms are 
in fact finding ways to identify and actively engage passionate brand evangelists and potentially 
lucrative customers online.9

Family  The family is society’s most important consumer buying organization, and family 
members constitute the most influential primary reference group.10 There are two families 
in the buyer’s life. The family of orientation consists of parents and siblings. From parents 
a person acquires an orientation toward religion, politics, and economics and a sense of per-
sonal ambition, self-worth, and love.11 A more direct influence on everyday buying behavior 
is the family of procreation—namely, the person’s spouse and children. For expensive prod-
ucts and services such as cars, vacations, or housing, the vast majority of husbands and wives 
engage in joint decision making.12 Men and women may respond differently to marketing 
messages, however.

Another shift in buying patterns is an increase in the influence wielded by children and 
teens. Research has shown that more than two-thirds of 13- to 21-year-olds make or influence 
family purchase decisions on audio/video equipment, software, and vacation destinations.13 By 
the time children are about 2 years old, they can often recognize characters, logos, and specific 
brands. They can distinguish between advertising and programming by about ages 6 or 7. A year 
or so later, they can understand the concept of persuasive intent on the part of advertisers. By 
9 or 10, they can perceive the discrepancies between message and product.14 Teens and young 
adults watch what their friends say and do as much as what they see or hear in an ad or are told 
by a salesperson in a store.

Roles and Status  We each participate in many groups—family, clubs, organizations—and 
these are often an important source of information and help to define norms for behavior. We 
can define a person’s position in each group in terms of role and status. A role consists of the 
activities a person is expected to perform. Each role in turn connotes a status. A senior vice 
president of marketing may have more status than a sales manager, and a sales manager may have 
more status than an office clerk. People choose products that reflect and communicate their role 
and their actual or desired status in society. Marketers must be aware of the status-symbol poten-
tial of products and brands.

Personal Factors
Personal characteristics that influence a buyer’s decision include age and stage in the life cycle, 
occupation and economic circumstances, personality and self-concept, and lifestyle and values.

Age and Stage in the Life Cycle  Our taste in food, clothes, furniture, and recreation is 
often related to our age. Consumption is also shaped by the family life cycle and the number, 
age, and gender of people in the household at any point in time. In addition, psychological 
life-cycle stages may matter. Adults experience certain passages or transformations as they go 
through life.15 Their behavior during these intervals, such as when becoming a parent, is not 
necessarily fixed but changes with the times. Marketers should also consider critical life events or 
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transitions—marriage, childbirth, illness, relocation, divorce, first job, career change, retirement, 
death of a spouse—as giving rise to new needs.

Occupation and Economic Circumstances  Occupation influences consumption patterns. 
Marketers try to identify the occupational groups that have above-average interest in their products 
and services and even tailor products for certain occupational groups: Software companies, for 
example, design different products for engineers, lawyers, and physicians. Both product and brand 
choice are greatly affected by economic circumstances like spendable income (level, stability, and 
pattern over time), savings and assets (including the percentage that is liquid), debts, borrowing 
power, and attitudes toward spending and saving.

Personality and Self-Concept  By personality, we mean a set of distinguishing human 
psychological traits that lead to relatively consistent and enduring responses to environmental 
stimuli including buying behavior. We often describe personality in terms of such traits as self-
confidence, dominance, autonomy, deference, sociability, defensiveness, and adaptability.16

Brands also have personalities, and consumers are likely to choose brands whose person-
alities match their own. We define brand personality as the specific mix of human traits that 
we can attribute to a particular brand. Stanford’s Jennifer Aaker researched brand personalities 
and identified the following traits: sincerity, excitement, competence, sophistication, and rug-
gedness.17 Cross-cultural studies have found that some but not all of these traits apply outside 
the United States.18

Consumers often choose and use brands with a brand personality consistent with their 
actual self-concept (how we view ourselves), though the match may instead be based on the con-
sumer’s ideal self-concept (how we would like to view ourselves) or even on others’ self-concept 
(how we think others see us).19 These effects may also be more pronounced for publicly con-
sumed products than for privately consumed goods.20 On the other hand, consumers who are 
high “self-monitors”—that is, sensitive to the way others see them—are more likely to choose 
brands whose personalities fit the consumption situation.21 Finally, multiple aspects of self (se-
rious professional, caring family member, active fun-lover) may often be evoked differently in 
different situations or around different types of people.

Lifestyle and Values  People from the same subculture, social class, and occupation may 
adopt quite different lifestyles. A lifestyle is a person’s pattern of living in the world as expressed 
in activities, interests, and opinions. It portrays the “whole person” interacting with his or her 
environment. Marketers search for relationships between their products and lifestyle groups. A 
computer manufacturer might find that most computer buyers are achievement-oriented and 
then aim the brand more clearly at the achiever lifestyle.

Lifestyles are shaped partly by whether consumers are money constrained or time constrained. 
Companies aiming to serve the money-constrained will create lower-cost products and services. 
By appealing to thrifty consumers, Walmart has become the largest company in the world. In 
some categories, notably food processing, companies targeting time-constrained consumers need 
to be aware that these very same people want to believe they’re not operating within time con-
straints. Marketers call those who seek both convenience and some involvement in the cooking 
process the “convenience involvement segment.”22

Consumer decisions are also influenced by core values, the belief systems that underlie at-
titudes and behaviors. Core values go much deeper than behavior or attitude and at a basic level 
guide people’s choices and desires over the long term. Marketers who target consumers on the basis 
of their values believe that with appeals to people’s inner selves, it is possible to influence their outer 
selves—their purchase behavior.
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Key Psychological Processes
The starting point for understanding consumer behavior is the stimulus-response model shown 
in Figure 5.1. Marketing and environmental stimuli enter the consumer’s consciousness, and a 
set of psychological processes combine with certain consumer characteristics to result in deci-
sion processes and purchase decisions. The marketer’s task is to understand what happens in the 
consumer’s consciousness between the arrival of the outside marketing stimuli and the ultimate 
purchase decisions. Four key psychological processes—motivation, perception, learning, and 
memory—fundamentally influence consumer responses.

Motivation
We all have many needs at any given time. Some needs are biogenic; they arise from physiologi-
cal states of tension such as hunger, thirst, or discomfort. Other needs are psychogenic; they arise 
from psychological states of tension such as the need for recognition, esteem, or belonging. A 
need becomes a motive when it is aroused to a sufficient level of intensity to drive us to act. 
Motivation has both direction—we select one goal over another—and intensity—we pursue the 
goal with more or less vigor.

Well-known theories of human motivation carry different implications for consumer analysis 
and marketing strategy. Sigmund Freud assumed the psychological forces shaping people’s behavior 
are largely unconscious and that people cannot fully understand their own motivations. Someone 
who examines specific brands will react not only to the brands’ stated capabilities but also to less 
conscious cues such as shape, size, weight, and brand name. A technique called laddering lets us 
trace a person’s motivations from the stated instrumental ones to the more terminal ones. Then the 
marketer can decide at what level to develop the message and appeal.23

Cultural anthropologist Clotaire Rapaille works on breaking the “code” behind product 
behavior—the unconscious meaning people give to a particular market offering. Rapaille 
worked with Boeing to identify features in the 787 Dreamliner’s interior that would have 
universal appeal. Based in part on his research, the Dreamliner has a spacious foyer; larger, 

Figure 5.1 Model of Consumer Behavior
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curved luggage bins closer to the ceiling; larger, electronically dimmed windows; and a ceiling 
discreetly lit by hidden LEDs.24

Abraham Maslow sought to explain why people are driven by particular needs at particular 
times.25 His answer was that human needs are arranged in a hierarchy from most to least pressing—
from physiological needs to safety needs, social needs, esteem needs, and self-actualization needs. 
People will try to satisfy their most important need first and then move to the next.

Frederick Herzberg developed a two-factor theory that distinguishes dissatisfiers ( factors 
that cause dissatisfaction) from satisfiers (factors that cause satisfaction).26 The absence of 
dissatisfiers is not enough to motivate a purchase; satisfiers must be present. For example, a 
computer that does not come with a warranty is a dissatisfier. Yet the presence of a product 
warranty does not act as a satisfier or motivator of a purchase because it is not a source of in-
trinsic satisfaction. Ease of use is a satisfier. In line with this theory, sellers should do their best 
to avoid dissatisfiers that might unsell a product and supply the major motivators ( satisfiers) 
of purchase.

Perception
A motivated person is ready to act—how is influenced by his or her perception of the situation. 
In marketing, perceptions are more important than reality because they affect consumers’ actual 
behavior. Perception is the process by which we select, organize, and interpret information in-
puts to create a meaningful picture of the world.27 Consumers perceive many different kinds of 
information through sight, sound, smell, taste, and feel.

Sensory marketing has been defined as “marketing that engages the consumers’ senses and 
affects their perception, judgment and behavior.” Aradhna Krishna argues that sensory market-
ing’s effects can be manifested in two main ways. One, sensory marketing can be used subcon-
sciously to shape consumer perceptions of more abstract qualities of a product or service (say, 
different aspects of its brand personality). Two, sensory marketing can also be used to affect the 
perceptions of specific product or service attributes (such as color, taste, or shape).28

People can emerge with different perceptions of the same object because of three percep-
tual processes: selective attention, selective distortion, and selective retention. Although we’re 
exposed to thousands of marketing stimuli every day, we screen most stimuli out—a process 
called selective attention. Therefore, marketers must work hard to attract consumers’ notice. 
Research shows that people are more likely to notice stimuli that relate to a current need; 
this is why car shoppers notice car ads but not appliance ads. Also, people are more likely to 
notice stimuli they anticipate, such as laptops displayed in a computer store. And people are 
more likely to notice stimuli whose deviations are large in relationship to the normal size of 
the stimuli. You are more likely to notice an ad offering $100 off than one offering $5 off a 
product’s price.

Even noticed stimuli don’t always come across in the way the senders intend. Selective 
distortion is the tendency to interpret information in a way that fits our preconceptions. 
Consumers will often distort information to be consistent with prior brand and product 
beliefs and expectations. Selective distortion can work to the advantage of marketers with 
strong brands when consumers distort neutral or ambiguous brand information to make it 
more positive. In other words, coffee may seem to taste better and the wait in a bank line may 
seem shorter, depending on the brand. Moreover, because of selective retention, we’re likely to 
remember good points about a product we like and forget good points about competing prod-
ucts. Selective retention again works to the advantage of strong brands. It also explains why 
marketers need to use repetition—to make sure their message is not overlooked.
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Learning
When we act, we learn. Learning induces changes in our behavior arising from experience. Most 
human behavior is learned, though much learning is incidental. Learning theorists believe learn-
ing is produced through the interplay of drives, stimuli, cues, responses, and reinforcement. A 
drive is a strong internal stimulus impelling action. Cues are minor stimuli that determine when, 
where, and how a person responds.

Suppose you buy a laptop computer. If your experience is rewarding, your response to the 
laptop and the brand will be positively reinforced. When you want to buy a printer, you may 
assume that because the company makes good laptops, it also makes good printers, general-
izing your response to similar stimuli. A countertendency to generalization is discrimination, 
in which we learn to recognize differences in sets of similar stimuli and adjust our responses 
accordingly. Learning theory teaches marketers that they can build demand for a product by 
associating it with strong drives, using motivating cues, and providing positive reinforcement.

Emotions
Consumer response is not all cognitive and rational; much may be emotional and invoke dif-
ferent kinds of feelings. A brand or product may make a consumer feel proud, excited, or con-
fident. An ad may create feelings of amusement, disgust, or wonder. Marketers are increasingly 
recognizing the power of emotional appeals—especially if rooted in some functional or rational 
aspects of the brand. An emotion-filled brand story has been shown to trigger’s people desire to 
pass along things they hear about brands, through either word of mouth or online sharing. Firms 
are therefore giving their communications a stronger human appeal to engage consumers in their 
brand stories.29

Memory
Cognitive psychologists distinguish between short-term memory (STM)—a temporary and lim-
ited repository of information—and long-term memory (LTM)—a more permanent, essentially 
unlimited repository. Most widely accepted views of long-term memory structure assume we 
form some kind of associative model. For example, the associative network memory model 
views LTM as a set of nodes and links. Nodes are stored information connected by links that vary 
in strength. Any type of information can be stored in the memory network, including verbal, 
visual, abstract, and contextual. A spreading activation process from node to node determines 
how much we retrieve and what information we can actually recall in any given situation. When 
a node becomes activated because we’re encoding external information (when we read or hear a 
word or phrase) or retrieving internal information from LTM (when we think about some con-
cept), other nodes are also activated if they’re associated strongly enough with that node.

Brand associations consist of all brand-related thoughts, feelings, perceptions, images, 
experiences, beliefs, attitudes, and so on, that become linked to the brand node. Companies 
sometimes create mental maps of consumers that depict their knowledge of a particular brand 
in terms of the key associations likely to be triggered in a marketing setting and their relative 
strength, favorability, and uniqueness to consumers. Figure 5.2 displays a very simple mental 
map highlighting some brand beliefs for a hypothetical consumer for State Farm insurance.

Memory encoding describes how and where information gets into memory. The strength of 
the resulting association depends on how much we process the information at encoding (how 
much we think about it, for instance) and in what way. The more attention we pay to the mean-
ing of information during encoding, the stronger the resulting associations in memory will be.30 
Memory retrieval is the way information gets out of memory. The presence of other product 
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information in memory can produce interference effects and cause us to either overlook or 
confuse new data. One marketing challenge in a category crowded with competitors is that con-
sumers may mix up brands. Also, once information becomes stored in memory, its strength of 
association decays very slowly.

Information may be available in memory but not be accessible for recall without the proper re-
trieval cues or reminders. The effectiveness of retrieval cues is one reason marketing inside a store 
is so critical—product packaging and displays remind us of information already conveyed outside 
the store and become prime determinants of consumer decision making. Accessibility of a brand 
in memory is important for another reason: People talk about a brand when it is top-of-mind.31

The Consumer Buying Decision Process
Smart companies try to fully understand customers’ buying decision process—all the experiences 
in learning, choosing, using, and even disposing of a product. Figure 5.3 shows the five stages of 
the process: problem recognition, information search, evaluation of alternatives, purchase deci-
sion, and postpurchase behavior. Note that consumers don’t always pass through all five stages—
they may skip or reverse some. The model provides a good frame of reference because it captures 
the full range of considerations that arise when a consumer faces a highly involving new purchase.

Problem Recognition
The buying process starts when the buyer recognizes a problem or need triggered by internal or 
external stimuli. With an internal stimulus, one of the person’s normal needs—hunger or thirst—
rises to a threshold level and becomes a drive. A need can also be aroused by an external stimu-
lus, such as seeing an ad. Marketers want to identify the circumstances that trigger a particular 
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Figure 5.3 Five-Stage Model of the Consumer Buying Process
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need by gathering information from a number of consumers. They can then develop marketing 
strategies that spark consumer interest.

Information Search
We can distinguish between two levels of engagement in the information search. The milder search 
state is called heightened attention, in which a person becomes more receptive to information about 
a product. At the next level, the person may enter an active information search: looking for reading 
material, asking friends, going online, and visiting stores to learn about the product.

Marketers must understand what type of information consumers seek—or are at least recep-
tive to—at different times and places.32 Information sources for consumers can be categorized as 
personal (family, friends) commercial (ads, Web sites, salespeople, packaging, displays), public 
(mass media, social media), and experiential (handling, using the product). Although consumers 
receive the greatest amount of information about a product from commercial (marketer-dominated) 
sources, the most effective information often comes from personal or experiential sources or public 
sources that are independent authorities.33

By gathering information, the consumer learns about competing brands and their features. 
The first box in Figure 5.4 shows the total set of brands available. The individual consumer will 
come to know a subset of these, the awareness set. Only some, the consideration set, will meet 
initial buying criteria. As the consumer gathers more information, just the choice set will remain 
strong contenders. The consumer makes a final choice from these.34 Figure 5.4 shows that a 
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Figure 5.4 Successive Sets Involved in Consumer Decision Making
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company must get its brand into the prospect’s awareness, consideration, and choice sets and 
identify the other brands in the choice set to plan appropriate competitive appeals. In addition, it 
should identify the consumer’s information sources and evaluate their relative importance so it 
can prepare effective communications.

Be aware that search behavior can vary online, in part because of the manner in which 
product information is presented. For example, product alternatives may be presented in order 
of their predicted attractiveness for the consumer. Consumers may then choose not to search as 
extensively as they would otherwise.35

Evaluation of Alternatives
How does the consumer process competitive brand information and make a final value judgment? 
There are several processes, and the most current models see the consumer forming judgments 
largely on a conscious and rational basis.

Some basic concepts will help us understand consumer evaluation processes. First, the con-
sumer is trying to satisfy a need. Second, the consumer is looking for certain benefits. Third, the 
consumer sees each product as a bundle of attributes with varying abilities to deliver the benefits. 
The attributes of interest vary by product—for example, the attributes buyers seek in a hotel might 
be location, atmosphere, and price. Consumers will pay the most attention to attributes that deliver 
the sought-after benefits. We can often segment the market according to attributes and benefits 
important to different consumer groups.

Through experience and learning, people acquire beliefs and attitudes, which in turn influ-
ence buying behavior. A belief is a descriptive thought that a person holds about something. Just 
as important are attitudes, a person’s enduring favorable or unfavorable evaluations, emotional 
feelings, and action tendencies toward some object or idea. People have attitudes toward almost 
everything: religion, clothes, music, or food. Because attitudes economize on energy and thought, 
they can be very difficult to change, which is why firms should try to fit their products into exist-
ing attitudes rather than try to change attitudes.

The consumer arrives at attitudes toward various brands through an attribute-evaluation 
procedure, developing a set of beliefs about where each brand stands on each attribute.36 The 
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expectancy-value model of attitude formation posits that consumers evaluate products and ser-
vices by combining their brand beliefs—the positives and negatives—according to importance.

Suppose Linda has narrowed her choice set to four laptops (A, B, C, and D) and is inter-
ested in four attributes: memory capacity, graphics capability, size and weight, and price. If one 
computer dominated the others on all the criteria, we could predict that Linda would choose it. 
But, as is often the case, her choice set consists of brands that vary in their appeal. One brand 
offers the best memory capacity, another has the best graphics capability, and so on.

If we knew the weights Linda attaches to the four attributes, we could more reliably predict 
her choice. Suppose she assigned 40 percent of the importance to the laptop’s memory capacity, 30 
percent to graphics capability, 20 percent to size and weight, and 10 percent to price. To find Linda’s 
perceived value for each laptop according to the expectancy-value model, we multiply her weights 
by her beliefs about each computer’s attributes. So for brand A, if she assigns a score of 8 for mem-
ory capacity, 9 for graphics capability, 6 for size, and 9 for price, the overall score for A would be:

Laptop A = 0.4(8) + 0.3(9) + 0.2(6) + 0.1(9) = 8.0

Calculating the scores for all of the other laptops being considered shows which has the 
highest perceived value. When a marketer knows how buyers form their preferences, it can take 
steps to influence consumer decisions, such as to redesign the laptop (real repositioning), alter 
beliefs about the brand (psychological repositioning), alter beliefs about competitors (competi-
tive depositioning), alter the importance weights (persuading buyers to attach more importance 
to attributes in which the brand excels), call attention to neglected attributes (such as styling), or 
shift the buyer’s ideals (persuading buyers to change their ideal levels for one or more attributes.37

Purchase Decision
In the evaluation stage, the consumer forms preferences among the brands in the choice set and 
may also form an intention to buy the most preferred brand. Even if consumers form brand 
evaluations, two general factors can intervene between the purchase intention and the purchase 
decision. The first factor is the attitudes of others. The influence of another person’s attitude de-
pends on (1) the intensity of the other person’s negative attitude toward our preferred alternative 
and (2) our motivation to comply with the other person’s wishes.38 The more intense the other 
person’s negativism and the closer he or she is to us, the more we will adjust our purchase inten-
tion. The converse is also true.

The second factor is unanticipated situational factors that may erupt to change the purchase 
intention. Linda might lose her job, some other purchase might become more urgent, or a store 
salesperson may turn her off. Preferences and even purchase intentions are not completely reliable 
predictors of purchase behavior.

A consumer’s decision to modify, postpone, or avoid a purchase decision is heavily influ-
enced by one or more types of perceived risk.39 For example, functional risk entails the product 
not performing to expectations; social risk entails embarrassment in front of others. The degree 
of perceived risk varies with the amount of money at stake, the amount of attribute uncertainty, 
and the level of consumer self-confidence. Marketers must understand the factors that provoke a 
feeling of risk in consumers and provide information and support to reduce it.

Postpurchase Behavior
After the purchase, the consumer might experience dissonance from noticing certain disqui-
eting features or hearing favorable things about other brands and will be alert to information 
that supports his or her decision. Marketers must therefore monitor postpurchase satisfaction, 
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postpurchase actions, and postpurchase product uses and disposal. A satisfied consumer is more 
likely to purchase the product again and will also tend to say good things about the brand to 
others. Dissatisfied consumers may abandon or return the product, take public action (by com-
plaining to the company or complaining to others online), or take private actions (not buying the 
product or warning friends).40

Postpurchase communications to buyers have been shown to result in fewer product re-
turns and order cancellations. Marketers should also monitor how buyers use and dispose of the 
product. A key driver of sales frequency is product consumption rate—the more quickly buyers 
consume a product, the sooner they may repurchase it. One strategy to speed replacement is to 
tie the act of replacing the product to a certain holiday, event, or time of year. Another strategy 
is to provide consumers with better information about (1) the time they first used the product or 
need to replace it or (2) its current level of performance. If consumers throw the product away, 
the marketer needs to know how they dispose of it, especially if—like electronic equipment—it 
can damage the environment.

Behavioral Decision Theory and Behavioral Economics
Consumers don’t always process information or make decisions in a deliberate, rational man-
ner. One of the most active academic research areas in marketing over the past three decades 
has been behavioral decision theory (BDT). Behavioral decision theorists have identified many 
situations in which consumers make seemingly irrational choices. What such studies reinforce is 
that consumer behavior is very constructive and the context of decisions really matters. The work 
of researchers has also challenged predictions from economic theory and assumptions about 
rationality, leading to the emergence of the field of behavioral economics.41 Here, we review some 
issues in two key areas: decision heuristics and framing.

Decision Heuristics  Consumers often take “mental shortcuts” called heuristics or rules of 
thumb in the decision process. In everyday decision making, when they forecast the likelihood of 
future outcomes or events, consumers may use one of these heuristics.

 1. The availability heuristic—Consumers base their predictions on the quickness and ease with 
which a particular example of an outcome comes to mind. If an example comes to mind too eas-
ily, consumers might overestimate the likelihood of its happening. For example, a recent product 
failure may lead consumers to inflate the likelihood of a future product failure and make them 
more inclined to purchase a product warranty.

 2. The representativeness heuristic—Consumers base their predictions on how representative or 
similar the outcome is to other examples. One reason package appearances may be so similar for 
different brands in the same product category is that marketers want their products to be seen as 
representative of the category as a whole.

 3. The anchoring and adjustment heuristic—Consumers arrive at an initial judgment and then ad-
just it—sometimes only reluctantly—based on additional information. For services marketers, 
a strong first impression is critical to establishing a favorable anchor so subsequent experiences 
will be interpreted in a more favorable light.

Framing  Decision framing is the manner in which choices are presented to and seen by a 
decision maker. A $200 cell phone may not seem that expensive in the context of a set of $400 
phones but may seem very expensive if other phones cost $50. Researchers have found that 
consumers use a form of framing called mental accounting when they handle their money, as a 
way of coding, categorizing, and evaluating financial outcomes of choices.42 The principles of 
mental accounting are derived in part from prospect theory, which maintains that consumers 
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frame their decision alternatives in terms of gains and losses according to a value function. 
Consumers are generally loss-averse. They tend to overweight very low probabilities and under-
weight very high probabilities.

What is Organizational Buying?
Many marketers sell not to consumers but to organizational buyers. Frederick E. Webster Jr. and 
Yoram Wind define organizational buying as the decision-making process by which formal 
organizations establish the need for purchased products and services and identify, evaluate, and 
choose among alternative brands and suppliers.43 The business market differs from the con-
sumer market in a number of ways.

The Business Market versus the Consumer Market
The business market consists of all the organizations that acquire goods and services used in the 
production of other products or services that are sold, rented, or supplied to others. Some of the 
major industries making up the business market are aerospace; agriculture, forestry, and fisher-
ies; chemical; computer; construction; defense; energy; mining; manufacturing; construction; 
transportation; communication; public utilities; banking, finance, and insurance; distribution; 
and services. Table 5.1 shows 10 unique characteristics of business markets.

Table 5.1 Characteristics of Business Markets

Characteristic Description

Fewer, larger buyers Business marketers normally deal with far fewer, much larger buyers than consumer marketers.

Close supplier-customer 
relationships

Because of the smaller customer base and the importance and power of larger customers, 
 suppliers are frequently expected to customize offerings to individual customer needs.

Professional purchasing Trained purchasing agents follow formal purchasing policies, constraints, and requirements. 
Many of the buying instruments, such as proposals and purchase contracts, are not typically 
part of consumer buying.

Multiple buying influences More people influence business buying decisions. Business marketers must send well-trained 
sales representatives and teams to deal with well-trained buyers and with buying committees.

Multiple sales calls Because more people are involved, it takes multiple sales calls to win most business orders during 
a sales cycle often measured in years.

Derived demand Demand for business goods is ultimately derived from the demand for consumer goods, so 
business marketers must monitor the buying patterns of end users.

Inelastic demand Total demand for many business offerings is inelastic—that is, not much affected by price 
changes, especially in the short run, because producers cannot make quick production changes.

Fluctuating demand Demand for business offerings tends to be more volatile than demand for consumer offerings. 
An increase in consumer demand can lead to a much larger increase in demand for plant and 
equipment necessary to produce the additional output.

Geographically 
concentrated buyers

More than half of U.S. business buyers are concentrated in seven states: New York, California, 
Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio, New Jersey, and Michigan. The geographical concentration of 
 producers helps to reduce selling costs.

Direct purchasing Business buyers often buy directly from manufacturers rather than through intermediaries, 
 especially items that are technically complex or expensive.
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As an example of the business market, consider the process of producing and selling a 
simple pair of shoes.44 Hide dealers must sell hides to tanners, who sell leather to shoe manufac-
turers, who in turn sell shoes to wholesalers. Wholesalers sell shoes to retailers, who finally sell 
them to consumers. Each party in the supply chain also buys other goods and services to support 
its operations.

Institutional and Government Markets
The overall business market includes institutional and government organizations in addition 
to profit-seeking companies. The institutional market consists of schools, hospitals, and other 
institutions that provide goods and services to people in their care. Many of these organizations 
have low budgets and captive clienteles. For example, hospitals must decide what quality of food 
to buy for patients. The objective is not profit because the food is part of the total service pack-
age; nor is cost minimization the sole objective because poor food will draw complaints and hurt 
the hospital’s reputation. The hospital must search for vendors whose quality meets or exceeds a 
certain minimum standard and whose prices are low.

In most countries, government organizations are major buyers of goods and services. 
The U.S. government now spends more than $500 billion a year—or roughly 14 percent of the 
federal budget—on private-sector contractors, making it the largest customer in the world.45 
Government buyers typically require suppliers to submit bids and often award the contract to the 
low bidder, sometimes making allowance for superior quality or a reputation for on-time perfor-
mance. Governments will also buy on a negotiated-contract basis, primarily in complex projects 
with major R&D costs and risks and those where there is little competition.

Business Buying Situations
The business buyer faces many decisions in making a purchase. How many depends on the 
complexity of the problem being solved, newness of the buying requirement, number of people 
involved, and time required. Three types of buying situations are the straight rebuy, modified 
rebuy, and new task.46

•	 Straight rebuy. In a straight rebuy, the purchasing department reorders items like office 
supplies and bulk chemicals on a routine basis and chooses from suppliers on an approved 
list. The suppliers make an effort to maintain quality and often propose automatic reor-
dering systems to save time. “Out-suppliers” attempt to offer something new or exploit 
dissatisfaction with a current supplier. Their goal is to get a small order and then enlarge 
their purchase share over time.

•	 Modified rebuy. The buyer in a modified rebuy wants to change product specifications, 
prices, delivery requirements, or other terms. This usually requires additional partici-
pants on both sides. The in-suppliers become nervous and want to protect the account. 
The out-suppliers see an opportunity to propose a better offer to gain some business.

•	 New task. A new-task purchaser buys a product or service for the first time (an office 
building, a new security system). The greater the cost or risk, the larger the number 
of participants, and the greater their information gathering—the longer the time to 
a decision.47

The business buyer makes the fewest decisions in the straight rebuy situation and the most 
in the new-task situation. Over time, new-buy situations become straight rebuys and routine 
purchase behavior. The buying process passes through several stages: awareness, interest, 
evaluation, trial, and adoption. Mass media can be most important during the awareness stage; 
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salespeople often have the greatest impact at the interest stage; and technical sources can be most 
important during evaluation. Online selling efforts may be useful at all stages.

Many business buyers prefer to buy a total problem solution from one seller. Called systems 
buying, this practice originated with government purchases. In response, many sellers have ad-
opted systems selling or a variant, systems contracting, in which one supplier provides the buyer 
with all MRO (maintenance, repair, and operating) supplies. This lowers procurement costs and 
allows the seller steady demand and reduced paperwork.

Participants in the Business Buying Process
Who buys the trillions of dollars’ worth of goods and services needed by business organizations? 
Purchasing agents are influential in straight-rebuy and modified-rebuy situations, whereas other 
employees are more influential in new-buy situations. Engineers are usually influential in select-
ing product components, and purchasing agents dominate in selecting suppliers.48

The Buying Center
Webster and Wind call the decision-making unit of a buying organization the buying center. 
It consists of “all those individuals and groups who participate in the purchasing decision-
making process, who share some common goals and the risks arising from the decisions.”49 
The buying center includes all organizational members who play any of these roles in the 
purchase decision process.

 1. Initiators—Users or others in the organization who request that something be purchased.
 2. Users—Those who will use the product or service. In many cases, the users initiate the buying 

proposal and help define the product requirements.
 3. Influencers—People who influence the buying decision, often by helping define specifications 

and providing information for evaluating alternatives.
 4. Deciders—People who decide on product requirements or on suppliers.
 5. Approvers—People who authorize the proposed actions of deciders or buyers.
 6. Buyers—People who have formal authority to select the supplier and arrange the purchase 

terms. Buyers may help shape product specifications, but they play their major role in selecting 
vendors and negotiating. In more complex purchases, buyers might include high-level managers.

 7. Gatekeepers—People such as purchasing agents and receptionists who have the power to prevent 
sellers or information from reaching members of the buying center.

Several people can occupy a given role such as user or influencer, and one person may play 
multiple roles.50 A purchasing manager, for example, is often buyer, influencer, and gatekeeper 
simultaneously, deciding which sales reps can call on others in the organization, what budget and 
other constraints to place on the purchase, and which firm will actually get the business.

Buying Center Influences
Buying centers usually include participants with differing interests, authority, status, susceptibility 
to persuasion, and sometimes very different decision criteria. Engineers may want to maximize 
product performance; production people may want ease of use and reliability of supply; financial 
staff focus on the economics of the purchase; purchasing may be concerned with operating and 
replacement costs.

Business buyers also have personal motivations, perceptions, and preferences influenced by 
their age, income, education, job position, personality, attitudes toward risk, and culture. Webster 
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cautions that ultimately individuals, not organizations, make purchasing decisions.51 Individuals 
are motivated by their own needs and perceptions in attempting to maximize the organizational 
rewards they earn. But organizational needs legitimate the buying process and its outcomes.

Targeting Firms and Buying Centers
Successful business-to-business marketing requires that business marketers know which types 
of companies to focus on in their selling efforts, as well as whom to concentrate on within the 
buying centers in those organizations. Finding the market segments with the greatest growth 
prospects, most profitable customers, and most promising opportunities for the firm is crucial. A 
slow-growing economy has put a stranglehold on large corporations’ purchasing, making small 
and midsize business markets more attractive for suppliers, as discussed in “Marketing Insight: 
Big Sales to Small Businesses.”

Big Sales to Small Businesses

The Small Business Administration (SBA) defines 
small businesses as those with fewer than 500 

employees for most mining and manufacturing in-
dustries and $7 million in annual receipts for most 
nonmanufacturing industries. Small and midsize 
businesses present huge marketing opportunities and 
huge challenges. The market is large but fragmented 
by industry, size, and number of years in operation. 
Here are some guidelines for marketing to small 
businesses:

•	 Don’t lump small and midsize  businesses 
together. There’s a big gap between 
$1  million in revenue and $50 million or 
between a start-up with 10 employees and 
a mature business with 100 employees. 
IBM distinguishes its offerings to small and 
 medium-sized businesses on its common 
Web site for the two.

•	 Do keep it simple. Offer one supplier 
point of contact for all service problems 
or one bill for all services and products. 
AT&T serves millions of businesses with 
fewer than 100 employees with bundles 
that include Internet, local phone, long-
distance phone, data management, busi-
ness networking, Web hosting, and 
teleconferencing.

•	 Do use the Internet. Hewlett-Packard 
found that time-strapped small-business 
decision makers prefer to buy, or at least 
research, purchases online. Its site therefore 
features extensive advertising, direct mail, 
e-mail campaigns, catalogs, and events.

•	 Don’t forget about direct contact. Even 
if a small business owner’s first point of 
 contact is via the Internet, you still need to 
be available by phone or in person.

•	 Do provide support after the sale. Small 
businesses want partners, not pitchmen, and 
expect service and commitment.

•	 Do your homework. The realities of small or 
midsize business management are different 
from those of a large corporation, so under-
stand what target customers need and how 
they prefer to buy.

Sources: Based on Barnaby J. Feder, “When Goliath Comes Knocking 
on David’s Door,” New York Times, May 6, 2003; Jennifer Gilbert, 
“Small but Mighty,” Sales & Marketing Management (January 2004), 
pp. 30–35; Kate Maddox, “Driving Engagement with Small Business,” 
Advertising Age, November 7, 2011; Christine Birkner, “Big Business 
Think Small,” Marketing News, May 15, 2012, pp. 12–16; “IBM Luring 
SMBs with Expanded Finance Options,” Network World, September 12, 
2011; www.sba.gov; www.openforum.com; www-304.ibm.com 
/businesscenter/smb/us/en, all accessed May 20, 2014.

marketing 
insight

www.sba.gov
openforum.com
www-304.ibm.com/businesscenter/smb/us/en
www-304.ibm.com/businesscenter/smb/us/en
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Business marketers must figure out: Who are the major decision participants? What 
decisions do they influence? What evaluation criteria do they use? Small sellers concentrate 
on reaching the key buying influencers. Larger sellers go for multilevel in-depth selling to 
reach as many participants as possible. Business marketers should periodically review their 
assumptions about buying center participants. Traditionally, SAP sold its software to CIOs 
at large companies. Then a shift to focus on selling to individual corporate units lower down 
the organizational chart raised the percentage of software sales going to new customers to 
40 percent.52

Stages in the Business Buying Process
The business buying-decision process includes eight stages called buyphases, as identified 
by Patrick J. Robinson and his associates, in the buygrid framework (see Table 5.2).53 In 
modified-rebuy or straight-rebuy situations, some stages are compressed or bypassed. For 
example, the buyer normally has a favorite supplier or a ranked list of suppliers and can skip 
the search and proposal solicitation stages. Here are some important considerations in each 
of the eight stages.

Problem Recognition
The buying process begins when someone in the company recognizes a problem or need 
that can be met by acquiring a good or service. The recognition can be triggered by internal 
or external stimuli. The internal stimulus might be a decision to develop a new product that 
requires new equipment and materials or a machine that requires new parts. Externally, the 
buyer may get new ideas at a trade show, see an ad, receive an e-mail, read a blog, or receive a 
call from a sales representative who offers a better product or a lower price. Business marketers 
can stimulate problem recognition by direct marketing in many different ways.

Table 5.2  Buygrid Framework: Major Stages (Buyphases) of the Industrial Buying 
Process in Relation to Major Buying Situations (Buyclasses)

Buyclasses

New Task Modified Rebuy Straight Rebuy

1. Problem recognition Yes Maybe No

2. General need description Yes Maybe No

3. Product specification Yes Yes Yes

Buyphases 4. Supplier search Yes Maybe No

5. Proposal solicitation Yes Maybe No

6. Supplier selection Yes Maybe No

7. Order-routine specification Yes Maybe No

8. Performance review Yes Yes Yes

Source: Adapted from Patrick J. Johnson, Charles W. Farris, and Yoram Wind, Industrial Buying and Creative Marketing (Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 
1967), p. 14.
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General Need Description and Product Specification
Next, the buyer determines the needed item’s general characteristics and required quantity. For 
standard items, this is simple. For complex items, the buyer will work with others to define char-
acteristics such as reliability, durability, or price. Business marketers can help by describing how 
their products meet or even exceed the buyer’s needs.

The buying organization now develops the item’s technical specifications. Often, the 
company will assign a product-value-analysis engineering team to the project. Product value 
analysis (PVA) is an approach to cost reduction that studies whether components can be rede-
signed, standardized, or made by cheaper methods of production without adversely affecting 
product performance. The PVA team will identify overdesigned components, for instance, that 
last longer than the product itself. Suppliers can use PVA as a tool for positioning themselves 
to win an account.

Supplier Search
The buyer next tries to identify the most appropriate suppliers through trade directories, con-
tacts with other companies, trade advertisements, trade shows, and the Internet. Companies 
that purchase online are utilizing electronic marketplaces in several forms (see Table 5.3). 
Web sites are organized around two types of e-hubs: vertical hubs centered on industries 
(plastics, steel, chemicals, paper) and functional hubs (logistics, media buying, advertising, 
energy management).

Moving into e-procurement means more than acquiring software; it requires changing pur-
chasing strategy and structure. However, the benefits are many. Aggregating purchasing across 
multiple departments yields larger, centrally negotiated volume discounts, a smaller purchasing 
staff, and less buying of substandard goods from outside the approved list of suppliers.

The supplier’s task is to ensure it is considered when customers are—or could be—in the 
market and searching for a supplier. Marketing must work with sales to define what makes a “sales 
ready” prospect and send the right messages via sales calls, trade shows, online activities, PR, 
events, direct mail, and referrals. After evaluating each company, the buyer will end up with a short 
list of qualified suppliers.

Table 5.3 Electronic Marketplaces for Business Buying

•	Catalog sites. Companies can order thousands of items through electronic catalogs, such as W. W. Grainger’s, distributed 
by e-procurement software.

•	Vertical markets. Companies buying industrial products such as plastics or services such as media can go to specialized 
Web sites called e-hubs, including Plastics.com.

•	“Pure Play” auction sites. Online auctions can serve business buyers and sellers worldwide. Ritchie Bros. operates the 
multilingual rbauction.com site, enabling businesses in many nations to buy or sell.

•	Spot (or exchange) markets. On spot electronic markets, prices change by the minute. IntercontinentalExchange (ICE) 
is an electronic energy marketplace and soft commodity exchange, for example.

•	Private exchanges. Hewlett-Packard, IBM, and Walmart operate private online exchanges to link with specially invited 
groups of suppliers and partners.

•	barter markets. In barter markets, participants offer to trade goods or services.

•	buying alliances. Several companies buying the same goods can join together to form purchasing consortia and gain 
deeper discounts on volume purchases. TopSource is an alliance of firms in food-related businesses.
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Proposal Solicitation
The buyer next invites qualified suppliers to submit written proposals. After evaluating them, 
the buyer will invite a few suppliers to make formal presentations. Business marketers must be 
skilled in researching, writing, and presenting proposals as marketing documents that describe 
value and benefits in customer terms. Oral presentations must inspire confidence and position 
the company’s capabilities and resources so they stand out from the competition.

Supplier Selection
Before selecting a supplier, members of the buying center will specify and rank desired sup-
plier attributes. To develop compelling value propositions, business marketers need to better 
understand how these business buyers arrive at their valuations.54 Further, despite moves toward 
strategic sourcing and partnering, business buyers still spend a lot of time negotiating price. 
Suppliers can counter requests for lower price in a number of ways. They may be able to show 
that their product’s life-cycle cost is lower than for competitors’ products or cite the value of 
the services the buyer now receives, especially if it is superior to that offered by competitors.55 
Service support and personal interactions, as well as a supplier’s know-how and ability to im-
prove customers’ time to market, can be useful differentiators in achieving key-supplier status.56

Order-Routine Specification
After selecting suppliers, the buyer negotiates the final order, listing the technical specifications, 
the quantity needed, the delivery time, warranties, and so on. For maintenance, repair, and op-
erating items, buyers are moving toward blanket contracts under which the supplier promises to 
resupply the buyer as needed, at agreed-upon prices, over a specified period. Because the seller 
holds the stock, blanket contracts are sometimes called stockless purchase plans. These long-term 
relationships make it difficult for out-suppliers to break in unless the buyer becomes dissatisfied.

Companies that fear a shortage of key materials are willing to buy and hold large invento-
ries. They will sign long-term contracts with suppliers to ensure a steady flow of materials. Some 
companies go further and shift the ordering responsibility to their suppliers, using systems called 
vendor-managed inventory. These suppliers are privy to the customer’s inventory levels and take 
responsibility for continuous replenishment programs.

Performance Review
The business buyer periodically reviews the performance of the chosen supplier(s) using one of 
three methods. The buyer may contact end users and ask for their evaluations, rate the supplier 
on several criteria using a weighted-score method, or aggregate the cost of poor performance to 
come up with adjusted costs of purchase, including price. This performance review may lead the 
buyer to continue, modify, or end a supplier relationship.

Managing Business-to-Business Customer Relationships
Business suppliers and customers are exploring different ways to manage their relationships.57 
One key aspect of strong customer relationships between businesses is the concept of vertical 
coordination.

The Benefits of Vertical Coordination
Much research has advocated greater vertical coordination between buying partners and sell-
ers so they can transcend merely transacting and instead create more value for both parties.58 
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Building trust is a prerequisite to enjoying healthy long-term relationships. A number of forces 
influence the development of a relationship between business partners, including availability of 
alternatives, importance of supply, complexity of supply, and supply market dynamism. Based on 
these we can classify buyer–supplier relationships into eight categories:59

 1. Basic buying and selling—Simple, routine exchanges with moderate levels of cooperation and 
information exchange.

 2. Bare bones—These relationships require more adaptation by the seller and less cooperation and 
information exchange.

 3. Contractual transaction—Defined by contract, these generally have low levels of trust, coopera-
tion, and interaction.

 4. Customer supply—In this traditional supply situation, competition rather than cooperation is 
the dominant form of governance.

 5. Cooperative systems—Participants are united in operational ways, but neither demonstrates 
structural commitment through legal means or adaptation.

 6. Collaborative—Much trust and commitment through collaboration can lead to true 
partnership.

 7. Mutually adaptive—Buyers and sellers make many relationship-specific adaptations, but without 
necessarily achieving strong trust or cooperation.

 8. Customer is king—In this close, cooperative relationship, the seller adapts to meet the customer’s 
needs without expecting much adaptation or change in exchange.

Risks and Opportunism in Business Relationships
Establishing a customer–supplier relationship creates tension between safeguarding (ensuring pre-
dictable solutions) and adapting (allowing for flexibility for unanticipated events). Vertical coordina-
tion can facilitate stronger customer–seller ties but may also increase the risk to the customer’s and 
supplier’s specific investments.60 Specific investments are expenditures tailored to a particular com-
pany and value chain partner (investments in company-specific training, equipment, and operating 
procedures or systems).61 They help firms grow profits and achieve their positioning.62

When buyers cannot easily monitor supplier performance, the supplier might not deliver the 
expected value. Opportunism is “some form of cheating or undersupply relative to an implicit or 
explicit contract.”63 It may entail self-serving violation of contractual agreements or an unwillingness 
to adapt to changing circumstances in satisfying contractual obligations. Opportunism is a concern 
because firms must devote resources to control and monitoring that would otherwise be allocated to 
more productive purposes. Contracts may become inadequate to govern supplier transactions when 
supplier opportunism becomes difficult to detect, when firms make specific investments in assets 
they cannot use elsewhere, and when contingencies are harder to anticipate. When a supplier has a 
good reputation, it is more likely to avoid opportunism to protect this valuable intangible asset.

Executive Summary
Consumer behavior is influenced by cultural, social, and personal factors and by four psycholog-
ical processes: motivation, perception, learning, and memory. The typical consumer buying pro-
cess follows this sequence: problem recognition, information search, evaluation of alternatives, 
purchase decision, and postpurchase behavior. The attitudes of others, unanticipated situational 
factors, and perceived risk may all affect the decision to buy, as will consumers’ postpurchase 
product satisfaction, use and disposal, and the company’s actions. Behavioral decision theory 
helps marketers understand situations in which consumers make seemingly irrational choices.
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Organizational buying is the process by which formal organizations establish a need for 
purchased goods and services, then identify, evaluate, and choose among alternative brands and 
suppliers. The business market consists of all the organizations that acquire goods and services 
used in the production of goods or services that are sold, rented, or supplied to others. The insti-
tutional market includes schools and other institutions that provide goods and services to people 
in their care. Governments are also major buyers of goods and services.

Compared to consumer markets, business markets have fewer and larger buyers, closer re-
lationships with suppliers, and more geographically concentrated buyers. Demand in the business 
market is derived from demand in the consumer market and fluctuates with the business cycle. 
Three types of buying situations are the straight rebuy, modified rebuy, and new task. The buying 
center consists of initiators, users, influencers, deciders, approvers, buyers, and gatekeepers. The 
business buying process consists of eight buyphases: (1) problem recognition, (2) general need 
description, (3) product specification, (4) supplier search, (5) proposal solicitation, (6) supplier 
selection, (7) order-routine specification, and (8) performance review. Business marketers seek to 
form strong relationships with their customers, considering the benefits of vertical coordination 
and the challenges of opportunism.
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Marketing Management at LinkedIn
LinkedIn began operations in 2003, targeting a different audience than most other social networks, 
with a vision “…to create economic opportunity for every professional in the world.” Also separating 
LinkedIn from other social networks is the fact that it has diverse revenue streams, driven by three 
customer segments: job seekers who buy premium subscriptions for access to special services; adver-
tisers who rely on its marketing solutions unit; and corporate recruiters who buy special search tools 
from its talent solutions unit. Today, LinkedIn has more than 300 million users worldwide—including 
5 million in China, one of its newer markets—and sees much growth from its mobile users, who in 
2013 accounted for more than 30 percent of unique visits to the site. Now LinkedIn’s well-targeted and 
positioned brand faces competition from other online giants, such as Facebook, and from established 
professional network services overseas, such as Viadeo SA in Europe and elsewhere.1

To compete more effectively, many companies are now embracing target marketing. Effective 
target marketing requires that marketers (1) identify and profile distinct groups of buy-

ers who differ in their needs and wants (market segmentation), (2) select one or more market 
segments to enter (market targeting), and (3) establish, communicate, and deliver the right 
benefit(s) to each target segment (market positioning). This chapter focuses on the first two 
steps; Chapter 7 discusses the third step.

In this chapter, we will address the following questions:

 1. In what ways can a company divide a consumer or business market into segments? 
(Page 117)

 2. How should a company choose the most attractive target markets? (Page 124)

 3. What are the different levels of market segmentation? (Page 125)

Target Marketing

Chapter 6

Part 3: Strategic Brand Management
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Bases for Segmenting Consumer Markets
Market segmentation divides a market into well-defined slices. A market segment consists of a 
group of customers who share a similar set of needs and wants. The marketer’s task is to iden-
tify the appropriate number and nature of market segments and decide which one(s) to target.

We use two broad groups of variables to segment consumer markets. Some researchers define 
segments by looking at descriptive characteristics—geographic, demographic, and psychographic—
and asking whether these segments exhibit different needs or product responses. Other researchers 
define segments by looking at behavioral considerations, such as consumer responses to benefits, 
usage occasions, or brands, then seeing whether different characteristics are associated with each 
consumer-response segment.

Regardless of which type of segmentation scheme we use, the key is adjusting the marketing 
program to recognize customer differences. The major segmentation variables—geographic, de-
mographic, psychographic, and behavioral segmentation—are summarized in Table 6.1.

Geographic Segmentation
Geographic segmentation divides the market into geographical units such as nations, states, 
regions, counties, cities, or neighborhoods. The company can operate in one or a few areas, 
or it can operate in all but pay attention to local variations. In that way it can tailor marketing 
programs to the needs and wants of local customer groups in trading areas, neighborhoods, 
even individual stores. In a growing trend called grassroots marketing, marketers concentrate on 
making such activities as personally relevant to individual customers as possible.

More and more, regional marketing means marketing right down to a specific zip code. Some 
approaches combine geographic data with demographic data to yield even richer descriptions of 
consumers and neighborhoods. Nielsen Claritas has developed a geoclustering approach called 
PRIZM (Potential Rating Index by Zip Markets) NE that classifies more than half a million U.S. 
residential neighborhoods into 14 distinct groups and 66 distinct lifestyle segments called PRIZM 
Clusters.2 The groupings take into consideration 39 factors in five broad categories: (1) education 
and affluence, (2) family life cycle, (3) urbanization, (4) race and ethnicity, and (5) mobility. The 
clusters have descriptive titles such as Blue Blood Estates, Winner’s Circle, Hometown Retired, and 
Back Country Folks. The inhabitants in a cluster tend to lead similar lives, drive similar cars, have 
similar jobs, and read similar magazines.

Marketing to microsegments has become possible even for small organizations as database 
costs decline, software becomes easier to use, and data integration increases. Those who favor 
such localized marketing see national advertising as wasteful because it is too “arm’s length” and 
fails to address local needs. Those opposed argue that it drives up costs by reducing economies of 
scale and magnifying logistical problems. A brand’s overall image might be diluted if the product 
and message are too different in different localities.

Demographic Segmentation
One reason demographic variables such as age, family size, family life cycle, gender, income, 
occupation, education, religion, race, generation, nationality, and social class are so popular 
with marketers is that they’re often associated with consumer needs and wants. Another is that 
they’re easy to measure. Even when we describe the target market in nondemographic terms 
(say, by personality type), we may need the link back to demographic characteristics in order 
to estimate the size of the market and the media we should use to reach it efficiently.

Here’s how marketers have used certain demographic variables to segment markets.
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Age and Life-Cycle Stage  Consumer wants and abilities change with age. Toothpaste 
brands such as Crest offer three main lines of products to target kids, adults, and older con-
sumers. Age segmentation can be even more refined. Pampers divides its market into prena-
tal, new baby (0–5 months), baby (6–12 months), toddler (13–23 months), and preschooler 
(24 months+). However, age and life cycle can be tricky variables. The target market for some 
products may be the psychologically young.

Life Stage  People in the same part of the life cycle may still differ in their life stage. Life stage 
defines a person’s major concern, such as going through a divorce, going into a second marriage, 

Table 6.1 Major Segmentation Variables for Consumer Markets

Geographic region Pacific Mountain, West North Central, West South Central, East North Central, East South Central, South Atlantic, Middle 
Atlantic, New England

City or metro size Under 5,000; 5,000–20,000; 20,000–50,000; 50,000–100,000; 100,000–250,000; 250,000–500,000; 500,000–
1,000,000; 1,000,000–4,000,000; 4,000,000+

Density Urban, suburban, rural

Climate Northern, southern

Demographic age Under 6, 6–11, 12–17, 18–34, 35–49, 50–64, 65+

Family size 1–2, 3–4, 5+

Family life cycle Young, single; young, married, no children; young, married, youngest child under 6; young; married, youngest child 6 or 
older; older, married, with children; older, married, no children under 18; older, single; other

Gender Male, female

Income Under $10,000; $10,000–$15,000; $15,000–$20,000; $20,000–$30,000; $30,000–$50,000; $50,000–$100,000; 
$100,000+

Occupation Professional and technical; managers, officials, and proprietors; clerical sales; craftspeople; forepersons; operatives; 
farmers; retired; students; homemakers; unemployed

Education Grade school or less; some high school; high school graduate; some college; college graduate; post college

Religion Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, Muslim, Hindu, other

Race White, Black, Asian, Hispanic, Other

Generation Silent Generation, Baby Boomers, Gen X, Millennials (Gen Y)

Nationality North American, Latin American, British, French, German, Italian, Chinese, Indian, Japanese

Social class Lower lowers, upper lowers, working class, middle class, upper middles, lower uppers, upper uppers

Psychographic lifestyle Culture-oriented, sports-oriented, outdoor-oriented

Personality Compulsive, gregarious, authoritarian, ambitious

Behavioral occasions Regular occasion, special occasion

Benefits Quality, service, economy, speed

User status Nonuser, ex-user, potential user, first-time user, regular user

Usage rate Light user, medium user, heavy user

Loyalty status None, medium, strong, absolute

Readiness stage Unaware, aware, informed, interested, desirous, intending to buy

Attitude toward product Enthusiastic, positive, indifferent, negative, hostile
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taking care of an older parent, buying a home, and so on. These life stages present opportunities 
for marketers who can help people cope with the accompanying decisions. But not everyone goes 
through that life stage at a certain time—or at all, for that matter. More than a quarter of all U.S. 
households now consist of only one person—a record high. It’s no surprise this $1.9 trillion mar-
ket is attracting interest from marketers such as Lowe’s and DeBeers.

Gender  Men and women have different attitudes and behave differently, based partly on 
genetic makeup and partly on socialization.3 A research study of shopping found that men 
often need to be invited to touch a product, whereas women are likely to pick it up without 
prompting. Men often like to read product information; women may relate to a product on a 
more personal level. Gender differences are shrinking in some areas as men and women expand 
their roles. One survey found that more than half of men identified themselves as the primary 
grocery shoppers in their households, which is why Procter & Gamble now designs some ads 
with men in mind.

Income  Income segmentation is a long-standing practice in such categories as automobiles, 
clothing, cosmetics, financial services, and travel. However, income does not always predict the 
best customers for a given product. Many marketers are deliberately going after lower-income 
groups, in some cases discovering fewer competitive pressures or greater consumer loyalty. 
Increasingly, companies are finding their markets are hourglass-shaped, as middle-market U.S. 
consumers migrate toward both discount and premium products. Recognizing that its channel 
strategy emphasized retailers selling primarily to the middle class, Levi-Strauss introduced pre-
mium lines such as Levi’s Made & Crafted to upscale retailers and the less-expensive Signature 
line to mass market retailers.

Generation  Each generation or cohort is profoundly influenced by the times in which it 
grows up—the music, movies, politics, and defining events of that period. The four main U.S. 
generation cohorts, from youngest to oldest, are Millennials (Gen Y), Gen X, Baby Boomers, 
and the Silent Generation.4 Members of each cohort share the same major cultural, political, 
and economic experiences and often have similar outlooks and values. Marketers may choose 
to advertise to a cohort by using the icons and images prominent in its experiences. They can 
also try to develop products and services that uniquely meet the particular interests or needs of a 
generational target.

•	 Millennials (or Gen Y). Born from 1977 through 1994, the 78 million Millennials are also 
known as Gen Y or Echo Boomers. Members of this cohort have been wired almost from 
birth. They may have a sense of entitlement and abundance from growing up during the 
economic boom, but they are also often socially conscious and concerned about the envi-
ronment. This cohort may be turned off by overt marketing practices.

•	 Generation X. Born from 1964 through 1978, the 50 million Gen Xers were raised during a 
period when social diversity and racial diversity were more widely accepted and technology 
changed the way people lived and worked. This cohort has raised standards in educational 
achievement, but its members were also the first generation to find surpassing their par-
ents’ standard of living a serious challenge. They are pragmatic and individualist, prize self-
sufficiency, and view technology as an enabler, not a barrier.

•	 Baby Boomers. Born from 1946 through 1964, the 76 million members of this cohort 
are interested in products that turn back the hands of time. One study of boomers ages 
55 to 64 found a significant number are willing to change brands, spend on technology, 
use social networking sites, and purchase online.5
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•	 Silent Generation. Born from 1925 through 1945, the 42 million members of this  cohort 
are defying their advancing age and leading very active lives. Strategies emphasizing 
 seniors’ roles as grandparents are well received. They are demanding customers but are 
also more willing than younger cohorts to pay full price for offerings they value.

Race and Culture  Multicultural marketing is an approach recognizing that different ethnic 
and cultural segments have sufficiently different needs and wants to require targeted market-
ing activities and that a mass market approach is not refined enough for the diversity of the 
marketplace. Consider that McDonald’s now does 40 percent of its U.S. business with ethnic 
minorities. Its highly successful “I’m Lovin’ It” campaign was rooted in hip-hop culture, but its 
appeal transcended race and ethnicity.6 Marketers need to factor the norms, language nuances, 
buying habits, and business practices of multicultural markets into the initial formulation of 
their marketing strategy. Diversity also has implications for planning and conducting market-
ing research.

Psychographic Segmentation
Psychographics is the science of using psychology and demographics to better understand consum-
ers. In psychographic segmentation, buyers are divided into groups on the basis of psychological/
personality traits, lifestyle, or values. People within the same demographic group can exhibit very 
different psychographic profiles.

One of the most popular commercially available classification systems based on psycho-
graphic measurements is Strategic Business Insight’s (SBI) VALS™ framework. VALS is based 
on psychological traits for people and classifies U.S. adults into eight primary groups based 
on responses to a questionnaire featuring four demographic and 35 attitudinal questions. The 
VALS system is continually updated with new data from more than 80,000 surveys per year (see 
Figure 6.1).7

The main dimensions of the VALS segmentation framework are consumer motivation 
(the horizontal dimension) and consumer resources (the vertical dimension). Consumers 
are inspired by one of three primary motivations: ideals, achievement, and self-expression. 
Different levels of resources enhance or constrain a person’s expression of his or her primary 
motivation.

Behavioral Segmentation
In behavioral segmentation, marketers divide buyers into groups on the basis of their knowledge 
of, attitude toward, use of, or response to a product. Behavior variables can include needs or ben-
efits, decision roles, and user and usage.

Needs and Benefits  Not everyone who buys a product has the same needs or wants the same 
benefits from it. Needs-based or benefit-based segmentation identifies distinct market segments 
with clear marketing implications.

Decision Roles  People can play five roles in a buying decision: Initiator, Influencer, Decider, 
Buyer, and User. For example, assume a wife initiates a purchase by requesting a new treadmill 
for her birthday. The husband may seek information from many sources, including a friend who 
has a treadmill and is a key influencer in what models to consider. After presenting the alterna-
tive choices to his wife, he purchases her preferred model, which ends up being used by the entire 
family. Different people are playing different roles, but all are crucial in the decision process and 
ultimate consumer satisfaction.
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User and Usage-Related Variables  Many marketers believe variables related to users or 
their usage—occasions, user status, usage rate, buyer-readiness stage, and loyalty status—are 
good starting points for constructing market segments.

•	 Occasions. Occasions mark a time of day, week, month, year, or other well-defined tem-
poral aspects of a consumer’s life. We can distinguish buyers according to the occasions 
when they develop a need, purchase a product, or use a product. For example, air travel is 
triggered by occasions related to business, vacation, or family. Occasion segmentation can 
help expand product usage.

•	 User status. Every product has its nonusers, ex-users, potential users, first-time users, 
and regular users. The key to attracting potential users, or even possibly nonusers, is un-
derstanding the reasons they are not using. Do they have deeply held attitudes, beliefs, or 
behaviors or just lack knowledge of the product or benefits? Included in the potential-user 
group are consumers who will become users in connection with some life stage or event. 
Market-share leaders tend to focus on attracting potential users because they have the 
most to gain from them. Smaller firms focus on trying to attract current users away from 
the market leader.

Figure 6.1 The VALS Segmentation System: An Eight-Part Typology
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•	 Usage rate. We can segment markets into light, medium, and heavy product users. 
Heavy users are often a small slice but account for a high percentage of total consumption. 
Marketers would rather attract one heavy user than several light users. A potential prob-
lem is that heavy users are often either extremely loyal to one brand or never loyal to any 
brand and always looking for the lowest price.

•	 Buyer-readiness stage. Some people are unaware of the product, some are aware, some 
are informed, some are interested, some desire the product, and some intend to buy. 
Recall from Chapter 4 that marketers can employ a marketing funnel to break the mar-
ket into buyer-readiness stages. Figure 6.2 displays a funnel for two hypothetical brands. 
Compared with Brand B, Brand A performs poorly at converting one-time users to more 
recent users (only 46 percent convert for Brand A compared with 61 percent for Brand 
B). A marketing campaign could introduce more relevant products, find more accessible 
retail outlets, or dispel rumors or incorrect brand beliefs.

•	 Loyalty status. Marketers usually envision four groups based on brand loyalty status: 
hard-core loyals (always buy one brand), split loyals (loyal to two or three brands), shift-
ing loyals (shift from one brand to another), and switchers (not loyal to any brand).8 A 
company can study hard-core loyals to help identify the products’ strengths; study split 
loyals to see which brands are most competitive with its own; and study shifting loy-
als and switchers to identify marketing weaknesses that can be corrected. One caution: 
What appear to be brand-loyal purchase patterns may reflect habit, indifference, a low 
price, a high switching cost, or the unavailability of other brands.

•	 Attitude. Five consumer attitudes about products are enthusiastic, positive, indiffer-
ent, negative, and hostile. Workers in a political campaign use attitude to determine 
how much time and effort to spend with each voter. They thank enthusiastic voters and 
 remind them to vote, reinforce those who are positively disposed, try to win the votes 
of indifferent voters, and spend no time trying to change the attitudes of negative and 
hostile voters.

Figure 6.2 Example of Marketing Funnel
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Bases for Segmenting Business Markets
We can segment business markets with some of the same variables we use in consumer markets, 
such as geography, benefits sought, and usage rate, but business marketers also use other variables 
(see Table 6.2). The demographic variables are the most important, followed by the operating 
variables—down to the personal characteristics of the buyer. Within a chosen target industry, a 
business market can further segment by company size and set up separate operations for selling to 
large and small customers. A company can segment further by purchase criteria.

Business marketers generally identify segments through a sequential process. Consider 
an aluminum company: The company first undertook macrosegmentation. It looked at which 
end-use market to serve: automobile, residential, or beverage containers. It chose the residential 
market, and it needed to determine the most attractive product application: semifinished material, 
building components, or aluminum mobile homes. Deciding to focus on building components, it 
considered the best customer size and chose large. The second stage consisted of microsegmenta-
tion. The company distinguished among customers buying on price, service, and quality. Because 
it had a high-service profile, the firm decided to concentrate on the service-motivated segment of 
the market.

Business-to-business marketing experts James C. Anderson and James A. Narus have urged 
marketers to present flexible market offerings to all members of a segment.9 A flexible market 

Table 6.2 Major Segmentation Variables for Business Markets

Demographic
 1. Industry: Which industries should we serve?
 2. Company size: What size companies should we serve?
 3. Location: What geographical areas should we serve?

Operating Variables
 4. Technology: What customer technologies should we focus on?
 5. User or nonuser status: Should we serve heavy users, medium users, light users, or nonusers?
 6. Customer capabilities: Should we serve customers needing many or few services?

Purchasing Approaches
 7. Purchasing-function organization: Should we serve companies with a highly centralized or decentralized purchasing 

organization?
 8. Power structure: Should we serve companies that are engineering dominated, financially dominated, and so on?
 9. Nature of existing relationship: Should we serve companies with which we have strong relationships or simply go after the 

most desirable companies?
10. General purchasing policies: Should we serve companies that prefer leasing? Service contract? Systems purchases? Sealed 

bidding?
11. Purchasing criteria: Should we serve companies that are seeking quality? Service? Price?

Situational Factors
12. Urgency: Should we serve companies that need quick and sudden delivery or service?
13. Specific application: Should we focus on a certain application of our product rather than all applications?
14. Size or order: Should we focus on large or small orders?

Personal Characteristics
15. Buyer-seller similarity: Should we serve companies whose people and values are similar to ours?
16. Attitude toward risk: Should we serve risk-taking or risk-avoiding customers?
17. Loyalty: Should we serve companies that show high loyalty to their suppliers?

Source: Adapted from Thomas V. Bonoma and Benson P. Shapiro, Segmenting the Industrial Market (Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, 1983).
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offering consists of two parts: a naked solution containing the product and service elements that 
all segment members value and discretionary options that some segment members value. Each 
option might carry an additional charge.

Market Targeting
There are many statistical techniques for developing market segments.10 Once the firm has 
identified its market-segment opportunities, it must decide how many and which ones to target. 
Marketers are increasingly combining several variables in an effort to identify smaller, better-
defined target groups. Thus, a bank may not only identify a group of wealthy retired adults but 
within that group distinguish several segments depending on current income, assets, savings, and 
risk preferences. This has led some market researchers to advocate a needs-based market segmenta-
tion approach. Roger Best proposed the seven-step approach shown in Table 6.3.

Effective Segmentation Criteria
Not all segmentation schemes are useful. We could divide buyers of table salt into blond and bru-
nette customers, but hair color is irrelevant to the purchase of salt. Furthermore, if all salt buyers 
buy the same amount of salt each month, believe all salt is the same, and would pay only one 
price for salt, this market is minimally segmentable from a marketing point of view.

Rating Segments  To be useful, market segments must rate favorably on five key criteria:

•	 Measurable. The size, purchasing power, and characteristics of the segments can be 
measured.

•	 Substantial. The segments are large and profitable enough to serve. A segment should 
be the largest possible homogeneous group worth going after with a tailored marketing 
program.

Table 6.3 Steps in the Segmentation Process

Description

1. Needs-Based Segmentation Group customers into segments based on similar needs and benefits sought by customers 
in solving a particular consumption problem.

2. Segment Identification For each needs-based segment, determine which demographics, lifestyles, and usage 
behaviors make the segment distinct and identifiable (actionable).

3. Segment Attractiveness Using predetermined segment attractiveness criteria (such as market growth, competitive 
intensity, and market access), determine the overall attractiveness of each segment.

4. Segment Profitability Determine segment profitability.

5. Segment Positioning For each segment, create a “value proposition” and product-price positioning strategy 
based on that segment’s unique customer needs and characteristics.

6. Segment “Acid Test” Create “segment storyboard” to test the attractiveness of each segment’s positioning 
strategy.

7. Marketing-Mix Strategy Expand segment positioning strategy to include all aspects of the marketing mix: product, 
price, promotion, and place.

Source: Adapted from Roger J. Best, Market-Based Management, 6th ed. (Upper Saddle River NJ: Prentice Hall, 2013). ©2013. Printed and 
electronically reproduced by permission of Pearson Education, Inc. Upper Saddle River, New Jersey.
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•	 Accessible. The segments can be effectively reached and served.
•	 Differentiable. The segments are conceptually distinguishable and respond differently to 

different marketing-mix elements and programs. If married and single women respond 
similarly to a sale on perfume, they do not constitute separate segments.

•	 Actionable. Effective programs can be formulated for attracting and serving the segments.

Long-Term Segment Attractiveness  Michael Porter has identified five forces that determine 
the intrinsic long-run attractiveness of a market or market segment: industry competitors, poten-
tial entrants, substitutes, buyers, and suppliers.11 The first is the threat of intense segment rivalry. A 
segment is unattractive if it already contains numerous, strong, or aggressive competitors. It’s even 
more unattractive if it’s stable or declining, if plant capacity must be added in large increments, if 
fixed costs or exit barriers are high, or if competitors have high stakes in staying in the segment.

The second is the threat of potential entrants. The most attractive segment is one in which 
entry barriers are high and exit barriers are low. Few new firms can enter the industry, and 
poorly performing firms can easily exit. When entry and exit barriers are high, profit potential 
is high, but firms face more risk because poorer-performing firms stay in and fight it out. When 
entry and exit barriers are low, firms easily enter and leave the industry, and returns are stable 
but low. The worst case occurs when entry barriers are low and exit barriers are high: Firms enter 
during good times but find it hard to leave during bad times.

The third is the threat of substitutes. A segment is unattractive when there are actual or po-
tential substitutes for the product. Substitutes place a limit on prices and on profits. If technology 
advances or competition increases in these substitute industries, prices and profits are likely to fall.

The fourth is the threat of buyers’ growing bargaining power. A segment is unattractive if 
buyers possess strong or growing bargaining power. Buyers’ bargaining power grows when they 
become more concentrated or organized, when the product represents a significant fraction of 
their costs, when the product is undifferentiated, when buyers’ switching costs are low, or when 
they can integrate upstream. To protect themselves, sellers might select buyers who have the least 
power to negotiate or switch suppliers. A better defense is developing superior offers that strong 
buyers cannot refuse.

The fifth force is the threat of suppliers’ growing bargaining power. A segment is unattractive 
if suppliers are able to raise prices or reduce quantity supplied. Suppliers tend to be powerful 
when they are concentrated or organized, when they can integrate downstream, when there are 
few substitutes, when the supplied product is an important input, and when the costs of switch-
ing suppliers are high. The best defenses are to build win-win relationships with suppliers or use 
multiple supply sources.

Evaluating and Selecting Market Segments
In evaluating market segments, the firm must look at two factors: the segment’s overall attrac-
tiveness and the company’s objectives and resources. How well does a potential segment score 
on the five criteria? Does it have characteristics that make it generally attractive, such as size, 
growth, profitability, scale economies, and low risk? Does investing in it make sense given the 
firm’s objectives, competencies, and resources? Some attractive segments may not mesh with the 
company’s long-run objectives, or the company may lack one or more competencies necessary to 
offer superior value.

Marketers have a range or continuum of possible levels of segmentation that can guide their 
target market decisions. At one extreme is a mass market of essentially one segment; at the other 
extreme are individuals or segments of one person each. In between are multiple segments and 
single segments. We describe approaches to each of the four levels next.
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Full Market Coverage  Here a firm attempts to serve all customer groups with all the prod-
ucts they might need. Only very large firms such as Microsoft (software market) and Coca-Cola 
(nonalcoholic beverage market) can undertake a full market coverage strategy, through either 
differentiated or undifferentiated marketing.

In undifferentiated or mass marketing, the firm ignores segment differences and goes after the 
whole market with one offer. It designs a marketing program for a product with a superior image 
that can be sold to the broadest number of buyers via mass distribution and mass communications. 
Undifferentiated marketing is appropriate when all consumers have roughly the same preferences 
and the market shows no natural segments. The narrow product line keeps down the costs of re-
search and development, production, inventory, transportation, marketing communication, and 
product management. However, many critics point to the increasing splintering of the market and 
the proliferation of marketing channels and communication, which make it difficult and increas-
ingly expensive to reach a mass audience.

In differentiated marketing, the firm sells different products to all the different segments 
of the market. Differentiated marketing typically creates more total sales than undifferentiated 
marketing. However, it also increases the costs of doing business. Because differentiated market-
ing leads to both higher sales and higher costs, no generalizations about its profitability are valid.

Multiple Segment Specialization  With selective specialization, a firm selects a subset of 
all the possible segments, each objectively attractive and appropriate. There may be little or no 
synergy among the segments, but each promises to be a moneymaker. The multisegment strategy 
also has the advantage of diversifying the firm’s risk. Keeping synergies in mind, companies can 
try to operate in supersegments rather than in isolated segments. A supersegment is a set of seg-
ments sharing some exploitable similarity. A firm can also attempt to achieve some synergy with 
product or market specialization.

•	 With product specialization, the firm sells a certain product to several different market 
segments. A microscope manufacturer, for instance, sells to university, government, and 
commercial laboratories, making different instruments for each and building a strong 
reputation in the specific product area. The risk is that the product may be supplanted by 
an entirely new technology.

•	 With market specialization, the firm concentrates on serving many needs of a particular 
customer group, such as by selling an assortment of products only to university laborato-
ries. The firm gains a strong reputation among this customer group and becomes a chan-
nel for additional products its members can use. The risk is that the customer group may 
suffer budget cuts or shrink in size.

Single-Segment Concentration  With single-segment concentration, the firm markets to 
only one particular segment. Through concentrated marketing, the firm gains deep knowledge 
of the segment’s needs and achieves a strong market presence. It also enjoys operating economies 
by specializing its production, distribution, and promotion. If it captures segment leadership, the 
firm can earn a high return on its investment.

A niche is a more narrowly defined customer group seeking a distinctive mix of benefits 
within a segment. Marketers usually identify niches by dividing a segment into subsegments. 
What does an attractive niche look like? Niche customers have a distinct set of needs; they will 
pay a premium to the firm that best satisfies them; the niche is fairly small but has size, profit, 
and growth potential and is unlikely to attract many competitors; and it gains certain economies 
through specialization. As marketing efficiency increases, niches that seemed too small may be-
come more profitable. See “Marketing Insight: Chasing the Long Tail.”
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Individual Marketing  The ultimate level of segmentation leads to “segments of one,” “customized 
marketing,” or “one-to-one marketing.”12 As companies have grown proficient at gathering informa-
tion about individual customers and business partners and as their factories are being designed more 
flexibly, they have increased their ability to individualize market offerings, messages, and media. 
Mass customization is the ability of a company to meet each customer’s requirements—to prepare 
on a mass basis individually designed products, services, programs, and communications.13

One-to-one marketing is not for every company. It works best for firms that normally collect 
a great deal of individual customer information and carry a lot of products that can be cross-sold, 
need periodic replacement or upgrading, and offer high value. For others, the required invest-
ment in information collection, hardware, and software may exceed the payout. The cost of 
goods is raised beyond what the customer is willing to pay.

Legal and Ethical Issues with Market Targets  Marketers must target carefully to avoid 
consumer backlash. Some consumers resist being labeled.14 Market targeting also can generate 
public controversy when marketers take unfair advantage of vulnerable groups (such as children) 
or disadvantaged groups (such as inner-city residents) or when they promote potentially harmful 
products. A key area of concern for many consumer protection advocates today is the millions of 
kids who are online.

Chasing the Long Tail

The advent of online commerce, made possible 
by technology and epitomized by Amazon.

com, eBay, iTunes, and Netflix, has led to a shift 
in consumer buying patterns, according to Chris 
Anderson, author of The Long Tail. In most mar-
kets, the distribution of product sales conforms to 
a curve weighted heavily to one side—the “head”—
where the bulk of sales are generated by a few prod-
ucts. The curve falls rapidly toward zero and hovers 
just above it far along the X-axis—the “long tail”—
where the vast majority of products generate very 
little sales. The mass market traditionally focused 
on generating “hit” products that occupy the head.

Anderson says the Internet is shifting de-
mand “down the tail, from hits to niches” in a num-
ber of product categories including music, books, 
clothing, and movies. His theory is based on three 
premises: (1) Lower distribution costs make it eco-
nomically easier to sell products without precise de-
mand predictions; (2) the more products available 
for sale, the greater the likelihood of tapping into 
latent demand for niche tastes unreachable through 

traditional retail channels; and (3) if enough niche 
tastes are aggregated, a big new market can result. 
Although some research supports this theory, other 
research finds very low share products may be so 
obscure that they disappear before they can be pur-
chased frequently enough to justify their existence. 
For companies selling physical products, inventory, 
stocking, and handling costs can outweigh any fi-
nancial benefits of such products.

Sources: Chris Anderson, The Long Tail (New York: Hyperion, 2006); 
“Reading the Tail,” interview with Chris Anderson, Wired, July 8, 2006, 
p. 30; “Wag the Dog: What the Long Tail Will Do,” The Economist, July 
8, 2006, p. 77; John Cassidy, “Going Long,” New Yorker, July 10, 2006; 
Erik Brynjolfsson, Yu “Jeffrey” Hu, and Michael D. Smith, “From Niches 
to Riches: Anatomy of a Long Tail,” MIT Sloan Management Review 
(Summer 2006), p. 67; Anita Elberse, “Should You Invest in the Long 
Tail,” Harvard Business Review, July–August 2008, pp. 88–96 (with 
online commentary); Lee Gomes, “Study Refutes Niche Theory Spawned 
by Web,” Wall Street Journal, July 2, 2008; Erick Schonfeld, “Poking 
Holes in the Long Tail Theory,” www.techcrunch.com, July 2, 2008; 
“Rethinking the Long Tail Theory: How to Define ‘Hits’ and ‘Niches,’” 
Knowledge@Wharton, September 16, 2009.

marketing 
insight

www.techcrunch.com
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Not all attempts to target children, minorities, or other special segments draw criticism. 
Colgate-Palmolive’s Colgate Junior toothpaste has special features designed to get children to 
brush longer and more often. Thus, the issue is not who is targeted, but how and for what purpose. 
Socially responsible marketing calls for targeting that serves not only the company’s interests but 
also the interests of those targeted.

Executive Summary
Target marketing includes three activities: market segmentation, market targeting, and market 
positioning. Market segments are large, identifiable, distinct groups within a market who share a 
similar set of needs and wants. The major segmentation variables for consumer markets are geo-
graphic, demographic, psychographic, and behavioral, used singly or in combination. Business 
marketers use all these variables along with operating variables, purchasing approaches, and 
situational factors. To be useful, market segments must be measurable, substantial, accessible, 
differentiable, and actionable.

We can target markets at four main levels: mass, multiple segments, single (or niche) seg-
ment, and individuals. A mass market approach, with full market coverage, is adopted only by the 
biggest firms. A niche is a more narrowly defined group within a segment. More companies now 
practice individual and mass customization. In evaluating market segments, the firm must look 
at two factors: the segment’s overall attractiveness and the company’s objectives and resources. 
Finally, marketers must choose target markets in a legal and ethical manner.
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Marketing Management at Burberry
London-based Burberry has 19th-century roots and a 21st-century brand strategy. It is positioned as 
a distinctively British luxury fashion brand, and its iconic trench coat is recognized all over the world. 
The company competes with Louis Vuitton, Christian Dior, Hermes, Prada, and other top fashion 
brands. Burberry’s positioning is based on its 160-year heritage, quality, and authenticity, comple-
mented by digital and mobile elements that appeal to today’s lifestyles. For example, as Burberry 
expands in Asia, its biggest market, it chooses retail locations that reinforce the brand’s upscale cachet, 
and it uses social media to project a vibrant fashion image. Customers can choose how, when, and 
where they want to engage with the brand by watching online fashion shows, using mobile apps, or 
buying online and collecting from a Burberry store.1

Creating a compelling, well-differentiated brand position, as Burberry has done, requires a 
keen understanding of consumer needs and wants, company capabilities, and competitive 

actions. In this chapter, we outline a process by which marketers can uncover the most powerful 

In this chapter, we will address the following questions:

 1. How can a firm develop and establish an effective positioning? (Page 131)

 2. How are brands successfully differentiated? (Page 135)

 3. How do marketers identify and analyze competition? (Page 136)

 4. How can market leaders, challengers, followers, and nichers compete effectively? (Page 140)

Competitive and Effective 
Brand Positioning

Chapter 7
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brand positioning. We also examine the role of competition and how to manage brands based on 
market position.

Developing and Establishing a Brand Positioning
All marketing strategy is built on segmentation, targeting, and positioning. A company discovers 
different needs and groups of consumers in the marketplace, targets those it can satisfy in a supe-
rior way, and then positions its offerings so the target market recognizes its distinctive offerings. 
By building customer advantages, companies can deliver high customer value and satisfaction, 
which lead to high repeat purchases and ultimately to high company profitability.

Understanding Positioning and Value Propositions
Positioning is the act of designing a company’s offering and image to occupy a distinctive place 
in the minds of the target market.2 The goal is to locate the brand in the minds of consumers 
to maximize the potential benefit to the firm. A good brand positioning helps guide marketing 
strategy by clarifying the brand’s essence, identifying the goals it helps consumers achieve, and 
showing how it does so in a unique way.

One result of positioning is the successful creation of a customer-focused value proposi-
tion, a cogent reason why the target market should buy a product or service. Table 7.1 shows 
how three companies have defined their value proposition through the years with their target 
customers.3

Deciding on a positioning requires: (1) choosing a frame of reference by identifying the tar-
get market and relevant competition, (2) identifying the optimal points-of-parity and points-of-
difference brand associations given that frame of reference, including emotional branding, and 
(3) creating a brand mantra summarizing the brand’s positioning and essence.

Choosing a Competitive Frame of Reference
The competitive frame of reference defines which other brands a brand competes with and 
which should thus be the focus of competitive analysis. A good starting point in defining a com-
petitive frame of reference for brand positioning is category membership, the products or sets 
of products with which a brand competes and that function as close substitutes. It would seem 
a simple task for a company to identify its competitors. PepsiCo knows Coca-Cola’s Dasani is a 
major bottled-water competitor for its Aquafina brand; Wells Fargo knows Bank of America is a 
major banking competitor.

The range of a company’s actual and potential competitors, however, can be much broader. 
To enter new markets, a brand with growth intentions may need a broader or more aspirational 

Table 7.1 Examples of Value Propositions

Company and Product Target Customers Value Proposition

Hertz (car rental) Busy professionals Fast, convenient way to rent the right type of car at 
an airport

Volvo (station wagon) Safety-conscious upscale families The safest, most durable wagon in which your family 
can ride

Domino’s (pizza) Convenience-minded pizza lovers A delicious hot pizza, delivered promptly to your door
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competitive frame. And it may be more likely to be hurt by emerging competitors or new tech-
nologies than by current competitors.

We can examine competition from both an industry and a market point of view.4 An indus-
try is a group of firms offering a product or class of products that are close substitutes for one 
another. Using the market approach, we define competitors as companies that satisfy the same 
customer need. For example, a customer who buys word-processing software really wants “writing 
ability”—a need that can also be satisfied by pencils, pens, or, in the past, typewriters. Marketers 
must overcome “marketing myopia” and stop defining competition in traditional category and 
industry terms.5

Once a company has identified its main competitors, and their strengths and weaknesses, 
it must ask: What is each competitor seeking in the marketplace? What drives each competitor’s 
behavior? Many factors shape a competitor’s objectives, including size, history, current manage-
ment, and financial situation. If the competitor is part of a larger company, it’s important to know 
whether the parent company is running it for growth or for profits or milking it. Based on all 
this analysis, marketers formally define the competitive frame of reference to guide positioning. 
In stable markets where little short-term change is likely, it may be fairly easy to define one, two, 
or perhaps three key competitors. In dynamic categories where competition may exist or arise in 
different forms, multiple frames of reference may be present.

Marketers should monitor these three variables when analyzing competitors:

 1. Share of market—The competitor’s share of the target market.
 2. Share of mind—The percentage of customers who named the competitor in responding to the 

statement “Name the first company that comes to mind in this industry.”
 3. Share of heart—The percentage of customers who named the competitor in responding to the 

statement “Name the company from which you would prefer to buy the product.”

In general, companies that make steady gains in mind share and heart share will inevitably 
make gains in market share and profitability. Firms such as Timberland, Jordan’s Furniture, and 
Wegmans are all reaping the benefits of providing emotional, experiential, social, and financial 
value to satisfy customers and all their constituents.6

Identifying Potential Points-of-Difference and Points-of-Parity
Once marketers have fixed the competitive frame of reference for positioning by defining the 
customer target market and the nature of the competition, they can define the appropriate points-
of-difference and points-of-parity associations.7 Points-of-difference (PODs) are attributes or 
benefits that consumers strongly associate with a brand, positively evaluate, and believe they could 
not find to the same extent with a competitive brand. Strong brands often have multiple points-
of-difference. Two examples are Nike (performance, innovative technology, and winning) and 
Southwest Airlines (value, reliability, and fun personality).

Three criteria determine whether a brand association can truly function as a point-of-
difference: desirability, deliverability, and differentiability.

 1. Desirable to consumer. Consumers must see the brand association as personally relevant 
to them.

 2. Deliverable by the company. The company must have the resources and commitment to feasi-
bly and profitably create and maintain the brand association in the minds of consumers. The ideal 
brand association is preemptive, defensible, and difficult to attack.

 3. Differentiating from competitors. Consumers must see the brand association as distinctive 
and superior to relevant competitors.
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Points-of-parity (POPs) are attribute or benefit associations that are not necessarily unique 
to the brand but may in fact be shared with other brands.8 These types of associations come in 
three basic forms: category, correlational, and competitive.

Category points-of-parity are attributes or benefits that consumers view as essential to a legiti-
mate and credible offering within a certain category, although not necessarily sufficient conditions 
for brand choice. Category points-of-parity may change over time due to technological advances, 
legal developments, or consumer trends.

Correlational points-of-parity are potentially negative associations that arise from the exis-
tence of positive associations for the brand. One challenge for marketers is that many attributes 
or benefits that make up their POPs or PODs are inversely related. In other words, if your brand 
is good at one thing, such as being inexpensive, consumers can’t see it as also good at something 
else, like being “of the highest quality.”

Competitive points-of-parity are associations designed to overcome perceived weaknesses of 
the brand in light of competitors’ points-of-difference. One good way to uncover key competi-
tive points-of-parity is to role-play competitors’ positioning and infer their intended points-of-
difference. Competitor’s PODs will, in turn, suggest the brand’s POPs. For an offering to achieve 
a point-of-parity on a particular attribute or benefit, a sufficient number of consumers must 
believe the brand is “good enough” on that dimension.

It is not uncommon for a brand to identify more than one actual or potential competitive 
frame of reference, if competition widens or the firm plans to expand into new categories. There 
are two main options with multiple frames of reference. One is to first develop the best possible 
positioning for each type or class of competitors and then create one combined positioning ro-
bust enough to effectively address all. If competition is too diverse, however, it may be necessary 
to prioritize competitors and choose the most important set as the competitive frame. Try not 
to be all things to all people—that leads to lowest-common-denominator positioning, which is 
typically ineffective.

Occasionally, a company will be able to straddle two frames of reference with one set 
of points-of-difference and points-of-parity. Here the points-of-difference for one category 
become points-of-parity for the other and vice versa. Subway restaurants are positioned as 
offering healthy, good-tasting sandwiches. This positioning allows the brand to create a POP 
on taste and a POD on health with respect to quick-serve restaurants such as McDonald’s and 
Burger King and, at the same time, a POP on health and a POD on taste with respect to health 
food restaurants and cafés. Straddle positions allow brands to expand their market coverage 
and potential customer base. If the points-of-parity and points-of-difference are not credible, 
however, the brand may not be viewed as a legitimate player in either category.

Choosing Specific POPs and PODs
To build a strong brand and avoid the commodity trap, marketers must start with the belief that 
you can differentiate anything. Michael Porter urged companies to build a sustainable competi-
tive advantage.9 Competitive advantage is a company’s ability to perform in one or more ways 
that competitors cannot or will not match.

Marketers typically focus on brand benefits in choosing the points-of-parity and points-
of-difference that make up their brand positioning. Brand attributes generally play more of 
a supporting role by providing “reasons to believe” or “proof points” as to why a brand can 
credibly claim it offers certain benefits. Multiple attributes may support a certain benefit, 
and they may change over time. The obvious, and often the most compelling, means of dif-
ferentiation for consumers are benefits related to performance. To identify possible means of 
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differentiation, marketers have to match consumers’ desire for a benefit with their company’s 
ability to deliver it.

For choosing specific benefits as POPs and PODs to position a brand, perceptual maps may 
be useful. Perceptual maps are visual representations of consumer perceptions and preferences. 
They provide quantitative pictures of market situations and the way consumers view different 
products, services, and brands along various dimensions. By overlaying consumer preferences 
with brand perceptions, marketers can reveal “openings” that suggest unmet consumer needs 
and marketing opportunities.10

For example, Figure 7.1 shows a hypothetical perceptual map for a beverage category. The 
four brands—A, B, C, and D—vary in terms of how consumers view their taste profile (light 
versus strong) and personality and imagery (contemporary versus traditional). Also displayed on 
the map are ideal point “configurations” for three market segments (1, 2, and 3). The ideal points 
represent each segment’s most preferred (“ideal”) combination of taste and imagery. Brand A is 
seen as more balanced in terms of both taste and imagery.

On Figure 7.1 are two possible repositioning strategies for Brand A. By making its image 
more contemporary, Brand A could move to A' to target consumers in Segment 1 and achieve 
a point-of-parity on imagery and maintain its point-of-difference on taste profile with respect 
to Brand B. By changing its taste profile to make it lighter, Brand A could move to A" to target 
consumers in Segment 2 and achieve a point-of-parity on taste profile and maintain its point-of-
difference on imagery with respect to Brand C. Deciding which repositioning is most promising, 
A' or A", would require detailed consumer and competitive analysis.

Figure 7.1 Hypothetical Beverage Perceptual Map
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Emotional Branding
Many marketing experts believe a brand positioning should have both rational and emotional 
components. In other words, it should contain points-of-difference and points-of-parity that ap-
peal to both the head and the heart.11 A person’s emotional response to a brand and its marketing 
will depend on many factors. An increasingly important one is the brand’s authenticity.12 Brands 
such as Hershey’s, Kraft, Crayola, Kellogg’s, and Johnson & Johnson that are seen as authentic 
and genuine can evoke trust, affection, and strong loyalty.13

Authenticity also has functional value. Welch’s, owned by 1,150 grape farmers, is seen by 
consumers as “wholesome, authentic, and real.” The brand reinforces those credentials by focus-
ing on its local sourcing of ingredients, increasingly important for consumers who want to know 
where their foods come from.14

Brand Mantras
To further focus brand positioning and guide the way their marketers help consumers think 
about the brand, firms can define a brand mantra.15 A brand mantra is a three- to five-word 
articulation of the brand’s heart and soul, closely related to other branding concepts like “brand 
essence” and “core brand promise.” Brand mantras must economically communicate what the 
brand is and what it is not. What makes a good brand mantra? McDonald’s “Food, Folks, and 
Fun” captures its brand essence and core brand promise.

A good brand mantra should communicate the category and clarify what is unique about the 
brand. It should also be vivid and memorable and stake out ground that is personally meaningful 
and relevant. For brands anticipating rapid growth, it is helpful to define the product or benefit 
space in which the brand would like to compete, as Nike did with “athletic performance” and 
Disney with “family entertainment.” But for it to be effective, no other brand should singularly 
excel on all dimensions.

Establishing a Brand Positioning
Often a good positioning will have several PODs and POPs. Of those, often two or three really 
define the competitive battlefield and should be analyzed and developed carefully. The typi-
cal approach to positioning is to inform consumers of a brand’s membership before stating its 
point-of-difference. Presumably, consumers need to know what a product is and what function 
it serves before deciding whether it is superior to the brands against which it competes. For new 
products, initial advertising often concentrates on creating brand awareness, and subsequent 
advertising attempts to create the brand image.

There are three main ways to convey a brand’s category membership:

 1. Announcing category benefits—To reassure consumers that a brand will deliver on the fun-
damental reason for using a category, marketers frequently use benefits to announce category 
membership. Thus, industrial tools might claim to have durability.

 2. Comparing to exemplars—Well-known, noteworthy brands in a category can also help a 
brand specify its category membership. When Tommy Hilfiger was an unknown, advertising 
announced his status as a great U.S. designer by associating him with recognized category mem-
bers like Calvin Klein.

 3. Relying on the product descriptor—The product descriptor that follows the brand name is 
often a concise means of conveying category origin.

One common challenge in positioning, as noted above, is that many of the benefits 
that make up points-of-parity and points-of-difference are negatively correlated. Moreover, 
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individual attributes and benefits often have positive and negative aspects. Consider a long-lived 
brand such as Burberry. The brand’s heritage could suggest experience, wisdom, and expertise as 
well as authenticity, or it could suggest being old-fashioned. Unfortunately, consumers typically 
want to maximize both the negatively correlated attributes or benefits. The best approach clearly 
is to develop a product or service that performs well on both dimensions.

To address attribute or benefit trade-offs, marketers can: launch two different marketing 
campaigns, each devoted to a different brand attribute or benefit; link the brand to a person, 
place, or thing that possesses the right kind of equity to establish an attribute or benefit as a POP 
or POD; or convince consumers that the negative relationship between attributes and benefits, if 
they consider it differently, is in fact positive.

Clearly defined POPs and PODs are particularly important to small businesses. See 
“Marketing Insight: Positioning and Branding for a Small Business” for more on positioning and 
branding for a small business.

Alternative Approaches to Positioning
Some marketers have proposed other, less-structured approaches in recent years that offer 
provocative ideas on how to position a brand. These include brand narratives, storytelling, and 
cultural branding.

Brand Narratives and Storytelling  Rather than outlining specific attributes or benefits, 
some marketing experts describe positioning a brand as telling a narrative or story. Companies 
like the richness and imagination they can derive from thinking of the story behind a product or 
service. Randall Ringer and Michael Thibodeau see narrative branding as based on deep meta-
phors that connect to people’s memories, associations, and stories.16 They identify five elements 
of narrative branding: (1) the brand story in terms of words and metaphors, (2) the consumer 
journey or the way consumers engage with the brand over time and touch points where they 
come into contact with it, (3) the visual language or expression for the brand, (4) the manner in 
which the narrative is expressed experientially or the brand engages the senses, and (5) the role 
the brand plays in the lives of consumers.

Patrick Hanlon developed the related concept of “primal branding” that views brands as 
complex belief systems. According to Hanlon, diverse brands such as Google, MINI Cooper, the 
U.S. Marine Corps, Starbucks, Apple, UPS, and Aveda all have a “primal code” that resonates 
with their customers and generates their passion and fervor. Seven assets make up this belief 
system or primal code: a creation story, creed, icon, rituals, sacred words, a way of dealing with 
nonbelievers, and a good leader.17

Cultural Branding  Douglas Holt believes that for companies to build iconic, leadership brands, 
they must assemble cultural knowledge, strategize according to cultural branding principles, and 
hire and train cultural experts.18 The University of Wisconsin’s Craig Thompson views brands as 
sociocultural templates, citing research investigating brands as cultural resources. For example, 
American Girl dolls tap into mother–daughter relationships and the cross-generational transfer of 
femininity.19 Experts who see consumers actively cocreating brand meaning and positioning refer 
to this as “Brand Wikification,” given that wikis are written by contributors from all walks of life 
and points of view.20

Competitive Strategies for Market Leaders
Suppose a market is occupied by the firms shown in Figure 7.2 (on page 138). Forty percent is in 
the hands of a market leader, another 30 percent belongs to a market challenger, and 20 percent is 
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claimed by a market follower willing to maintain its share and not rock the boat. Market nichers, 
serving small segments larger firms don’t reach, hold the remaining 10 percent.

A market leader such as McDonald’s has the largest market share and usually leads in price 
changes, new-product introductions, distribution coverage, and promotional intensity. Although 
marketers assume well-known brands are distinctive in consumers’ minds, unless a dominant 
firm enjoys a legal monopoly, it must maintain constant vigilance. A powerful product innova-
tion may come along, a competitor might find a fresh marketing angle or commit to a major 
marketing investment, or the leader’s cost structure might spiral upward.

Positioning and Branding for a Small Business

Here are some branding guidelines for small 
businesses with limited resources.

•	 Find a compelling performance advantage. 
Meaningful differences in product or service 
performance can be the key to success. The 
online storage firm Dropbox.com carved 
out a strong competitive position at the start, 
partly by virtue of its single-folder approach 
to accommodate a user’s multiple devices.

•	 Focus on building one or two strong 
brands based on one or two key 
 associations. Small businesses often rely 
on one or two brands and key associations 
as points-of-difference, to be reinforced 
across the marketing program and over 
time. For example, Volcom has successfully 
adopted a “Youth Against Establishment” 
credo to market its music, athletic apparel, 
and jewelry.

•	 Encourage trial in any way possible. Use 
sampling, demonstrations, or other methods 
to engage consumers and encourage trial. 
See’s Candies allows in-store customers to 
sample the candy of their choice. As one 
senior executive noted, “That’s the best mar-
keting we have, if people try it, they love it.”

•	 Develop a digital strategy to make the 
brand “bigger and better.” The Internet 
and mobile marketing allow small firms to 
have a big profile. Sales for Rider Shack surf 
shop in Los Angeles increased when the firm 

began using Facebook’s special features to 
keep the brand in front of people.

•	 Create buzz and a loyal brand community. 
Word of mouth is important, as are cost-
effective public relations, social networking, 
promotions, and sponsorships. Evernote has 
several dozen “power users” who spread the 
word about the brand.

•	 Employ a well-integrated set of brand 
elements. Small businesses should develop 
a distinctive, well-integrated set of brand 
elements—brand names, logos, packaging—
that enhances both awareness and image.

•	 Leverage secondary associations. 
Secondary associations—any persons, 
places, or things with potentially relevant 
 associations—are often a cost-effective, 
shortcut means to build brand equity.

•	 Creatively conduct marketing research. 
A variety of low-cost marketing research 
methods can help small businesses connect 
with customers and study competitors, such 
as working with students and professors at 
local colleges and universities.

Sources: Ashlee Vance, “It’s a Doc in a Box,” Bloomberg Businessweek, 
May 7, 2012, pp. 45–47; Victoria Barret, “Software’s Boy Wonder,” 
Forbes, March 4, 2013; Daniel Roberts, “The Secrets of See’s Candies,” 
Fortune, September 3, 2012, pp. 67–72; Jefferson Graham, “How to 
Ride Facebook’s Giant Wave,” USA Today, May 30, 2013, p. 5B; Rob 
Walker, “The Cult of Evernote,” Bloomberg Businessweek, February 28, 
2013.
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To stay number one, the firm must find ways to expand total market demand, protect its 
current share through good defensive and offensive actions, and increase market share, even if 
market size remains constant.

Expanding Total Market Demand
When the total market expands, the dominant firm usually gains the most. If Heinz can convince 
more people to use ketchup, or to use ketchup with more meals, or to use more ketchup on each 
occasion, the firm will benefit considerably because it already sells almost two-thirds of the 
country’s ketchup. In general, the market leader should look for new customers or more usage 
from existing customers. A company can search for new users among three groups: those who 
might use it but do not (market-penetration strategy), those who have never used it (new-market 
segment strategy), or those who live elsewhere (geographical-expansion strategy).

Marketers can try to increase the amount, level, or frequency of consumption. They can 
sometimes boost the amount through packaging or product redesign. Larger package sizes 
increase the amount of product consumers use at one time.21 Consumers use more of impulse 
products such as soft drinks and snacks when the product is made more available. Ironically, 
some food firms such as Hershey’s have developed smaller packaging sizes that have actually 
increased sales volume through more frequent usage.22 In general, increasing frequency of con-
sumption requires either (1) identifying additional opportunities to use the brand in the same 
basic way or (2) identifying completely new and different ways to use the brand.

Protecting Market Share
While trying to expand total market size, the dominant firm must actively defend its current 
business: Boeing against Airbus, and Google against Microsoft.23 How can the leader do so? 
The most constructive response is continuous innovation. The front-runner should lead the 

Figure 7.2 Hypothetical Market Structure
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industry in developing new products and customer services, distribution effectiveness, and 
cost cutting. Comprehensive solutions increase competitive strength and value to customers so 
they feel appreciative or even privileged to be a customer as opposed to feeling trapped or taken 
advantage of.24

Proactive Marketing  In satisfying customer needs, we can draw a distinction between re-
sponsive marketing, anticipative marketing, and creative marketing. A responsive marketer finds 
a stated need and fills it. An anticipative marketer looks ahead to needs customers may have in 
the near future. A creative marketer discovers solutions customers did not ask for but to which 
they enthusiastically respond. Creative marketers are proactive market-driving firms, not just 
market-driven ones.25

A company needs two proactive skills: (1) responsive anticipation to see the writing on the wall, 
as when IBM changed from a hardware producer to a service business, and (2) creative anticipation 
to devise innovative solutions. Note that responsive anticipation is performed before a given change, 
while reactive response happens after the change takes place. Accenture maintains that 10 consumer 
trends covering areas like e-commerce, social media, and a desire to express individuality will yield 
market opportunities worth more than $2 trillion between 2013 and 2016.26

Defensive Marketing  Even when it does not launch offensives, the market leader must not 
leave any major flanks exposed. The aim of defensive strategy is to reduce the probability of attack, 
divert attacks to less-threatened areas, and lessen their intensity. A leading firm can use one of six 
defense strategies.

•	 Position defense. This means occupying the most desirable position in consumers’ minds, 
making the brand almost impregnable. Procter & Gamble “owns” the key functional benefit 
in many product categories, such as Pampers diapers for dryness.

•	 Flank defense. The market leader should erect outposts to protect a weak front or 
 support a possible counterattack. Procter & Gamble brands such as Gain and Cheer 
laundry detergent have played strategic offensive and defensive roles in support of Tide.

•	 Preemptive defense. A more aggressive maneuver is to attack first, perhaps with guerrilla 
action across the market—hitting one competitor here, another there—to keep everyone 
off balance. Another is to achieve broad market envelopment that signals competitors not 
to attack.27 Yet another preemptive defense is to introduce a stream of new products and 
announce them in advance.

•	 Counteroffensive defense. The market leader can meet the attacker frontally so the rival 
will have to pull back to defend itself. Another form of counteroffensive is the exercise of 
economic or political clout. The leader may try to crush a competitor by subsidizing lower 
prices for a vulnerable product with revenue from its more profitable products, or it may 
lobby legislators to take political action to inhibit the competition.

•	 Mobile defense. Here the leader stretches its domain over new territories through market 
broadening and market diversification. Market broadening shifts the company’s focus from 
the current product to the underlying generic need, the way “petroleum” companies recast 
themselves as “energy” companies. Market diversification shifts the company’s focus into 
unrelated industries.

•	 Contraction defense. Sometimes large companies can no longer defend all their territory. 
In planned contraction (also called strategic withdrawal), they give up weaker markets and 
reassign resources to stronger ones. P&G sold Pringles to Kellogg for almost $2.7 billion 
when it decided to focus on its core household and consumer products.28
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Increasing Market Share
In some markets, one share point can be worth tens of millions of dollars, which is why compe-
tition is so fierce. Because the cost of buying higher market share through acquisition may far 
exceed its revenue value, a company should consider four factors first:

 1. The possibility of provoking antitrust action. Frustrated competitors are likely to cry 
“ monopoly” and seek legal action if a dominant firm makes further inroads. Microsoft and 
Intel have had to fend off numerous lawsuits and legal challenges around the world as a result 
of what some feel are inappropriate or illegal business practices and abuse of market power.

 2. Economic cost. Figure 7.3 shows that profitability might fall with market share gains after 
some level. In the illustration, the firm’s optimal market share is 50 percent. The cost of gaining 
further market share might exceed the value if holdout customers dislike the firm, are loyal to 
competitors, have unique needs, or prefer dealing with smaller firms. Pushing for higher share is 
less justifiable when there are unattractive market segments, buyers who want multiple sources 
of supply, high exit barriers, and few economies of scale.

 3. Pursuing the wrong marketing activities. Companies successfully gaining share typically 
outperform competitors in three areas: new-product activity, relative product quality, and mar-
keting expenditures.29 Companies that attempt to increase market share by cutting prices more 
deeply than competitors typically don’t achieve significant gains because rivals meet the price 
cuts or offer other values so buyers don’t switch.

 4. The effect of increased market share on actual and perceived quality. Too many customers 
can put a strain on the firm’s resources, hurting product value and service delivery.

Other Competitive Strategies
Firms that are not industry leaders are often called runner-up or trailing firms. Some, such as 
PepsiCo and Ford, are quite large in their own right. These firms can either attack the leader and 
other competitors in an aggressive bid for further market share as market challengers, or they can 
choose to not “rock the boat” as market followers.

Market-Challenger Strategies
Many market challengers have gained ground or even overtaken the leader. A challenger must 
first determine a strategic objective (such as to increase market share) and then decide whom 
to attack. Attacking the market leader is a high-risk but potentially high-payoff strategy if 
the leader is not serving the market well. The challenger can attack firms its own size that are 

Figure 7.3 The Concept of Optimal Market Share
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underperforming and underfinanced, have aging products, are charging excessive prices, or are 
not satisfying customers in other ways. Another option is to attack small local and regional firms. 
Or a challenger might attack an industry as a whole or a pervasive way of thinking that doesn’t 
adequately address customer needs.

Given clear opponents and objectives, five attack strategies for challengers are:

 1. Frontal attack. The attacker matches its opponent’s product, advertising, price, and distribu-
tion. A modified frontal attack, such as cutting price, can work if the market leader doesn’t 
retaliate and if the competitor convinces the market its product is equal to the leader’s.

 2. Flank attack. A flanking strategy is another name for identifying shifts that cause gaps to de-
velop in the market, then rushing to fill the gaps. Flanking is particularly attractive to a challenger 
with fewer resources and can be more likely to succeed than frontal attacks. With a geographic at-
tack, the challenger spots areas where the opponent is underperforming. Another idea is to serve 
uncovered market needs.

 3. Encirclement attack. Encirclement attempts to capture a wide slice of territory by launching a 
grand offensive on several fronts. It makes sense when the challenger commands superior resources.

 4. Bypass attack. Bypassing the enemy to attack easier markets offers three lines of approach: 
diversifying into unrelated products, diversifying into new geographical markets, and leapfrog-
ging into new technologies. In technological leapfrogging, the challenger patiently researches 
and develops the next technology, shifting the battleground to its own territory where it has an 
advantage.

 5. Guerrilla attack. Guerrilla attacks consist of small, intermittent attacks, conventional and 
unconventional, including selective price cuts, intense promotional blitzes, and occasional legal 
action, to harass the opponent and eventually secure permanent footholds. A guerrilla campaign 
can be expensive and typically must be backed by a stronger attack to beat the opponent.

Market-Follower Strategies
Theodore Levitt argues that a strategy of product imitation might be as profitable as a strategy of 
product innovation.30 The innovator bears the expense of developing the new product, getting it 
into distribution, and informing and educating the market. The reward for all this work and risk 
is normally market leadership. However, another firm can come along and copy or improve on 
the new product. Although it may not overtake the leader, the follower can achieve high profits 
because it did not bear any of the innovation expense.

Many companies prefer to follow rather than challenge the market leader, especially in 
capital-intensive, homogeneous-product industries such as steel, fertilizers, and chemicals. The 
opportunities for product differentiation and image differentiation are low, service quality is 
comparable, and price sensitivity runs high. Short-run grabs for market share only provoke re-
taliation in such situations, so most firms present similar offers to buyers, usually by copying the 
leader, which keeps market shares stable.

Some followers are cloners, emulating the leader’s products, name, and packaging with 
slight variations. Some are imitators, copying a few things from the leader but differentiating 
themselves on packaging, advertising, pricing, or location. The leader doesn’t mind as long as the 
imitator doesn’t attack aggressively. Some followers become adapters, taking the leader’s products 
and adapting or improving them, perhaps selling them to different markets. Note that these three 
follower strategies are very different from the illegal and unethical follower strategy of counter-
feiting. Counterfeiters duplicate the leader’s product and packages and sell them on the black 
market or through disreputable dealers.

What does a follower earn? Normally, less than the leader. Some follower firms have found 
success, but in another industry.
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Market-Nicher Strategies
An alternative to being a follower in a large market is to be a leader in a small market, or niche. 
Smaller firms normally avoid competing with larger firms by targeting small markets of little or 
no interest to the larger firms. Over time, those markets can sometimes end up being sizable in 
their own right. The nicher achieves high margin, whereas the mass marketer achieves high vol-
ume. The risk is that the niche might dry up or be attacked, so nichers must seek to create new 
niches, expand existing niches, and protect their niches. Multiple niching can be preferable to 
single niching because strength in two or more niches increases the chances for survival. Table 7.2 
shows the specialist roles open to nichers.

Executive Summary
To develop an effective positioning, a company must study competitors as well as actual and 
potential customers. Developing a positioning requires identifying a frame of reference—by 
locating the target market and the nature of the competition—and the optimal points-of-
parity and points-of-difference brand associations. Industry- and market-based analyses 
both help uncover competitors and latent competitors. Points-of-difference are those associa-
tions unique to the brand that are also strongly held and favorably evaluated by consumers. 
Points-of-parity are associations not necessarily unique to the brand but perhaps shared with 
other brands.

Several approaches exist to position a product or service. Less structured, more quali-
tative approaches are based on concepts such as brand narratives, storytelling, and cultural 
branding. Market leaders stay number one by expanding total market demand, protecting 
current share, and increasing market share, even if market size remains constant. Firms that 
are not leaders can be challengers by attacking the leader and other competitors, or they can 
be market followers. An alternative to being a follower in a large market is to be a leader in a 
small market or niche.

Table 7.2 Niche Specialist Roles

•	end-user specialist. The firm specializes in one type of end-use customer.

•	Vertical-level specialist. The firm specializes at some vertical level of the production-distribution value chain.

•	Customer-size specialist. The firm concentrates on either small, medium-sized, or large customers.

•	Specific-customer specialist. The firm limits its selling to one or a few customers.

•	geographic specialist. The firm sells only in a certain locality, region, or area of the world.

•	Product or product line specialist. The firm carries or produces only one product line or product.

•	Product-feature specialist. The firm specializes in a certain type of product or product feature.

•	Job-shop specialist. The firm customizes its products for individual customers.

•	Quality-price specialist. The firm operates at the low- or high-quality end of the market.

•	Service specialist. The firm offers one or more services not available from other firms.

•	Channel specialist. The firm specializes in serving only one channel of distribution.
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In this chapter, we will address the following questions:

 1. What is a brand, and how does branding work? (Page 146)

 2. What is brand equity, and how is it built, measured, and managed? (Page 147)

 3. What are the important decisions in developing a branding strategy? (Page 153)

 4. Why is it important for companies to grow the core of their business? (Page 157)

Branding and Core Business 
Growth

Marketing Management at Gatorade
Gatorade was first developed by researchers at the University of Florida to help the school’s athletes 
cope with the hot, humid climate. Its success in pioneering the sports drink category led PepsiCo to 
acquire its parent company in 2001 and invest in further growth. But when sales declined by $1 billion 
from 2007 to 2010, PepsiCo decided a change was needed. Gatorade’s marketers returned the brand 
to its roots to focus more on athletes. They repackaged and reformulated three product lines for pre-, 
during-, and post-workout consumption, targeting three different markets. The G Series line aimed 
at “performance” athletes active in school or recreational sports; the G Series Fit line targeted 18- to 
34-year-olds who exercised three to four times a week; and the G Series Pro line targeted professional 
athletes. Gatorade’s advertising tagline, “Win From Within,” reflected the new brand strategy, and the 
communication budget included a 30 percent digital component.1

Strategic brand management combines the design and implementation of marketing activi-
ties and programs to build, measure, and manage brands to maximize their value. It has four 

main steps: (1) identifying and establishing brand positioning, (2) planning and implement-
ing brand marketing, (3) measuring and interpreting brand performance, and (4) growing and 

Chapter 8
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sustaining brand value.2 In this chapter, we discuss branding, brand equity, brand strategy, and 
growing the core business.

How Does Branding Work?
The American Marketing Association defines a brand as “a name, term, sign, symbol, or design, 
or a combination of them, intended to identify the goods or services of one seller or group of 
sellers and to differentiate them from those of competitors.” A brand is thus a product or service 
whose dimensions differentiate it in some way from other offerings designed to satisfy the same 
need. These differences may be functional, rational, or tangible—related to product performance 
of the brand. They may also be more symbolic, emotional, or intangible—related to what the 
brand represents in a more abstract sense.

The Role of Brands
A brand identifies the maker of a product and allows consumers to assign responsibility for its 
performance to that maker or distributor. Consumers may evaluate the identical product differ-
ently depending on how it is branded.3 They learn about brands through past experiences with 
the product and its marketing, finding out which brands satisfy their needs and which do not. As 
consumers’ lives become more rushed and complicated, a brand’s ability to simplify decision mak-
ing and reduce risk becomes invaluable.4 Brands can also take on personal meaning to consumers 
and become an important part of their identity.5 For some consumers, brands can even take on 
human-like characteristics.6

Brands also perform valuable functions for firms.7 First, they simplify product handling by 
helping organize inventory and accounting records. In addition, a brand allows the firm legal 
protection for unique product features.8 The brand name can be protected through registered 
trademarks, manufacturing processes can be protected through patents, and packaging can be 
protected through copyrights and proprietary designs. These intellectual property rights ensure 
that the firm can safely invest in the brand and reap the benefits. In fact, brands represent enor-
mously valuable pieces of legal property that can influence consumer behavior, be bought and 
sold, and yield sustained future revenues.9

Brand loyalty provides predictability and security of demand for the firm, and it creates bar-
riers to entry that make it difficult for other firms to enter the market. Loyalty also can translate 
into customer willingness to pay a higher price—often even 20 percent to 25 percent more than 
competing brands.10 Although competitors may duplicate manufacturing processes and product 
designs, they cannot easily match lasting impressions left in the minds of customers by years of 
favorable product experiences and marketing activity. Thus, branding can be a powerful means 
to secure a competitive advantage.11

The Scope of Branding
Branding is the process of endowing products and services with the power of a brand. It’s all 
about creating differences between products. Marketers need to teach consumers “who” the 
product is—by giving it a name and other brand elements to identify it—as well as what the 
product does and why consumers should care. Branding creates mental structures that help 
consumers organize their knowledge about offerings in a way that clarifies their decision making 
and, in the process, provides value to the firm.

For branding strategies to be successful and brand value to be created, consumers must be 
convinced there are meaningful differences among brands in the category. Successful brands are 
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seen as genuine, real, and authentic in what they sell as well as who they are. It’s possible to brand 
a physical good (Ford Focus automobile), a service (Singapore Airlines), a store (Dick’s Sporting 
Goods), a person (actress Angelina Jolie), a place (the country of Iceland), an organization 
(American Automobile Association), or an idea (free trade).12

Defining Brand Equity
Brand equity is the added value endowed to products and services with consumers. It may be 
reflected in the way consumers think, feel, and act with respect to the brand as well as in the 
prices, market share, and profitability it commands. Marketers and researchers use various 
perspectives to study brand equity.13 Customer-based approaches recognize that the power of a 
brand lies in what customers have seen, read, heard, learned, thought, and felt about the brand 
over time.14

Customer-Based Brand Equity
Customer-based brand equity is the differential effect brand knowledge has on consumer response 
to the marketing of that brand.15 A brand has positive customer-based brand equity when con-
sumers react more favorably to a product and the way it is marketed when the brand is identified 
than when it is not identified. A brand has negative customer-based brand equity if consumers 
react less favorably to marketing activity for the brand under the same circumstances.

There are three key ingredients of customer-based brand equity. First, brand equity arises from 
differences in consumer response. If no differences occur, the brand-name product is essentially a 
commodity, and competition will probably be based on price. Second, differences in response are a 
result of consumers’ brand knowledge, all the thoughts, feelings, images, experiences, and beliefs 
associated with the brand. Brands must create strong, favorable, and unique brand associations 
with customers. Third, brand equity is reflected in perceptions, preferences, and behavior related to 
all aspects of the brand’s marketing. Stronger brands earn greater revenue.16 Table 8.1 summarizes 
some key benefits of brand equity.

Customers’ brand knowledge dictates appropriate future directions for the brand. 
Consumers will decide, based on what they think and feel about the brand, where (and how) 
they believe the brand should go and grant permission (or not) to any marketing action. New-
product ventures such as Cracker Jack cereal failed because consumers found them inappro-
priate brand extensions. A brand promise is the marketer’s vision of what the brand must be 
and do for consumers.

Table 8.1 Marketing Advantages of Strong Brands

Improved perceptions of product performance Greater trade cooperation and support

Greater loyalty Increased marketing communications effectiveness

Less vulnerability to competitive marketing actions Possible licensing opportunities

Less vulnerability to marketing crises Additional brand extension opportunities

Larger margins Improved employee recruiting and retention

More inelastic consumer response to price increases Greater financial market returns

More elastic consumer response to price decreases
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Brand Equity Models
Models of brand equity offer some differing perspectives on branding. Here we highlight three 
more established ones.

•	 BrandAsset Valuator. Advertising agency Young and Rubicam (Y&R)’s model of brand 
equity, the BrandAsset® Valuator (BAV), covers four pillars of brand equity (see Figure 8.1). 
Strong new brands show higher levels of energized differentiation and energy than rel-
evance, whereas both esteem and knowledge are lower still. Leadership brands show high 
levels on all pillars, with strength greater than stature. Declining brands show high knowl-
edge, a lower level of esteem, and even lower relevance and  energized differentiation.

•	 BrandZ and BrandDynamics™. Marketing research consultants Millward Brown and 
WPP have developed the BrandZ model of brand strength, at the heart of which is the 
BrandDynamics model (see Figure 8.2). This model is based on a system of brand associa-
tions—meaningful, different, and salient—that builds customer predisposition to buy a 
brand. The associations have three important outcome measures: power (a prediction of 
brand volume share), premium (ability to command a price premium), and potential (the 
probability that a brand will grow value share).

•	 Brand Resonance Model. The brand resonance model views brand building as an as-
cending series of steps. Enacting these four steps means establishing a pyramid of six 
“brand building blocks” as illustrated in Figure 8.3. The model emphasizes the duality of 
brands—the rational route to brand building is on the left side of the pyramid, and the 
emotional route is on the right side.17

Figure 8.1 BrandAsset® Valuator Model

Source: Courtesy of BrandAsset® Consulting, a division of Young & Rubicam.
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Figure 8.2 BrandDynamics™ Model

Source: BrandDynamics™ Model. Reprinted with permission of Millward Brown.
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Building Brand Equity
Marketers build brand equity by creating the right brand knowledge structures with the right 
consumers. The success of this process depends on all brand-related contacts—whether marketer-
initiated or not.18 From a marketing management perspective, however, there are three main sets 
of brand equity drivers:

 1. The initial choices for the brand elements or identities making up the brand (brand names, 
URLs, logos, symbols, characters, spokespeople, slogans, jingles, packages, and signage)—
Microsoft chose the name Bing for its new search engine because it felt it unambiguously con-
veyed search and the “aha” moment of finding what you are looking for. It is also short, appeal-
ing, memorable, active, and effective multiculturally.19
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 2. The product and service and all accompanying marketing activities and supporting pro-
grams—General Mills is employing a number of new marketing activities to sell cereals, cake 
mixes, and yogurt. The company is exploring how to best use smart phones with consumers via 
QR codes, apps, and augmented reality, developing new packaging strategies in the process.20

 3. Other associations indirectly transferred to the brand by linking it to some other entity (a 
person, place, or thing)—The brand name of New Zealand vodka 42BELOW refers to both a 
latitude that runs through New Zealand and the percentage of the drink’s alcohol content. The 
packaging and other visual cues are designed to leverage the perceived purity of the country to 
communicate the brand’s positioning.21

Choosing Brand Elements
Brand elements are trademarkable devices that identify and differentiate the brand. Nike has 
the distinctive “swoosh” logo, the empowering “Just Do It” slogan, and the “Nike” name from 
the Greek winged goddess of victory. The test of brand building is what consumers would think 
or feel about the product if the brand element were all they knew. Based on its name alone, for 
instance, a consumer might expect Panasonic Toughbook laptops to be durable and reliable.

As shown in Table 8.2, there are six criteria for choosing brand elements. The first three—
memorable, meaningful, and likable—are brand building. The latter three—transferable, adaptable, 
and protectable—are defensive and help leverage and preserve brand equity against challenges.

Brand elements can play a number of brand-building roles.22 If consumers don’t examine 
much information in making product decisions, brand elements should be easy to recall and 
inherently descriptive and persuasive. The likability of brand elements can increase awareness 
and associations.23 Often, the less concrete brand benefits are, the more important that brand 
elements capture intangible characteristics. Many insurance firms use symbols of strength for 
their brands (the Rock of Gibraltar for Prudential). Like brand names, slogans are an extremely 
efficient means to build brand equity.24 They can help consumers grasp what the brand is and 
what makes it special, as in “Like a Good Neighbor, State Farm Is There.”

Designing Holistic Marketing Activities
Customers come to know a brand through a range of contacts and touch points: personal ob-
servation and use, word of mouth, interactions with company personnel, online or telephone 
experiences, and payment transactions. A brand contact is any information-bearing experience, 
whether positive or negative, a customer or prospect has with the brand, its product category, 

Table 8.2 Criteria for Choosing Brand Elements

For Building the Brand For Defending the Brand

Memorable: Is the element easily recalled and recognized 
at purchase and consumption? Example: Tide

Transferable: Can the element introduce new products 
in the same or different categories? Does it add to brand 
 equity across geographic boundaries and market segments? 
Example: Amazon.com

Meaningful: Is the element credible and suggestive of the 
 category? Does it suggest something about a product 
 ingredient or a brand user? Example: DieHard

Adaptable: Can the element be adapted and updated? Example: 
Shell logo

Likable: Is the element appealing or playful? Example:  
Pinterest

Protectable: Is the element legally and competitively protectable? 
Can the firm retain trademark rights? Example: Yahoo!
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or its market.25 The company must put as much effort into managing these experiences as into 
producing its ads because any brand contact can affect consumers’ brand knowledge and the way 
they think, feel, or act toward the brand.

Integrated marketing is about mixing and matching marketing activities to maximize their 
individual and collective effects.26 Marketers need a variety of different marketing activities that 
consistently reinforce the brand promise, working singularly and in combination. We can evalu-
ate integrated marketing activities in terms of the effectiveness and efficiency with which they 
affect brand awareness and create, maintain, or strengthen brand associations and image.

Leveraging Secondary Associations
The third and final way to build brand equity is to “borrow” it by linking the brand to other in-
formation in memory that conveys meaning to consumers (see Figure 8.4). These “secondary” 
brand associations can link to sources such as the company itself, countries or other geographi-
cal regions, and channels of distribution as well as to other brands, characters (through licens-
ing), spokespeople (through endorsements), sporting or cultural events (through sponsorship), 
or other third-party sources (through awards or reviews). Leveraging secondary associations 
can be an efficient and effective way to strengthen a brand. But linking a brand to someone or 

Figure 8.4 Secondary Sources of Brand Knowledge
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something else can be risky because anything bad that happens to that other entity (such as scan-
dal involving an endorser) can also be linked to the brand.

Internal Branding
Marketers must adopt an internal perspective to be sure employees and marketing partners ap-
preciate and understand basic branding notions and how they can help—or hurt—brand equity.27 
Internal branding consists of activities and processes that help inform and inspire employees about 
brands.28 Holistic marketers go even further and train and encourage distributors and dealers to 
serve their customers well.

Measuring and Managing Brand Equity
How do we measure brand equity? An indirect approach assesses potential sources of brand equity 
by identifying and tracking consumer brand knowledge structures.29 A direct approach assesses the 
actual impact of brand knowledge on consumer response to different aspects of the marketing. For 
brand equity to guide strategy and decisions, marketers need to fully understand (1) the sources 
of brand equity and how they affect outcomes of interest and (2) how these sources and outcomes 
change, if at all, over time. Brand audits are important for the former; brand tracking for the latter.

Brand Audits and Brand Tracking
A brand audit is a focused series of procedures to assess the health of the brand, uncover its 
sources of brand equity, and suggest ways to improve and leverage its equity. Conducting brand 
audits on a regular basis allows marketers to manage brands more proactively and responsively. 
A good brand audit provides keen insights into consumers, brands, and the relationship between 
the two. Brand-tracking studies use the brand audit as input to collect quantitative data from con-
sumers over time, providing consistent, baseline information about how brands and marketing 
programs are performing. Tracking studies help us understand where, how much, and in what 
ways brand value is being created to facilitate day-to-day decision making

Brand Valuation
Marketers should distinguish brand equity from brand valuation, which is the job of estimating 
the total financial value of the brand. In some well-known companies, brand value is typically more 
than half the total company market capitalization. Top brand-management firm Interbrand has 
developed a five-step model to estimate the dollar value of a brand and help firms maximize return 
on brand investment.30 The first step is market segmentation to determine variations among the 
brand’s different customer groups. The second step is financial analysis to assess purchase price, 
volume, and frequency and help calculate accurate forecasts of future brand sales and revenues. 
This step also requires deducting all associated operating costs to derive earnings before interest 
and tax (EBIT) and deducting taxes and a charge for the capital employed to operate the underlying 
business. The result is Economic Earnings, the earnings attributed to the branded business.

The third step is market research to assess the role of branding and calculate the percentage 
of Economic Earnings generated by the brand, which yields Brand Earnings. The fourth step is 
to assess the brand’s strength and determine the likelihood that the forecasted Brand Earnings 
will be realized. For each segment, Interbrand determines a risk premium for the brand and 
adds it to the risk-free rate, represented by the yield on government bonds. The Brand Discount 
Rate, applied to the forecasted Brand Earnings forecast, yields the net present value of the Brand 
Earnings. The final step is to calculate Brand Value, the net present value (NPV) of the forecasted 
Brand Earnings, discounted by the Brand Discount Rate.31
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Managing Brand Equity
Because consumer responses to marketing activity depend on what they know and remember 
about a brand, short-term marketing actions, by changing brand knowledge, necessarily increase or 
decrease the long-term success of future marketing actions.

Brand Reinforcement  Marketers can reinforce brand equity by consistently conveying the 
brand’s meaning in terms of (1) what products it represents, what core benefits it supplies, and what 
needs it satisfies; and (2) how the brand makes products superior and which strong, favorable, and 
unique brand associations should exist in consumers’ minds. Reinforcing brand equity requires that 
the brand always be moving forward—in the right direction and with new and compelling offer-
ings and ways to market them. While there is little need to deviate from a successful position, many 
tactical changes may be necessary to maintain the strategic thrust and direction of the brand. When 
change is necessary, marketers should vigorously preserve and defend sources of brand equity.

Brand Revitalization  Any new development in the marketing environment can affect a 
brand’s fortunes. Nevertheless, a number of brands have managed to make impressive comebacks 
in recent years.32 After some hard times in the automotive market, Cadillac, Fiat, and Volkswagen 
have all turned their brand fortunes around to varying degrees. The first step is to understand 
what the sources of brand equity were to begin with. Are positive associations losing their strength 
or uniqueness? Have negative associations become linked to the brand? Then decide whether to 
retain the same positioning or create a new one and, if so, which new one.33 Sometimes the actual 
marketing program is the source of the problem because it fails to deliver on the brand promise. 
Then a “back to basics” strategy may make sense.

In other cases, the old positioning is just no longer viable and a reinvention strategy is nec-
essary. There is obviously a continuum of revitalization strategies, with pure “back to basics” at 
one end, pure “reinvention” at the other, and many combinations in between. The challenge is to 
change enough to attract some new customers, but not enough to alienate old customers. Brand 
revitalization of almost any kind starts with the product.34

Devising a Branding Strategy
A firm’s branding strategy—often called its brand architecture—reflects the number and nature of 
both common and distinctive brand elements. Deciding how to brand new products is especially 
critical. A firm has three main choices: (1) develop new brand elements for the new product, 
(2) apply some existing brand elements, or (3) use a combination of new and existing brand ele-
ments (see definitions in Table 8.3).

Branding Decisions
Today, hardly anything goes unbranded. Assuming a firm decides to brand its products or services, 
it must choose which brand names to use. Three general strategies are popular:

•	 Individual or separate family brand names. Companies often use different brand names 
for different quality lines within the same product class. A major advantage is that if a 
product fails or appears low quality, the company has not tied its reputation to it.35

•	 Corporate umbrella or company brand name. Many firms, such as GE, use their corpo-
rate brand as an umbrella brand across their entire range of products.36 Development costs 
are lower, and sales of the new product are likely to be strong if the manufacturer’s name is 
good. Corporate-image associations of innovativeness, expertise, and trustworthiness have 
been shown to directly influence consumer evaluations.37
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•	 Sub-brand name. Sub-brands combine two or more of the corporate brand, family 
brand, or individual product brand names. Kellogg does this by combining the corporate 
brand with individual product brands as with Kellogg’s Rice Krispies. The company name 
legitimizes, and the individual name individualizes, the new product.

The use of individual or separate family brand names has been referred to as a “house of 
brands” strategy, whereas the use of an umbrella corporate or company brand name has been 
referred to as a “branded house” strategy. These represent two ends of a brand relationship 
continuum, with the sub-brand strategy falling somewhere between. With a branded house 
strategy, it is often useful to have a well-defined flagship product, one that best represents or 
embodies the brand as a whole to consumers. It often is the first product by which the brand 
gained fame, a widely accepted best-seller, or a highly admired or award-winning product.38

Brand Portfolios
The brand portfolio is the set of all brands and brand lines a particular firm offers for sale 
in a particular category or market segment. The basic principle is to maximize market cover-
age so no potential customers are being ignored, but minimize brand overlap so brands are 
not competing for customer approval. Each brand should be clearly differentiated and ap-
pealing to a sizable enough marketing segment to justify its marketing and production costs. 
Marketers carefully monitor brand portfolios over time to identify weak brands and kill un-
profitable ones.39

Brands can also play a number of specific roles as part of a portfolio.

•	 Flankers. Flanker or fighter brands are positioned with respect to competitors’ brands so 
that more important (and more profitable) flagship brands can retain their desired posi-
tioning. Fighter brands must be neither so attractive that they take sales away from their 
higher-priced comparison brands nor designed so cheaply that they reflect poorly on them.

Table 8.3 Branding New Products

Concept Definition

brand extension Using an established brand to launch a new product

Sub-brand Combining a new brand with an existing brand

Parent brand An existing brand that gives birth to a brand extension or sub-brand

Master (or family) brand A parent brand that is already associated with multiple products through brand 
extensions

line extension Using a parent brand on a new product within a category it currently serves (such as new 
flavors or colors)

Category extension Using a parent brand on a new product to enter a new category, different from the one it 
currently serves

brand line All the products (including line and category extensions) sold under a particular brand

brand mix The set of all brand lines sold by a particular seller

branded variants Specific brand lines supplied to specific retailers or distribution channels

licensed product Using the brand name licensed from one firm on a product made by another firm
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•	 Cash cows. Some brands may be kept around despite dwindling sales because they man-
age to maintain their profitability with virtually no marketing support. Companies can 
effectively milk these “cash cow” brands by capitalizing on their  reservoir of brand equity.

•	 Low-end entry level. The role of a relatively low-priced brand in the portfolio often may be 
to attract customers to the brand franchise. Retailers like to feature these “traffic builders” 
because they are able to trade up customers to a higher-priced brand.

•	 High-end prestige. The role of a relatively high-priced brand often is to add prestige and 
credibility to the entire portfolio.

Brand Extensions
Many firms leverage their most valuable asset by introducing a host of new products under their 
strongest brand names. Most new products are in fact brand extensions—typically 80 percent 
to 90 percent in any one year. Moreover, many of the most successful new products, as rated by 
various sources, are brand extensions.

Advantages of Brand Extensions  Two main advantages of brand extensions are that they can 
facilitate new-product acceptance and provide positive feedback to the parent brand and company. 
Consumers form expectations about a new product based on what they know about the parent 
brand and the extent to which they feel this information is relevant. By setting up positive expec-
tations, extensions reduce risk. It also may be easier to convince retailers to stock and promote a 
brand extension because of anticipated increased customer demand. An introductory campaign for 
an extension doesn’t need to create awareness of both the brand and the new product; it can con-
centrate on the new product itself.40

Extensions can reduce launch costs, important given that establishing a major new brand name 
for a consumer packaged good in the U.S. marketplace can cost more than $100 million! Extensions 
also can avoid the difficulty—and expense—of coming up with a new name and allow for packaging 
and labeling efficiencies. With a portfolio of brand variants within a product category, consumers 
who want a change can switch to a different product type without having to leave the brand family.

A second advantage is that brand extensions can provide feedback benefits.41 They can help 
to clarify the meaning of a brand and its core values or improve consumer loyalty to the company 
behind the extension.42 Also, they can renew interest and liking for the brand and benefit the parent 
brand by expanding market coverage. In fact, a successful category extension may not only reinforce 
the parent brand and open up a new market but also facilitate even more new category extensions.43

Disadvantages of Brand Extensions  On the downside, line extensions may cause the 
brand name to be less strongly identified with any one product. Brand dilution occurs when 
consumers no longer associate a brand with a specific or highly similar set of products and start 
thinking less of the brand. If a firm launches extensions consumers deem inappropriate, they 
may question the integrity of the brand or become confused or even frustrated: Which version 
of the product is the “right one” for them? Do they know the brand as well as they thought they 
did? Retailers reject many new products and brands because they don’t have the shelf or display 
space for them. And the firm itself may become overwhelmed. One more disadvantage is that 
the firm forgoes the chance to create a new brand with its own unique image and equity.

The worst possible scenario is for an extension not only to fail, but to harm the parent 
brand in the process. Fortunately, such events are rare. “Marketing failures,” in which too few 
consumers are attracted to a brand, are typically much less damaging than “product failures,” 
in which the brand fundamentally fails to live up to its promise. Product failures dilute brand 
equity only when the extension is seen as very similar to the parent brand. Even if sales of a 
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brand extension meet high targets, the revenue may be coming from consumers switching 
from existing parent-brand offerings—in effect cannibalizing the parent brand. Yet intrabrand 
shifts in sales may not be undesirable if they’re a form of preemptive cannibalization.

Success Characteristics  Marketers must judge each potential brand extension by how ef-
fectively it leverages existing brand equity from the parent brand as well as how effectively, in 
turn, it contributes to the parent brand’s equity. One major mistake in evaluating extension op-
portunities is failing to take all consumers’ brand knowledge structures into account and focus-
ing instead on one or a few brand associations as a potential basis of fit.44

Customer Equity
We can relate brand equity to one other important marketing concept: customer equity. The aim 
of customer relationship management (CRM) is to produce high customer equity.45 Although we 
can calculate it in different ways, one definition is “the sum of lifetime values of all customers.”46 
Customer lifetime value is affected by revenue and by the costs of customer acquisition, reten-
tion, and cross-selling.47

The brand equity and customer equity perspectives share many common themes.48 Both em-
phasize the importance of customer loyalty and the notion that we create value by having as many 
customers as possible pay as high a price as possible. The customer equity perspective focuses on 
bottom-line financial value. Its clear benefit is its quantifiable measures of financial performance. But 
it offers limited guidance for go-to-market strategies and ignores some of the important advantages 
of creating a strong brand. Also, it does not always fully account for competitive moves and counter-
moves or for social network effects, word of mouth, and customer-to-customer recommendations.

Brand equity, on the other hand, emphasizes strategic issues in managing brands and cre-
ating and leveraging brand awareness and image, providing practical guidance for marketing 
activities. With a focus on brands, however, managers don’t always develop detailed customer 
analyses in terms of the brand equity they achieve or the resulting long-term profitability 
they create.49 Brand equity approaches could benefit from sharper segmentation schemes 
afforded by customer-level analyses and more consideration of how to develop personalized, 
customized marketing programs. Nevertheless, both brand equity and customer equity mat-
ter. Brands serve as the “bait” that retailers and other channel intermediaries use to attract 
customers from whom they extract value. Customers are the tangible profit engine for brands 
to monetize their brand value.

Driving Growth
An important function of marketing is to drive sales and revenue growth. Marketing is especially 
adept at doing so for a new product with many competitive advantages and much potential. 
Good marketing can encourage trial and promote word of mouth and diffusion. Marketing in 
more mature markets can be more challenging.

Growth Strategies
Phil and Milton Kotler stress the following eight growth strategies.50 Companies can grow by 
(1) building market share, (2) developing committed customers and stakeholders, (3) building 
a powerful brand, (4) innovating new offerings and experiences, (5) expanding internationally, 
(6)  arranging acquisitions, mergers, and alliances, (7) building an outstanding reputation for 
social responsibility, and (8) partnering with government and nongovernmental organizations.
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Growing the Core
Some of the best opportunities come from growing the core—focusing on the most successful ex-
isting products and markets. Growing the core can be a less risky alternative than expansion into 
new product categories. It strengthens a brand’s credentials as a source of authority and credibility 
and can yield economies of scale. Through improved revenues and lower costs, growing the core 
can also lead to greater profits.

UK marketing guru David Taylor advocates three main strategies for growing the core, citing 
these examples:51

 1. Make the core of the brand as distinctive as possible. Galaxy chocolate has successfully com-
peted with Cadbury by positioning itself as “your partner in chocolate indulgence” and featuring 
more refined taste and sleeker packaging,

 2. Drive distribution through both existing and new channels. Costa Coffee, the number-one 
UK coffee shop chain, has found new distribution routes using drive-through outlets, vending 
machines, and in-school locations.

 3. Offer the core product in new formats or versions. WD40 offers a Smart Straw version of its 
popular multipurpose lubricant with a built-in straw that pops up for use.

A focus on core businesses does not mean foregoing new market opportunities, especially 
if the core business is not expandable. However, marketers must avoid overestimating the up-
side of new ventures that stretch the company into uncharted territory. “Marketing Insight: 
Understanding Double Jeopardy” describes how market leaders can benefit from brand loyalty 
due to their size.

Understanding Double Jeopardy

Double jeopardy was popularized in marketing 
by the British academic Andrew Ehrenberg. 

It boils down to the fact that a small-share brand 
is penalized twice—it has fewer buyers than a 
large-share brand, and they buy less frequently. 
As a consequence, most of a brand’s market share 
is explained by its market penetration and the 
size of its customer base, rather than by custom-
ers’ repeat purchases. Implicit is the assumption 
that brands are substitutable and have target seg-
ments in common. It is, in fact, most often ob-
served with weakly differentiated brands targeting 
the same group of people. Exceptions are highly 
differentiated niche brands that thrive on small 
shares and high loyalty and seasonal brands that 
offer unique value and tally cluster purchases in 
short periods of time.

One implication drawn by double jeopardy pro-
ponents is that marketers seeking growth should fo-
cus on increasing the size of the customer base rather 
than on deepening the loyalty of existing customers. 
Critics of double jeopardy question how inevitable 
it is and see other implications for marketers. For 
example, they view new or established brands with a 
new positioning or message as differentiated enough 
to avoid double jeopardy’s predicted results.

Sources: John Scriven and Gerald Goodhardt, “The Ehrenberg Legacy,” 
Journal of Advertising Research, June 2012, pp. 198–202; Byron Sharp, 
How Brands Grow: What Marketers Don’t Know (Melbourne, Australia: 
Oxford University Press, 2010); Nigel Hollis, “The Jeopardy in Double 
Jeopardy,” www.millwardbrown.com, September 2, 2009; Andrew 
Ehrenberg and Gerald Goodhardt, “Double Jeopardy Revisited, Again,” 
Marketing Research, 2002. See also Andrew Ehrenberg: A Tribute (1926–
2010), Special Section, Journal of Advertising Research 52 (June 2012).

marketing 
insight

www.millwardbrown.com
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Executive Summary
A brand is a name, term, sign, symbol, or design, or some combination of these elements, in-
tended to identify the goods and services of one seller or group of sellers and to differentiate 
them from those of competitors. Brands are valuable intangible assets that offer a number of 
benefits to customers and firms. Brand equity should be defined in terms of marketing effects 
uniquely attributable to a brand. Building brand equity depends on three main factors: (1) The 
initial choices for the brand elements or identities making up the brand; (2) the way the brand is 
integrated into the supporting marketing program; and (3) the associations indirectly transferred 
to the brand by links to some other entity. Brand audits measure “where the brand has been,” and 
tracking studies measure “where the brand is now.”

A branding strategy identifies which brand elements a firm chooses to apply across its 
various products. In a brand extension, a firm uses an established brand name to introduce 
a new product. Potential extensions must be judged by how effectively they leverage existing 
brand equity as well as how effectively they contribute to the equity of the parent brand. Each 
brand-name product must have a well-defined positioning to maximize coverage, minimize 
overlap, and thus optimize the portfolio. Customer equity is a concept that is complementary to 
brand equity and reflects the sum of lifetime values of all customers for a brand. Growing the 
core—focusing on opportunities with existing products and markets—is often a prudent way to 
increase sales and profits, less risky than expansion into new product categories.
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Marketing Management at Lexus
Since its inception in 1989, Lexus has emphasized top-notch product quality and customer care, 
as reflected by its long-time slogan, “The Relentless Pursuit of Perfection.” As part of its “Lexus 
Covenant,” it has vowed to “have the finest dealer network in the industry, and treat each customer 
as we would a guest in our own home.” To this end, Lexus built its dealership framework from the 
ground up, hand-picking dealers committed to providing exceptional experience to customers, a 
system competitors acknowledge is the industry ideal. With its average buyer in his or her mid-50s, 
Lexus has set its sights on attracting younger buyers by emphasizing more aggressive styling, han-
dling dynamics, and driver engagement. Social media and other promotions and events also create 
novel customer experiences around food, fashion, entertainment, and travel.1

In this chapter, we will address the following questions:

 1. What are the characteristics of products, and how do marketers classify products? (Page 163)

 2. How can companies differentiate products? (Page 164)

 3. How can a company build and manage its product mix and product lines? (Page 166)

 4. How can companies use packaging, labeling, warranties, and guarantees as marketing tools? 
(Page 169)

 5. What strategies are appropriate for introducing new offerings and influencing adoption?  
(Page 170)

 6. What strategies are appropriate in different stages of the product life cycle? (Page 176)

Product Mix and  
New Offerings

Chapter 9

Part 4: Value Creation
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At the heart of a great brand is a great product offering, which customers judge on three basic 
elements: product features and quality, service mix and quality, and price. In this chapter 

we examine product strategy, new product development, and the product life cycle. Chapter 10 
explores services, and Chapter 11 discusses price.

Product Characteristics and Classifications
A product is anything that can be offered to a market to satisfy a want or need, including physi-
cal goods, services, experiences, events, persons, places, properties, organizations, information, 
and ideas.

Product Levels: The Customer-Value Hierarchy
In planning its market offering, the marketer needs to address five product levels (see Figure 9.1).2 
Each level adds more customer value, and together the five constitute a customer-value hierarchy. 
The fundamental level is the core benefit: the service or benefit the customer is really buying. A ho-
tel guest is buying rest and sleep. Marketers must see themselves as benefit providers. At the second 
level, the marketer must turn the core benefit into a basic product. Thus, a hotel room includes a 
bed, bathroom, and towels. At the third level, the marketer prepares an expected product, a set of 
attributes and conditions buyers normally expect when they purchase this product. Hotel guests 
expect a clean bed, fresh towels, and so on.

At the fourth level, the marketer prepares an augmented product that exceeds customer expec-
tations. In developed countries, brand positioning and competition take place at this level. At the 
fifth level stands the potential product, with all the possible augmentations and transformations 
the product or offering might undergo in the future. Here companies search for new ways to sat-
isfy customers and distinguish their offering.

Differentiation arises and competition increasingly occurs on the basis of product augmen-
tation. Each augmentation adds cost, however, and augmented benefits soon become expected 
benefits in the category. As some companies raise the price of their augmented product, others 

Figure 9.1 Five Product Levels
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offer a stripped-down version for less. Marketers must be sure, however, that consumers not see 
lower quality or limited capability versions as unfair.3

Product Classifications
Marketers classify products on the basis of durability, tangibility, and use (consumer or indus-
trial). Each type has an appropriate marketing-mix strategy.4

•	 Durability and tangibility. Nondurable goods are tangible goods (such as shampoo) 
normally consumed in one or a few uses. Because these are purchased frequently, the 
 appropriate strategy is to make them available in many locations, charge a small markup, 
and advertise to induce trial and build preference. Durable goods are tangible goods 
(such as refrigerators) that survive many uses, require more personal selling and service, 
command a higher margin, and require more seller guarantees. Services are intangible, 
inseparable, variable, and perishable products (such as haircuts) that normally require 
more quality control, supplier credibility, and adaptability.

•	 Consumer-goods classification. Classified on the basis of shopping habits, these include 
convenience goods (such as soft drinks) that are purchased frequently, immediately, and 
with minimal effort; shopping goods (such as furniture) that consumers compare on such 
bases as suitability, quality, price, and style; specialty goods (such as cars) with unique 
characteristics or brand identification for which enough buyers are willing to make a spe-
cial purchasing effort; and unsought goods (such as smoke detectors) that the consumer 
does not know about or normally think of buying.

•	 Industrial-goods classification. Materials and parts are goods that enter the manufac-
turer’s product completely. Raw materials can be either farm products (wheat) or natural 
products (iron ore). Manufactured materials and parts fall into two categories: component 
materials (wires) and component parts (small motors). Capital items are long-lasting 
goods that facilitate developing or managing the finished product, including installations 
(factories) and equipment (tools). Supplies and business services are short-term goods and 
services that facilitate developing or managing the finished product.

Differentiation
To be branded, product offerings must be differentiated. At one extreme are products that allow 
little variation: chicken and steel. Yet even here some differentiation is possible: Perdue chickens 
and India’s Tata Steel have carved out distinct identities in their categories. At the other extreme 
are products capable of high differentiation, such as automobiles, commercial buildings, and 
furniture.

Product Differentiation
Means for differentiation include form, features, performance quality, conformance quality, 
durability, reliability, repairability, style, and customization.5 As discussed below, design is also a 
means for differentiation.

•	 Form. Form refers to the size, shape, or physical structure of a product. For example, 
 aspirin can be differentiated by dosage size, shape, color, coating, or action time.

•	 Features. Most products can be offered with varying features that supplement their basic 
function. A company can identify and select new features by surveying recent buyers and 
then calculating customer value versus company cost for each potential feature. Marketers 
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should consider how many people want each feature, how long it would take to introduce 
it, and whether competitors could easily copy it.6

•	 Performance quality. Performance quality is the level at which the product’s primary 
characteristics operate. Firms should design a performance level appropriate to the target 
market and competition (not necessarily the highest level possible) and manage perfor-
mance quality through time.

•	 Conformance quality. Buyers expect a high conformance quality, the degree to which 
all produced units are identical and meet promised specifications. A product with low 
conformance quality will disappoint some buyers.

•	 Durability. Durability, a measure of the product’s expected operating life under natural or 
stressful conditions, is a valued attribute for durable goods. The extra price for durability must 
not be excessive, and the product must not be subject to rapid technological obsolescence.

•	 Reliability. Buyers normally will pay a premium for reliability, a measure of the probability 
that a product will not malfunction or fail within a specified period.

•	 Repairability. Repairability measures the ease of fixing a product when it malfunctions 
or fails. Ideal repairability would exist if users could fix the product themselves with little 
cost in money or time.

•	 Style. Style describes the product’s look and feel to the buyer and creates distinctiveness 
that is hard to copy, although strong style does not always mean high performance. Style 
plays a key role in the marketing of many brands, such as Apple’s tablets.

•	 Customization. Customized products and marketing allow firms to be highly relevant 
and differentiating by finding out exactly what a person wants and delivering on that. 
Customized products include M&M’s with specialized messages and Burberry coats with 
customer-selected fabric and accessories.7

Services Differentiation
When the physical product cannot easily be differentiated, the key to competitive success may lie 
in adding valued services and improving their quality. The main service differentiators are:

•	 Ordering ease. How easy is it for the customer to place an order with the company?
•	 Delivery. How well is the product or service brought to the customer, including speed, 

accuracy, and care throughout the process?
•	 Installation. How is the product made operational in its planned location? This is a true 

selling point for buyers of complex products like heavy equipment.
•	 Customer training. How does the supplier teach a customer’s employees to use new 

equipment properly and efficiently?
•	 Customer consulting. What data, information systems, and advice services can companies 

sell to buyers?
•	 Maintenance and repair. How can companies help customers keep purchased products 

in good working order? These services are critical in business-to-business settings and 
with luxury products.

Design Differentiation
As competition intensifies, design offers a potent way to differentiate and position a company’s 
products and services. Design is the totality of features that affect the way a product looks, feels, 
and functions to a consumer. It offers functional and aesthetic benefits and appeals to both our 
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rational and emotional sides.8 As holistic marketers recognize the emotional power of design and 
the importance to consumers of look and feel as well as function, design is exerting a stronger in-
fluence in categories where it once played a small role. To the company, a well-designed product 
is easy to manufacture and distribute. To the customer, it is pleasant to look at and easy to open, 
install, use, repair, and dispose of.

Product and Brand Relationships
Each product can be related to other products to ensure that a firm is offering and marketing the 
optimal set of products.

The Product Hierarchy
The product hierarchy stretches from basic needs to particular items that satisfy those needs. A 
product system is a group of diverse but related items that function in a compatible manner.9 A 
product mix (also called a product assortment) is the set of all products and items a particu-
lar firm offers for sale. A product mix consists of various product lines. As shown in Table 9.1, 
a company’s product mix has a certain width, length, depth, and consistency. The table shows 
these concepts for selected Procter & Gamble products.

The width of a product mix refers to how many different product lines the company carries. 
Table 9.1 shows a product mix width of five lines (only a portion of what Procter & Gamble of-
fers). The length of a product mix refers to the total number of items in the mix. The depth of a 
product mix refers to how many variants are offered of each product in the line. The consistency 
of the product mix describes how closely related the various product lines are in end use, produc-
tion requirements, distribution channels, or some other way.

These product mix dimensions permit the company to expand its business in four ways. It 
can add new product lines, thus widening its product mix; lengthen each product line; add more 

Table 9.1  Product Mix Width and Product Line Length for Procter & Gamble Products  
(including year of introduction)

Product Mix Width

Detergents Toothpaste Bar Soap Disposable Diapers Paper Products

Ivory Snow (1930) Gleem (1952) Ivory (1879) Pampers (1961) Charmin (1928)

Dreft (1933) Crest (1955) Camay (1926) Luvs (1976) Puffs (1960)

Product line 
length

Tide (1946) Zest (1952) Bounty (1965)

Cheer (1950) Safeguard (1963)

Dash (1954) Oil of Olay (1993)

Bold (1965)

Gain (1966)

Era (1972)
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product variants to deepen its product mix; and pursue more product line consistency. To make 
these product decisions, marketers conduct product line analysis.

Product Line Analysis
In offering a product line, companies normally develop a basic platform and modules that can 
be added to meet different customer requirements, the way car manufacturers build vehicles 
around a basic platform. Product line managers need to know the sales and profits of each item 
in each line to determine which ones to build, maintain, harvest, or divest.10 They also need to 
understand each line’s market profile and image.11 Marketers can use a product map to see which 
competitors’ items are competing against their own items and to identify market segments so 
they can gauge how well their items are positioned to serve the needs of each segment.

Product Line Length
Companies seeking high market share and market growth will generally carry longer product 
lines. Those emphasizing high profitability will carry shorter lines of carefully chosen items. 
However, consumers are increasingly weary of dense product lines, overextended brands, and 
feature-laden products (see “Marketing Insight: When Less Is More”).12

When Less Is More

With thousands of new products introduced 
each year, consumers find it ever harder to 

navigate store aisles. One study found the average 
shopper spent 40 seconds or more in the super-
market soda aisle, compared with 25 seconds six 
or seven years ago. Although consumers may think 
greater product variety increases their likelihood 
of finding the right product for them, the reality 
is often different. According to research, when 
presented with too many options, people “choose 
not to choose,” even if it may not be in their best 
interests.

Similarly, if product quality in an assortment 
is high, consumers actually prefer fewer choices. 
Those with well-defined preferences may benefit 
from more-differentiated products that offer spe-
cific benefits, but others may experience frustra-
tion, confusion, and regret. Also, constant product 
changes and introductions may nudge custom-
ers into reconsidering their choices and perhaps 
switching to a competitor’s product. It’s not just 

product lines making consumer heads spin—
many products themselves are too complicated. 
Technology marketers need to be especially sensi-
tive to the problems of information overload.

Sources: John Davidson, “One Classic Example of When Less Is 
More,” Financial Review, April 9, 2013; Carolyn Cutrone, “Cutting 
Down on Choice Is the Best Way to Make Better Decisions,” Business 
Insider, January 10, 2013; Dimitri Kuksov and J. Miguel Villas-Boas, 
“When More Alternatives Lead to Less Choice,” Marketing Science, 29 
(May/June 2010), pp. 507–24; Kristin Diehl and Cait Poynor, “Great 
Expectations?! Assortment Size, Expectations, and Satisfaction,” Journal 
of Marketing Research 46 (April 2009), pp. 312–22; Joseph P. Redden 
and Stephen J. Hoch, “The Presence of Variety Reduces Perceived 
Quantity,” Journal of Consumer Research 36 (October 2009),  
pp. 406–17; Alexander Chernev and Ryan Hamilton, “Assortment Size 
and Option Attractiveness in Consumer Choice Among Retailers,” Journal 
of Marketing Research 46 (June 2009), pp. 410–20; Richard A. Briesch, 
Pradeep K. Chintagunta, and Edward J. Fox, “How Does Assortment 
Affect Grocery Store Choice,” Journal of Marketing Research 46 (April 
2009), pp. 176–89; Susan M. Broniarczyk, “Product Assortment,” Curt 
P. Haugtvedt, Paul M. Herr, and Frank R. Kardes, eds., Handbook of 
Consumer Psychology (New York: Taylor & Francis, 2008), pp. 755–79.

marketing 
insight
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A company lengthens its product line in two ways: line stretching and line filling. Line stretching 
occurs when a company lengthens its product line beyond its current range. A firm may choose a 
down-market stretch—introducing a lower-priced line—to attract shoppers who want value-priced 
goods, battle low-end competitors, or avoid a stagnating middle market. With an up-market stretch, 
the firm aims to achieve more growth, realize higher margins, or simply position itself as a full-line 
manufacturer. Companies serving the middle market might stretch their line in both directions.

With line filling, a firm lengthens its product line by adding more items within the present 
range. The goals are to reach for incremental profits, satisfy dealers who complain about lost 
sales because of items missing from the line, utilize excess capacity, try to become the leading 
full-line company, and plug holes to keep out competitors.

Line Modernization, Featuring, and Pruning
Product lines need to be modernized. In rapidly changing markets, modernization is continuous. 
Companies plan improvements to encourage customer migration to higher-value, higher-price 
items. Marketers want to time improvements so they do not appear too early (damaging sales of the 
current line) or too late (giving the competition time to establish a strong reputation).13 The firm 
typically selects one or a few items in the line to feature, possibly a low-priced item to attract cus-
tomers or a high-end item for prestige. Multi-brand companies all over the world try to optimize 
their brand portfolios, ensuring that every product in a line plays a role. This often means focusing 
on core brand growth and concentrating resources on the biggest and most established brands.

Product Mix Pricing
Marketers must modify their price-setting logic when the product is part of a product mix. In 
product mix pricing, the firm searches for a set of prices that maximizes profits on the total mix. 
The process is challenging because the various products have demand and cost interrelationships 
and are subject to different degrees of competition. We can distinguish six situations calling for 
product mix pricing, as shown in Table 9.2.

Table 9.2 Product Mix Pricing Situations

1. Product line pricing. The seller introduces price steps within a product line and strives to establish perceived quality differences 
that justify the price differences.

2. Optional-feature pricing. The seller offers optional products, features, and services with the main product, the way automakers 
offer different trim levels. The challenge is which options to include in the standard price and which to offer separately.

3. Captive-product pricing. Some products require the use of ancillary or captive products. Manufacturers of razors often 
price them low and set high markups on razor blades, the captive product. If the captive product is priced too high, however, 
counterfeiting and substitutions can erode sales.

4. Two-part pricing. Many service firms charge a fixed fee plus a variable usage fee. Cell phone users often pay a monthly fee 
plus charges for calls that exceed their allotted minutes. The challenge is deciding how much to charge for basic service and 
variable usage.

5. By-product pricing. The production of certain goods (such as meats) often yields by-products that should be priced on their 
value. Income from the by-products will make it easier for the company to charge less for its main product if competition 
forces it to do so.

6. Product-bundling pricing. Pure bundling occurs when a firm offers its products only as a bundle. In mixed bundling, 
the seller offers goods both individually and in bundles, normally charging less for the bundle than for the items purchased 
separately. Savings on the price bundle must be enough to induce customers to buy it.
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Co-Branding and Ingredient Branding
Marketers often combine their products with products from other companies in various ways. In 
co-branding—also called dual branding or brand bundling—two or more well-known brands are 
combined into a joint product or marketed together in some fashion. One form of co-branding 
is same-company co-branding, as when General Mills advertises Trix cereal and Yoplait yogurt. 
Other forms are joint-venture co-branding, multiple-sponsor co-branding, and retail co-branding. 
For co-branding to succeed, the brands must separately have brand equity—adequate brand 
awareness and a sufficiently positive brand image.

The main advantage of co-branding is that a product can be convincingly positioned by 
virtue of the multiple brands, generating greater sales from the existing market and opening 
opportunities for new consumers and channels. It can also reduce the cost of product introduc-
tion because it combines two well-known images and speeds adoption. And co-branding may 
be a valuable means to learn about consumers and how other companies approach them. The 
potential disadvantages are the risks and lack of control in becoming aligned with another brand. 
Consumer expectations of co-brands are likely to be high, so unsatisfactory performance could 
have negative repercussions for both brands. Also, consumers may feel less sure of what they 
know about the brand.14

Ingredient branding is a special case of co-branding.15 It creates brand equity for materi-
als, components, or parts that are necessarily contained within other branded products. For host 
products whose brands are not that strong, ingredient brands can provide differentiation and 
important signals of quality.16 An interesting take on ingredient branding is self-branded ingredi-
ents that companies advertise and even trademark.17 Westin Hotels advertises its own “Heavenly 
Bed”—an important ingredient for a guest’s good night’s sleep. Ingredient brands try to create 
enough awareness and preference so consumers will not buy a host product that doesn’t contain it.

What are the requirements for successful ingredient branding?18

 1. Consumers must believe the ingredient matters to the performance and success of the end prod-
uct. Ideally, this intrinsic value is easily seen or experienced.

 2. Consumers must be convinced that not all ingredient brands are the same and that the ingredi-
ent is superior.

 3. A distinctive symbol or logo must clearly signal that the host product contains the ingredient. 
Ideally, this symbol or logo functions like a “seal” and is simple and versatile, credibly communi-
cating quality and confidence.

 4. A coordinated “pull” and “push” program must help consumers understand the advantages of 
the branded ingredient. Channel members must offer full support such as consumer advertising 
and promotions and—sometimes in collaboration with manufacturers—retail merchandising 
and promotion programs.

Packaging, Labeling, Warranties, and Guarantees
Many marketers have called packaging a fifth P, along with price, product, place, and promotion. 
Most, however, treat packaging and labeling as an element of product strategy. Warranties and 
guarantees can also be an important part of the product strategy.

Packaging
Packaging includes all the activities of designing and producing the container for a product. 
Packages might have up to three layers: a primary package inside a secondary package, with 
one or more packaged units sent in a shipping package. Packaging is important because it is the 
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buyer’s first encounter with the product. A good package draws the consumer in and encour-
ages product choice. Distinctive packaging like that for Altoids mints is an important part of a 
brand’s equity.

Packaging must achieve a number of objectives: (1) identify the brand, (2) convey descrip-
tive and persuasive information, (3) facilitate product transportation and protection, (4) assist 
at-home storage, and (5) aid at-home consumption. Functionally, structural design is crucial. 
Aesthetic considerations relate to a package’s size and shape, material, color, text, and graphics. 
The packaging elements must harmonize with each other and with pricing, advertising, and other 
parts of the marketing program. Color can define a brand, from Tiffany’s blue box to UPS’s brown 
trucks. Packaging updates and redesigns can keep the brand contemporary, relevant, or practi-
cal, but they can also have a downside if consumers dislike the new package or confuse it with 
other brands. Companies must also consider environmental and safety concerns about excess and 
wasteful packaging.

Labeling
The label can be a simple attached tag or an elaborately designed graphic that is part of the 
package. A label performs several functions. First, it identifies the product or brand—for in-
stance, the name Sunkist stamped on oranges. It might also grade the product; canned peaches 
are grade-labeled A, B, and C. The label might describe the product: who made it, where and 
when, what it contains, how it is to be used, and how to use it safely. Finally, the label might 
promote the product through attractive graphics.

Labels eventually need freshening up. The label on Ivory soap has been redone at least 18 
times since the 1890s, with gradual changes in the size and design of the letters. Legal and regula-
tory requirements must also be considered. For example, processed foods must carry nutritional 
labeling that clearly states the amounts of protein, fat, carbohydrates, and calories as well as vita-
min and mineral content as a percentage of the recommended daily allowance.19

Warranties and Guarantees
All sellers are legally responsible for fulfilling a buyer’s normal or reasonable expectations. 
Warranties are formal statements of expected product performance by the manufacturer. Products 
under warranty can be returned to the manufacturer or designated repair center for repair, replace-
ment, or refund. Whether expressed or implied, warranties are legally enforceable. Guarantees 
reduce the buyer’s perceived risk. They suggest that the product is of high quality and the company 
and its service performance are dependable. They can be especially helpful when the company or 
product is not well known or when the product’s quality is superior to that of competitors.

Managing New Products
A company can add new products through acquisition (buying another firm, buying patents from 
other firms, licensing or franchising from another firm) or organically through development 
from within (in its own laboratories, contracting with independent researchers, or hiring a new-
product development firm).20 New products range from new-to-the-world items that create an 
entirely new market to minor improvements or revisions of existing products. Most  new-product 
activity is devoted to improving existing products. In contrast, new-to-the-world products incur 
the greatest cost and risk. And while radical innovations can hurt the company’s bottom line in 
the short run, if they succeed they can improve the corporate image, create a greater sustainable 
competitive advantage than ordinary products, and produce significant rewards.21
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The Innovation Imperative and New Product Success
In an economy of rapid change, continuous innovation is a necessity. Companies that fail to de-
velop new products leave themselves vulnerable to changing customer needs and tastes, shortened 
product life cycles, increased domestic and foreign competition, and especially new technologies. 
Most established companies focus on incremental innovation, entering new markets by tweaking 
products for new customers, using variations on a core product to stay one step ahead of the mar-
ket, and creating interim solutions for industry-wide problems. Newer companies create disruptive 
technologies that are cheaper and more likely to alter the competitive space.

New-product specialists Robert Cooper and Elko Kleinschmidt found that unique, superior 
products succeed 98 percent of the time, compared with products that have a moderate advantage 
(58 percent success) or minimal advantage (18 percent success). Other factors include a well-
defined product concept, well-defined target market and benefits, technological and marketing 
synergy, quality of execution, and market attractiveness.22

New products continue to fail at rates estimated as high as 50 percent or even 95 percent in 
the United States and 90 percent in Europe.23 The reasons are many: ignored or misinterpreted 
market research; overestimates of market size; high development costs; poor design or ineffectual 
performance; incorrect positioning, advertising, or price; insufficient distribution support; com-
petitors who fight back hard; and inadequate ROI or payback.

New Product Development
The stages in new product development are shown in Figure 9.2 and discussed next.

Idea Generation  The new-product development process starts with the search for ideas. 
Some marketing experts believe we find the greatest opportunities and highest leverage for new 

Figure 9.2 The New-Product Development Decision Process
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products by uncovering the best possible set of unmet customer needs or technological innova-
tion.24 Ideas can come from interacting with customers, employees, scientists, and other groups; 
from using creativity techniques; and from studying competitors. Through Internet-based 
crowdsourcing, paid or unpaid outsiders can offer needed expertise or a different perspective 
on a new-product project that might otherwise be overlooked. The traditional company-centric 
approach to product innovation is giving way to a world in which companies cocreate products 
with consumers. Besides producing new and better ideas, cocreation can help customers feel 
closer to the company and create favorable word of mouth.25

Idea Screening  The purpose of screening is to drop poor ideas as early as possible because 
product-development costs rise substantially at each successive development stage. Most com-
panies require new-product ideas to be described on a standard form for a committee’s review. 
The description states the product idea, the target market, and the competition and estimates 
market size, product price, development time and costs, manufacturing costs, and rate of return. 
The executive committee then reviews each idea against a set of criteria. Does the product meet 
a need? Would it offer superior value? Can it be distinctively advertised or promoted? Does the 
company have the necessary know-how and capital? Will the new product deliver the expected 
sales volume, sales growth, and profit? The committee estimates whether the probability of suc-
cess is high enough to warrant continued development.

Concept Development and Testing  A product idea is a possible product the company 
might offer to the market. A product concept is an elaborated version of the idea expressed in 
consumer terms. A product idea can be turned into several concepts by asking: Who will use this 
product? What primary benefit should this product provide? When will people consume or use 
it? By answering these questions, a company can form several concepts, select the most promis-
ing, and create a product-positioning map for it. Figure 9.3(a) shows the positioning of a product 
concept, a low-cost instant breakfast drink, based on the two dimensions of cost and preparation 
time and compared with other breakfast foods. These contrasts can be useful in communicating 
and promoting a concept to the market.

Figure 9.3 (b) is a brand-positioning map, a perceptual map showing the current positions of 
three existing brands of instant breakfast drinks (Brands A–C) as seen by consumers in four seg-
ments, whose preferences are clustered around the points on the map. The brand-positioning map 
helps the company decide how much to charge and how calorific to make its drink. As shown on 
this map, the new brand would be distinctive in the medium-price, medium-calorie market or in 
the high-price, high-calorie market. There is also a segment of consumers (4) clustered fairly near 
the medium-price, medium-calorie market, suggesting this may offer the greatest opportunity.

Concept testing means presenting the product concept to target consumers, physically or sym-
bolically, and getting their reactions. The more the tested concepts resemble the final product or ex-
perience, the more dependable concept testing is. In the past, creating physical prototypes was costly 
and time consuming, but today firms can use rapid prototyping to design products on a computer 
and then produce rough models to show potential consumers for their reactions. Companies are also 
using virtual reality to test product concepts. Consumer reactions indicate whether the concept has 
a broad and strong consumer appeal, what products it competes against, and which consumers are 
the best targets. The need-gap levels and purchase-intention levels can be checked against norms for 
the product category to determine whether the concept appears to be a winner, a long shot, or a loser.

Marketing Strategy Development  Following a successful concept test, the firm develops a 
preliminary three-part strategy for introducing the new product. The first part describes the target 
market’s size, structure, and behavior; the planned brand positioning; and the sales, market share, 
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and profit goals sought in the first few years. The second part outlines the planned price, distribu-
tion strategy, and marketing budget for the first year. The third part describes the long-run sales 
and profit goals and marketing-mix strategy over time. This strategy lays a foundation for the 
business analysis.

Business Analysis  Here the firm evaluates the proposed product’s business attractiveness. 
Management needs to prepare sales, cost, and profit projections to determine whether they 
satisfy company objectives. If they do, the concept can move to the development stage. As 
new information comes in, the business analysis will undergo revision and expansion. Sales-
estimation methods depend on whether the product is purchased once (such as an engage-
ment ring), infrequently, or often.

For one-time products, sales rise at the beginning, peak, and approach zero as the number of 
potential buyers becomes exhausted; if new buyers keep entering the market, the curve will not drop 
to zero. Infrequently purchased products such as automobiles exhibit replacement cycles dictated by 
physical wear or obsolescence associated with changing styles, features, and performance. Therefore, 
sales forecasts must estimate first-time sales and replacement sales separately. With frequently pur-
chased products, such as consumer and industrial nondurables, the number of first-time buyers 
initially increases and then decreases as fewer buyers are left (assuming a fixed population). Repeat 
purchases occur soon, providing the product satisfies some buyers. The sales curve eventually falls 
to a plateau of steady repeat-purchase volume; by this time, the product is no longer a new product.

Figure 9.3 Product and Brand Positioning
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Product Development  Up to now, the product has existed only as a description, drawing, or 
prototype. The next step represents a jump in investment that dwarfs the costs incurred so far. 
The company will determine whether the product idea can translate into a technically and com-
mercially feasible product.

The job of translating target customer requirements into a working prototype is helped by 
a set of methods known as quality function deployment (QFD). The methodology takes the list 
of desired customer attributes (CAs) generated by market research and turns them into a list of 
engineering attributes (EAs) that engineers can use. For example, customers of a proposed truck 
may want a certain acceleration rate (CA). Engineers can turn this into the required horsepower 
and other engineering equivalents (EAs). QFD improves communication between marketers, 
engineers, and manufacturing people.26

The R&D department develops a prototype that embodies the key attributes in the product-
concept statement, performs safely under normal use and conditions, and can be produced 
within budgeted manufacturing costs, speeded by virtual reality technology and the Internet. 
Prototypes must be put through rigorous functional and customer tests before they enter the 
marketplace. Alpha testing tests the product within the firm to see how it performs in different 
applications. After refining the prototype, the company moves to beta testing with customers, 
bringing consumers into a laboratory or giving them samples to use at home.

Market Testing  After management is satisfied with functional and psychological perfor-
mance, the product is ready to be branded with a name, logo, and packaging and go into a market 
test. Not all companies undertake market testing. The amount of testing is influenced by the 
investment cost and risk on the one hand and time pressure and research cost on the other. High-
investment–high-risk products, whose chance of failure is high, must be market tested; the cost 
will be an insignificant percentage of total project cost. Consumer-products tests seek to estimate 
four variables: trial, first repeat, adoption, and purchase frequency. Table 9.3 shows four methods 
of consumer-goods testing, from the least costly to the most costly.

Expensive industrial goods and new technologies will normally undergo alpha and beta test-
ing. During beta testing, the company’s technical people observe how customers use the product, 

Table 9.3 Methods of Market Testing Consumer Goods

Method Description

Sales-wave research Consumers who initially try the product at no cost are reoffered it, or a competitor’s product, at slightly reduced 
prices. The offer may be made as many as five times (sales waves), while the company notes how many customers 
select it again and their reported level of satisfaction.

Simulated test marketing Thirty to 40 qualified shoppers are asked about brand familiarity and preferences in a specific product category and 
attend a brief screening of advertising. Consumers receive a small amount of money and are invited into a store to 
shop. The company notes how many consumers buy the new brand and competing brands and asks consumers why 
they bought or did not buy. Those who did not buy the new brand are given a free sample and are reinterviewed later 
to determine attitudes, usage, satisfaction, and repurchase intention.

Controlled test marketing A research firm delivers the product to a panel of participating stores and controls shelf position, pricing, and 
number of facings, displays, and point-of-purchase promotions. The company can evaluate sales, the impact of 
local advertising and promotions, and customers’ impressions of the product.

Test markets The company chooses a few representative cities, implements a full marketing communications campaign, and sells 
the trade on carrying the product. Marketers must decide how many test cities to use, how long the test will last, and 
what data will be collected. At the conclusion, they must decide what action to take. Many companies today skip test 
marketing and rely on faster and more economical testing methods.
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a practice that often exposes unanticipated problems of safety and servicing and alerts the com-
pany to customer training and servicing requirements. At trade shows the company can observe 
how much interest buyers show in the new product, how they react to features and terms, and 
how many express purchase intentions or place orders. In distributor and dealer display rooms, 
products may stand next to the manufacturer’s other products and possibly competitors’ prod-
ucts, yielding preference and pricing information in the product’s normal selling atmosphere. 
However, customers who come in might not represent the target market, or they might want to 
place early orders that cannot be filled.

Commercialization  Commercialization is the costliest stage in the process because the firm 
will need to contract for manufacture, or it may build or rent a full-scale manufacturing facility. 
Most new-product campaigns also require a sequenced mix of market communication tools to 
build awareness and ultimately preference, choice, and loyalty.27 Market timing is critical.

If a firm learns that a competitor is readying a new product, one choice is first entry (for 
“first mover advantages” of locking up key distributors and customers and gaining leadership). 
However, this can backfire if the product has not been thoroughly debugged. A second choice is 
parallel entry (timing its entry to coincide with the competitor’s entry to gain both products more 
attention). A third choice is late entry (delaying its launch until after the competitor has borne 
the cost of educating the market). This might reveal flaws the late entrant can avoid and also 
show the size of the market.

Most companies will develop a planned market rollout over time. In choosing rollout mar-
kets, the major criteria are market potential, the company’s local reputation, the cost of filling 
the pipeline, the cost of communication media, the influence of the area on other areas, and 
competitive penetration. With the Internet connecting far-flung parts of the globe, competition 
is more likely to cross national borders. Companies are increasingly rolling out new products 
simultaneously across the globe.

The Consumer-Adoption Process
Adoption is an individual’s decision to become a regular user of a product and is followed by 
the consumer-loyalty process. New-product marketers typically aim at early adopters and use the 
theory of innovation diffusion and consumer adoption to identify them.

Stages in the Adoption Process
An innovation is any good, service, or idea that someone perceives as new, no matter how long its 
history. Everett Rogers defines the innovation diffusion process as “the spread of a new idea from 
its source of invention or creation to its ultimate users or adopters.”28 The consumer-adoption process 
is the mental steps through which an individual passes from first hearing about an innovation to 
final adoption.29 These five steps are: (1) awareness (consumer becomes aware of the innovation but 
lacks information about it), (2) interest (consumer is stimulated to seek information about the inno-
vation), (3) evaluation (consumer considers whether to try the innovation), (4) trial (consumer tries 
the innovation to estimate its value), and (5) adoption (consumer decides to make full and regular 
use of the innovation).

Factors Influencing the Adoption Process
Rogers defines a person’s level of innovativeness as “the degree to which an individual is rela-
tively earlier in adopting new ideas than the other members of his social system.” As Figure 9.4 
shows, innovators are the first to adopt something new. After a slow start, an increasing number 
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of people adopt the innovation, the number reaches a peak, and then it diminishes as fewer non-
adopters remain. The five adopter groups (innovators, early adopters, early majority, late major-
ity, and laggards) differ in their value orientations and their motives for adopting or resisting the 
new product.30

Personal influence, the effect one person has on another’s attitude or purchase probability, 
has greater significance in some situations and for some individuals than others, and it is more 
important in evaluation than in the other stages. It has more power over late than early adopters 
and in risky situations.

Five characteristics influence an innovation’s rate of adoption. The first is relative advantage, 
the degree to which the innovation appears superior to existing products. The second is compat-
ibility, the degree to which the innovation matches consumers’ values and experiences. The third 
is complexity, the degree to which the innovation is difficult to understand or use. The fourth is 
divisibility, the degree to which the innovation can be tried on a limited basis. The fifth is com-
municability, the degree to which the benefits of use are observable or describable to others. 
Other characteristics that influence the rate of adoption are cost, risk and uncertainty, scientific 
credibility, and social approval.

Finally, adoption is associated with variables in the organization’s environment (com-
munity progressiveness, community income), the organization itself (size, profits, pressure to 
change), and the administrators (education level, age, sophistication). Other forces come into 
play in trying to get a product adopted into organizations that are mostly government-funded, 
such as public schools. A controversial or innovative product can be squelched by negative 
public opinion.

Product Life-Cycle Marketing Strategies
A company’s positioning and differentiation strategy must change as its product, market, and 
competitors change over the product life cycle (PLC). To say a product has a life cycle is to as-
sert four things: (1) products have a limited life, (2) product sales pass through distinct stages, 
each posing different marketing challenges and opportunities, (3) profits rise and fall at different 

Figure 9.4 Adopter Categorization on the Basis of Relative Time of Adoption of Innovations

Source: Tungsten, http://en.wikipedia.ord/wiki/Everett_Rogers. Based on E. Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations (London: Free Press, 1962).
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stages, and (4) products require different marketing, financial, manufacturing, purchasing, and 
human resource strategies in each stage.

Product Life Cycles
Most product life cycles are portrayed as bell-shaped curves (see Figure 9.5), typically divided into 
four stages: introduction, growth, maturity, and decline. In introduction, sales grow slowly as the 
product is introduced; profits are nonexistent because of the heavy introductory expenses. Growth 
is a period of rapid market acceptance and substantial profit improvement. In maturity, sales growth 
slows because the product has achieved acceptance by most potential buyers, and profits stabilize or 
decline because of increased competition. In decline, sales drift downward and profits erode.

Marketing Strategies: Introduction Stage and the Pioneer 
Advantage
Because it takes time to roll out a new product, work out technical problems, fill dealer pipelines, 
and gain consumer acceptance, sales growth tends to be slow in the introduction stage. Profits 
are negative or low, and promotional expenditures are at their highest ratio to sales because of the 
need to (1) inform potential consumers, (2) induce product trial, and (3) secure distribution.31

To be the first to introduce a product can be rewarding, but risky and expensive. Steven 
Schnaars studied 28 industries in which imitators surpassed the innovators and found several 
weaknesses among the failing pioneers.32 These included new products that were too crude, im-
properly positioned, or launched before strong demand existed; exhaustive product-development 
costs; a lack of resources to compete against larger entrants; and managerial incompetence or un-
healthy complacency. Successful imitators thrived by offering lower prices, continuously improv-
ing the product, or using brute market power to overtake the pioneer.

Gerald Tellis and Peter Golder have identified five factors underpinning long-term market 
leadership: vision of a mass market, persistence, relentless innovation, financial commitment, 
and asset leverage.33 One study found Internet companies that realized benefits from moving 
fast (1) were first movers in large markets, (2) erected barriers of entry against competitors, and 
(3) directly controlled critical elements necessary for starting a company.34

Figure 9.5 Sales and Profit Life Cycles
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Marketing Strategies: Growth Stage
The growth stage is marked by a rapid climb in sales. Early adopters like the product, and addi-
tional consumers start buying it. New competitors enter, introducing new features and expand-
ing distribution, and prices stabilize or fall slightly, depending on how fast demand increases. 
Companies maintain marketing expenditures or raise them slightly to meet competition, but 
sales rise much faster than marketing expenditures. Profits increase as marketing costs are spread 
over a larger volume, and unit manufacturing costs fall faster than price declines. Firms must 
watch for a change to a decelerating rate of growth in order to prepare new strategies.

To sustain rapid market share growth now, the firm must improve product quality, add new 
features, and improve styling; add new models and flanker products to protect the main product; 
enter new segments; increase distribution coverage and enter new channels; shift from awareness 
and trial communications to preference and loyalty communications; and cut price to attract 
price-conscious buyers. By spending money on product improvement, promotion, and distri-
bution, the firm can capture a dominant position, trading off maximum current profit for high 
market share and the hope of greater profits in the next stage.

Marketing Strategies: Maturity Stage
At some point, the rate of sales growth slows. Most products are in this stage of the life cycle, 
which normally lasts longer than the preceding ones. Three ways to change the course for a 
brand in the maturity stage are market, product, and marketing program modifications. A firm 
might try to expand the market by increasing the number of users (converting nonusers, enter-
ing new segments, or attracting rivals’ customers) and increasing usage rates among users (get-
ting current customers to use the product on more occasions, use more on each occasion, or use 
the product in new ways). The firm can also try to stimulate sales by improving quality, features, 
or style. Finally, it might try to stimulate sales by modifying non-product elements—price, distri-
bution, and communications in particular.

Marketing Strategies: Decline Stage
Sales decline for a number of reasons, including technological advances, shifts in consumer 
tastes, and increased foreign competition. All can lead to overcapacity, increased price cutting, 
and profit erosion. As sales and profits decline, some firms withdraw. Those remaining may 
reduce the number of products they offer, exiting smaller segments and weaker trade channels, 
cutting marketing budgets, and reducing prices further. Unless strong reasons for retention exist, 
carrying a weak product is often very costly.

A company in an unattractive industry that possesses competitive strength should consider 
shrinking selectively. A strong competitor in an attractive industry should consider strengthen-
ing its investment. Companies that successfully restage or rejuvenate a mature product often 
do so by adding value to it. Two other options are harvesting and divesting. Harvesting calls for 
gradually reducing a product or business’s costs while trying to maintain sales. When a company 
decides to divest a product with strong distribution and residual goodwill, it can probably sell 
it to another firm. If the company can’t find any buyers, it must decide whether to liquidate the 
brand quickly or slowly.

Critique of the Product Life-Cycle Concept
Table 9.4 summarizes the characteristics, marketing objectives, and marketing strategies in each 
stage in the product life cycle. The PLC concept helps marketers interpret product and market 
dynamics, conduct planning and control, and do forecasting. However, critics say that life-cycle 
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patterns are too variable to be generalized and that marketers can seldom tell what stage their 
product is in. A product that appears mature may actually be at a plateau prior to another up-
surge. Critics also say that the PLC pattern is the self-fulfilling result of marketing strategies 
and that skillful marketing can in fact lead to continued growth.35 Firms also need to visualize a 
market’s evolutionary path as it is affected by new needs, competitors, technology, channels, and 
other developments and change product and brand positioning to keep pace.36

Executive Summary
A product is anything that can be offered to a market to satisfy a want or need. The marketer needs 
to think through the five levels of the product: the core benefit, the basic product, the expected 
product, the augmented product, and the potential product. Marketers classify products on the 
basis of durability, tangibility, and use (consumer or industrial). Products may be differentiated by 
form, features, performance quality, conformance quality, durability, reliability, repairability, style, 
customization, and design. Service differentiators include ordering ease, delivery, installation, cus-
tomer training, customer consulting, and maintenance and repair.

Table 9.4 Summary of Product Life-Cycle Characteristics, Objectives, and Strategies

Introduction Growth Maturity Decline

Characteristics

Sales Low sales Rapidly rising sales Peak sales Declining sales

Costs High cost per customer Average cost per customer Low cost per customer Low cost per customer

Profits Negative Rising profits High profits Declining profits

Customers Innovators Early adopters Middle majority Laggards

Competitors Few Growing number Stable number beginning 
to decline

Declining number

Marketing Objectives

Create product awareness 
and trial

Maximize market share Maximize profit while 
 defending market share

Reduce expenditure and milk 
the brand

Strategies

Product Offer a basic product Offer product extensions,  
service, warranty

Diversify brands and items Phase out weak products

Price Charge cost-plus Price to penetrate market Price to match or best 
competitors’

Cut price

Distribution Build selective distribution Build intensive distribution Build more intensive 
distribution

Go selective: phase out 
 unprofitable outlets

Communications Build product awareness and 
trial among early adopters and 
dealers

Build awareness and interest 
in the mass market

Stress brand differences 
and benefits and encourage 
brand switching

Reduce to minimal level needed 
to retain hard-core loyals

Sources: Chester R. Wasson, Dynamic Competitive Strategy and Product Life Cycles (Austin, TX: Austin Press, 1978); John A. Weber, “Planning Corporate Growth with 
Inverted Product Life Cycles,” Long Range Planning (October 1976), pp. 12–29; Peter Doyle, “The Realities of the Product Life Cycle,” Quarterly Review of Marketing 
(Summer 1976).
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A product mix can be classified according to width, length, depth, and consistency, four 
dimensions for developing the marketing strategy and deciding which product lines to grow, 
maintain, harvest, and divest. Physical products must be packaged and labeled, may have 
well-designed packages, and may come with warranties and guarantees. The new-product de-
velopment process consists of: idea generation, screening, concept development and testing, 
marketing strategy development, business analysis, product development, market testing, and 
commercialization. The adoption process—by which customers learn about new products, try 
them, and adopt or reject them—is influenced by multiple factors. Each product life-cycle stage 
(introduction, growth, maturity, and decline) calls for different marketing strategies.
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In this chapter, we will address the following questions:

 1. How can services be defined and classified, and how do they differ from goods? 
(Page 184)

 2. What are the new services realities? (Page 186)

 3. How can companies manage service quality and achieve excellence in services 
marketing? (Page 190)

 4. How can goods marketers improve customer-support services? (Page 193)

Analyzing and  
Marketing  Services

Marketing Management at Emirates Airline
Dubai-based Emirates began in 1985 with two passenger jets and a commitment to quality service. 
Today, the award-winning airline flies 45 million people yearly to 83 countries. Emirates has earned 
a reputation for distinctive, personalized service, thanks to the luxurious VIP lounges, the special fea-
tures of its jets, and the attentive, multi-lingual service provided by its employees. The airline’s A380 
wide-body jets have a private suite for each first-class passenger, with seating that converts into a fully 
flat bed. Emirates installed two first-class shower spas, despite knowing that it would have to carry five 
fewer passengers per flight to accommodate the 1,100 pounds of water needed for 20-minute showers. 
High-tech touches include an in-flight entertainment system with 2,000 channels of programming in 
35 languages and, soon, free WiFi on all flights. Whether its passengers are flying first class, business 
class, or economy class, Emirates delivers first-class service for a comfortable and enjoyable journey.1

As companies find it harder to differentiate their physical products, they turn to service dif-
ferentiation, whether that means on-time delivery, better and faster response to inquiries, 

or quicker resolution of complaints. Because it is critical to understand the special nature of 

Chapter 10
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services and what that means to marketers, in this chapter we analyze services and how to mar-
ket them most effectively.

The Nature of Services
The government sector, with its courts, hospitals, military services, police and fire departments, 
postal service, regulatory agencies, and schools, is in the service business. The private nonprofit 
sector—museums, charities, churches, colleges, and hospitals—is in the service business. A good 
part of the business sector, with its airlines, banks, hotels, insurance companies, law firms, medical 
practices, and real estate firms, is in the service business. Many workers in the manufacturing sec-
tor, such as accountants and legal staff, are really service providers, making up a “service factory” 
providing services to the “goods factory.” And those in the retail sector, such as cashiers, salespeople, 
and customer service representatives, are also providing a service.

A service is any act or performance one party can offer to another that is essentially intangible 
and does not result in the ownership of anything. Its production may or may not be tied to a physi-
cal product. Increasingly, manufacturers, distributors, and retailers are providing value-added ser-
vices, or simply excellent customer service, to differentiate themselves. Many pure service firms are 
now using the Internet to reach customers; some operate purely online.

Categories of Service Mix
The service component can be a minor or a major part of the total offering. We distinguish five 
categories of offerings:

 1. A pure tangible good such as soap, toothpaste, or salt with no accompanying services.
 2. A tangible good with accompanying services, like a car, computer, or cell phone, with a warranty 

or customer service contract. Typically, the more technologically advanced the product, the 
greater the need for high-quality supporting services.

 3. A hybrid offering, like a restaurant meal, of equal parts goods and services.
 4. A major service with accompanying minor goods and services, like air travel with supporting 

goods such as snacks and drinks.
 5. A pure service, primarily an intangible service, such as babysitting, psychotherapy, or massage.

Customers typically cannot judge the technical quality of some services even after they have 
received them, as shown in Figure 10.1.2 At the left are goods high in search qualities—that is, 
characteristics the buyer can evaluate before purchase. In the middle are goods and services high 
in experience qualities—characteristics the buyer can evaluate after purchase. At the right are 
goods and services high in credence qualities—characteristics the buyer normally finds hard to 
evaluate even after consumption.3

Because services are generally high in experience and credence qualities, there is more risk 
in their purchase, with several consequences. First, service consumers generally rely on word of 
mouth rather than advertising. Second, they rely heavily on price, provider, and physical cues to 
judge quality. Third, they are highly loyal to service providers who satisfy them. Fourth, because 
switching costs are high, consumer inertia can make it challenging to entice business away from 
a competitor.

Distinctive Characteristics of Services
Four distinctive service characteristics greatly affect the design of marketing programs: intangi-
bility, inseparability, variability, and perishability.
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Intangibility  Unlike physical products, services cannot be seen, tasted, felt, heard, or smelled 
before they are bought. A person getting cosmetic surgery cannot see the results before the 
purchase, for instance. To reduce uncertainty, buyers will look for evidence of quality by draw-
ing inferences from the place, people, equipment, communication material, symbols, and price. 
Therefore, the service provider’s task is to “manage the evidence,” to “tangibilize the intangible.”4 
Service companies can try to demonstrate their service quality through physical evidence and pre-
sentation.5 Table 10.1 measures brand experiences in general along sensory, affective, behavioral, 
and intellectual dimensions; applications to services are clear.

Inseparability  Whereas physical goods are manufactured, then inventoried, then distributed, 
and later consumed, services are typically produced and consumed simultaneously. Because the 
client is also often present, provider–client interaction is a special feature of services marketing. 
Several strategies exist for getting around the limitations of inseparability. When clients have 
strong provider preferences, the provider can raise its price to ration its limited time. The service 
provider can also work with larger groups, work faster, or train more providers and build up cli-
ent confidence.

Variability  Because the quality of services depends on who provides them, when and where, 
and to whom, services are highly variable. Service buyers are aware of potential variability and 
often talk to others or go online to collect information before selecting a specific service provider. 
To reassure customers, some firms offer service guarantees that may reduce consumer percep-
tions of risk.6 Three steps to increase quality control of services are to (1) invest in good hiring 
and training procedures, (2) standardize the service-performance process, and (3) monitor 

Figure 10.1 Continuum of Evaluation for Different Types of Products
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customer satisfaction. Service firms can also design marketing communication and information 
programs so consumers learn more about the brand than what their subjective experience alone 
tells them.

Perishability  Services cannot be stored, so their perishability can be a problem when demand 
fluctuates. To accommodate rush-hour demand, public transportation companies must own 
more equipment than if demand was even throughout the day. Demand or yield management is 
critical—the right services must be available to the right customers at the right places at the right 
times and right prices to maximize profitability.

Several strategies can produce a better match between service demand and supply.7 On the 
demand (customer) side, these include differential pricing to shift some demand to off-peak pe-
riods (such as pricing matinee movies lower), cultivating nonpeak demand (the way McDonald’s 
promotes breakfast), offering complementary services as alternatives (the way banks offer 
ATMs), and using reservation systems to manage demand (airlines do this). On the supply side, 
strategies include adding part-time employees to serve peak demand, having employees perform 
only essential tasks during peak periods, increasing consumer participation (shoppers bag their 
own groceries), sharing services (hospitals can share medical-equipment purchases), and having 
facilities for future expansion.

The New Services Realities
Although service firms once lagged behind manufacturers in their use of marketing, service firms 
are now some of the most skilled marketers. However, because U.S. consumers generally have 
high expectations about service delivery, they often feel their needs are not being adequately met. 
A 2013 Forrester study asked consumers to rate 154 companies on how well they met their needs 
and how easy and enjoyable they were to do business with. Almost two-thirds of the companies 

Table 10.1 Dimensions of Brand Experience

Sensory

• This brand makes a strong impression on my visual sense or other senses.
• I find this brand interesting in a sensory way.
• This brand does not appeal to my senses.

affective

• This brand induces feelings and sentiments.
• I do not have strong emotions for this brand.
• This brand is an emotional brand.

behavioral

• I engage in physical actions and behaviors when I use this brand.
• This brand results in bodily experiences.
• This brand is not action-oriented.

intellectual

• I engage in a lot of thinking when I encounter this brand.
• This brand does not make me think.
• This brand stimulates my curiosity and problem solving.

Source: Joško Brakus, Bernd H. Schmitt, and Lia Zarantonello, “Brand Experience: What Is It? How Is It Measured? Does It Affect Loyalty?,” Journal of 
Marketing 73 (May 2009), pp. 52–68. Reprinted with permission from the Journal of Marketing, published by the American Marketing Association.
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were rated only “OK,” “poor,” or “very poor.” Retail and hotel companies were rated the highest on 
average, and Internet, health service, and television service providers were rated the worst.8 This is 
just one indicator of the shifting relationship between customers and service providers.

A Shifting Customer Relationship
Savvy services marketers are recognizing the new services realities, such as the importance of the 
newly empowered customer, customer coproduction, and the need to engage employees as well 
as customers.

Customer Empowerment  Customers are becoming more sophisticated about buying 
 product-support services and are pressing for “unbundled services” so they can select the ele-
ments they want. They increasingly dislike having to deal with a multitude of service providers 
handling different types of products or equipment. Most importantly, the Internet has empow-
ered customers by letting them send their comments around the world with a mouse click. A 
person who has a good customer experience is more likely to talk about it, but someone who has 
a bad experience will talk to more people.9 When a customer complains, most companies are 
responsive because solving a customer’s problem quickly and easily goes a long way toward win-
ning long-term loyal customers.10

Customer Coproduction  The reality is that customers do not merely purchase and use a 
service; they play an active role in its delivery. Their words and actions affect the quality of their 
service experiences and those of others as well as the productivity of frontline employees.11 This 
coproduction can put stress on employees, however, and reduce their satisfaction, especially if 
they differ from customers culturally or in other ways.12 Moreover, one study estimated that one-
third of all service problems are caused by the customer.13

Preventing service failures is crucial because recovery is always challenging. One of the big-
gest problems is attribution—customers often feel the firm is at fault or, even if not, that it is still 
responsible for righting any wrongs. Unfortunately, although many firms have well-designed and 
executed procedures to deal with their own failures, they find managing customer failures—when 
a service problem arises from a customer’s mistake or lack of understanding—much more diffi-
cult. Solutions include: redesigning processes and customer roles to simplify service encounters; 
using technology to aid customers and employees; enhancing customer role clarity, motivation, 
and ability; and encouraging customers to help each other.14

Satisfying Employees as Well as Customers  Excellent service companies know that 
positive employee attitudes will strengthen customer loyalty.15 Instilling a strong customer 
orientation in employees can also increase their job satisfaction and commitment, especially if 
they have high customer contact. Employees thrive in customer-contact positions when they 
have an internal drive to (1) pamper customers, (2) accurately read their needs, (3) develop a 
personal relationship with them, and (4) deliver high-quality service to solve customers’ prob-
lems.16 Given the importance of positive employee attitudes to customer satisfaction, service 
companies must attract the best employees they can find, marketing a career rather than just 
a job. They must design a sound training program, provide support and rewards for good per-
formance, and reinforce customer-centered attitudes. Finally, they must audit employee job 
satisfaction regularly.

Achieving Excellence in Services Marketing
The increased importance of the service industry and the new realities have sharpened the 
focus on what it takes to excel in the marketing of services.17 In the service sector, excellence 
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must cover broad areas of marketing: external, internal, and interactive (see Figure 10.2).18 
External marketing describes the normal work of preparing, pricing, distributing, and promot-
ing the service to customers. Internal marketing describes training and motivating employees 
to serve customers well. The most important contribution the marketing department can 
make is to be “exceptionally clever in getting everyone else in the organization to practice 
marketing.”19

Interactive marketing describes the employees’ skill in serving the client. Clients judge 
service not only by its technical quality (Was the surgery successful?), but also by its functional 
quality (Did the surgeon show concern and inspire confidence?).20 In interactive marketing, 
teamwork is often key. Delegating authority to frontline employees can allow for greater service 
flexibility and adaptability because it promotes better problem solving, closer employee coopera-
tion, and more efficient knowledge transfer.21

Companies must avoid pushing technological efficiency so hard, however, that they reduce 
perceived quality.22 Some methods lead to too much standardization, but service providers must 
deliver “high touch” as well as “high tech.”23 Amazon has some of the most innovative technol-
ogy in online retailing, but it also keeps customers extremely satisfied when a problem arises 
even if they don’t actually talk to an Amazon employee.24

Well-managed service companies that achieve marketing excellence have in common a stra-
tegic concept, a history of top-management commitment to quality, high standards, profit tiers, 
and systems for monitoring service performance and resolving customer complaints.

Strategic Concept  Top service companies are “customer obsessed.” They have a clear 
sense of their target customers and their needs and have developed a distinctive strategy for 
satisfying them.

Figure 10.2 Three Types of Marketing in Service Industries
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Top-Management Commitment  Companies such as USAA and Marriott have a thorough 
commitment to service quality. Their managers look monthly not only at financial performance 
but also at service performance. USAA, Allstate, Dunkin’ Brands, and Oracle have high-level 
senior executives with titles such as Chief Customer Officer, Chief Client Officer, or Chief 
Experience Officer, giving these executives the power to improve customer service across every 
customer interaction.25

High Standards  The best service providers set high quality standards. Standards must be 
set appropriately high. A 98 percent accuracy standard may sound good, but it would result in 
400,000 incorrectly filled prescriptions daily, 3 million lost pieces of mail each day, and no phone, 
Internet, or electricity for eight days per year.

Profit Tiers  Firms have decided to coddle big spenders to retain their patronage as long 
as possible. Customers in high-profit tiers get special discounts, promotional offers, and lots 
of special service; those in lower-profit tiers who barely pay their way may get more fees, 
stripped-down service, and voice messages to process their inquiries. Companies that provide 
differentiated levels of service must be careful about claiming superior service, however—
customers who receive lesser treatment will bad-mouth the company and injure its reputa-
tion. Delivering services that maximize both customer satisfaction and company profitability 
can be challenging.

Monitoring Systems  Top firms audit service performance, both their own and competitors’, 
on a regular basis. They collect voice of the customer (VOC) measurements to probe customer 
satisfiers and dissatisfiers and use comparison shopping, mystery or ghost shopping, customer 
surveys, suggestion and complaint forms, service-audit teams, and customers’ letters.

Satisfying Customer Complaints  On average, 40 percent of customers who suffer through 
a bad service experience stop doing business with the company.26 Companies that encourage dis-
appointed customers to complain—and also empower employees to remedy the situation on the 
spot—have been shown to achieve higher revenues and greater profits than companies without 
a systematic approach for addressing service failures.27 Customers evaluate complaint incidents 
in terms of the outcomes they receive, the procedures used to arrive at those outcomes, and 
the nature of interpersonal treatment during the process.28 Companies also are increasing the 
quality of their call centers and their customer service representatives (see “Marketing Insight: 
Improving Company Call Centers”).

Differentiating Services
Marketing excellence requires service marketers to continually differentiate their brands so they 
are not seen as a commodity. What the customer expects is called the primary service package. 
The provider can also add secondary service features to the package. In the hotel industry, various 
chains have introduced such secondary service features as merchandise for sale, free breakfast 
buffets, and loyalty programs.

Innovation is as vital in services as in any industry.29 And it can have big payoffs. When 
Ticketmaster introduced interactive seat maps that allowed customers to pick their own seats 
instead of being given one by a “best seat available” function, the conversion rate from potential 
to actual buyers increased by 25 percent to 30 percent. Persuading a ticket buyer to add an “I’m 
going …” message to Facebook adds an extra $5 in ticket sales on average; adding reviews of a 
show on the site doubles the conversion rate.30
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Managing Service Quality
The service quality of a firm is tested at each service encounter. One study identified more than 
800 critical behaviors that cause customers to switch services; see the eight categories of those 
behaviors in Table 10.2.31 A more recent study honed in on the service dimensions custom-
ers would most like companies to measure. Knowledgeable frontline workers and the ability to 
achieve one-call-and-done rose to the top.32 Two important considerations in service quality are 
managing customer expectations and incorporating self-service technologies.

Managing Customer Expectations
Customers form service expectations from many sources, such as past experiences, word of 
mouth, and advertising. In general, they compare perceived service and expected service. If the 
perceived service falls below the expected service, customers are disappointed. Successful com-
panies add benefits to their offering that not only satisfy customers but surprise and delight them 
by exceeding expectations.33 The service-quality model in Figure 10.3 on page 192 highlights five 
gaps that can prevent successful service delivery:34

 1. Gap between consumer expectation and management perception—Management does not al-
ways correctly perceive what customers want. Hospital administrators may think patients want 
better food, but patients may be more concerned with nurse responsiveness.

Improving Company Call Centers

M any firms have learned the hard way that 
empowered customers will not put up with 

poor service. After Sprint and Nextel merged, they 
ran their call centers as cost centers rather than as 
a means to enhance customer loyalty. Employee 
rewards were for keeping customer calls short, and 
when management started to monitor even bath-
room trips, morale sank. With customer churn 
spinning out of control, Sprint Nextel appointed 
its first chief service officer and started rewarding 
operators for solving problems on a customer’s 
first call.

Some firms, such as AT&T, JPMorgan Chase, 
and Expedia, have call centers in the Philippines 
rather than India because Filipinos speak lightly 
accented English and are more steeped in U.S. 
culture. Others are getting smarter about the calls 
they send to off-shore call centers, homeshoring 
by directing complex calls to highly trained do-
mestic service reps. Some firms are using Big 
Data to match individual customers with the 

call center agent best suited to meet their needs. 
Using something like the methods of online dating 
sites, advanced analytics technology mines cus-
tomer transaction and demographic information 
and examines call center agents’ average call han-
dling time and sales efficiency to identify optimal 
matches in real time.

Sources: Claudia Jasmand, Vera Blazevic, and Ko de Ruyter, 
“Generating Sales while Providing Service: A Study of Customer 
Service Representatives’ Ambidextrous Behavior,” Journal of Marketing 
76 (January 2012), pp. 20–37; Kimmy Wa Chan and Echo Wen Wan, 
“How Can Stressed Employees Deliver Better Customer Service?,” 
Journal of Marketing 76 (January 2012), pp. 119–37; Joseph Walker, 
“Meet the New Boss: Big Data,” Wall Street Journal, September 20, 
2012; Vikas Bajaj, “A New Capital of Call Centers,” New York Times, 
November 25, 2011; Michael Shroeck, “Why the Customer Call Center 
Isn’t Dead,” Forbes, March 15, 2011; Michael Sanserino and Cari 
Tuna, “Companies Strive Harder to Please Customers,” Wall Street 
Journal, July 27, 2009, p. B4; Spencer E. Ante, “Sprint’s Wake-Up 
Call,” BusinessWeek, March 3, 2008, pp. 54–57; Jena McGregor, 
“Customer Service Champs,” BusinessWeek, March 5, 2007.
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 2. Gap between management perception and service-quality specification—Management might 
correctly perceive customers’ wants but not set a performance standard. Hospital administrators 
may tell the nurses to give “fast” service without specifying speed in minutes.

 3. Gap between service-quality specifications and service delivery—Employees might be poorly 
trained or incapable of or unwilling to meet the standard; they may be held to conflicting stan-
dards, such as taking time to listen to customers and serving them fast.

 4. Gap between service delivery and external communications—Consumer expectations are af-
fected by statements made by company representatives and ads. If a hospital brochure shows a 
beautiful room but the patient finds it cheap and tacky-looking, external communications have 
distorted the customer’s expectations.

 5. Gap between perceived service and expected service—The consumer may misperceive the 
service quality. The physician may keep visiting the patient to show care, but the patient may 
interpret this as an indication that something is really wrong.

Based on this service-quality model, researchers identified five determinants of service 
quality. In descending order of importance, they are reliability, responsiveness, assurance, em-
pathy, and tangibles.35 The researchers also note there is a zone of tolerance, or a range in which 
a service dimension would be deemed satisfactory, anchored by the minimum level consumers 
are willing to accept and the level they believe can and should be delivered.

Much work has validated the role of expectations in consumers’ interpretations and 
evaluations of the service encounter and in the relationship they adopt with a firm over 
time.36 Consumers are often forward-looking with respect to their decision to keep or drop 
a service relationship in terms of their likely behavior and interactions with a firm. Any 
marketing  activity that affects current or expected future usage can help to solidify a service 
relationship.

Table 10.2 Factors Leading to Customer Switching Behavior

Pricing

• High price
• Price increases
• Unfair pricing
• Deceptive pricing

inconvenience

• Location/hours
• Wait for appointment
• Wait for service

Core Service Failure

• Service mistakes
• Billing errors
• Service catastrophe

Service encounter Failures

• Uncaring
• Impolite
• Unresponsive
• Unknowledgeable

response to Service Failure

• Negative response
• No response
• Reluctant response

Competition

• Found better service

ethical Problems

• Cheat
• Hard sell
• Unsafe
• Conflict of interest

involuntary Switching

• Customer moved
• Provider closed

Source: Susan M. Keaveney, “Customer Switching Behavior in Service Industries: An Exploratory Study,” Journal of Marketing (April 1995): 71–82. 
Reprinted with permission from the Journal of Marketing, published by the American Marketing Association.
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Incorporating Self-Service Technologies
Consumers value convenience in services,37 and many person-to-person service interactions 
are being replaced by self-service technologies (SSTs) intended to provide that convenience. 
To traditional vending machines we can add automated teller machines (ATMs), self-pumping 
at gas stations, self-checkout at hotels, and a variety of activities on the Internet, such as ticket 
purchasing. Not all SSTs improve service quality, but they can make service transactions more 
accurate, convenient, and faster. Obviously, they can also reduce costs. One technology firm, 
Comverse, estimates the cost to answer a query through a call center at $7, but online at only 
10 cents.38

Successfully integrating technology into the workforce thus requires a comprehensive reengi-
neering of the front office to identify what people do best, what machines do best, and how to de-
ploy them separately and together.39 Customers must have a clear sense of their roles in the process.

Figure 10.3 Service-Quality Model

Sources: A. Parasuraman, Valarie A. Zeithaml, and Leonard L. Berry, “A Conceptual Model of Service Quality and Its Implications for Future Research,” 
Journal of Marketing (Fall 1985), p. 44. The model is more fully discussed or elaborated in Valarie Zeithaml, Mary Jo Bitner, and Dwayne D. Gremler, 
Services Marketing: Integrating Customer Focus across the Firm, 6th ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill/Irwin, 2013).
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Managing Product-Support Services
Manufacturers of equipment—small appliances, office machines, tractors, mainframes, air-
planes—all must provide product-support services, now a battleground for competitive advantage. 
Some equipment companies, such as Caterpillar Tractor and John Deere, make a significant per-
centage of their profits from these services.40 In the global marketplace, companies that make a 
good product but provide poor local service support are seriously disadvantaged.

Identifying and Satisfying Customer Needs
Traditionally, customers have had three specific worries about product service.41 First, they 
worry about reliability and failure frequency. A farmer may tolerate a combine that will break 
down once a year, but not one that goes down two or three times a year. Second, they worry 
about downtime. The longer the downtime, the higher the cost, which is why the customer 
counts on the seller’s service dependability—the ability to fix the machine quickly or at least pro-
vide a loaner. The third issue is out-of-pocket costs. How much does the customer have to spend 
on regular maintenance and repair costs?

A buyer takes all these factors into consideration and tries to estimate the life-cycle cost, 
which is the product’s purchase cost plus the discounted cost of maintenance and repair less the 
discounted salvage value. To provide the best support, a manufacturer must identify the services 
customers value most and their relative importance. For expensive equipment, manufacturers 
offer facilitating services such as installation, staff training, maintenance and repair services, and 
financing. They may also add value-augmenting services that extend beyond the product’s func-
tioning and performance.

A manufacturer can offer, and charge for, product-support services in different ways. One 
chemical company provides a standard offering plus a basic level of services. If the business cus-
tomer wants additional services, it can pay extra or increase its annual purchases to a higher level. 
Many companies offer service contracts (also called extended warranties), agreeing to provide 
maintenance and repair services for a specified period at a specified contract price.

Product companies must understand their strategic intent and competitive advantage in de-
veloping services. Are service units supposed to support and protect existing product businesses or 
grow as an independent platform? Are the sources of competitive advantage based on economies of 
scale (size) or economies of skill (smarts)?42

Postsale Service Strategy
The quality of customer service departments varies greatly. At one extreme are those that simply 
transfer customer calls to the appropriate person for action with little follow-up. At the other ex-
treme are departments eager to receive customer requests, suggestions, and even complaints and 
handle them expeditiously. Some firms even proactively contact customers to provide service 
after the sale is complete.43

Manufacturers usually start by running their own parts-and-service departments. They 
want to stay close to the equipment and know its problems. They also find it expensive and time 
consuming to train others and discover they can make good money from parts and service if 
they are the only supplier and can charge a premium price. In fact, many equipment manufactur-
ers price their equipment low and compensate by charging high prices for parts and service.

Over time, manufacturers switch more maintenance and repair service to authorized dis-
tributors and dealers. These intermediaries are closer to customers, operate in more locations, 
and can offer quicker service. Still later, independent service firms emerge and offer a lower price 
or faster service. A significant percentage of auto-service work is now done outside franchised 
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automobile dealerships by independent garages and chains such as Midas Muffler and Sears. 
Independent service organizations handle mainframes, telecommunications equipment, and a 
variety of other equipment lines.

Customer-service choices are increasing rapidly, however, and equipment manufacturers 
increasingly must figure out how to make money on their equipment, independent of service 
contracts. Some new-car warranties now cover 100,000 miles before customers have to pay for 
servicing. The increase in disposable or never-fail equipment makes customers less inclined to 
pay 2 percent to 10 percent of the purchase price every year for service. Some business customers 
may find it cheaper to have their own service people on-site.

Executive Summary
A service is any act or performance that one party can offer to another that is essentially intangible 
and does not result in the ownership of anything. It may or may not be tied to a physical product. 
Five categories of offerings are: (1) pure tangible good, (2) tangible good with accompanying ser-
vices, (3) hybrid offering of equal parts goods and services, (4) major service with accompanying 
minor goods and services, and (5) pure service. Services are intangible, inseparable, variable, and 
perishable. Marketers must find ways to give tangibility to intangibles, to increase service provid-
ers’ productivity, to increase and standardize the service quality, and to match the supply of ser-
vices with market demand.

Marketing of services faces new realities due to customer empowerment, customer copro-
duction, and the need to satisfy employees as well as customers. Achieving excellence in service 
marketing calls for external marketing, internal marketing, and interactive marketing. Top service 
companies adopt a strategic concept, have top-management commitment to quality, commit to 
high standards, establish profit tiers, and monitor service performance and customer complaints. 
They also differentiate their brands through primary and secondary service features and continual 
innovation. Superior service delivery requires managing customer expectations and incorporating 
self-service technologies. Manufacturers of tangible products should identify and satisfy customer 
needs for service and provide postpurchase service.
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In this chapter, we will address the following questions:

 1. How do consumers process and evaluate prices? (Page 198)

 2. How should a company set prices initially? (Page 200)

 3. How should a company adapt prices to meet varying circumstances and opportunities? 
(Page 208)

 4. When and how should a company initiate a price change and respond to a competitor’s 
price changes? (Page 211)

Concepts and Tools for 
Strategic Pricing

Marketing Management at Ryanair
Profits for discount European air carrier Ryanair have been sky-high thanks to its revolutionary 
business model. Founder Michael O’Leary thinks like a retailer, charging passengers for almost 
 everything—except their seat. A quarter of Ryanair’s seats are free, and O’Leary wants to double 
that within five years, with the ultimate goal of making all seats free. Passengers currently pay only 
taxes and fees of about $10 to $24, with an average one-way fare of roughly $52. Everything else 
is extra: checked luggage ($9.50 per bag) and snacks ($5.50 for a hot dog, $3.50 for water). Other 
strategies cut costs or generate outside revenue. More than 99 percent of tickets are sold online, and 
its Web site offers travel insurance, hotels, ski packages, and car rentals. This formula works for 
Ryanair: The airline flies 58 million people to more than 150 airports each year. Ryanair enjoys net 
margins of 25 percent, more than three times Southwest’s 7 percent. Some industry pundits even 
refer to Ryanair as “Walmart with wings”!1

Price is the one element of the marketing mix that produces revenue; the other elements pro-
duce costs. Price also communicates the company’s intended value positioning of its product 

or brand. But new economic realities have caused many consumers to reevaluate what they are 
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willing to pay, and companies have had to carefully review their pricing strategies as a result. 
Pricing decisions must take into account many factors—the company, the customers, the compe-
tition, and the marketing environment. In this chapter, we discuss concepts and tools to facilitate 
the setting of initial prices and adjusting prices over time and markets.

Understanding Pricing
Price is not just a number on a tag. It comes in many forms and performs many functions, 
whether it’s called rent, tuition, fares, fees, rates, tolls, or commissions. Price also has many 
components. Throughout most of history, prices were set by negotiation between buyers and 
sellers. Setting one price for all buyers is a relatively modern idea that arose with the develop-
ment of large-scale retailing at the end of the nineteenth century. Tiffany & Co. and others 
advertised a “strictly one-price policy” because they carried so many items and supervised so 
many employees.

Pricing in a Digital World
Traditionally, price has operated as a major determinant of buyer choice. Consumers and pur-
chasing agents who have access to price information and price discounters put pressure on 
retailers to lower their prices. Retailers in turn put pressure on manufacturers to lower their 
prices. The result can be a marketplace characterized by heavy discounting and sales promotion.

Downward price pressure from a changing economic environment coincided with some 
longer-term trends in the technological environment. For some years now, the Internet has 
been changing the way buyers and sellers interact. Buyers can instantly compare prices from 
thousands of vendors, check prices at the point of purchase, name their own price, and even get 
products free. Sellers can monitor customer behavior, tailor offers to individual buyers, and give 
certain customers access to special prices. Both buyers and sellers can negotiate prices in online 
auctions and exchanges or in person.

A Changing Pricing Environment
Pricing practices have changed significantly, thanks in part to a severe recession in 2008–2009, a 
slow recovery, and rapid technological advances. But the new millennial generation also brings 
new attitudes and values to consumption. Often burdened by student loans and other financial 
demands, members of this group (born between about 1977 and 1994) are reconsidering just 
what they really need to own and often choosing to rent, borrow, and share.

Some say these new behaviors are creating a sharing economy in which consumers share 
bikes, cars, clothes, couches, apartments, tools, and skills and extracting more value from what 
they already own. As one sharing-related entrepreneur noted, “We’re moving from a world where 
we’re organized around ownership to one organized around access to assets.” In a sharing econ-
omy, someone can be both a consumer and a producer, reaping the benefits of both roles.2 Trust 
and a good reputation are crucial in any exchange but imperative in a sharing economy. Most 
platforms that are part of a sharing-related business have some form of self-policing mechanism 
such as public profiles and community rating systems, sometimes linked with Facebook.

How Companies Price
In small companies, the boss often sets prices. In large companies, division and product line 
managers do. Even here, top management sets general pricing objectives and policies and often 
approves lower management’s proposals.
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Where pricing is a key competitive factor (railroads, oil companies), companies often 
establish a pricing department to set or assist others in setting appropriate prices. This depart-
ment reports to the marketing department, finance department, or top management. In B-to-B 
settings, research suggests that pricing performance improves when pricing authority is spread 
horizontally across the sales, marketing, and finance units and when there is a balance in cen-
tralizing and delegating that authority between individual salespeople and teams and central 
management.3

Common pricing mistakes include not revising price often enough to capitalize on market 
changes; setting price independently of the rest of the marketing program rather than as an 
intrinsic element of market-positioning strategy; and not varying price enough for different 
product items, market segments, distribution channels, and purchase occasions. For any orga-
nization, effectively designing and implementing pricing strategies requires a thorough under-
standing of consumer pricing psychology and a systematic approach to setting, adapting, and 
changing prices.

Consumer Psychology and Pricing
Marketers recognize that consumers often actively process price information, interpreting it 
from the context of prior purchasing experience, formal communications (advertising, sales 
calls, and brochures), informal communications (friends, colleagues, or family members), 
point-of-purchase or online resources, and other factors.4 Purchase decisions are based on how 
consumers perceive prices and what they consider the current actual price to be—not on the 
marketer’s stated price. Customers may have a lower price threshold, below which prices signal 
inferior or unacceptable quality, and an upper price threshold, above which prices are prohibitive 
and the product appears not worth the money.

Three key topics for understanding how consumers arrive at their perceptions of prices are 
reference prices, price–quality inferences, and price endings.

•	 Reference prices. Although consumers may have fairly good knowledge of price ranges, 
surprisingly few can accurately recall specific prices.5 When examining products, they 
often employ reference prices, comparing an observed price to an internal reference price 
they remember or an external frame of reference such as a posted “regular retail price.”6 
Marketers encourage this thinking by stating a high manufacturer’s suggested price, indi-
cating that the price was much higher originally, or pointing to a competitor’s high price.7 
Clever marketers try to frame the price to signal the best value possible. For example, a rel-
atively expensive item can look less expensive if the price is broken into smaller units, such 
as a $500 annual membership for “under $50 a month,” even if the totals are the same.8

•	 Price-quality inferences. Many consumers use price as an indicator of quality. Image 
pricing is especially effective with ego-sensitive products such as perfumes, expensive cars, 
and designer clothing. When information about true quality is available, price becomes a 
less significant indicator of quality. For luxury-goods customers who desire uniqueness, 
demand may actually increase price because they then believe fewer other customers can 
afford the product.9

•	 Price endings. Customers perceive an item priced at $299 to be in the $200 range rather 
than the $300 range; they tend to process prices “left to right” rather than by rounding.10 
Price encoding in this fashion is important if there is a mental price break at the higher, 
rounded price. Another explanation for the popularity of “9” endings is that they suggest 
a discount or bargain, so if a company wants a high-price image, it should probably avoid 
the odd-ending tactic.11
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Setting the Price
A firm must set a price for the first time when it develops a new product, when it introduces its 
regular product into a new distribution channel or geographical area, and when it enters bids on 
new contract work. The firm must decide where to position its product on quality and price.

Firms devise their branding strategies to help convey the price-quality tiers of their products 
or services to consumers.12 Having a range of price points allows a firm to cover more of the 
market and to give any one consumer more choices. “Marketing Insight: Trading Up, Down, and 
Over” describes how consumers have been shifting their spending in recent years.

The firm must consider many factors in setting its pricing policy.13 Table 11.1 summarizes 
the six steps in the process.

Step 1: Selecting the Pricing Objective
Five major pricing objectives are: survival, maximum current profit, maximum market share, 
maximum market skimming, and product-quality leadership. Companies pursue survival as 
their major objective if they are plagued with overcapacity, intense competition, or chang-
ing consumer wants. As long as prices cover variable costs and some fixed costs, the com-
pany stays in business. To maximize current profits, a firm estimates the demand and costs 

Trading Up, Down, and Over

Michael Silverstein and Neil Fiske, the authors 
of Trading Up, have observed a number of 

middle-market consumers periodically “trading up” 
to what they call “New Luxury” products and ser-
vices “that possess higher levels of quality, taste, and 
aspiration than other goods in the category but are 
not so expensive as to be out of reach.” Three main 
types of New Luxury products are:

•	 Accessible super-premium products (such as 
Kettle gourmet potato chips), which carry 
a significant price premium but are still 
relatively low-ticket items in affordable 
categories.

•	 Old Luxury brand extensions (such as the 
Mercedes-Benz C-class), which retain their 
cachet while extending historically high-
priced brands down-market.

•	 Masstige goods, such as Kiehl’s skin care prod-
ucts, which are “based on emotions” and are 
priced between average middle-market brands 
and super-premium Old Luxury brands.

To trade up to brands that offer these emo-
tional benefits, consumers often “trade down” by 
shopping at discounters for staple items or goods 
that deliver quality and functionality. The recent 
economic downturn increased the prevalence of 
trading down. As the economy improved and con-
sumers tired of putting off discretionary purchases, 
retail sales picked up. Trading up and down has 
persisted, however, along with “trading over” or 
switching spending from one category to another, 
buying a new home theater system, say, instead of 
a new car.

Sources: Cotten Timberlake, “U.S. 2 Percenters Trade Down with Post-
Recession Angst,” www.bloomberg.com, May 15, 2013; Anna-Louise 
Jackson and Anthony Feld, “Frugality Fatigue Spurs Americans to Trade 
Up,” www.bloomberg.com, April 13, 2012; Walker Smith, “Consumer 
Behavior: From Trading Up to Trading Off,” Branding Strategy Insider, 
January 26, 2012; Bruce Horovitz, “Sale, Sale, Sale: Today Everyone 
Wants a Deal,” USA Today, April 21, 2010, pp. 1A–2A; Michael J. 
Silverstein, Treasure Hunt: Inside the Mind of the New Consumer (New 
York: Portfolio, 2006); Michael J. Silverstein and Neil Fiske, Trading Up: 
The New American Luxury (New York: Portfolio, 2003).

marketing 
insight
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associated with alternative prices and chooses the price that produces maximum current 
profit, cash flow, or rate of return on investment. However, the company may sacrifice long-
run performance by ignoring the effects of other marketing variables, competitors’ reactions, 
and legal restraints on price.

Some companies want to maximize their market share, believing a higher sales volume will 
lead to lower unit costs and higher long-run profit. With market-penetration pricing, firms set 
the lowest price, assuming the market is price sensitive. This strategy is appropriate when (1) the 
market is highly price sensitive and a low price stimulates market growth; (2) production and 
distribution costs fall with accumulated production experience; and (3) a low price discourages 
actual and potential competition.

Companies unveiling a new technology favor setting high prices to maximize market skim-
ming. Market-skimming pricing, in which prices start high and slowly drop over time, makes 
sense when (1) a sufficient number of buyers have a high current demand; (2) the unit costs of 
producing a small volume are not so high that they cancel the advantage of charging what the 
traffic will bear; (3) the high initial price does not attract more competitors to the market; and (4) 
the high price communicates the image of a superior product.

A company might aim to be the product-quality leader in the market.14 Many brands strive 
to be “affordable luxuries”—products or services characterized by high levels of perceived qual-
ity, taste, and status with a price just high enough not to be out of consumers’ reach.

Nonprofit and public organizations may have other pricing objectives. A university aims 
for partial cost recovery, knowing that it must rely on private gifts and public grants to cover its 
remaining costs. A nonprofit hospital may aim for full cost recovery in its pricing. A nonprofit 
theater company may price its productions to fill the maximum number of seats.

Step 2: Determining Demand
Each price will lead to a different level of demand and have a different impact on a company’s 
marketing objectives. The normally inverse relationship between price and demand is captured 
in a demand curve. The higher the price, the lower the demand. For prestige goods, the demand 
curve sometimes slopes upward. Some consumers take the higher price to signify a better prod-
uct. However, if the price is too high, demand may fall.

Price Sensitivity  The demand curve shows the market’s probable purchase quantity at alter-
native prices, summing the reactions of many individuals with different price sensitivities. The 
first step in estimating demand is to understand what affects price sensitivity. Generally speak-
ing, customers are less price sensitive to low-cost items or items they buy infrequently. They are 
also less price sensitive when (1) there are few or no substitutes or competitors; (2) they do not 
readily notice the higher price; (3) they are slow to change their buying habits; (4) they think the 

Table 11.1 Steps in Setting a Pricing Policy

1. Selecting the Pricing Objective

2. Determining Demand

3. Estimating Costs

4. Analyzing Competitors’ Costs, Prices, and Offers

5. Selecting a Pricing Method

6. Selecting the Final Price
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higher prices are justified; and (5) price is only a small part of the total cost of obtaining, operat-
ing, and servicing the product over its lifetime.

A seller can successfully charge a higher price than competitors if it can convince customers 
that it offers the lowest total cost of ownership (TCO). Marketers often treat the service elements 
in a product offering as sales incentives rather than as value-enhancing augmentations for which 
they can charge. In fact, pricing expert Tom Nagle believes the most common mistake manufac-
turers make is to offer services to differentiate their products without charging for them.15

Estimating Demand Curves  Most companies attempt to measure their demand curves 
using several different methods. They may use surveys to explore how many units consumers 
would buy at different proposed prices. Although consumers might understate their purchase 
intentions at higher prices to discourage the company from pricing high, they also tend to exag-
gerate their willingness to pay for new products or services.16 Price experiments can vary the 
prices of different products in a store or of the same product in similar territories to see how the 
change affects sales. Also, statistical analyses of past prices, quantities sold, and other factors can 
reveal their relationships.

In measuring the price-demand relationship, the market researcher must control for vari-
ous factors that will influence demand.17 The competitor’s response will make a difference. Also, 
if the company changes other aspects of the marketing program besides price, the effect of the 
price change itself will be hard to isolate.

Price Elasticity of Demand  Marketers need to know how responsive, or elastic, demand is 
to a change in price. If demand hardly changes with a small change in price, we say it is inelastic. 
If demand changes considerably, it is elastic. The higher the elasticity, the greater the volume 
growth resulting from a 1 percent price reduction. If demand is elastic, sellers will consider low-
ering the price to produce more total revenue. This makes sense as long as the costs of producing 
and selling more units do not increase disproportionately.

Price elasticity depends on the magnitude and direction of the contemplated price change. 
It may be negligible with a small price change and substantial with a large price change. It may 
differ for a price cut versus a price increase, and there may be a band within which price changes 
have little or no effect. Long-run price elasticity may differ from short-run elasticity. Buyers may 
continue to buy from a current supplier after a price increase but eventually switch suppliers. The 
distinction between short-run and long-run elasticity means that sellers will not know the total 
effect of a price change until time passes.

Consumers tend to be more sensitive to prices during tough economic times, but that is not 
true across all categories.18 One comprehensive review of a 40-year period of academic research 
on price elasticity yielded interesting findings.19 Price elasticity magnitudes were higher for du-
rable goods than for other goods and higher for products in the introduction/growth stages of 
the product life cycle than in the mature/decline stages. Also, promotional price elasticities were 
higher than actual price elasticities in the short run (though the reverse was true in the long run).

Step 3: Estimating Costs
Whereas demand sets a ceiling on the price the company can charge for its product, costs set the 
floor. The company wants to charge a price that covers its cost of producing, distributing, and 
selling the product, including a fair return for its effort and risk. Yet when companies price prod-
ucts to cover their full costs, profitability isn’t always the net result.

Types of Costs and Levels of Production  A company’s costs take two forms, fixed and 
variable. Fixed costs, also known as overhead, are costs such as rent and salaries that do not vary 
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with production level or sales revenue. Variable costs vary directly with the level of production. 
For example, each calculator produced by Texas Instruments incurs the cost of plastic, micropro-
cessor chips, and packaging. These costs tend to be constant per unit produced, but they’re called 
variable because their total varies with the number of units produced.

Total costs consist of the sum of the fixed and variable costs for any given level of produc-
tion. Average cost is the cost per unit at that level of production; it equals total costs divided 
by production. Management wants to charge a price that will at least cover the total production 
costs at a given level of production.

To price intelligently, management needs to know how its costs vary with different levels of 
production. The cost per unit is high if few units are produced per day. As production increases, 
the average cost falls because the fixed costs are spread over more units. Short-run average cost 
increases after a certain point, however, because the plant becomes inefficient (due to problems 
such as machines breaking down). By calculating costs for plants of different sizes, a firm can 
identify the optimal size and production level. To estimate the real profitability of selling to dif-
ferent types of retailers or customers, the manufacturer needs to use activity-based cost (ABC) 
accounting instead of standard cost accounting.

Accumulated Production  Suppose Samsung runs a plant that produces 3,000 tablet com-
puters per day. As the company gains experience producing tablets, its methods improve. 
Workers learn shortcuts, materials flow more smoothly, and procurement costs fall. The result, 
as Figure 11.1 shows, is that average cost falls with accumulated production experience. Thus 
the average cost of producing the first 100,000 tablets is $100 per tablet. When the company has 
produced the first 200,000 tablets, the average cost has fallen to $90. After its accumulated pro-
duction experience doubles again to 400,000, the average cost is $80. This decline in the average 
cost with accumulated production experience is called the experience curve or learning curve.

Now suppose three firms compete in this particular tablet market, Samsung, A, and B. 
Samsung is the lowest-cost producer at $80, having produced 400,000 units in the past. If all 
three firms sell the tablet for $100, Samsung makes $20 profit per unit, A makes $10 per unit, and 
B breaks even. The smart move for Samsung would be to lower its price to $90. This will drive 
B out of the market, and even A may consider leaving. Samsung will pick up the business that 

Figure 11.1  Cost per Unit as a Function of Accumulated Production:  
The Experience Curve
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would have gone to B (and possibly A). Furthermore, price-sensitive customers will enter the 
market at the lower price. As production increases beyond 400,000 units, Samsung’s costs will 
drop still further and faster, more than restoring its profits, even at a price of $90.

Experience-curve pricing nevertheless carries major risks. Aggressive pricing might give the 
product a cheap image. It also assumes competitors are weak followers. The strategy leads the 
company to build more plants to meet demand, but a competitor may choose to innovate with a 
lower-cost technology. The market leader is now stuck with the old technology.

Target Costing  Costs change with production scale and experience. They can also change as 
a result of a concentrated effort by designers, engineers, and purchasing agents to reduce them 
through target costing. Market research establishes a new product’s desired functions and the price 
at which it will sell, given its appeal and competitors’ prices. This price less desired profit margin 
leaves the target cost the marketer must achieve. The firm must examine each cost element—design, 
engineering, manufacturing, sales—and bring down costs so the final cost projections are in the tar-
get range. Cost cutting cannot go so deep as to compromise the brand promise and value delivered.

Step 4: Analyzing Competitors’ Costs, Prices, and Offers
Within the range of possible prices identified by market demand and company costs, the firm 
must take competitors’ costs, prices, and possible reactions into account. If the firm’s offer 
contains features not offered by the nearest competitor, it should evaluate their worth to the 
customer and add that value to the competitor’s price. If the competitor’s offer contains some 
features not offered by the firm, the firm should subtract their value from its own price. Now the 
firm can decide whether it can charge more, the same, or less than the competitor.20

Step 5: Selecting a Pricing Method
The company is now ready to select a price. Figure 11.2 summarizes the three major consider-
ations in price setting: Costs set a floor to the price. Competitors’ prices and the price of substi-
tutes provide an orienting point. Customers’ assessment of unique features establishes the price 
ceiling. We will examine seven price-setting methods: markup pricing, target-return pricing, 
perceived-value pricing, value pricing, EDLP, going-rate pricing, and auction-type pricing.

Markup Pricing  The most elementary pricing method is to add a standard markup to the 
product’s cost. Construction companies submit job bids by estimating the total project cost and 
adding a standard markup for profit. Suppose a toaster manufacturer has the following costs and 
sales expectations:

Variable cost per unit $10

Fixed costs $300,000

Expected unit sales 50,000

The manufacturer’s unit cost is given by:

Unit  cost = variable cost +  
fixed cost
unit sales

 = $10 +  
$300,000

50,000
 = $16

If the manufacturer wants to earn a 20 percent markup on sales, its markup price is given by:

Markup price =  
unit cost

(1 - desired return on sales)
 =  

$16
1 - 0.2

 = $20
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The manufacturer will charge dealers $20 per toaster and make a profit of $4 per unit. If 
dealers want to earn 50 percent on their selling price, they will mark up the toaster 100 percent 
to $40.

Generally, the use of standard markups does not make logical sense. Any pricing method 
that ignores current demand, perceived value, and competition is not likely to lead to the op-
timal price. Markup pricing works only if the marked-up price actually brings in the expected 
level of sales. Still, markup pricing remains popular because sellers can determine costs much 
more easily than they can estimate demand. By tying the price to cost, sellers simplify the pric-
ing task. Also, when all firms in the industry use this pricing method, prices tend to be similar 
and price competition is minimized. Finally, many people feel cost-plus pricing is fairer to both 
buyers and sellers.

Target-Return Pricing  In target-return pricing, the firm determines the price that yields 
its target rate of return on investment. Public utilities, which need to make a fair return on in-
vestment, often use this method. Suppose the toaster manufacturer has invested $1 million in 

Figure 11.2 The Three Cs Model for Price Setting
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the business and wants to set a price to earn a 20 percent ROI, specifically $200,000. The target-
return price is given by the following formula:

 Target@return price = unit cost +  
desired return * invested capital

unit sales

 = $16 +  
.20 * $1,000,000

50,000
 = $20

The manufacturer will realize this 20 percent ROI provided its costs and estimated sales turn 
out to be accurate. But what if sales don’t reach 50,000 units? The manufacturer can prepare a 
break-even chart to learn what would happen at other sales levels (see Figure 11.3). Fixed costs 
are stable, regardless of sales volume. Variable costs, not shown in the figure, rise with volume. 
Total costs equal the sum of fixed and variable costs. The total revenue curve starts at zero and 
rises with each unit sold.

The total revenue and total cost curves cross at 30,000 units. This is the break-even volume. 
We can verify it by the following formula:

Break@even volume =  
fixed cost

(price - variable cost)
 =  

$300,000
$20 - $10

 = 30,000

If the manufacturer sells 50,000 units at $20, it earns $200,000 on its $1 million investment, 
but much depends on price elasticity and competitors’ prices. Unfortunately, target-return pric-
ing tends to ignore these considerations. The manufacturer needs to consider different prices 
and estimate their probable impacts on sales volume and profits. It should also search for ways to 
lower its fixed or variable costs because lower costs will decrease its required break-even volume.

Perceived-Value Pricing  An increasing number of companies now base their price on the 
customer’s perceived value. Perceived value is made up of a host of inputs, such as the buyer’s 

Figure 11.3  Break-Even Chart for Determining Target-Return Price 
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image of product performance, channel deliverables, warranty quality, customer support, and 
the supplier’s reputation. Companies must deliver the value promised by their value proposition, 
and the customer must perceive this value. Firms use other marketing program elements, such 
as advertising, the sales force, and the Internet, to communicate and enhance perceived value in 
buyers’ minds.

Even when a company claims its offering delivers more total value, not all customers will 
respond positively. Some care only about price. But there is also typically a segment that cares 
about quality. The key to perceived-value pricing is to deliver more unique value than competi-
tors and to demonstrate this to prospective buyers.

Value Pricing  Companies that adopt value pricing win loyal customers by charging a fairly 
low price for a high-quality offering. This requires reengineering the company’s operations 
to become a low-cost producer without sacrificing quality to attract a large number of value-
conscious customers.

EDLP  A retailer using everyday low pricing (EDLP) charges a constant low price with little 
or no price promotion or special sales. Constant prices eliminate week-to-week price uncer-
tainty and the high-low pricing of promotion-oriented competitors. In high-low pricing, the 
retailer charges higher prices on an everyday basis but runs frequent promotions with prices 
temporarily lower than the EDLP level.21 The most important reason retailers adopt EDLP is 
that constant sales and promotions are costly and have eroded consumer confidence in every-
day prices. Some consumers also have less time and patience for clipping coupons. Yet promo-
tions and sales do create excitement and draw shoppers, so EDLP does not guarantee success 
and is not for everyone.22

Going-Rate Pricing  In going-rate pricing, the firm bases its price largely on competi-
tors’ prices. Smaller firms “follow the leader,” changing their prices when the market leader’s 
prices change. Some may charge a small premium or discount, but they preserve the difference. 
Going-rate pricing is quite popular. Where costs are difficult to measure or competitive re-
sponse is uncertain, firms feel it is a good solution because they believe it reflects the industry’s 
collective wisdom.

Auction-Type Pricing  Auction-type pricing is growing more popular, especially with elec-
tronic marketplaces. English auctions, with ascending bids, have one seller and many buyers; bid-
ders raise their offers until the highest bidder gets the item. There are two types of Dutch auctions, 
which feature descending bids. In the first, an auctioneer announces a high price and then slowly 
decreases the price until a bidder accepts. In the other, the buyer announces something he or she 
wants to buy, and potential sellers compete to offer the lowest price. In sealed-bid auctions, would-
be suppliers submit only one bid; they cannot know the other bids. The U.S. government often 
uses this method to procure supplies. A supplier will not bid below its cost but cannot bid too high 
for fear of losing the job. The net effect of these two pulls is the bid’s expected profit.

Step 6: Selecting the Final Price
Pricing methods narrow the range from which the company must select its final price. In se-
lecting that price, the company must consider additional factors, including the impact of other 
marketing activities, company pricing policies, gain-and-risk-sharing pricing, and the impact of 
price on other parties.

Impact of Other Marketing Activities  The final price must take into account the brand’s 
quality and advertising relative to the competition. When Paul Farris and David Reibstein 
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examined the relationships among relative price, relative quality, and relative advertising for 227 
consumer businesses, they found that brands with average relative quality but high relative ad-
vertising budgets could charge premium prices because consumers were willing to pay more for 
known products.23 Brands with high relative quality and high relative advertising obtained the 
highest prices. Conversely, brands with low quality and low advertising charged the lowest prices. 
For market leaders, the positive relationship between high prices and high advertising held most 
strongly in the later stages of the product life cycle.

Company Pricing Policies  The price must be consistent with company pricing policies. 
Although companies may establish pricing penalties under certain circumstances, they should 
use them judiciously and try not to alienate customers. Many companies set up a pricing depart-
ment to develop policies and establish or approve decisions. The aim is to ensure salespeople 
quote prices that are reasonable to customers and profitable to the company.

Gain-and-Risk-Sharing Pricing  Buyers may resist accepting a seller’s proposal because they 
perceive a high level of risk, such as in a big computer hardware purchase or a company health 
plan. The seller then has the option of offering to absorb part or all the risk if it does not deliver 
the full promised value. An increasing number of companies, especially B-to-B marketers, may 
have to stand ready to guarantee any promised savings but also participate in the upside if the 
gains are much greater than expected.

Impact of Price on Other Parties  How will distributors and dealers feel about the contem-
plated price?24 If they don’t make enough profit, they may choose not to bring the product to 
market. Will the sales force be willing to sell at that price? How will competitors react? Will sup-
pliers raise their prices when they see the company’s price? Will the government intervene and 
prevent this price from being charged? For example, it is illegal for a company to set artificially 
high “regular” prices, then announce a “sale” at prices close to previous everyday prices.

Adapting the Price
Companies usually do not set a single price but rather develop a pricing structure that reflects 
variations in geographical demand and costs, market-segment requirements, purchase tim-
ing, order levels, delivery frequency, guarantees, service contracts, and other factors. As a 
result of discounts, allowances, and promotional support, a company rarely realizes the same 
profit from each unit of a product that it sells. Here we will examine several price-adaptation 
strategies: geographical pricing, price discounts and allowances, promotional pricing, and 
differentiated pricing.

Geographical Pricing (Cash, Countertrade, Barter)
In geographical pricing, the company decides how to price its products to different customers in 
different locations and countries. Should the company charge higher prices to distant customers 
to cover higher shipping costs or a lower price to win additional business? How should it account 
for exchange rates and the strength of different currencies?

Another question is how to get paid. This issue is critical when buyers lack sufficient hard 
currency to pay for their purchases. Many want to offer other items in payment, a practice 
known as countertrade, and U.S. companies are often forced to accept if they want the busi-
ness. One form of countertrade is barter, in which the buyer and seller directly exchange goods, 
with no money and no third party involved. A second form is a compensation deal, in which the 
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seller receives some percentage of the payment in cash and the rest in products. A third form is a 
buyback agreement, as when the firm sells a plant, equipment, or technology to a company in an-
other country and agrees to accept as partial payment products manufactured with the supplied 
equipment. A fourth form of countertrade is offset, where the firm receives full payment in cash 
for a sale overseas but agrees to spend a substantial amount of the money in that country within 
a stated time period.

Price Discounts and Allowances
Most companies will adjust their list price and give discounts and allowances for early payment, 
volume purchases, and off-season buying (see Table 11.2). Companies must do this carefully or 
find their profits much lower than planned.25 Some product categories self-destruct by always 
being on sale. Manufacturers should consider the implications of supplying retailers at a discount 
because they may end up losing long-run profits in an effort to meet short-run volume goals. 
Upper management should conduct a net price analysis to arrive at the “real price” of the offering, 
which is affected by discounts and other expenses.

Promotional Pricing
Companies can use several pricing techniques to stimulate early purchase:

•	 Loss-leader pricing. Stores often drop the price on well-known brands to stimulate 
store traffic. This pays if the revenue on the additional sales compensates for the lower 
loss-leader margins. Manufacturers of loss-leader brands typically object because this 
practice can dilute the brand image and bring complaints from retailers who charge 
the list price.

•	 Special event pricing. Sellers establish special prices in certain seasons to draw in more 
customers, such as back-to-school sales.

•	 Special customer pricing. Sellers offer special prices exclusively to certain customers, 
such as members of a brand community.

Table 11.2 Price Discounts and Allowances

Discount: A price reduction to buyers who pay bills promptly. A typical example is “2/10, net 30,” which means 
payment is due within 30 days and the buyer can deduct 2 percent by paying within 10 days.

Quantity Discount: A price reduction to those who buy large volumes. A typical example is “$10 per unit for fewer than 
100 units; $9 per unit for 100 or more units.” Quantity discounts must be offered equally to all 
customers and must not exceed the cost savings to the seller. They can be offered on each order 
placed or on the number of units ordered over a given period.

Functional Discount: Discount (also called trade discount) offered by a manufacturer to trade-channel members if they 
perform certain functions, such as selling, storing, and record keeping. Manufacturers must offer 
the same functional discounts within each channel.

Seasonal Discount: A price reduction to those who buy merchandise or services out of season. Hotels and airlines offer 
seasonal discounts in slow selling periods.

allowance: An extra payment designed to gain reseller participation in special programs. Trade-in allowances 
are granted for turning in an old item when buying a new one. Promotional allowances reward 
dealers for participating in advertising and sales support programs.
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•	 Cash rebates. Auto companies and others offer cash rebates to encourage purchase of the 
manufacturers’ products within a specified time period, clearing inventories without cut-
ting the stated list price.

•	 Low-interest financing. Instead of cutting its price, the company can offer low-interest 
financing.

•	 Longer payment terms. Sellers, especially mortgage banks and auto companies, stretch 
loans over longer periods and thus lower the monthly payments. Consumers often worry 
less about the cost (the interest rate) of a loan and more about whether they can afford the 
monthly payment.

•	 Warranties and service contracts. Companies can promote sales by adding a free or 
low-cost warranty or service contract.

•	 Psychological discounting. This strategy sets an artificially high price and then offers 
the product at substantial savings; for example, “Was $359, now $299.” The Federal Trade 
Commission and Better Business Bureau fight illegal discount tactics.

Promotional-pricing strategies are often a zero-sum game. If they work, competitors copy 
them and they lose their effectiveness. If they don’t work, they waste money that could have been 
put into other marketing tools, such as building up product quality and service or strengthening 
product image through advertising.

Differentiated Pricing
Companies often adjust their basic price to accommodate differences among customers, prod-
ucts, locations, and so on. Price discrimination occurs when a company sells a product or ser-
vice at two or more prices that do not reflect a proportional difference in costs. In first-degree 
price discrimination, the seller charges a separate price to each customer depending on the 
intensity of his or her demand. In second-degree price discrimination, the seller charges less 
to buyers of larger volumes. In third-degree price discrimination, the seller charges different 
amounts to different classes of buyers. Examples include: charging students and senior citizens 
lower prices; pricing different versions of the product differently; pricing the same product at dif-
ferent levels depending on image differences; charging differently for a product sold through dif-
ferent channels; pricing a product differently at different locations; and varying prices by season, 
day, or time of day.

The airline and hospitality industries use yield management systems and yield pricing, offering 
discounted but limited early purchases, higher-priced late purchases, and the lowest rates on unsold 
inventory just before it expires. Airlines charge different fares to passengers on the same flight de-
pending on the seating class, the time of day, the day of the week, and so on.

The phenomenon of offering different pricing schedules to different consumers and dy-
namically adjusting prices is exploding. Online merchants selling their products on Amazon 
.com are changing their prices on an hourly or even minute-by-minute basis, in part so they can 
secure the top spot on search results.26 Even sports teams are adjusting ticket prices to reflect the 
popularity of the competitor and the timing of the game.27

Price discrimination works when (1) the market is segmentable and the segments show dif-
ferent intensities of demand; (2) members in the lower-price segment cannot resell the product to 
the higher-price segment; (3) competitors cannot undersell the firm in the higher-price segment; 
(4) the cost of segmenting and policing the market does not exceed the extra revenue derived 
from price discrimination; (5) the practice does not breed customer resentment and ill will; and 
(6) the particular form of price discrimination is not illegal.28
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Initiating and Responding to Price Changes
Companies often need to cut or raise prices.

Initiating Price Cuts
Several circumstances might lead a firm to cut prices. One is excess plant capacity: The firm 
needs additional business and cannot generate it through increased sales effort, product im-
provement, or other measures. Companies sometimes initiate price cuts in a drive to dominate 
the market through lower costs. Either the company starts with lower costs than its competitors, 
or it initiates price cuts in the hope of gaining market share and lower costs.

Cutting prices to keep customers or beat competitors often encourages customers to demand 
price concessions, however, and trains salespeople to offer them.29 A price-cutting strategy can 
lead to other possible traps. Consumers might assume quality is low, or the low price buys market 
share but not market loyalty—because customers switch to lower-priced firms. Also, higher-
priced competitors might match the lower prices but have longer staying power because of deeper 
cash reserves. Finally, lowering prices might trigger a price war.30

Initiating Price Increases
A successful price increase can raise profits considerably. If the company’s profit margin is 3 percent 
of sales, a 1 percent price increase will increase profits by 33 percent if sales volume is unaffected. 
A major circumstance provoking price increases is cost inflation. Rising costs unmatched by pro-
ductivity gains squeeze profit margins and lead companies to regular rounds of price increases. 
Companies often raise their prices by more than the cost increase, in anticipation of further infla-
tion or government price controls, in a practice called anticipatory pricing.

Another factor leading to price increases is overdemand. When a company cannot supply all 
its customers, it can raise its prices, ration supplies, or both. Although there is always a chance a 
price increase can carry some positive meanings to customers—for example, that the item is “hot” 
and represents an unusually good value—consumers generally dislike higher prices. To avoid 
sticker shock and a hostile reaction when prices rise, the firm should give customers advance 
notice so they can do forward buying or shop around. Sharp price increases also need to be ex-
plained in understandable terms.

Anticipating Competitive Responses
How can a firm anticipate a competitor’s reactions? One way is to assume the competitor reacts 
in the standard way to a price being set or changed. Another is to assume the competitor treats 
each price difference or change as a fresh challenge and reacts according to self-interest at the 
time. Now the company will need to research the competitor’s current financial situation, recent 
sales, customer loyalty, and corporate objectives. If the competitor has a market share objective, it 
is likely to match price differences or changes.31 If it has a profit-maximization objective, it may 
react by increasing its advertising budget or improving product quality.

Responding to Competitors’ Price Changes
In responding to competitive price cuts, the company must consider the product’s stage in the 
life cycle, its importance in the company’s portfolio, the competitor’s intentions and resources, 
the market’s price and quality sensitivity, the behavior of costs with volume, and the company’s 
alternative opportunities. In markets characterized by high product homogeneity, the firm can 
enhance its augmented product or meet the price reduction. If the competitor raises its price in a 
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homogeneous product market, other firms might not match it if the increase will not benefit the 
industry as a whole. Then the leader will need to roll back the increase.

In nonhomogeneous product markets, a firm should consider why the competitor changed 
the price. Was it to steal the market, to utilize excess capacity, to meet changing cost conditions, 
or to lead an industry-wide price change? Is the competitor’s price change temporary or perma-
nent? What will happen to the company’s market share and profits if it does not respond? Are 
other companies going to respond? And how are competitors and other firms likely to respond to 
each possible reaction?

Executive Summary
Price is the only marketing element that produces revenue; the others produce costs. Consumers 
often actively process price information within the context of prior purchasing experience, for-
mal and informal communications, point-of-purchase or online resources, and other factors. In 
setting pricing policy, a company follows six steps: (1) select the pricing objective; (2) determine 
demand; (3) estimate costs; (4) analyze competitors’ costs, prices, and offers; (5) select a pricing 
method; and (6) select the final price. Price-adaptation strategies include geographical pricing, 
price discounts and allowances, promotional pricing, and discriminatory pricing. Price-setting 
methods include markup pricing, target-return pricing, perceived-value pricing, value pricing, 
EDLP, going-rate pricing, and auction-type pricing.

A price decrease might be brought about by excess plant capacity, declining market share, 
a desire to dominate the market through lower costs, or economic recession. A price increase 
might be brought about by cost inflation or overdemand. Companies must carefully manage 
customer perceptions when raising prices. Also, they should anticipate competitor price changes 
and prepare contingent responses, including maintaining or changing price or quality. When fac-
ing competitive price changes, the firm should try to understand the competitor’s intent and the 
likely duration of the change.
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Part 5: Value Delivery

In this chapter, we will address the following questions:

 1. What is a marketing channel system and value network? (Page 216)

 2. What work do marketing channels perform? (Page 218)

 3. What decisions do companies face in designing, managing, and integrating their channels? 
(Page 220)

 4. What are the key channel issues in e-commerce and m-commerce? (Page 223)

Developing and Managing 
Strategic and Integrated 
Marketing Channels

Marketing Management at IKEA
After more than 70 years in the furniture business, IKEA is still finding new ways to make its 
 affordable, flat-pack products available whenever and wherever customers want to buy. The 
Swedish company is the world’s largest furniture retailer, with 716 million shoppers visiting 338 
stores in 44 nations every year, plus millions more clicking to buy through 13 e-commerce Web sites 
in specific markets. Germany, the United States, France, Russia, and the United Kingdom are IKEA’s 
largest markets. The retailer also prints 200 million full-color catalogs annually for distribution by 
mail and in stores. Knowing that many customers browse via mobile devices, IKEA offers a free app 
for users to view the catalog, mark favorite items, share product photos with friends, access product 
details and videos, and see how furniture would look in their own homes. Looking ahead, IKEA will 
soon open the first of 26 large stores it plans for India during the coming decade.1

With the advent of e-commerce (selling online) and m-commerce (selling via mobile phones 
and tablets), customers are buying in ways they never have before. Companies today must 

Chapter 12
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build and manage a continuously evolving and increasingly complex channel system and value 
network. In this chapter, we consider strategic and tactical issues in integrating marketing chan-
nels and developing value networks. Chapter 13 examines marketing channel issues from the 
perspective of retailers, wholesalers, and physical distribution agencies.

Marketing Channels and Value Networks
Most producers do not sell their goods directly to the final users; between them stands a set of 
intermediaries performing a variety of functions. These are marketing channels, sets of interde-
pendent organizations participating in the process of making a product or service available for 
use or consumption. They are the set of pathways a product or service follows after production, 
culminating in purchase and consumption by the final end user.2

The Importance of Channels
A marketing channel system is the particular set of marketing channels a firm employs, and deci-
sions about it are among the most critical ones management faces. In the United States, channel 
members as a group have historically earned margins that account for 30 percent to 50 percent of 
the ultimate selling price. In contrast, advertising typically has accounted for less than 5 percent 
to 7 percent of the final price.3 One of the chief roles of marketing channels is to convert potential 
buyers into profitable customers. Marketing channels must not just serve markets, they must also 
make them.4

The channels chosen affect all other marketing decisions. The company’s pricing depends 
on whether it uses online discounters or high-quality boutiques. Its sales force and advertising 
decisions depend on how much training and motivation dealers need. In addition, channel deci-
sions include relatively long-term commitments with other firms as well as a set of policies and 
procedures. When an automaker signs up independent dealers to sell its automobiles, it cannot 
buy them out the next day and replace them with company-owned outlets. Holistic marketers 
ensure that marketing decisions in all these different areas are made to maximize value overall.

In managing its intermediaries, the firm must decide how much effort to devote to push and 
to pull marketing. A push strategy uses the manufacturer’s sales force, trade promotion money, 
or other means to induce intermediaries to carry, promote, and sell the product to end users. 
This strategy is particularly appropriate when there is low brand loyalty in a category, brand 
choice is made in the store, the product is an impulse item, and product benefits are well under-
stood. In a pull strategy the manufacturer uses advertising, promotion, and other forms of com-
munication to persuade consumers to demand the product from intermediaries, thus inducing 
the intermediaries to order it. This strategy is particularly appropriate when there is high brand 
loyalty and high involvement in the category, when consumers are able to perceive differences 
between brands, and when they choose the brand before they go to the store. Top marketing 
companies such as Coca-Cola and Nike skillfully employ both push and pull strategies.

Multichannel Marketing
Today’s successful companies typically employ multichannel marketing, using two or more market-
ing channels to reach customer segments in one market area. HP uses its sales force to sell to large 
accounts, outbound telemarketing to sell to medium-sized accounts, direct mail with an inbound 
phone number to sell to small accounts, retailers to sell to still smaller accounts, and the Internet to 
sell specialty items. Each channel can target a different segment of buyers, or different need states for 
one buyer, to deliver the right products in the right places in the right way at the least cost.
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Research has shown that multichannel customers can be more valuable to marketers.5 
Nordstrom found that its multichannel customers spend four times as much as those who 
only shop through one channel, though some academic research suggests that this effect is 
stronger for hedonic products (apparel and cosmetics) than for functional products (office 
and garden supplies).6

Integrating Multichannel Marketing Systems
Most companies today have adopted multichannel marketing. Companies are increasingly em-
ploying digital distribution strategies, selling directly online to customers or through e-merchants 
who have their own Web sites. These firms are seeking to achieve omnichannel marketing, in 
which multiple channels work seamlessly together and match each target customer’s preferred 
ways of doing business, delivering the right product information and customer service regardless 
of whether customers are online, in the store, or on the phone.

In an integrated marketing channel system, the strategies and tactics of selling through 
one channel reflect the strategies and tactics of selling through one or more other channels. 
Adding more channels gives companies three important benefits: (1) increased market coverage, 
(2) lower channel cost, and (3) the ability to do more customized selling. However, new channels 
typically introduce conflict and problems with control and cooperation. Two or more may end 
up competing for the same customers.7 Clearly, companies need to think through their channel 
architecture and determine which channels should perform which functions.8

Value Networks
The company should first think of the target market and then design the supply chain backward 
from that point. This strategy has been called demand chain planning.9 A broader view sees a 
company at the center of a value network—a system of partnerships and alliances that a firm cre-
ates to source, augment, and deliver its offerings. A value network includes a firm’s suppliers and 
its suppliers’ suppliers and its immediate customers and their end customers. It also incorporates 
valued relationships with others such as university researchers and government approval agencies.

Demand chain planning yields several insights.10 First, the company can estimate whether 
more money is made upstream or downstream, in case it can integrate backward or forward. 
Second, the company is more aware of disturbances anywhere in the supply chain that might 
change costs, prices, or supplies. Third, companies can go online with their business partners to 
speed communications, transactions, and payments; reduce costs; and increase accuracy.

The Digital Channels Revolution
The digital revolution is profoundly transforming distribution strategies. With customers—both 
individuals and businesses—becoming more comfortable buying online and the use of smart 
phones exploding, traditional brick-and-mortar channel strategies are being modified or even 
replaced. Customers want the advantages of digital—vast product selection, abundant product 
information, helpful customer reviews and tips—and of physical stores—highly personalized 
service, detailed physical examination of products, an overall event and experience. They expect 
seamless channel integration so they can:11

•	 Enjoy helpful customer support in a store, online, or on the phone
•	 Check online for product availability at local stores before making a trip
•	 Find out in-store whether a product that is unavailable can be purchased and shipped 

from another store to home
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•	 Order a product online and pick it up at a convenient retail location
•	 Return a product purchased online to a nearby store of the retailer
•	 Receive discounts and promotional offers based on total online and offline purchases

The Role of Marketing Channels
Why does a producer delegate some of the selling job to intermediaries, relinquishing control 
over how and to whom its products are sold? Through their contacts, experience, specializa-
tion, and scale of operation, intermediaries make goods widely available and accessible to target 
markets, offering more effectiveness and efficiency than the selling firm could achieve on its 
own.12 Many producers lack the financial resources and expertise to sell directly on their own. 
The William Wrigley Jr. Company would not find it practical to establish small retail gum shops 
throughout the world or to sell gum online or by mail order. It is easier to work through the ex-
tensive network of privately owned distribution organizations. Even Ford would be hard-pressed 
to replace all the tasks done by its thousands of dealer outlets worldwide.

Channel Functions and Flows
A marketing channel performs the work of moving goods from producers to consumers. It 
overcomes the time, place, and possession gaps that separate goods and services from those 
who need or want them. Members of the marketing channel perform a number of key functions 
(see Table 12.1).

Some of these functions (storage and movement, title, and communications) constitute a 
forward flow of activity from the company to the customer; others (ordering and payment) con-
stitute a backward flow from customers to the company. Still others (information, negotiation, 
finance, and risk taking) occur in both directions. Five flows are illustrated in Figure 12.1 for the 
marketing of forklift trucks. If these flows were superimposed in one diagram, we would see the 
tremendous complexity of even simple marketing channels.

A manufacturer selling a physical product and services might require three channels: a sales 
channel, a delivery channel, and a service channel. The question for marketers is not whether 
various channel functions need to be performed—they must be—but, rather, who is to perform 

Table 12.1 Channel Member Functions

•	 Gather information about potential and current customers, competitors, and other actors and forces in the marketing 
environment.

•	 Develop and disseminate persuasive communications to stimulate purchasing.

•	 Negotiate and reach agreements on price and other terms so that transfer of ownership or possession can be made.

•	 Place orders with manufacturers.

•	 Acquire the funds to finance inventories at different levels in the marketing channel.

•	 Assume risks connected with carrying out channel work.

•	 Provide for the successive storage and movement of physical products.

•	 Provide for buyers’ payment of bills through banks and other financial institutions.

•	 Oversee transfer of ownership from one organization or person to another.
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them. All channel functions use up scarce resources; they can often be performed better through 
specialization; and they can be shifted among channel members. Shifting some functions to in-
termediaries lowers the producer’s costs and prices, but the intermediary must add a charge to 
cover its work. If the intermediaries are more efficient than the manufacturer, prices to consum-
ers should be lower. If consumers perform some functions themselves, they should enjoy even 
lower prices.

Channel Levels
The producer and the final customer are part of every channel. We will use the number of 
intermediary levels to designate the length of a channel. Figure 12.2(a) illustrates several 
consumer-goods marketing channels, while Figure 12.2(b) illustrates some industrial market-
ing channels.

A zero-level channel, also called a direct marketing channel, consists of a manufacturer 
selling directly to the final customer. The major examples are mail order, online selling, TV sell-
ing, telemarketing, door-to-door sales, home parties, and manufacturer-owned stores. A one-level 
channel contains one selling intermediary, such as a retailer. A two-level channel contains two in-
termediaries, typically a wholesaler and a retailer, and a three-level channel contains three.

Channels normally describe a forward movement of products from source to user, but 
reverse-flow channels are also important to (1) reuse products or containers (such as refillable 
chemical-carrying drums), (2) refurbish products for resale (such as circuit boards or comput-
ers), (3) recycle products, and (4) dispose of products and packaging. Reverse-flow intermediaries 
include manufacturers’ redemption centers, community groups, trash-collection specialists, recy-
cling centers, trash-recycling brokers, and central processing warehousing.

Figure 12.1 Five Marketing Flows in the Marketing Channel for Forklift Trucks
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Service Sector Channels
Many of the most successful new banks, insurance and travel companies, and stock brokerages 
have emerged with strictly or largely online operations, such as Ally banking, Esurance insur-
ance, and Expedia travel. Marketing channels also keep changing for “person marketing.” Besides 
providing live and programmed entertainment, entertainers, musicians, and other artists can 
reach fans online in many ways—through their own Web sites, on social community sites such 
as Facebook and Twitter, and through third-party Web sites. Nonprofit service organizations 
such as schools develop education-dissemination systems, and hospitals develop health-delivery 
systems. These institutions must figure out agencies and locations for reaching a far-flung 
population.13

Channel-Design Decisions
To design a marketing channel system, marketers analyze customer needs and wants, establish 
channel objectives and constraints, and identify and evaluate major channel alternatives.

Analyzing Customer Needs and Wants
Consumers may choose the channels they prefer based on price, product assortment, and 
convenience as well as their own shopping goals (economic, social, or experiential).14 Channel 
segmentation exists, and marketers must be aware that different consumers have different 
needs during the purchase process. Even the same consumer, though, may choose differ-
ent channels for different reasons.15 “Marketing Insight: Understanding the Showrooming 
Phenomena” describes some of the new ways customers are using multiple channels as they 
make their purchases.

Figure 12.2 Consumer and Industrial Marketing Channels
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Channels produce five service outputs:

 1. Desired lot size—The number of units the channel permits a typical customer to purchase on 
one occasion. In buying cars for its fleet, Hertz prefers a channel from which it can buy a large lot 
size; a household wants a channel that permits a lot size of one.

 2. Waiting and delivery time—The average time customers wait for receipt of goods. Customers 
increasingly prefer faster delivery channels.

 3. Spatial convenience—The degree to which the marketing channel makes it easy for customers to 
purchase the product.

 4. Product variety—The assortment provided by the marketing channel. Normally, customers 
prefer a greater assortment because more choices increase the chance of finding what they need, 
though too many choices can sometimes create a negative effect.16

 5. Service backup—Add-on services (credit, delivery, installation, repairs) provided by the channel.

Providing more service outputs also means increasing channel costs and raising prices. The 
success of discount stores such as Walmart and Target indicates that many consumers are willing 
to accept less service if they can save money.

Establishing Objectives and Constraints
Marketers should state their channel objectives in terms of the service output levels they want 
to provide and the associated cost and support levels. Under competitive conditions, channel 
members should arrange their functional tasks to minimize costs and still provide desired levels 

Understanding the Showrooming Phenomena

Consumers have always shopped around to get 
the best deal or broaden their options, and 

now selling via mobile phone and tablet offers a 
new twist. Showrooming lets buyers physically ex-
amine a product and collect information in a store 
but make their actual purchase later, from the re-
tailer online or from a different retailer, typically to 
secure a lower price. One study showed that more 
than half of U.S. mobile phone users, especially 
younger ones, have used their phones to ask for 
purchase advice from a friend, to look at reviews, 
or to search for lower prices while shopping.

Mobile has become a top priority for many 
retailers as a means to combat showrooming. Target 
has expanded its use of mobile media, incorporat-
ing QR codes, text-to-buy features, and new check-
out scanners to make mobile coupon redemption 
easier and faster. Many retailers are also making the 

in-store experience more informative and reward-
ing. Guess, PacSun, and Aéropostale equip in-store 
staff with iPads or tablets for sharing in-depth prod-
uct information with shoppers. One study found 
that 70 percent of a showrooming audience was 
more likely to buy from retailers with well-designed 
Web sites and apps, strong multichannel support, 
and price comparisons via QR codes.

Sources: “Showrooming Threat Hits Major Chains,” www.warc.com, 
March 1, 2013; Lydia Dishman, “Target’s Cartwheel to Bridge the Digital 
and Brick-and-Mortar Divide,” Forbes, May 9, 2013; “‘Showrooming’ 
Grows in U.S.,” www.warc.com, February 4, 2013; “Showrooming 
to Shape U.S. Holiday Sales,” www.warc.com, November 16, 2012; 
Hadley Malcolm, “Smartphones to Play Bigger Role in Shopping,” USA 
Today, November 15, 2012; Maribel Lopez, “Can Omni-Channel Retail 
Combat Showrooming,” Forbes, October 22, 2012; Australian School 
of Business, “Stop Customers Treating Your Business as a Showroom,” 
www.smartcompany.com.au, October 8, 2012.
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of service. Usually, planners can identify several market segments based on desired service and 
choose the best channels for each.

Channel objectives vary with product characteristics. Bulky products, such as building 
materials, require channels that minimize shipping distance and handling. Products requiring 
installation or maintenance services, such as heating and cooling systems, are usually sold and 
maintained by the company or franchised dealers. High-unit-value products such as turbines 
are often sold through a company sales force rather than intermediaries. Legal regulations and 
restrictions also affect channel design.

Identifying Major Channel Alternatives
Each channel—from sales forces to agents, distributors, dealers, direct mail, telemarketing, and 
the Internet—has unique strengths and weaknesses. Channel alternatives differ in three ways: the 
types of intermediaries, the number needed, and the terms and responsibilities of each.

Types of Intermediaries  Some intermediaries—such as wholesalers and retailers—buy, 
take title to, and resell the merchandise; they are called merchants. Agents—such as brokers, 
manufacturers’ representatives, and sales agents—search for customers and may negotiate on 
the producer’s behalf but do not take title to the goods. Facilitators—transportation companies, 
independent warehouses, banks, advertising agencies—assist in the distribution process but 
neither take title nor negotiate purchases or sales. Sometimes a company chooses a new or an 
unconventional channel because of the difficulty, cost, or ineffectiveness of working with the 
dominant channel. For instance, Netflix is quickly moving away from the revolutionary chan-
nel that brought it much success—renting DVDs by mail—to capitalize on a new one: streaming 
entertainment online.17

Number of Intermediaries  Three strategies based on the number of intermediaries are ex-
clusive, selective, and intensive distribution. Exclusive distribution severely limits the number 
of intermediaries, appropriate when the producer wants more knowledgeable, dedicated resell-
ers. This often includes exclusive dealing arrangements, especially in markets increasingly driven 
by price. Selective distribution relies on only some of the intermediaries willing to carry a 
particular product. The company can gain adequate market coverage with more control and less 
cost than intensive distribution. Intensive distribution places the goods or services in as many 
outlets as possible, a good strategy for snack foods, soft drinks, newspapers, and gum—products 
consumers buy frequently or in a variety of locations.

Terms and Responsibilities of Channel Members  The main elements in the “trade 
relations mix” are price policies, conditions of sale, territorial rights, and specific services to be 
performed by each party. Price policy calls for the producer to establish a price list and schedule 
of discounts and allowances that intermediaries see as equitable and sufficient. Conditions of sale 
are payment terms and producer guarantees. Most producers grant cash discounts to distribu-
tors for early payment. They might also offer a guarantee against defective merchandise or price 
declines, creating an incentive to buy larger quantities. Distributors’ territorial rights define the 
distributors’ territories and the terms under which the producer will enfranchise other distribu-
tors. Mutual services and responsibilities must be carefully spelled out, especially in franchised 
and exclusive-agency channels.

Evaluating Major Channel Alternatives
Each channel alternative needs to be evaluated against economic, control, and adaptive criteria.
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Figure 12.3 shows how six different sales channels stack up in terms of the value added per 
sale and the cost per transaction. The first step is to estimate the dollar volume of sales each 
alternative will likely generate. Sellers try to replace high-cost channels with low-cost channels 
as long as the value added per sale is sufficient. To develop a channel, members must commit to 
each other for a specified period. Yet these commitments invariably reduce the producer’s ability 
to respond to change and uncertainty. Using a sales agency can pose a control problem. Agents 
may concentrate on the customers who buy the most, not necessarily those who buy the manu-
facturer’s goods. They might not master the technical details of the company’s product or handle 
its promotion materials effectively.

Channel-Management Decisions
After a company has chosen a channel system, it must select, train, motivate, and evaluate in-
termediaries for each channel. It must also modify channel design and arrangements over time.

Selecting Channel Members
To customers, the channels are the company. Consider the negative impression customers 
would get if a Mercedes-Benz dealer appeared dirty, inefficient, or unpleasant. Producers 
should determine what characteristics distinguish the better intermediaries—number of years 
in business, other lines carried, growth and profit record, financial strength, cooperativeness, 
and service reputation. If the intermediaries are sales agents, producers should evaluate the 
number and character of other lines carried and the size and quality of the sales force. If the in-
termediaries want exclusive distribution, consider their locations, future growth potential, and 
type of clientele.

Figure 12.3 The Value-Adds versus Costs of Different Channels

Source: Oxford Associates, adapted from Dr. Rowland T. Moriarty, Cubex Corp.
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Training and Motivating Channel Members
A company needs to view its intermediaries the same way it views its end users—determining 
their needs and wants and tailoring its channel offering to provide them with superior value. 
Carefully implemented training, market research, and other capability-building programs can 
motivate and improve intermediaries’ performance. The company must constantly communicate 
that intermediaries are crucial partners in a joint effort to satisfy end users of the product.

Producers vary greatly in their channel power, the ability to alter channel members’ be-
havior so they take actions they would not have taken otherwise.18 Most producers see gaining 
intermediaries’ cooperation as a huge challenge. In many cases, retailers hold the power, so 
manufacturers need to know the acceptance criteria used by retail buyers and store managers. 
More sophisticated companies try to forge a long-term partnership with distributors. The manu-
facturer clearly communicates what it wants from its distributors in the way of market coverage, 
inventory levels, and other channel issues, and it may introduce a compensation plan for adher-
ing to the policies.

Evaluating Channel Members
Producers must periodically evaluate intermediaries’ performance against such standards as 
sales-quota attainment, average inventory levels, customer delivery time, treatment of damaged 
and lost goods, and cooperation in promotional and training programs. Producers should set up 
functional discounts in which they pay specified amounts for the trade channel’s performance 
of each agreed-upon service. Underperformers need to be counseled, retrained, motivated, or 
terminated.

Modifying Channel Design and Arrangements
A new firm typically starts as a local operation selling in a fairly circumscribed market, using a 
few existing intermediaries. Here the problem is often to convince the available intermediaries to 
handle the firm’s line. If the firm is successful, it might branch into new markets with different 
channels. However, no channel strategy remains effective over the whole product life cycle. The 
distribution channel may not work as planned, consumer buying patterns change, the market 
expands, new competition arises, innovative distribution channels emerge, and the product 
moves into later stages in the product life cycle.19 To add or drop individual channel members, 
the company needs to make an incremental analysis. What would the firm’s sales and profits look 
like with and without this intermediary?

Global Channel Considerations
International markets pose distinct challenges, including variations in customers’ shopping 
habits and the need to gain social acceptance or legitimacy among others, but opportunities do 
exist.20 The first step in global channel planning is to get close to customers. To adapt its clothing 
lines to European tastes, Philadelphia-based Urban Outfitters set up a separate design and mer-
chandising unit in London before it opened its first store in Europe. Although it increased costs, 
the distinctive blend of U.S. and European looks helped the retailer stand out, and it was one of 
the few fashion retailers to build strength during the recent recession.21

Channel Integration and Systems
In addition to multichannel marketing systems, discussed earlier, two other channel develop-
ments are vertical and horizontal marketing systems.
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Vertical Marketing Systems
A conventional marketing channel consists of an independent producer, wholesaler(s), and 
retailer(s). Each is a separate business seeking to maximize its own profits, even if this goal re-
duces profit for the system as a whole. No channel member has complete or substantial control 
over other members.

A vertical marketing system (VMS), by contrast, includes the producer, wholesaler(s), 
and retailer(s) acting as a unified system. One channel member, the channel captain, sometimes 
called a channel steward, owns or franchises the others or has so much power that they all co-
operate. Stewards accomplish channel coordination without issuing commands or directives 
by persuading channel partners to act in the best interest of all.22 A channel steward might be 
the maker of the product or service (Procter & Gamble or American Airlines), the maker of a 
key component (microchip maker Intel), the supplier or assembler (Dell), the distributor (W.W. 
Grainger), or the retailer (Walmart).

VMSs have become the dominant mode of distribution in the U.S. consumer market-
place. There are three types: corporate, administered, and contractual. A corporate VMS 
combines successive stages of production and distribution under single ownership, the way 
Sherwin-Williams makes paint but also owns and operates retail outlets. An administered 
VMS coordinates successive stages of production and distribution through the size and power 
of one of the members, the way Frito-Lay and other big brands secure strong reseller coop-
eration and support. A contractual VMS consists of independent firms at different levels of 
production and distribution integrating their programs on a contractual basis to obtain more 
economies or sales impact than they could achieve alone.23 Table 12.2 describes three types of 
contractual VMSs.

Horizontal Marketing Systems
In a horizontal marketing system, two or more unrelated companies put together resources 
or programs to exploit an emerging marketing opportunity. Each company lacks the capital, 
know-how, production, or marketing resources to venture alone, or it is afraid of the risk. The 
companies might work together on a temporary or permanent basis or create a joint venture 
company. For example, many supermarket chains have arrangements with local banks to offer 
in-store banking.

Table 12.2 Contractual Vertical Marketing Systems

Type of Contractual VMS Description

Wholesaler-sponsored voluntary chains Wholesalers organize voluntary chains of independent retailers to help 
 standardize their selling practices and achieve buying economies in competing 
with large chain organizations.

Retailer cooperatives Retailers organize a new business entity to carry on wholesaling and possibly 
some production. Members concentrate their purchases through the retailer 
co-op and plan their advertising jointly, sharing in profits in proportion to their 
purchases.

Franchise organizations A franchisor links several successive stages in the production-distribution 
 process. Such arrangements include: manufacturer-sponsored retailer franchises 
(Ford and its dealers), manufacturer-sponsored wholesaler franchises (Coca-Cola 
and its bottlers), and service-firm-sponsored retailer franchises (McDonald’s).
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E-Commerce and M-Commerce Marketing Practices
As noted earlier, the digital channels revolution is affecting distribution strategies. E-commerce 
uses a Web site to transact or facilitate the sale of products and services online; m-commerce 
is selling via mobile devices such as smart phones and tablets. Online retailers can predictably 
provide convenient, informative, and personalized experiences for vastly different types of con-
sumers and businesses. By saving the cost of retail floor space, staff, and inventory, e-commerce 
marketers can profitably sell low-volume products to niche markets. While consumers often 
go online to try to find lower prices,24 online retailers in fact compete in three key aspects of a 
transaction: (1) customer interaction with the Web site, (2) delivery, and (3) ability to address 
problems when they occur.25

Pure-click companies have launched a Web site without any previous existence as a firm, 
whereas brick-and-click companies are existing companies that have added an online site for 
information or e-commerce.

E-Commerce and Pure-Click Companies
There are several kinds of pure-click companies: search engines, Internet service providers 
(ISPs), commerce sites, transaction sites, content sites, and enabler sites. Customer service 
is critical for pure-click companies, and their Web sites must be fast, simple, and easy to use. 
Something as simple as enlarging product images on screen can increase perusal time and the 
amount customers buy.26 Some of the larger e-commerce firms such as eBay and Amazon are 
offering same-day delivery in major markets.27 A good return policy is also crucial.28 Ensuring 
security and privacy online remains important. Customers must find the Web site trustworthy.

B-to-B sites make markets more efficient, giving buyers easy access to a great deal of 
information from (1) supplier Web sites; (2) infomediaries, third parties that add value by 
aggregating information about alternatives; (3) market makers, third parties that link buyers 
and sellers; and (4) customer communities, where buyers can swap stories about products and 
services.29 Firms are using B-to-B auction sites, spot exchanges, online product catalogs, bar-
ter sites, and other online resources to obtain better prices, with the result that prices are now 
more transparent.

E-Commerce and Brick-and-Click Companies
Although many brick-and-mortar companies once hesitated to open an e-commerce channel for 
fear of conflict with their channel partners, most have added the Internet after seeing how much 
business was generated online. Even Procter & Gamble is selling some big brands such as Tide 
via its P&G e-store, in part to examine consumer shopping habits more closely.30

Managing the online and offline channels has thus become a priority for many firms.31 To gain 
acceptance from intermediaries, marketers are (1) offering different brands or products online and 
offline; (2) offering offline partners higher commissions to cushion the negative impact on sales; or 
(3) taking orders online but having retailers deliver and collect payment.

M-Commerce Marketing
Mobile channels and media can keep consumers as connected and interacting with a brand as 
they choose. By mid-2013, more than half of all online U.S. buyers had made a purchase on 
a mobile device, and m-commerce accounted for more than 11 percent of all e-commerce.32 
Tablets are expected to overtake smart phones for mobile shopping, and one estimate says tablets 
will make up more than 70 percent of mobile retail sales by 2017.33
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In some parts of the world, m-commerce is very well established. Asian consumers use their 
mobile phones as their main computers and benefit from a well-developed mobile infrastruc-
ture. In the United States, mobile marketing is becoming more prevalent and taking all forms. 
Companies are trying to give their customers more control over their shopping experiences by 
bringing Web technologies into the store, especially via mobile apps.

Advertising, Promotions, and M-commerce  Given the small screen and fleeting atten-
tion paid, fulfilling advertising’s traditional role of informing and persuading is more challenging 
for m-commerce marketers. On the plus side, consumers are more engaged and attentive with 
their smart phones than when they are online.34 Nevertheless, a number of m-commerce com-
panies are eliminating ads to allow consumers to make purchases with as few clicks as possible.35 
Promotions are a different story. Consumers often use their smart phones to find deals or capi-
talize on them: The redemption rate for mobile coupons (10 percent) far exceeds that of paper 
coupons (1 percent).36 According to research, mobile promotions can get consumers to travel 
greater distances within a store and make more unplanned purchases.37

Geofencing, Privacy, and M-commerce  The idea of geofencing is to target customers with 
a mobile promotion when they are within a defined geographical space, typically near or in a 
store. The local-based service requires just an app and GPS coordinates, but consumers have to 
opt in. For example, cosmetics retailer Kiehl’s uses geofencing around its freestanding stores and 
kiosks within other stores, offering a free lip balm to customers who enroll. It limits texts to three 
per month to avoid being intrusive.38

The fact that a company can pinpoint a customer’s or employee’s location with GPS tech-
nology raises privacy issues. Many consumers are happy to tolerate cookies, profiles, and other 
online tools that let e-commerce businesses know who they are and when and how they shop, but 
they are nevertheless concerned when such tracking occurs in the store. When Nordstrom in-
formed shoppers it was testing new technology to follow the Wi-Fi signals from customers’ smart 
phones, some consumers objected, leading Nordstrom to drop the experiment.39

Channel Conflict, Cooperation, and Competition
No matter how well channels are designed and managed, there will be some conflict, if only because 
the interests of independent business entities do not always coincide. Channel conflict is generated 
when one channel member’s actions prevent another channel from achieving its goal. Software gi-
ant Oracle Corp., plagued by conflict between its high-powered sales force and its vendor partners, 
has tried a number of solutions, including rolling out new “All Partner Territories” where all deals 
except for specific strategic accounts go through select Oracle partners and allowing partners to 
secure bigger $1 billion-plus accounts.40

Channel coordination occurs when channel members are brought together to advance the 
goals of the channel instead of their own potentially incompatible goals.41 Here we examine three 
questions: What types of conflict arise in channels? What causes conflict? What can marketers 
do to resolve it?

Types of Conflict and Competition
Horizontal channel conflict occurs between channel members at the same level. Vertical channel 
conflict occurs between different levels of the channel. Greater retailer consolidation—the 10 largest 
U.S. retailers account for more than 80 percent of the average manufacturer’s business—has led to 
increased price pressure and influence from retailers.42 Walmart, for example, is the principal buyer 
for many manufacturers, including Disney, and can command reduced prices or quantity discounts 
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from suppliers.43 Multichannel conflict exists when the manufacturer has established two or more 
channels that sell to the same market.44 It’s likely to be especially intense when the members of one 
channel get a lower price (based on larger-volume purchases) or work with a lower margin.

Causes of Channel Conflict
One cause of channel conflict is goal incompatibility. The manufacturer may want to achieve 
rapid market penetration through a low-price policy, but the dealers prefer to work with high 
margins for short-run profitability. Another cause is unclear roles and rights, including issues of 
territory boundaries and credit for sales. A third cause is differences in perception, as when a pro-
ducer is optimistic about the economy and wants dealers to carry higher inventory, but its deal-
ers are pessimistic. Finally, channel conflict can emerge from intermediaries’ dependence on the 
manufacturer. For example, the fortunes of exclusive dealers, such as auto dealers, are profoundly 
affected by the manufacturer’s product and pricing decisions.

Managing Channel Conflict
Some channel conflict can be constructive and lead to better adaptation to a changing environ-
ment, but too much is dysfunctional.45 The challenge is not to eliminate all conflict but to manage 
it better through mechanisms such as: strategic justification (showing channels or members how 
each serves distinctive segments); dual compensation (paying existing channels for sales made 
through new channels); superordinate goals (for mutual benefit); employee exchange (between 
channel levels); joint memberships (in trade groups); co-optation (including leaders in advisory 
councils and other groups); diplomacy, mediation, and arbitration (when conflict is chronic or 
acute); and legal recourse (if nothing else proves effective).46

Dilution and Cannibalization
Marketers must be careful not to dilute their brands through inappropriate channels. This is 
particularly important for luxury brands whose images rest on exclusivity and personalized ser-
vice. Given the lengths to which they go to pamper store customers—including doormen and 
extravagant surroundings—luxury brands have had to work hard to provide a high-quality digital 
experience. To reach affluent customers who work long hours and have little time to shop, many 
high-end fashion brands such as Dior, Louis Vuitton, and Fendi have unveiled e-commerce sites 
for researching items before visiting a store—and as a means to combat fakes sold online.

Legal and Ethical Issues in Channel Relations
The law seeks to prevent only exclusionary tactics that might keep competitors from using a 
channel. Here we briefly consider the legality of certain practices, including exclusive dealing, 
exclusive territories, tying agreements, and dealers’ rights. With exclusive distribution, only 
certain outlets are allowed to carry a seller’s products. Requiring these dealers not to handle 
competitors’ products is called exclusive dealing. The seller obtains more loyal and dependable 
outlets, and the dealer gets a steady supply of special products and strong support. Exclusive ar-
rangements are legal as long as they are voluntary and do not substantially lessen competition 
or tend to create a monopoly.

Producers of a strong brand sometimes sell it to dealers only if they will take some or all of 
the rest of the line, a practice called full-line forcing. Such tying agreements are not necessarily ille-
gal, but they do violate U.S. law if they tend to lessen competition substantially. In general, sellers 
can drop dealers “for cause,” but not if, for example, a dealer refuses to cooperate in a doubtful 
legal arrangement, such as exclusive dealing or tying agreements.
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Executive Summary
Most producers do not sell their goods directly to final users. Between producers and final users 
stands one or more marketing channels, marketing intermediaries performing a variety of func-
tions. Companies use intermediaries when they lack the financial resources for direct marketing, 
when direct marketing is not feasible, and when they can earn more by doing so. The most im-
portant functions performed by intermediaries are information, promotion, negotiation, order-
ing, financing, risk taking, physical possession, payment, and title.

Manufacturers can sell direct or use one-, two-, or three-level channels, depending on 
customer needs, channel objectives, and the major alternatives, including the types and num-
bers of intermediaries involved in the channel. Effective channel management calls for selecting 
intermediaries and training and motivating them to build a profitable partnership. Three key 
channel trends are the growth of vertical marketing systems, horizontal marketing systems, and 
multichannel marketing systems. More companies have adopted “brick-and-click” channel sys-
tems for e-commerce; m-commerce (selling via smart phones and tablets) is also gaining in im-
portance. All marketing channels have the potential for conflict and competition resulting from 
goal incompatibility, poorly defined roles and rights, perceptual differences, and interdependent 
relationships. Among the legal and ethical issues to be considered when planning channel strate-
gies are exclusive dealing or territories, tying agreements, and dealers’ rights.
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Marketing Management at Warby Parker
Started by four Wharton MBA graduates, e-commerce start-up Warby Parker is challenging 
 eyewear mammoth Luxottica with a marketing strategy that cleverly combines fashion, value, 
customer experience, and social responsibility. With material for frames from a family-owned 
Italian company, assembly in China, and no middleman, it promises quality comparable to that 
of well-known designers at a fraction of the cost. Warby Parker eyeglasses sell for a flat $95 (or 
$145 for titanium frames) with free shipping and free returns. To assess fit, customers can use a 
virtual try-on tool employing facial recognition technology or have up to five sample pairs shipped 
to try on in person. Promoting “eyewear with a purpose,” Warby Parker donates one pair for every 
pair sold. To expand reach and engagement beyond its Web site, the company has launched shops 
within shops in selected cities and operates a flagship store in New York City.1

Retailers, wholesalers, and logistical organizations are forging their own marketing strategies 
in a rapidly changing world. Successful intermediaries segment their markets, improve their 

market targeting and positioning, and connect with customers through memorable experiences, 
relevant and timely information, and the right products and services. In this chapter, we consider 
marketing excellence in retailing, wholesaling, and logistics.

In this chapter, we will address the following questions:

 1. What major types of marketing intermediaries occupy this sector, and what marketing 
decisions do they face? (Page 233)

 2. What does the future hold for private-label brands? (Page 237)

 3. What are some of the important issues in wholesaling and logistics? (Page 238)

Managing Retailing, 
Wholesaling, and Logistics

Chapter 13
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Retailing
Retailing includes all the activities in selling goods or services directly to final consumers for 
personal, nonbusiness use. A retailer or retail store is any business enterprise whose sales vol-
ume comes primarily from retailing. Any organization selling to final consumers—whether it 
is a manufacturer, wholesaler, or retailer—is doing retailing. It doesn’t matter how the goods or 
services are sold (in person, by mail, by telephone, by vending machine, or online) or where (in a 
store, on the street, or in the consumer’s home).

Types of Retailers
Consumers today can shop for goods and services at store retailers, nonstore retailers, and re-
tail organizations, as shown in Table 13.1. Different formats of store retailers will have different 
competitive and price dynamics. Discount stores, for example, historically have competed much 
more directly with each other than with other formats, though that is changing.2

Retailers can position themselves as offering one of four levels of service:

 1. Self-service—Self-service is the cornerstone of all discount operations. Many customers are 
willing to carry out their own “locate-compare-select” process to save money.

 2. Self-selection—Customers find their own goods, though they can ask for assistance.
 3. Limited service—These retailers carry more shopping goods and services such as credit and 

merchandise-return privileges. Customers need more information and assistance.
 4. Full service—Salespeople are ready to assist in every phase of the “locate-compare-select” process. 

The high staffing cost and many services, along with the higher proportion of specialty goods and 
slower-moving items, result in high-cost retailing.

Table 13.1 Major Types of Store Retailers

Specialty store: Narrow product line. The Limited, The Body Shop.

Department store: Several product lines. Macy’s, Bloomingdale’s.

Supermarket: Large, low-cost, low-margin, high-volume, self-service store designed to meet total needs for food and household 
products. Kroger, Safeway.

Convenience store: Small store in residential area, often open 24/7, limited line of high-turnover convenience products plus 
takeout. 7-Eleven, Circle K.

Drug store: Prescription and pharmacies, health and beauty aids, other personal care, small durable, miscellaneous items. CVS, 
Walgreens.

Discount store: Standard or specialty merchandise; low-price, low-margin, high-volume stores. Walmart, Kmart.

extreme value or hard-discount store: A more restricted merchandise mix than discount stores but at even lower prices. Aldi, 
Dollar General.

Off-price retailer: Leftover goods, overruns, irregular merchandise sold at less than retail. Factory outlets; independent off-price 
retailers such as TJ Maxx; warehouse clubs such as Costco.

Superstore: Huge selling space, routinely purchased food and household items, plus services (laundry, shoe repair, check 
cashing). Category killer (deep assortment in one category) such as Staples; combination store such as Jewel-Osco; 
 hypermarket (huge stores that combine supermarket, discount, and warehouse retailing) such as Carrefour in France.

Catalog showroom: Broad selection of high-markup, fast-moving, brand-name goods sold by catalog at a discount. Customers 
pick up merchandise at the store. Inside Edge Ski and Bike.

Source: Data from www.privatelabelmag.com.

www.privatelabelmag.com
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Nonstore retailing has been growing much faster than store retailing, as shown in the rise of 
e-commerce and m-commerce. Nonstore retailing falls into four major categories: (1) direct mar-
keting (including telemarketing, direct mail, catalog marketing, and online shopping); (2) direct 
selling, also called multilevel selling and network marketing, in which companies sell door to door 
or through at-home sales parties; (3) automatic vending for impulse goods such as soft drinks 
and other products such as cosmetics; and (4) buying service, a storeless retailer serving a specific 
clientele—usually employees of large organizations—who are entitled to discounts in return for 
membership.

An increasing number are part of a corporate retailing organization (see Table 13.2). These 
organizations achieve economies of scale, greater purchasing power, wider brand recognition, 
and better-trained employees than independent stores can usually gain alone.

The Modern Retail Marketing Environment
The retail marketing environment is dramatically different today from what it was just a decade 
or so ago. To better satisfy customers’ need for convenience, a variety of new retail forms have 
emerged. Retailers are experimenting with “pop-up” stores that let them create buzz through in-
teractive experiences and promote brands for a few weeks in busy areas. Also, giant retailers such 
as Walmart are using information systems, logistical systems, and buying power to deliver good 
service and immense volumes of product to masses of consumers at appealing prices. Middle-
market retailers are in decline as discount retailers improve both quality and image and some 
retailers move even further upscale. Department stores can’t worry just about other department 
stores now that discount chains such as Walmart and Tesco are expanding into product areas 
such as clothing, health, beauty, and electrical appliances.3

An important trend in fashion retailing in particular, but with broader implications, is the 
emergence of fast retailing. Here retailers such as Zara and Uniqlo develop completely different 
supply chain and distribution systems to allow them to offer consumers constantly changing 
product choices. Critics, however, pan fast fashion for its planned obsolescence and the resulting 
disposability and waste.4

Technology is profoundly affecting the way retailers conduct virtually every facet of their 
business. Almost all now use technology to produce forecasts, control inventory costs, and order 
from suppliers, reducing the need to discount and run sales to clear out languishing products. 

Table 13.2 Major Types of Corporate Retail Organizations

Corporate chain store: Two or more outlets owned and controlled, employing central buying and merchandising, and selling 
similar lines of merchandise. Gap, Pottery Barn.

Voluntary chain: A wholesaler-sponsored group of independent retailers engaged in bulk buying and common merchandising. 
Independent Grocers Alliance (IGA).

Retailer cooperative: Independent retailers using a central buying organization and joint promotion efforts. ACE Hardware.

Consumer cooperative: A retail firm owned by its customers. Members contribute money to open their own store, vote on its 
policies, elect a group to manage it, and receive dividends. Local cooperative grocery stores can be found in many markets.

Franchise organization: Contractual association between a franchisor and franchisees, popular in a number of product and 
service areas. Dunkin’ Donuts, Marriott, The UPS Store.

Merchandising conglomerate: A corporation that combines several diversified retailing lines and forms under central ownership, 
with some integration of distribution and management. Macy’s operates Macy’s and other retailers such as Bloomingdale’s.
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Technology is also directly affecting the consumer shopping experience inside the store, includ-
ing experiments with virtual shopping screens, audio/video presentations, and other applica-
tions. Shopper marketing is the way manufacturers and retailers use stocking, displays, and 
promotions to influence consumers actively shopping for a product. “Marketing Insight: The 
Growth of Shopper Marketing” describes the important role technology is taking in the aisles.

Social media are especially important for retailers during the holiday season when shoppers 
are seeking information and sharing successes. Beyond the holidays, many retailers are linking to 
customer photos supporting their brands on Instagram, Pinterest, and other sites to create social 
engagement.5

Retailer Marketing Decisions
With this new retail environment as a backdrop, we now examine retailers’ marketing decisions 
in some key areas: target market, channels, product assortment, procurement, prices, services, 
store atmosphere, store activities and experiences, communications, and location.

Target Market  Until it defines and profiles the target market, the retailer cannot make consis-
tent decisions about product assortment, store decor, advertising messages and media, price, and 

The Growth of Shopper Marketing

Buoyed by research suggesting that more than 
half of all purchase decisions are made in-

side the store, firms are increasingly recognizing 
the importance of influencing consumers at the 
point of purchase, via shopper marketing. Procter 
& Gamble observed the power of displays in a 
Walmart project designed to boost sales of pre-
mium diapers such as Pampers. By creating the 
first baby center in which infant products were 
united in a single aisle, the new shelf layout en-
couraged parents to linger longer and spend more 
money, increasing Pampers sales.

Retailers are also using technology to re-
search shopping behavior and influence customers 
as they shop. Some supermarkets are employ-
ing mobile phone apps or “smart shopping carts” 
that help customers locate items in the store, find 
out about sales and special offers, and pay more 
easily. Academic research shows that unplanned 
purchases increase the more a product is touched, 
the longer a purchase is considered, the closer a 
customer is to the shelf, the fewer the shelf dis-
plays in sight, and the more quickly shoppers can 

reference external information. Even the simple 
act of touching a product on a tablet screen has 
been shown to increase purchase intent.

Sources: Megan Woolhouse, “Tablets Facilitate Impulse Shopping 
for Many,” Boston Globe, December 18, 2013; Elizabeth Dwoskin and 
Greg Bensinger, “Tracking Technology Sheds Light on Shopper Habits,” 
Wall Street Journal, December 9, 2013; S. Adam Brasel and Jim Gips, 
“Tablets, Touchscreens, and Touchpads: How Varying Touch Interfaces 
Trigger Psychological Ownership and Endowment,” Journal of Consumer 
Psychology 24 (April 2014), pp. 226–33; Koert van Ittersum, Brian 
Wansink, Joost M. E. Pennings, and Daniel Sheehan, “Smart Shopping 
Carts: How Real-Time Feedback Influences Spending,” Journal of 
Marketing 77 (November 2013), pp. 21–36; Noreen O’Leary, “Shopper 
Marketing Goes Mainstream,” Adweek, May 20, 2013, p. 19; Yanliu 
Huang, Sam K. Hui, J. Jeffrey Inman, and Jacob A. Suher, “Capturing 
the ‘First Moment of Truth’: Understanding Point-of-Purchase Drivers 
of Unplanned Consideration and Purchase,” MSI Report 12-101, www 
.msi.org, 2012; Pat Lenius, “P&G Leverages Facebook to Enhance 
Promotions in Walmart,” www.cpgmatters.com, November 2011; 
Venkatesh Shankar, “Shopper Marketing: Current Insights, Emerging 
Trends, and Future Directions,” MSI Relevant Knowledge Series Book, 
www.msi.org, 2011; Anthony Dukes and Yunchuan Liu, “In-Store 
Media and Distribution Channel Coordination,” Marketing Science 29 
(January–February 2010), pp. 94–107.

marketing 
insight

www.msi.org
www.msi.org
www.cpgmatters.com
www.msi.org
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service levels. Retailers are slicing the market into ever-finer segments and introducing new lines 
of stores to exploit niche markets with more relevant offerings, the way Gymboree launched Janie 
and Jack to sell apparel and gifts for babies and toddlers.

Channels  Based on a target market analysis and other considerations discussed in 
Chapter  12, retailers must decide which channels to employ to reach their customers. 
Increasingly, the answer is multiple channels. Staples sells through its traditional retail brick-
and-mortar channel, a direct-response Internet site, virtual malls, and thousands of links on 
affiliated sites. Although some experts predicted otherwise, catalogs have actually grown in 
an Internet world as more firms have revamped them to use them as branding devices and to 
complement online activity.6

Product Assortment  The retailer’s product assortment must match the target market’s 
shopping expectations in breadth and depth.7 A restaurant can offer a narrow and shallow as-
sortment (small lunch counters), a narrow and deep assortment (delicatessen), a broad and 
shallow assortment (cafeteria), or a broad and deep assortment (large restaurant). Destination 
categories play an important role because they have the greatest impact on where households 
choose to shop (for fresh produce, for instance) and how they view a particular retailer. Another 
challenge is to develop a product-differentiation strategy by featuring brands not available at 
competing stores, featuring mostly private-label merchandise, presenting distinctive merchan-
dise events, changing merchandise frequently or offering surprise items, featuring new mer-
chandise, offering customizing services, or offering a highly targeted assortment.

Procurement  Stores are using direct product profitability (DPP) to measure a product’s 
handling costs (receiving, moving to storage, paperwork, selecting, checking, loading, and 
space cost) from the time it reaches the warehouse until a customer buys it in the retail store. 
Sometimes they find that a product’s gross margin bears little relationship to the direct prod-
uct profit. Some high-volume products may have such high handling costs that they are less 
profitable and deserve less shelf space than low-volume products, at least unless customers 
buy enough other, more profitable products to justify the loss involved in pushing the high-
volume products.

Prices  Prices are a key positioning factor and must be set in relationship to the target market, 
product-and-service assortment mix, and competition.8 Most retailers fall into the high-markup, 
lower-volume group (fine specialty stores) or the low-markup, higher-volume group (discount 
stores). Most retailers will put low prices on some items to serve as traffic builders (or loss lead-
ers) or to signal their pricing policies.9 A store’s average price level and discounting policies will 
affect its price image with consumers, but non-price-related factors such as store atmosphere and 
levels of service also matter.10

Services  Retailers must decide on the services mix to offer customers. Prepurchase services 
include accepting telephone and mail orders, advertising, window and interior display, fitting 
rooms, shopping hours, fashion shows, and trade-ins. Postpurchase services include shipping 
and delivery, gift wrapping, adjustments and returns, alterations and tailoring, installations, and 
engraving. Ancillary services include general information, check cashing, parking, restaurants, 
repairs, interior decorating, and credit.

Store Atmosphere  Every store has a look and a physical layout that makes it hard or easy 
to move around. Kohl’s floor plan is modeled after a racetrack loop and is designed to convey 
customers smoothly past all the merchandise in the store. It includes a middle aisle that hurried 
shoppers can use as a shortcut and yields higher spending levels than many competitors.11
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Store Activities and Experiences  The growth of e-commerce has forced traditional brick-
and-mortar retailers to respond. In addition to their natural advantages, such as products that 
shoppers can actually see, touch, and test; real-life customer service; and no delivery lag time for 
most purchases, stores also provide a shopping experience as a strong differentiator. The store 
atmosphere should match shoppers’ basic motivations—if customers are likely to be in a task-
oriented and functional mind-set, then a simpler, more restrained in-store environment may be 
better.12 On the other hand, some retailers are creating in-store entertainment to attract custom-
ers who want fun and excitement.

Communications  Retailers use a wide range of communication tools to generate traffic 
and purchases, including advertising, special sales, money-saving coupons, e-mail promotions, 
frequent-shopper-reward programs, and in-store food sampling. Many work with manufacturers 
to design point-of-sale materials that reflect both their images. Retailers are also using interac-
tive and social media to pass on information and create communities around their brands. They 
study the way consumers respond to their e-mails, not only where and how messages are opened 
but also which words and images led to a click.

Location  The three keys to retail success are “location, location, and location.” Retailers can 
place their stores in the following locations:

•	 Central business districts. The oldest and most heavily trafficked city areas, often 
known as “downtown.”

•	 Regional shopping centers. Large suburban malls containing 40 to 200 stores, typically 
featuring one or two nationally known anchor stores or a combination of big-box stores 
and smaller stores.

•	 Community shopping centers. Smaller malls with one anchor store and 20 to 40 smaller 
stores.

•	 Shopping strips. A cluster of stores, usually in one long building, serving a neighbor-
hood’s needs for groceries, hardware, laundry, and more.

•	 A location within a larger store. Concession spaces taken by well-known retailers like 
Starbucks inside larger stores, airports, or schools; or “store-within-a-store” specialty re-
tailers located within a department store.

•	 Stand-alone stores. Freestanding storefronts not connected directly to other retail stores.

Private Labels
A private-label brand (also called a reseller, store, house, or distributor brand) is a brand that re-
tailers and wholesalers develop. In grocery stores in Europe and Canada, store brands account for 
as much as 40 percent of the items sold. In Britain, roughly half of what Sainsbury and Tesco, the 
largest food chains, sell is store-label goods. Germany and Spain are also European markets with a 
high percentage of private-label sales.13 According to the Private Label Manufacturers’ Association, 
store brands now account for one of every five items sold in U.S. supermarkets, drug chains, and 
mass merchandisers. The stakes in private-label marketing are high. A one-percentage-point shift 
from national brands to private labels in food and beverages is estimated to add $5.5 billion in rev-
enue for supermarket chains.14

Private labels are rapidly gaining ground in a way that has many manufacturers of name 
brands running scared. Recessions increase private-label sales, and once some consumers 
switch to a private label, they don’t always go back.15 But some experts believe 50 percent is 
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the natural limit on how much private-label volume to carry because consumers prefer cer-
tain national brands, and many product categories are not feasible or attractive on a private-
label basis.

Role of Private Labels
Why do intermediaries sponsor their own brands? First, these brands can be more profit-
able. Intermediaries may be able to use manufacturers with excess capacity that will produce 
private-label goods at low cost. Other costs, such as research and development, advertising, 
sales promotion, and physical distribution, are also much lower, so private labels can generate 
a higher profit margin.16 Retailers also develop exclusive store brands to differentiate them-
selves from competitors.

Generics are unbranded, plainly packaged, less expensive versions of common products 
such as spaghetti, paper towels, and canned peaches. They offer standard or lower quality at a 
price that may be as much as 20 percent to 40 percent lower than nationally advertised brands 
and 10 percent to 20 percent lower than the retailer’s private-label brands.

Private-Label Success Factors
In the battle between manufacturers’ and private labels, retailers have increasing market power. 
Because shelf space is scarce, many supermarkets charge a slotting fee for accepting a new 
brand; retailers also charge for special display space and in-store advertising space. They typi-
cally give more prominent display to their own brands and make sure they are well stocked.

Although retailers get credit for the success of private labels, the growing power of store 
brands has also benefited from the weakening of national brands. Many consumers have 
become more price sensitive, a trend reinforced by the continuous barrage of coupons and 
price specials that has trained a generation to buy on price. Competing manufacturers and 
national retailers copy and duplicate the quality and features of the best brands in a category, 
reducing physical product differentiation. A steady stream of brand extensions and line 
extensions has blurred brand identity at times and led to a confusing amount of product 
proliferation.

Bucking these trends, many manufacturers are fighting back by investing in R&D to bring 
out new brands, line extensions, features, and quality improvements. They are also investing in 
strong “pull” advertising programs to maintain high brand recognition and consumer preference 
and to overcome the in-store marketing advantage private labels can enjoy. Experts suggest that 
manufacturers compete against or collaborate with private labels by fighting selectively, partner-
ing effectively, innovating, and creating winning value propositions.17

Wholesaling
Wholesaling includes all the activities in selling goods or services to those who buy for resale 
or business use. It excludes manufacturers and farmers because they are engaged primar-
ily in production, and it excludes retailers. The major types of wholesalers are described in 
Table 13.3.

Wholesalers (also called distributors) differ from retailers in a number of ways. First, 
wholesalers pay less attention to promotion, atmosphere, and location because they are deal-
ing with business customers rather than final consumers. Second, wholesale transactions are 
usually larger than retail transactions, and wholesalers usually cover a larger trade area than 
retailers. Third, wholesalers and retailers are subject to different legal regulations and taxes.
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Wholesaling Functions
Why use wholesalers at all? In general, wholesalers can more efficiently perform one or more of 
the following functions:

•	 Selling and promoting. Wholesalers’ sales forces help manufacturers reach many small 
business customers at a relatively low cost.

•	 Buying and assortment building. Wholesalers are able to select items and build the 
 assortments their customers need.

•	 Bulk breaking. Wholesalers achieve savings for customers by buying large carload lots 
and breaking the bulk into smaller units.

•	 Warehousing. Wholesalers hold inventories, thereby reducing inventory costs and risks 
to suppliers and customers.

•	 Transportation. Wholesalers can often provide quicker delivery to buyers because they 
are closer to the buyers.

•	 Financing. Wholesalers finance customers by granting credit and finance suppliers by 
 ordering early and paying bills on time.

•	 Risk bearing. Wholesalers absorb some risk by taking title and bearing the cost of theft, 
damage, spoilage, and obsolescence.

•	 Market information. Wholesalers supply information to suppliers and customers regard-
ing competitors’ activities, new products, price developments, and so on.

•	 Management services and counseling. Wholesalers often help retailers improve their 
operations by training sales clerks, helping with store layouts and displays, and setting up 
accounting and inventory-control systems.

Table 13.3 Major Wholesaler Types

Merchant wholesalers: Independently owned businesses that take title to the merchandise they handle. They are full-service and limited-service 
jobbers, distributors, and mill supply houses.

Full-service wholesalers: Carry stock, maintain a sales force, offer credit, make deliveries, and provide management assistance. Wholesale merchants 
sell primarily to retailers; industrial distributors sell to manufacturers and also provide services such as credit and delivery.

limited-service wholesalers: Cash and carry wholesalers sell a limited line of fast-moving goods to small retailers for cash. Truck wholesalers 
sell and deliver a limited line of semiperishable goods to supermarkets, grocery stores, hospitals, restaurants, and hotels. Drop shippers serve bulk 
industries such as coal, lumber, and heavy equipment. They assume title and risk from the time an order is accepted to its delivery. Rack jobbers 
serve grocery retailers in nonfood items, setting up displays, pricing goods, and keeping inventory records; they retain title and bill retailers only for 
goods sold. Producers’ cooperatives assemble farm produce to sell in local markets. Mail-order wholesalers send catalogs to retail, industrial, and 
institutional customers; orders are filled and sent by mail, rail, plane, or truck.

brokers and agents: Facilitate buying and selling, working on commission; limited functions; generally specialize by product line or customer type. 
Brokers bring buyers and sellers together and assist in negotiation, paid by the party hiring them. Agents represent buyers or sellers on a more 
 permanent basis. Most agents are small businesses with a few skilled salespeople. Selling agents are authorized to sell a manufacturer’s entire output; 
purchasing agents make purchases for buyers and often receive, inspect, warehouse, and ship merchandise; commission merchants take physical 
possession of products and negotiate sales.

Manufacturers’ and retailers’ branches and offices: Wholesaling operations conducted by sellers or buyers themselves rather than through 
independent wholesalers. Separate branches and offices are dedicated to sales or purchasing.

Specialized wholesalers: Agricultural assemblers (buy the agricultural output of many farms), petroleum bulk plants and terminals (consolidate the 
output of many wells), and auction companies (auction cars, equipment, etc., to dealers and other businesses).
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Trends in Wholesaling
Wholesaler-distributors have faced mounting pressures in recent years from new sources of com-
petition, demanding customers, new technologies, and more direct-buying programs by large 
industrial, institutional, and retail buyers. Manufacturers’ major complaints against wholesal-
ers are: They don’t aggressively promote the manufacturer’s product line and they act more like 
order takers; they don’t carry enough inventory and therefore don’t fill customers’ orders fast 
enough; they don’t supply the manufacturer with up-to-date market, customer, and competitive 
information; they don’t attract high-caliber managers to bring down their own costs; and they 
charge too much for their services.

Savvy wholesalers are adding value to the channel by adapting their services to meet their 
suppliers’ and target customers’ changing needs. They’re increasing asset productivity by better 
managing inventories and receivables. They’re also reducing operating costs by investing in more 
advanced materials-handling technology, information systems, and the Internet. Finally, they’re 
improving their strategic decisions about target markets, product assortment and services, price, 
communications, and distribution. Yet the wholesaling industry remains vulnerable to one of the 
most enduring trends—fierce resistance to price increases and the winnowing out of suppliers 
based on cost and quality.

Market Logistics
Physical distribution starts at the factory. Managers choose a set of warehouses (stocking points) 
and transportation carriers that will deliver the goods to final destinations in the desired time or 
at the lowest total cost. Physical distribution has now been expanded into the broader concept of 
supply chain management (SCM). Supply chain management starts before physical distribution 
and includes strategically procuring the right inputs (raw materials, components, and capital 
equipment), converting them efficiently into finished products, and dispatching them to the final 
destinations. The supply chain perspective can help a company identify superior suppliers and 
distributors, improve productivity, and reduce costs. Some companies choose to partner with 
third-party logistics specialists for help with transportation planning, distribution center man-
agement, and other valued-added services that go beyond shipping and storing.18

Market logistics includes planning the infrastructure to meet demand, then implementing 
and controlling the physical flows of materials and final goods from points of origin to points of 
use to meet customer requirements at a profit. Market logistics planning has four steps:19

 1. Deciding on the company’s value proposition to its customers. (What on-time delivery standard 
should we offer? What levels should we attain in ordering and billing accuracy?)

 2. Selecting the best channel design and network strategy for reaching the customers. (Should we 
serve customers directly or through intermediaries? How many warehouses should we maintain, 
and where should we locate them?)

 3. Developing operational excellence in sales forecasting, warehouse management, transportation 
management, and materials management.

 4. Implementing the solution with the best information systems, equipment, policies, and 
procedures.

Integrated Logistics Systems
The market logistics task calls for integrated logistics systems (ILS), which include materials 
management, material flow systems, and physical distribution, aided by information technology. 
Market logistics encompass several activities. The first is sales forecasting, on the basis of which 
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the company schedules distribution, production, and inventory levels. Production plans indicate 
the materials the purchasing department must order. These materials arrive through inbound 
transportation, enter the receiving area, and are stored in raw-material inventory. Raw materi-
als are converted into finished goods. Finished-goods inventory is the link between customer 
orders and manufacturing activity. Customers’ orders draw down the finished-goods inventory 
level, and manufacturing activity builds it up. Finished goods flow off the assembly line and pass 
through packaging, in-plant warehousing, shipping-room processing, outbound transportation, 
field warehousing, and delivery and service.

Firms are concerned about the total cost of market logistics, which can amount to as much 
as 30 percent to 40 percent of the product’s cost. Many experts call market logistics “the last fron-
tier for cost economies.” Lowering these costs yields lower prices, higher profit margins, or both. 
Even though the cost of market logistics can be high, a well-planned program can be a potent 
tool in competitive marketing.

Market-Logistics Objectives
Many companies state their market-logistics objective as “getting the right goods to the right 
places at the right time for the least cost.” Unfortunately, no system can simultaneously maximize 
customer service and minimize distribution cost. Maximum customer service implies large in-
ventories, premium transportation, and multiple warehouses, all of which raise market-logistics 
costs. Given that market-logistics activities require trade-offs, managers must make decisions on 
a total-system basis. The starting point is to study what customers require and what competitors 
are offering. Customers want on-time delivery, help meeting emergency needs, careful handling 
of merchandise, and quick return and replacement of defective goods. The company must also 
consider competitors’ service standards. It will normally want to match or exceed these, but the 
objective is to maximize profits, not sales.

Market-Logistics Decisions
The firm must make four major decisions about its market logistics: (1) How should we handle 
orders (order processing)? (2) Where should we locate our stock (warehousing)? (3) How much 
stock should we hold (inventory)? and (4) How should we ship goods (transportation)?

Order Processing  Most companies try to shorten the order-to-payment cycle—the time 
between an order’s receipt, delivery, and payment. This cycle has many steps, including order 
transmission by the salesperson, order entry and customer credit check, inventory and produc-
tion scheduling, order and invoice shipment, and receipt of payment. The longer this cycle takes, 
the lower the customer’s satisfaction and the lower the company’s profits.

Warehousing  Every company must store finished goods until they are sold because produc-
tion and consumption cycles rarely match. More stocking locations mean goods can be delivered 
to customers more quickly but warehousing and inventory costs are higher. To reduce these 
costs, the company might centralize its inventory in one place and use fast transportation to fill 
orders. To better manage inventory, many department stores such as Nordstrom and Macy’s now 
ship online orders from individual stores.20

Inventory  Salespeople would like their companies to carry enough stock to fill all customer 
orders immediately. However, this is not cost effective. Inventory cost increases at an accelerat-
ing rate as the customer-service level approaches 100 percent. Management needs to know how 
much sales and profits would increase as a result of carrying larger inventories and promising 
faster order fulfillment times and then make a decision.
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As inventory draws down, management must know at what stock level to place a new order. 
This stock level is called the order (or reorder) point. An order point of 20 means reordering 
when the stock falls to 20 units. The order point should balance the risks of stock-out against 
the costs of overstock. The other decision is how much to order. The larger the quantity ordered, 
the less frequently an order needs to be placed. The company needs to balance order-processing 
costs and inventory-carrying costs. Order-processing costs for a manufacturer consist of setup 
costs and running costs (operating costs when production is running) for the item. If setup costs 
are low, the manufacturer can produce the item often; if setup costs are high, the firm can reduce 
the average cost per unit by producing a long run and carrying more inventory.

Order-processing costs must be compared with inventory-carrying costs, which include stor-
age charges, cost of capital, taxes and insurance, and depreciation and obsolescence. The larger 
the average stock carried, the higher the inventory-carrying costs. This means marketing manag-
ers who want to carry larger inventories need to show that incremental gross profits will exceed 
incremental carrying costs.

We can determine the optimal order quantity by observing how order-processing costs 
and inventory-carrying costs add up at different order levels. Figure 13.1 shows that the 
order-processing cost per unit decreases as the number of units ordered increases because 
the order costs are spread over more units. Inventory-carrying charges per unit increase with 
the number of units ordered because each unit remains longer in inventory. We sum the two 
cost curves vertically into a total-cost curve and project the lowest point of the total-cost 
curve on the horizontal axis to find the optimal order quantity Q*.21

Companies are reducing their inventory costs by keeping slow-moving items in a central 
location and carrying fast-moving items in warehouses closer to customers. They are also con-
sidering inventory strategies that give them flexibility should anything go wrong, whether a dock 
strike in California, an earthquake in Japan, or political turmoil in North Africa. The ultimate 
answer to carrying near-zero inventory is to build for order, not for stock.

Transportation  Transportation choices affect product pricing, on-time delivery performance, 
and the condition of the goods when they arrive, all of which affect customer satisfaction. In 
shipping goods to its warehouses, dealers, and customers, a company can choose rail, air, truck, 

FiguRe 13.1 Determining Optimal Order Quantity
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waterway, or pipeline. Shippers consider such criteria as speed, frequency, dependability, capabil-
ity, availability, traceability, and cost. For speed, the prime contenders are air, rail, and truck. If 
the goal is low cost, then the choice is water or pipeline.

Shippers are increasingly combining two or more transportation modes, thanks to contain-
erization, putting the goods in boxes or trailers that are easy to transfer between two transporta-
tion modes. Piggyback describes the use of rail and trucks; fishyback, water and trucks; trainship, 
water and rail; and airtruck, air and trucks. Each coordinated mode offers specific advantages. 
For example, piggyback is cheaper than trucking alone yet provides flexibility and convenience.

Shippers can choose private, contract, or common carriers. If the shipper owns its own 
truck or air fleet, it becomes a private carrier. A contract carrier is an independent organization 
selling transportation services to others on a contract basis. A common carrier provides services 
between predetermined points on a scheduled basis and is available to all shippers at standard 
rates. To reduce costly handing at arrival, some firms are putting items into shelf-ready packag-
ing. To reduce damage in shipping, the size, weight, and fragility of the item must be reflected in 
the crating technique used and the density of foam cushioning.22 With logistics, every little detail 
must be reviewed to see how it might be changed to improve productivity and profitability.

Executive Summary
Retailing includes all the activities in selling goods or services directly to final consumers for 
personal, nonbusiness use. Retailers can be store retailers, nonstore retailers, and retail organi-
zations. Nonstore retailing is growing and includes direct selling, direct marketing, automatic 
vending, and buying services. As new retail forms have emerged, competition between them 
has increased, the rise of giant retailers has been matched by the decline of middle-market re-
tailers, investment in technology has grown, and shopper marketing has become a priority. Like 
all marketers, retailers must make decisions about target markets, channels, product assortment 
and procurement, prices, services, store atmosphere, store activities and experiences, com-
munications, and location. A private-label brand is one that retailers and wholesalers develop. 
Private labels are rapidly gaining ground, creating marketing challenges for manufacturers’ and 
national brands.

Wholesaling includes all the activities in selling goods or services to those who buy for 
resale or business use. Wholesalers can perform functions better and more cost-effectively than 
the manufacturer can. These functions include selling and promoting, buying and assortment 
building, bulk breaking, warehousing, transportation, financing, risk bearing, dissemination of 
market information, and provision of management services and consulting. The most successful 
are those that adapt their services to meet suppliers’ and target customers’ needs. Producers of 
physical products and services must decide on market logistics—the best way to store and move 
goods and services to market destinations and to coordinate the activities of suppliers, purchas-
ing agents, manufacturers, marketers, channel members, and customers.
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Part 6: Value Communication

In this chapter, we will address the following questions:

 1. What is the role of marketing communications? (Page 246)

 2. What are the major steps in developing effective communications? (Page 248)

 3. What is the marketing communications mix, and how should it be set and evaluated? 
(Page 253)

 4. What is an integrated marketing communications program? (Page 256)

Designing and Managing 
Integrated Marketing 
Communications

Marketing Management at Volkswagen
The Volkswagen Group is aiming to become the world’s largest automaker by marketing a full 
range of cars, trucks, buses, and motorcycles under brands that include Volkswagen, Audi, Bentley, 
Bugatti, Ducati, Lamborghini, Porsche, Scania, and Škoda. Its consumer communications are care-
fully designed to make a memorable impression and an emotional connection, often with a touch 
of humor. In India, it introduced a revamped Volkswagen Polo with a commercial focusing on two 
brothers growing up, and how good the younger brother feels when he can finally show off his new 
Polo to the older brother. In the United Kingdom, an online commercial featured a choir driving 
around London in a VW Sharan to spread holiday cheer by singing Christmas carols. When an 
elephant made headlines for scratching an itch on a VW Polo in South Africa, the company imme-
diately used the photo in a print ad captioned: “Elephant Impact Protection as standard. Small but 
tough. Polo.”1

Chapter 14
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In addition to developing a good product, pricing it attractively, and making it accessible, com-
panies like Volkswagen Group must communicate with stakeholders and the general public. 

This chapter describes how communications work, what they can do for a company, and how 
holistic marketers combine and integrate marketing communications. Chapter 15 examines 
mass communications including advertising, sales promotion, and public relations; Chapter 16 
looks at digital communications like online, social media, and mobile marketing; and Chapter 17 
 explores personal communications.

The Role of Marketing Communications
Marketing communications are the means by which firms attempt to inform, persuade, and re-
mind consumers—directly or indirectly—about the products and brands they sell. Communications 
represent the voice of the company and its brands; they are a means by which the firm can establish 
a dialogue and build relationships with consumers. By strengthening customer loyalty, they can 
contribute to customer equity.

Marketing communications also work by showing consumers how and why a product is used, 
by whom, where, and when. Consumers can learn who makes the product and what the company 
and brand stand for, and they can become motivated to try or use it. Marketing communications 
allow companies to link their brands to other people, places, events, brands, experiences, feelings, 
and things. They can contribute to brand equity—by establishing the brand in memory and creat-
ing a brand image—as well as drive sales and even affect shareholder value.2

Technology and other factors have profoundly changed the way consumers process communi-
cations and even whether they choose to process them at all. The rapid diffusion of powerful smart 
phones, broadband and wireless Internet connections, and ad-skipping digital video recorders 
(DVRs) has eroded the effectiveness of the mass media. In 1960, a company could reach 80 percent 
of U.S. women with one 30-second commercial aired simultaneously on three TV networks: ABC, 
CBS, and NBC. Today, the same ad would have to run on 100 channels or more to achieve this 
marketing feat.

Another challenge is rampant commercial clutter. The average city dweller is exposed to an 
estimated 3,000 to 5,000 ad messages a day. Short-form video content and ads appear at gas sta-
tions, grocery stores, doctors’ offices, and big-box retailers. Marketing communications in almost 
every medium and form have been on the rise, and some consumers feel they are increasingly 
invasive. Marketers must be creative in using technology but not intrude in consumers’ lives.

The Marketing Communications Mix
In this new communication environment, although advertising is often a central element of a 
marketing communications program, it is usually not the only one—or even the most important 
one—for sales and building brand and customer equity. The marketing communications mix 
consists of eight major modes of communication:3

 1. Advertising—Any paid form of nonpersonal presentation and promotion of ideas, goods, or 
services by an identified sponsor via print media (newspapers and magazines), broadcast media 
(radio and television), network media (telephone, cable, satellite, wireless), electronic media 
(audiotape, videotape, videodisk, CD-ROM, Web page), and display media (billboards, signs, 
posters).

 2. Sales promotion—Short-term incentives to encourage trial or purchase of a product or service 
including consumer promotions (such as samples, coupons, and premiums), trade promotions 
(such as advertising and display allowances), and business and sales force promotions (contests 
for sales reps).
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 3. Events and experiences—Company-sponsored activities and programs designed to create 
brand-related interactions with consumers, including sports, arts, entertainment, and cause 
events as well as less formal activities.

 4. Public relations and publicity—Programs directed internally to employees of the company or 
externally to consumers, other firms, the government, and media to promote or protect a com-
pany’s image or individual product communications.

 5. Online and social media marketing—Online activities and programs to engage customers or 
prospects and directly or indirectly raise awareness, improve image, or elicit sales.

 6. Mobile marketing—A special form of online marketing that places communications on con-
sumer’s cell phones, smart phones, or tablets.

 7. Direct and database marketing—Use of mail, telephone, fax, e-mail, or Internet to communi-
cate directly with or solicit response or dialogue from specific customers and prospects.

 8. Personal selling—Face-to-face interaction with prospective purchasers for the purpose of mak-
ing presentations, answering questions, and procuring orders.

Table 14.1 lists examples of these platforms. However, company communication goes be-
yond these platforms. Every brand contact delivers an impression that can strengthen or weaken 
a customer’s view of a company.4

Table 14.1 Examples of the Eight Common Communication Platforms

Advertising
Sales 
Promotion

Events and 
Experiences

Public Relations 
and Publicity

Online and 
Social Media 
Marketing

Mobile
Marketing

Direct and 
Database 
Marketing

Personal 
Selling

Print and  
broadcast ads

Contests, games, 
sweepstakes, 
lotteries

Sports Press kits Web sites Text 
messages

Catalogs Sales 
 presentations

Packaging—outer Premiums and 
gifts

Entertainment Speeches E-mail Online 
marketing

Mailings Sales 
meetings

Packaging inserts Sampling Festivals Seminars Search ads Social media 
marketing

Telemarketing Incentive 
programs

Cinema Fairs and trade 
shows

Arts Annual reports Display ads Electronic 
shopping

Samples

Brochures and 
booklets

Exhibits Causes Charitable 
donations

Company blogs TV shopping Fairs and 
trade shows

Posters and 
leaflets

Demonstrations Factory tours Publications Third-party chat 
rooms, forums, 
and blogs

Fax

Directories Coupons Company 
museums

Community 
relations

Facebook and 
Twitter messages, 
YouTube channels 
and videos

Catalogs

Reprints of ads Rebates Street activities Lobbying

Billboards Low-interest 
financing

Identity media

Display signs Trade-in allowances Company magazine

Point-of-purchase 
displays

Continuity programs

DVDs Tie-ins
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As Chapter 1 noted, communication options appear in paid media (traditional outlets such 
as TV, print, direct mail), owned media (company-controlled options such as Web sites, blogs, 
mobile apps), and earned media (virtual or real-world word of mouth, press coverage).

Communications Process Models
Marketers should understand the fundamental elements of effective communications. Two 
models are useful: a macromodel and a micromodel. Figure 14.1 shows a macromodel with nine 
key factors in effective communication. Two represent the major parties—sender and receiver. 
Two represent the major tools—message and media. Four represent major communication 
functions—encoding, decoding, response, and feedback. The last element in the system is noise, 
random and competing messages that may interfere with the intended communication.

Micromodels of marketing communications concentrate on consumers’ specific responses to 
communications.5 Figure 14.2 summarizes four classic response hierarchy models. These models 
assume the buyer passes through cognitive, affective, and behavioral stages in that order. This 
“learn-feel-do” sequence is appropriate when the audience has high involvement with a product 
category perceived to have high differentiation, such as an automobile. An alternative sequence, 
“do-feel-learn,” is relevant when the audience has high involvement but perceives little or no dif-
ferentiation within the product category, such as airline tickets. A third sequence, “learn-do-feel,” 
is relevant when the audience has low involvement and perceives little differentiation, such as with 
salt. By choosing the right sequence, the marketer can do a better job of planning communications.

Developing Effective Communications
Figure 14.3 on page 250 shows the eight steps in developing effective communications. We begin 
with the basics: identifying the target audience, setting the communications objectives, designing 
the communications, selecting the communication channels, and establishing the total market-
ing communications budget.

Identify the Target Audience
The process must start with a clear target audience in mind: potential buyers of the company’s 
products, current users, deciders, or influencers as well as individuals, groups, particular publics, 

Figure 14.1 Elements in the Communications Process
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or the general public. The target audience is a critical influence on decisions about what to say, 
how, when, where, and to whom.

Though we can profile the target audience in terms of any of the market segments identi-
fied in Chapter 6, it’s often useful to do so in terms of usage and loyalty. Is the target new to the 
category or a current user? Is the target loyal to the brand, loyal to a competitor, or someone who 
switches between brands? If a brand user, is he or she a heavy or light user? Communication 
strategy will differ depending on the answers. We can also conduct image analysis by profiling 
the target audience’s brand knowledge.

Set the Communications Objectives
John Rossiter and Larry Percy identify four possible objectives:6

 1. Establish need for category—Establishing a product or service category as necessary for remov-
ing or satisfying a perceived discrepancy between a current motivational state and a desired 
motivational state. A new-to-the-world product such as electric cars will always begin with a 
communications objective of establishing category need.

 2. Build brand awareness—Fostering the consumer’s ability to recognize or recall the brand in suf-
ficient detail to make a purchase. Brand recall is important outside the store, whereas brand rec-
ognition is important inside the store. Brand awareness provides a foundation for brand equity.

Figure 14.2 Response Hierarchy Models

Sources: aE. K. Strong, The Psychology of Selling (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1925), p. 9; bRobert J. Lavidge and Gary A. Steiner, “A Model for Predictive 
Measurements of Advertising Effectiveness,” Journal of Marketing (October 1961), p. 61; cEverett M. Rogers, Diffusion of Innovation (New York: Free Press, 
1962), pp. 79–86; dvarious sources.
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 3. Build brand attitude—Helping consumers evaluate the brand’s perceived ability to meet a 
currently relevant need. Relevant brand needs may be negatively oriented (problem removal, 
problem avoidance, incomplete satisfaction, normal depletion) or positively oriented (sensory 
gratification, intellectual stimulation, or social approval).

 4. Influence brand purchase intention—Moving consumers to decide to purchase the brand or 
take purchase-related action.

Design the Communications
Formulating the communications to achieve the desired response requires answering three ques-
tions: what to say (message strategy), how to say it (creative strategy), and who should say it 
(message source).

Message Strategy  In selecting message strategy, management searches for appeals, 
themes, or ideas that will tie in to the brand positioning and help establish points-of-parity or 
points-of-difference. Some of these appeals or ideas may relate directly to product or service 

Figure 14.3 Steps in Developing Effective Communications
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performance (the quality, economy, or value of the brand); others may relate to more extrinsic 
considerations (the brand as being contemporary, popular, or traditional). Researcher John C. 
Maloney felt buyers expected one of four types of reward from a product: rational, sensory, 
social, or ego satisfaction.7 They might visualize these rewards from results-of-use experience, 
product-in-use experience, or incidental-to-use experience. Crossing the four types of rewards 
with the three types of experience generates 12 types of messages.

Creative Strategy  Creative strategies are the way marketers translate their messages into 
a specific communication. We can broadly classify them as either informational or transfor-
mational appeals.8 An informational appeal elaborates on product or service attributes or 
benefits. Examples in advertising are problem-solution ads (Aleve offers the longest-lasting 
pain relief), product demonstration ads (Thompson Water Seal withstands intense rain or 
snow), product comparison ads (AT&T offers the largest 4G mobile network), and testimoni-
als from unknown or celebrity endorsers (NBA star LeBron James pitching McDonald’s and 
other brands).

The best informational appeals ask questions and allow readers and viewers to form their 
own conclusions.9 You might expect one-sided presentations that praise a product to be more 
effective than two-sided arguments that also mention shortcomings. Yet two-sided messages 
may be more appropriate, especially when negative associations must be overcome.10 Two-sided 
messages are more effective with more educated audiences and those who are initially opposed.11 
Finally, the order in which arguments are presented is important.12

A transformational appeal elaborates on a nonproduct-related benefit or image. It might de-
pict what kind of person uses a brand (VW advertised to active, youthful people with its “Drivers 
Wanted” campaign) or what kind of experience results from use (Pringles advertised “Once You 
Pop, the Fun Don’t Stop”). Transformational appeals often attempt to stir up emotions that will 
motivate purchase.13 Communicators use negative appeals such as fear, guilt, and shame to get 
people to do things (brush their teeth) or stop doing things (smoking). Communicators also use 
positive emotional appeals such as humor, love, pride, and joy. Motivational or “borrowed interest” 
devices—such as cute babies or frisky puppies—are used to attract attention and raise involvement 
with an ad. However, attention-getting tactics may detract from comprehension, wear out their 
welcome fast, or overshadow the product.

Message Source  Research has shown that the source’s credibility is crucial to a message’s 
acceptance. The three most often identified sources of credibility are expertise, trustworthiness, 
and likability.14 Expertise is the specialized knowledge the communicator possesses to back the 
claim. Trustworthiness describes how objective and honest the source is perceived to be. Friends 
are trusted more than strangers or salespeople, and people who are not paid to endorse a product 
are viewed as more trustworthy than people who are paid. Likability describes the source’s attrac-
tiveness, measured in terms of candor, humor, and naturalness. Messages delivered by attractive 
or popular sources can achieve higher attention and recall, which is why some advertisers use 
celebrity spokespeople. On the other hand, some advertisements include ordinary people to add 
realism and overcome consumer skepticism.

If a person has a positive attitude toward a source and a message or a negative attitude to-
ward both, a state of congruity is said to exist. But what happens if a consumer hears a likable 
celebrity praise a brand she dislikes? Charles Osgood and Percy Tannenbaum believe attitude 
change will take place that increases the amount of congruity between the two evaluations.15 
The consumer will end up respecting the celebrity somewhat less or the brand somewhat more. 
If she encounters the same celebrity praising other disliked brands, she will eventually develop a 
negative view of the celebrity and maintain negative attitudes toward the brands. The principle 
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of congruity implies that communicators can use their good image to reduce some negative feel-
ings toward a brand but in the process might lose some esteem with the audience.

Select the Communications Channels
Communications channels may be personal and nonpersonal. Within each are many subchannels.

Personal Communications Channels  Personal communications channels let two or more 
persons communicate face to face or person to audience through a phone, surface mail, or e-mail. 
They derive their effectiveness from individualized presentation and feedback and include di-
rect marketing, personal selling, and word of mouth. We can draw a further distinction between 
advocate, expert, and social communications channels. Advocate channels consist of company 
salespeople contacting buyers in the target market. Expert channels consist of independent experts 
making statements to target buyers. Social channels consist of neighbors, friends, family members, 
and associates talking to target buyers.

A study by Burson-Marsteller and Roper Starch Worldwide found that one influential person’s 
word of mouth tends to affect the buying attitudes of two other people, on average. That circle of in-
fluence jumps to eight online. Personal influence carries especially great weight (1) when products 
are expensive, risky, or purchased infrequently and (2) when products suggest something about the 
user’s status or taste. People often ask others to recommend a doctor, hotel, lawyer, accountant, ar-
chitect, or financial consultant. If we have confidence in the recommendation, we normally act on 
the referral. Consumers use word of mouth to talk about dozens of brands each day. Positive word 
of mouth sometimes happens organically with little advertising, but, as Chapter 16 discusses, it can 
also be managed and facilitated.16

Nonpersonal (Mass) Communications Channels  Nonpersonal channels are commu-
nications directed to more than one person and include advertising, sales promotions, events 
and experiences, and public relations. Events marketers who once favored sports events are now 
using other venues such as art museums, zoos, and ice shows to entertain clients and employ-
ees. Events can create attention, though whether they have a lasting effect on brand awareness, 
knowledge, or preference will vary considerably depending on the quality of the product, the 
event itself, and its execution. Some companies are creating their own events to surprise the 
public and create a buzz. “Marketing Insight: Playing Tricks to Build a Brand” describes two 
clever marketing promotions.

Integration of Communications Channels  Although personal communication is often 
more effective than mass communication, mass media might be the major means of stimulat-
ing it. Mass communications affect personal attitudes and behavior through a two-step pro-
cess. Ideas often first flow from radio, television, and print to opinion leaders or consumers 
highly engaged with media and then from these influencers to less media-involved popula-
tion groups.17

This two-step flow has several implications. First, the influence of mass media on public 
opinion is not as direct, powerful, and automatic as marketers have supposed. It is mediated 
by opinion leaders and media mavens, people who track new ideas and whose opinions others 
seek or who carry their opinions to others. Second, the two-step flow challenges the notion that 
consumption styles are primarily influenced by a “trickle-down” or “trickle-up” effect from mass 
media. People interact primarily within their own social groups and acquire ideas from others in 
their groups. Third, mass communicators should direct messages specifically to opinion leaders 
and others engaged with media if possible and let them carry the message to others.
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Establish the Total Marketing Communications Budget
Industries and companies vary considerably in how much they spend on marketing communi-
cations. Expenditures might be 40 percent to 45 percent of sales in the cosmetics industry, but 
only 5 percent to 10 percent in the industrial-equipment industry. As shown in Table 14.2, four 
common methods for deciding on a budget are: the affordable method, the percentage-of-sales 
method, the competitive-parity method, and the objective-and-task method.

Marketing communications budgets tend to be higher when there is low channel support, 
the marketing program changes greatly over time, many customers are hard to reach, customer 
decision making is complex, products are differentiated and customer needs are nonhomoge-
neous, and purchases are frequent and quantities small.18 In theory, marketers should establish 
the total communications budget so the marginal profit from the last communication dollar just 
equals the marginal profit from the last dollar in the best noncommunication use. Implementing 
this economic principle can be a challenge, however.

Selecting the Marketing Communications Mix
Companies must allocate their marketing communications budget over the eight major modes 
of communication. Within the same industry, companies can differ considerably in their media 
and channel choices. Companies are always searching for ways to gain efficiency by substituting 
one communications tool for others. Many are replacing some field sales activity with ads, direct 

Playing Tricks to Build a Brand

Some marketers are taking advantage of viral 
videos and other digital forms of expression to 

develop creative stunts or “reality pranks” to pro-
mote their brands. For example, LG shot a hidden-
camera prank commercial in Chile to demonstrate 
the high-resolution picture quality of its Ultra HD 
TVs. In an office in a high-rise building, the com-
pany replaced the large window overlooking the 
city with one of its Ultra HD TVs showing the 
same scene. Then it filmed unsuspecting job seek-
ers talking with an actor posing as an interviewer. 
All is well until the middle of the interview when a 
large meteor is shown crashing into the city with a 
monstrous dust cloud rushing toward the building. 
The interviewees try to remain calm until the real-
istic images eventually overwhelm them and they 
react in panic.

To demonstrate the eye-tracking feature of 
its Galaxy S4 smart phone, Samsung ran a “Stare 

Down” challenge contest. Anyone who could sus-
tain eye contact with an S4 handset for a full hour 
in a busy public setting would win the phone free. 
The phone was placed at eye level, but as time 
went on, increasingly attention-getting distrac-
tions would appear: police holding back a barking 
German shepherd, a motorcycle crashing into a 
flower stand, and so on. There was a consolation 
prize too. The longer a participant was able to stare 
at the S4, the bigger the discount for purchasing 
one. Both videos became viral sensations with mil-
lions of views, entertainingly reinforcing key ben-
efits that made up the brand positioning.

Sources: Will Burns, “Samsung ‘Stare Down’ the Latest Great Reality 
Prank,” Forbes, May 31, 2013; “An Eye to Eye Phone Competition,” 
www.feishmanhillard.com, accessed March 30, 2014; Will Burns, “LG 
Ultra HDTV: A Product Demo for the Ages,” Forbes, September 5, 2013; 
Salvador Rodriguez, “LG Hidden-Camera Prank Ad for Its Ultra HD TV 
Goes Viral,” Los Angeles Times, September 7, 2013.
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mail, and telemarketing. Substitutability among communications tools explains why marketing 
functions need to be coordinated.

Characteristics of the Marketing Communications Mix
Each communication tool has its own unique characteristics and costs. We will briefly review 
them here and then discuss them in more detail in Chapters 15, 16, and 17.

•	 Advertising reaches geographically dispersed buyers. It can build up a long-term image for 
a product (Coca-Cola ads) or trigger quick sales (a Macy’s ad for a weekend sale). It can 
be pervasive, offers opportunities for dramatizing brands and products, and enables the 
advertiser to focus on specific aspects of the brand or product.

•	 Sales promotion uses tools such as coupons, contests, premiums, and the like to draw a 
stronger and quicker buyer response. Three key benefits are that sales promotion draws 
attention to the product, provides an incentive that gives value to the customer, and invites 
the customer to engage in the transaction now.

•	 Events and experiences can be seen as highly relevant because the consumer is often per-
sonally invested in the outcome. Also, they are more actively engaging for consumers and 
are typically an indirect soft sell.

•	 Public relations and publicity can be extremely effective when coordinated with the other 
communications-mix elements. The appeal is based on high credibility, the ability to reach 
prospects who avoid mass media and targeted promotions, and the ability to tell the story 
of a company, brand, or product.

•	 Online and social media marketing, which can take many forms, shares three characteris-
tics. It can be information- or entertainment-rich, it can be changed or updated depend-
ing on response, and the message can be prepared and diffused quickly.

Table 14.2 Four Methods of Budgeting for Marketing Communications

Budgeting method Description Advantages/Disadvantages

Affordable method Setting the communications budget at 
what managers think they can afford.

Disadvantages: This ignores the role of marketing communications as an 
investment and the immediate impact on sales volume. Also, it leads to an 
uncertain annual budget, which makes long-range planning difficult.

Percentage-of-sales 
method

Setting expenditures at a specified 
 percentage of current or anticipated sales 
or of the sales price.

Disadvantages: This views sales as the determiner of communications rather 
than as the result, leading to a budget set by funds availability rather than 
by market opportunities. It discourages experimentation with countercyclical 
communication or aggressive spending, and its dependence on year-to-year 
sales fluctuations interferes with long-range planning. There is no logical 
basis for choosing the specific percentage, and the budget does not identify 
what each product and territory deserves.

Competitive-parity 
method

Setting communications budgets to achieve 
share-of-voice parity with competitors.

Disadvantages: There are no grounds for believing competitors know 
 better. Company reputations, resources, opportunities, and objectives differ 
significantly. Also, there is no evidence that budgets based on competitive 
parity discourage communication wars.

Objective-and-task 
method

Setting the budget by defining specific 
 objectives, identifying the tasks that must 
be performed to achieve the objectives, and 
estimating the costs of performing them.

Advantage: This method requires management to spell out its assumptions 
about the relationship among dollars spent, exposure levels, trial rates, and 
regular usage.
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•	 Mobile marketing is distinguished by its ability to be time-sensitive, reflecting when and 
where a consumer is. Also, it can reach and influence consumers as they are making a 
purchase decision. Because consumers carry their phones everywhere, mobile communi-
cations are always at their fingertips.

•	 Direct and database marketing, including “Big Data,” allows for more personal and rel-
evant marketing communications. Key characteristics are that messages can be personal-
ized for recipients, used to create attention and inform consumers with a call to action 
included, and offer information that helps other communications.

•	 Personal selling is the most effective tool at later stages of the buying process, particularly 
in building up buyer preference, conviction, and action. Three notable qualities are that it 
can be customized for individuals, it is relationship-oriented, and it is response-oriented.

Factors in Setting the Marketing Communications Mix
Companies must consider several factors in developing their communications mix: type of prod-
uct market, consumer readiness to make a purchase, and stage in the product life cycle.

First, consumer marketers tend to spend comparatively more on sales promotion and ad-
vertising; business marketers tend to spend comparatively more on personal selling. Even in 
business markets, advertising still plays a significant role in introducing the firm and its prod-
ucts, explaining product features, reminding customers of offerings, generating leads for sales 
follow-up, legitimizing the firm, and reassuring customers about purchases. In consumer mar-
kets, a trained company sales force can help persuade dealers to take more stock and allocate 
more shelf space to the brand. Sales reps can also build dealer enthusiasm, sign up more dealers, 
and increase sales at existing accounts.

Second, communication tools vary in cost-effectiveness at different stages of buyer readi-
ness (see Figure 14.4). Advertising and publicity play the most important roles in the awareness- 
building stage. Customer comprehension is primarily affected by advertising and publicity. 
Customer conviction is influenced mostly by personal selling. Personal selling and sales 
promotion are most helpful in closing the sale. Reordering is also affected mostly by personal 

Figure 14.4  Cost-Effectiveness of Three Different Communication Tools at Different 
Buyer-Readiness Stages
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selling and sales promotion and somewhat by reminder advertising. Note too that online activi-
ties can affect virtually any stage.

Third, communication tools vary in cost effectiveness at different stages of the product 
life cycle. In the introduction stage, advertising, events and experiences, and publicity have 
the highest cost-effectiveness, followed by personal selling to gain distribution coverage and 
sales promotion and direct marketing to induce trial. In the growth stage, demand has its own 
momentum through word of mouth and interactive marketing. Advertising, events and experi-
ences, and personal selling become more important in the maturity stage. In the decline stage, 
sales promotion continues strong, other communication tools are reduced, and salespeople give 
the product only minimal attention.

Measuring Communication Results
After implementing the communications plan, the firm must measure its impact by asking 
members of the target audience whether they recognize or recall the message, how many times 
they saw it, what points they recall, how they felt about the message, and what are their previous 
and current attitudes toward the product and company. The communicator should also collect 
behavioral measures of audience response, such as how many people bought the product, liked it, 
and talked to others about it.

Managing the Integrated Marketing  
Communications Process
The American Marketing Association defines integrated marketing communications (IMC) as 
“a planning process designed to assure that all brand contacts received by a customer or prospect 
for a product, service, or organization are relevant to that person and consistent over time.” This 
planning process evaluates the strategic roles of a variety of communications disciplines and 
combines them seamlessly to provide clarity, consistency, and maximum impact of messages.

Coordinating Media
Media coordination can occur across and within media types, but marketers should combine 
personal and nonpersonal communications channels through multiple-vehicle, multiple-stage 
campaigns to achieve maximum impact and increase message reach and impact. Promotions and 
online solicitations can be more effective when combined with advertising, for example.19 The 
awareness and attitudes created by advertising campaigns can increase the success of more direct 
sales pitches. Advertising can convey the positioning of a brand and benefit from online display 
advertising or search engine marketing that sends a stronger call to action.20

Most companies are coordinating their online and offline communications. Web addresses 
in ads (especially print ads) and on packages allow people to more fully explore a company’s 
products, find store locations, and get more product or service information. Even if consumers 
don’t order online, marketers can use Web sites in ways that drive buyers into stores.

Implementing IMC
Integrated marketing communications can produce stronger message consistency and help build 
brand equity and create greater sales impact.21 It forces management to think about every way the 
customer comes in contact with the company, how the company communicates its positioning, 
the relative importance of each vehicle, and timing issues. It gives someone the responsibility—
where none existed before—to unify the company’s brand images and messages as they are sent 
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through thousands of company activities. IMC should improve the company’s ability to reach the 
right customers with the right messages at the right time and in the right place.22

Executive Summary
The marketing communications mix includes advertising, sales promotion, public relations and 
publicity, events and experiences, online and social media marketing, mobile marketing, direct 
and database marketing, and personal selling. The communications process consists of sender, 
receiver, message, media, encoding, decoding, response, feedback, and noise. Developing effec-
tive communications requires eight steps: (1) identify the target audience, (2) choose the com-
munications objectives, (3) design the communications, (4) select the communications channels, 
(5) set the total communications budget, (6) choose the communications mix, (7) measure the 
communications results, and (8) manage the integrated marketing communications process. 
Designing the communication involves decisions about message strategy, creative strategy, and 
message source.

Communications channels can be personal or nonpersonal. The objective-and-task 
method of setting the communications budget is typically most desirable. In choosing the mar-
keting communications mix, marketers must examine the advantages and costs of each tool 
and the company’s market rank as well as the type of product market, purchase readiness, and 
product life-cycle stage. To measure effectiveness, marketers ask members of the target audience 
whether they recognize or recall the communication, how many times they saw it, what they 
recall, how they felt about it, and what are their previous and current attitudes toward the firm, 
brand, and product. Integrated marketing communications (IMC) recognizes the added value of 
a comprehensive plan to evaluate the strategic roles of a variety of communications disciplines 
and combines these disciplines to provide clarity, consistency, and maximum impact through the 
seamless integration of discrete messages.
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Managing Mass 
Communications: Advertising, 
Sales Promotions, Events 
and Experiences, and Public 
Relations

In this chapter, we will address the following questions:

 1. What steps are required in developing an advertising program? (Page 260)

 2. How should sales promotion decisions be made? (Page 265)

 3. What are the guidelines for effective brand-building events and experiences? (Page 268)

 4. How can companies exploit the potential of public relations? (Page 270)

Chapter 15

Marketing Management at Procter & Gamble
After its sponsorship of the U.S. national team at the 2010 Winter Olympics led to an estimated $100 
million in increased revenue, Procter & Gamble (P&G) signed up to be an official Olympic sponsor 
for Summer and Winter Games from 2012 to 2020. Targeting women in their roles as “caregivers 
and family anchors,” the company launched a multimedia “Thank You Mom” global marketing 
campaign for the 2012 Summer Olympics in London, portraying the crucial roles played by mothers 
of Olympic champions. Each ad included P&G’s corporate logo and some of its billion-dollar-plus 
brands, such as Pampers, Gillette, and Bounty. The campaign also combined promotions, PR, cause 
marketing, and other communications to “immerse the consumer with the brands and the message 
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at every level, on every platform, from smartphones to stores in 204 international markets.” P&G 
marketers estimated the campaign brought in an additional $200 million in sales. Building on this 
success, they launched a campaign for the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi, Russia, that “paid hom-
age to moms of athletes from across the globe, bringing to life the daily lessons all mom teach . . . and 
the unconditional love moms give kids no matter what.”1

P&G has found great success with its multimedia Olympics campaigns, while other market-
ers are still coming to grips with how to best use mass media in the evolving communica-

tion environment. In this chapter, we examine the nature and use of four mass-communication 
tools—advertising, sales promotion, events and experiences, and public relations and publicity.

Developing and Managing an Advertising Program
Advertising can be a cost-effective way to disseminate messages, whether to build a brand pref-
erence or to educate people. Even in today’s challenging media environment, good ads can pay 
off, as they did for P&G.

In developing an advertising program, marketing managers start by identifying the target 
market and buyer motives. Then they can make the five major decisions known as “the five Ms”: 
Mission: What are our advertising objectives? Money: How much can we spend, and how do we 
allocate our spending across media types? Message: What should the ad campaign say? Media: 
What media should we use? Measurement: How should we evaluate the results? These decisions 
are summarized in Figure 15.1 and described in the following sections.

Setting the Advertising Objectives
An advertising objective (or goal) is a specific communications task and achievement level to 
be accomplished with a specific audience in a specific period of time.2 We classify advertising 

Figure 15.1 The Five Ms of Advertising
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objectives according to whether they aim to inform, persuade, remind, or reinforce. These goals 
correspond to stages in the hierarchy-of-effects model discussed in Chapter 14.

Informative advertising aims to create brand awareness and knowledge of new products 
or new features of existing products.3 Persuasive advertising aims to create liking, preference, 
conviction, and purchase of a product or service. Some persuasive advertising is comparative 
advertising, which explicitly compares the attributes of two or more brands. This works best 
when it elicits cognitive and affective motivations simultaneously and when consumers are pro-
cessing advertising in a detailed, analytical mode.4 Reminder advertising aims to stimulate repeat 
purchase of products and services. Reinforcement advertising aims to convince current purchas-
ers they made the right choice. Automobile ads often depict satisfied customers enjoying special 
features of their new car.

The advertising objective should emerge from a thorough analysis of the current marketing 
situation. If the product class is mature, the company is the market leader, and brand usage is 
low, the objective is to stimulate more usage. If the product class is new, the company is not the 
market leader, and the brand is superior to the leader, the objective is to convince the market of 
the brand’s superiority.

Deciding on the Advertising Budget
Here are five specific factors to consider when setting the advertising budget:5

 1. Stage in the product life cycle—New products typically merit large advertising budgets to build 
awareness and gain consumer trial. Established brands usually are supported by lower advertis-
ing budgets, measured as a ratio to sales.

 2. Market share and consumer base—High-market-share brands usually require less advertising 
expenditure as a percentage of sales to maintain share. Building share by increasing market size 
requires larger expenditures.

 3. Competition and clutter—In a market with a large number of competitors and high advertising 
spending, a brand must advertise more heavily to be heard. Even advertisements not directly 
competitive to the brand create clutter and a need for heavier advertising.

 4. Advertising frequency—The number of repetitions needed to put the brand’s message across to 
consumers has an obvious impact on the advertising budget.

 5. Product substitutability—Brands in less-differentiated or commodity-like product classes (beer, 
soft drinks, banks, and airlines) require heavy advertising to establish a unique image.

Developing the Advertising Campaign
Advertisers employ both art and science to develop the message strategy or positioning of an 
ad—what it attempts to convey about the brand—and its creative strategy—how the ad expresses 
the brand claims. They use three steps: message generation and evaluation, creative development 
and execution, and social-responsibility review.

Message Generation and Evaluation  A good ad normally focuses on one or two core 
selling propositions. As part of refining the brand positioning, the advertiser should conduct 
market research to determine which appeal works best with its target audience and then prepare 
a creative brief. This is an elaboration of the positioning strategy and includes considerations 
such as key message, target audience, communications objectives (to do, to know, to believe), 
key brand benefits, supports for the brand promise, and media. The more themes explored, the 
higher the probability of finding an excellent one. Marketers can also cut the cost of creative 
dramatically by using consumers as their creative team, a strategy sometimes called “open 
sourcing” or “crowdsourcing.”6
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Creative Development and Execution  The ad’s impact depends not only on what it says 
but, often more important, on how it says it. Creative execution can be decisive.7 Every advertis-
ing medium has advantages and disadvantages. For example, television reaches a broad spectrum 
of consumers at low cost per exposure. It can vividly demonstrate product attributes and explain 
their benefits as well as dramatically portray brand personality and other intangibles. Print ad-
vertising—which has declined in recent years—can provide detailed product information and 
effectively communicate user and usage imagery.8 Radio, a flexible and inexpensive medium, 
reaches 93 percent of the U.S. population age 12 and older, both at home and away from home.

Legal and Social Issues  To break through clutter, some advertisers believe they have to 
push the boundaries of advertising. They must be sure, however, not to overstep social and 
legal norms or offend consumers. A substantial body of U.S. laws and regulations governs ad-
vertising. Advertisers must not make false claims, use false demonstrations, or create ads with 
the capacity to deceive, even if no one is actually deceived. Also, bait-and-switch advertising 
that attracts buyers under false pretenses is illegal. “Marketing Insight: Off-Air Ad Battles” 
describes one legal dispute about what should be permissible in a brand’s advertising.

Advertising can play a more positive broader social role. The Ad Council is a nonprofit orga-
nization that uses top-notch industry talent to produce and distribute public service announce-
ments for nonprofits and government agencies.

Choosing Media
After choosing the message, the advertiser’s next task is to select media to carry it. The steps 
here are deciding on desired reach, frequency, and impact; choosing among major media types; 

Off-Air Ad Battles

In a highly competitive environment, not every-
one sees eye to eye on what is suitable advertis-

ing. For example, Splenda’s tagline for its artificial 
sweetener was “Made from sugar, so it tastes like 
sugar,” with “but it’s not sugar” in small writing 
almost as an afterthought. McNeil Nutritionals, 
Splenda’s manufacturer, does begin production of 
Splenda with pure cane sugar but burns it off in the 
manufacturing process.

Merisant, maker of Equal, claimed that 
Splenda’s advertising confused consumers who 
were likely to conclude that a product “made 
from sugar” is healthier than one made from 
aspartame, Equal’s main ingredient. A document 
from McNeil’s own files and used in court says 
consumers’ perception of Splenda as “not an 
artificial sweetener” was one of the biggest tri-
umphs of the company’s marketing campaign. 

Splenda became the leader in the sugar-substitute 
category with 60 percent of the market, leaving 
roughly 14 percent each to Equal and Sweet’N 
Low. Although McNeil eventually settled the law-
suit and paid Merisant an undisclosed but “sub-
stantial” award (and changed its advertising), 
it may have been too late to change consumers’ 
perception of Splenda as something sugary and 
sugar-free.

Sources: Sarah Hills, “McNeil and Sugar Association Settle Splenda 
Dispute,” Food Navigator-usa.com, www.foodnavigator-usa.com, 
November 18, 2008; James P. Miller, “Bitter Sweets Fight Ended,” 
Chicago Tribune, May 12, 2007; Avery Johnson, “How Sweet It Isn’t: 
Maker of Equal Says Ads for J&J’s Splenda Misled,” Wall Street Journal, 
April 6, 2007. For a discussion of the possible role of corrective adver-
tising, see Peter Darke, Laurence Ashworth, and Robin J. B. Ritchie, 
“Damage from Corrective Advertising: Causes and Cures,” Journal of 
Marketing 72 (November 2008), pp. 81–97.
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selecting specific media vehicles; and setting media timing and geographical allocation. Then the 
marketer evaluates the results of these decisions.

Reach, Frequency, and Impact  Media selection is finding the most cost-effective media 
to deliver the desired number and type of exposures to the target audience. The advertiser seeks a 
specified advertising objective and response from the target audience—for example, a target level 
of product trial. This level depends on, among other things, level of brand awareness. The effect 
of exposures on audience awareness depends on the exposures’ reach, frequency, and impact:

•	 Reach (R). The number of different persons or households exposed to a particular media 
schedule at least once during a specified time period

•	 Frequency (F). The number of times within the specified time period that an average 
 person or household is exposed to the message

•	 Impact (I). The qualitative value of an exposure through a given medium (thus, a food ad 
will have a higher impact in Bon Appetit than in Fortune magazine)

Reach is most important when launching new products, flanker brands, extensions of well-
known brands, and infrequently purchased brands or when going after an undefined target 
market. Frequency is most important where there are strong competitors, a complex story to 
tell, high consumer resistance, or a frequent-purchase cycle.9 More repetition is needed when 
a brand, product category, or message is associated with a higher forgetting rate. Advertisers 
should not coast on a tired ad but insist on fresh executions by their ad agency.10

Choosing Among Major Media Types  The media planner must know the capacity of the 
major advertising media types to deliver reach, frequency, and impact. The major advertising 
media along with their costs, advantages, and limitations are profiled in Table 15.1. Media plan-
ners make their choices by considering factors such as target audience media habits, product 
characteristics, message requirements, and cost.

Place Advertising Options  Place advertising, or out-of-home advertising, is a broad cat-
egory including many creative and unexpected forms to grab consumers’ attention where they 
work, play, and shop. Popular options include billboards (including 3D images), public spaces 
(such as on movie screens and on fitness equipment), product placement (in movies and televi-
sion), and point of purchase (P-O-P), reaching consumers where buying decisions are made 
through ads on shopping carts, in-store demonstrations, and live sampling.11 Mobile marketing 
reaches consumers via smart phones when in store. P-O-P radio provides FM-style programming 
and commercial messages to thousands of food stores and drugstores nationwide. Video screens 
in some stores, such as Walmart, play TV-type ads.12

Evaluating Alternate Media  Nontraditional media can often reach a very precise and captive 
audience in a cost-effective manner, with ads anywhere consumers have a few seconds to notice 
them. The message must be simple and direct. Unique ad placements designed to break through 
clutter may also be perceived as invasive and obtrusive, however, especially in traditionally ad-free 
spaces such as in schools, on police cruisers, and in doctors’ waiting rooms.

Selecting Specific Media Vehicles  Media planners select the most cost-effective vehicles 
within each chosen media type, relying on measurement services that estimate audience size, 
composition, and media cost and then calculate the cost per thousand persons reached. They 
also consider audience quality, audience-attention probability, the medium’s editorial quality, 
and extra services. Media planners are using more sophisticated measures of effectiveness and 
employing them in mathematical models to arrive at the best media mix.13
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Selecting Media Timing and Allocation  In choosing media, the advertiser makes both 
a macroscheduling and a microscheduling decision. The macroscheduling decision relates to 
seasons and the business cycle. Suppose 70 percent of a product’s sales occur between June 
and September. The firm can vary its advertising expenditures to follow the seasonal pattern, 
to oppose the seasonal pattern, or to be constant throughout the year. The microscheduling 
decision calls for allocating advertising expenditures within a short period to obtain maxi-
mum impact. Advertising can be concentrated (“burst” advertising), dispersed continuously 
throughout the month, or dispersed intermittently.

In launching a new product, the advertiser must choose among continuity, concentration, 
flighting, and pulsing. Continuity means exposures appear evenly throughout a given period. 
Generally, advertisers use continuous advertising in expanding markets, with frequently pur-
chased items, and in tightly defined buyer categories. Concentration calls for spending all the 
advertising dollars in a single period, which makes sense for products with one selling season 
or related holiday. Flighting calls for advertising during a period, followed by a period with no 
advertising, followed by a second period of advertising activity. It is useful when funding is 
limited, the purchase cycle is relatively infrequent, or items are seasonal. Pulsing is continuous 
advertising at low levels, reinforced periodically by waves of heavier activity, to help the audi-
ence learn the message more thoroughly at a lower cost to the firm.14

Evaluating Advertising Effectiveness
Most advertisers try to measure the communication effect of an ad—that is, its potential im-
pact on awareness, knowledge, or preference. They would also like to measure its sales effect. 
Communication-effect research, called copy testing, seeks to determine whether an ad is 

Table 15.1 Profiles of Major Media Types

Medium Advantages Limitations

Newspapers Flexibility; timeliness; good local market coverage;  
broad acceptance; high believability

Short life; poor reproduction quality; small “pass-along”  
audience

Television Combines sight, sound, and motion; appealing to the senses; 
high attention; high reach

High absolute cost; high clutter; fleeting exposure;  
less audience selectivity

Direct mail Audience selectivity; flexibility; no ad competition within  
the same medium; personalization

Relatively high cost; “junk mail” image

radio Mass use; high geographic and demographic selectivity;  
low cost

Audio presentation only; lower attention than television;  
nonstandardized rate structures; fleeting exposure

Magazines High geographic and demographic selectivity; credibility and 
prestige; high-quality reproduction; long life; good pass-along 
readership

Long ad purchase lead time; some waste in circulation

Outdoor Flexibility; high repeat exposure; low cost; low competition Limited audience selectivity; creative limitations

Yellow Pages Excellent local coverage; high believability; wide reach;  
low cost

High competition; long ad purchase lead time; creative  
limitations

Newsletters Very high selectivity; full control; interactive opportunities;  
relative low costs

Costs could run away

brochures Flexibility; full control; can dramatize messages Overproduction could lead to runaway costs

Telephone Many users; opportunity to give a personal touch Relative high cost; increasing consumer resistance
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communicating effectively. Marketers should perform this test both before an ad is put into me-
dia and after it is printed or broadcast. Many advertisers use posttests to assess the overall impact 
of a completed campaign.

One way a company can find out whether it is overspending or underspending on advertising 
is to work with the formula in Figure 15.2. A company’s share of advertising expenditures produces 
a share of voice (proportion of company advertising of that product to all advertising of that prod-
uct) that earns a share of consumers’ minds and hearts and, ultimately, a share of market.

Researchers can measure sales impact with the historical approach, which uses advanced sta-
tistical techniques to correlate past sales to past advertising expenditures.15 Other researchers use 
experimental data to measure advertising’s sales impact. A growing number of researchers measure 
the sales effect of advertising expenditures instead of settling for communication-effect measures.16

Sales Promotion
Sales promotion, a key ingredient in marketing campaigns, consists of a collection of incentive 
tools, mostly short term, designed to stimulate quicker or greater purchase of particular products 
or services by consumers or the trade.17 Whereas advertising offers a reason to buy, sales promo-
tion offers an incentive.

Advertising versus Promotion
Although sales promotion expenditures increased as a percentage of budget expenditure for a 
number of years, their growth has recently slowed, in part because consumers began to tune out 
promotions. Some sales promotion tools are consumer franchise building, imparting a selling 

Figure 15.2 Formula for Measuring Different Stages in the Sales Impact of Advertising

Share of
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Share of
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message along with the deal (such as free samples, frequency awards, and premiums related 
to the product). Consumer franchise-building promotions build brand equity while moving 
product. McDonald’s, Dunkin’ Donuts, and Starbucks have given away millions of new-product 
samples because consumers like them and they often lead to higher long-term sales for quality 
products.18 Sales promotion tools that are typically not brand building include price-off packs, 
consumer premiums not related to a product, contests and sweepstakes, consumer refund offers, 
and trade allowances.

Sales promotions in markets of high brand similarity can produce a high sales response in the 
short run but little permanent gain over the longer term. In markets with high brand dissimilarity, 
they may be able to alter market shares permanently. In addition to brand switching, consumers 
may engage in stockpiling—purchasing earlier than usual (purchase acceleration) or buying extra 
quantities. But sales may then hit a post-promotion dip.19

The fastest-growing area in sales promotions is digital coupons, redeemed via smart phone 
or downloaded to a consumer’s printer. Digital coupons eliminate printing costs, reduce paper 
waste, are easily updatable, and have higher redemption rates. Many retailers now offer custom-
ized coupons based on consumer purchase histories.20

Major Decisions
In using sales promotion, a company must establish its objectives, select the tools, develop the 
program, implement and control it, and evaluate the results.

Establishing Objectives  Sales promotion objectives derive from communication objectives, 
which derive from basic marketing objectives for the product. For consumers, objectives include 
encouraging more frequent purchases or purchase of larger-sized units among users, building 
trial among nonusers, and attracting switchers away from competitors’ brands. Ideally, consumer 
promotions have short-run sales impact and long-run brand equity effects.21 For retailers, objec-
tives include persuading retailers to carry new items and more inventory, encouraging off-season 
buying, encouraging stocking of related items, offsetting competitive promotions, building brand 
loyalty, and gaining entry into new retail outlets. For the sales force, objectives of promotion 
include encouraging support of a new product or model, encouraging more prospecting, and 
stimulating off-season sales.

Selecting Consumer Promotion Tools  The main consumer promotion tools are summa-
rized in Table 15.2. Manufacturer promotions in the auto industry, for instance, are rebates, gifts 
to motivate test drives and purchases, and high-value trade-in credit. Retailer promotions include 
price cuts, feature advertising, retailer coupons, and retailer contests or premiums.22

Selecting Trade Promotion Tools  Manufacturers use a number of trade promotion tools 
(see Table 15.3).23 They award money to the trade (1) to persuade the retailer or wholesaler to 
carry the brand; (2) to persuade the retailer or wholesaler to carry more units than the normal 
amount; (3) to induce retailers to promote the brand by featuring, display, and price reductions; 
and (4) to stimulate retailers and their sales clerks to push the product.

Selecting Business and Sales Force Promotion Tools  Companies spend billions of 
dollars on business and sales force promotion tools (see Table 15.4 on page 268) to gather leads, 
impress and reward customers, and motivate the sales force.24 They typically develop budgets for 
tools that remain fairly constant from year to year. For many new businesses that want to make a 
splash to a targeted audience, especially in the B-to-B world, trade shows are an important tool, 
but the cost per contact is the highest of all communication options.
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Table 15.2 Major Consumer Promotion Tools

Samples: Offer of a free amount of a product or service delivered door to door, sent in the mail, picked up in a store, attached to 
another product, or featured in an advertising offer.

Coupons: Certificates entitling the bearer to a stated saving on the purchase of a specific product: mailed, enclosed in other 
 products or attached to them, or inserted in magazine and newspaper ads.

Cash refund Offers (rebates): Provide a price reduction after purchase rather than at the retail shop: Consumer sends a 
specified “proof of purchase” to the manufacturer who “refunds” part of the purchase price by mail.

Price Packs (cents-off deals): Offers to consumers of savings off the regular price of a product, flagged on the label or package. 
A reduced-price pack is a single package sold at a reduced price (such as two for the price of one). A banded pack is two related 
products banded together (such as a toothbrush and toothpaste).

Premiums (gifts): Merchandise offered at a relatively low cost or free as an incentive to purchase a particular product. A 
with-pack premium accompanies the product inside or on the package. A free in-the-mail premium is mailed to consumers 
who send in a proof of purchase. A self-liquidating premium is sold below its normal retail price to consumers who request it.

Frequency Programs: Programs providing rewards related to the consumer’s frequency and intensity in purchasing the company’s 
products or services.

Prizes (contests, sweepstakes, games): Prizes are offers of the chance to win cash, trips, or merchandise as a result of 
purchasing something. A contest calls for consumers to submit an entry to be examined by a panel of judges who will select the 
best entries. A sweepstakes asks consumers to submit their names in a drawing. A game presents consumers with something 
every time they buy—bingo numbers, missing letters—which might help them win a prize.

Patronage awards: Values in cash or in other forms that are proportional to patronage of a certain vendor or group of vendors.

Free Trials: Inviting prospective purchasers to try the product without cost in the hope that they will buy.

Product Warranties: Explicit or implicit promises by sellers that the product will perform as specified or that the seller will fix it 
or refund the customer’s money during a specified period.

Tie-in Promotions: Two or more brands or companies team up on coupons, refunds, and contests to increase pulling power.

Cross-Promotions: Using one brand to advertise another noncompeting brand.

Point-of-Purchase (P-O-P) Displays and Demonstrations: P-O-P displays and demonstrations that take place at the point 
of purchase or sale.

Table 15.3 Major Trade Promotion Tools

Price-Off (off-invoice or off-list): A straight discount off the list price on each case purchased during a stated time period.

allowance: An amount offered in return for the retailer’s agreeing to feature the manufacturer’s products in some way. 
An advertising allowance compensates retailers for advertising the manufacturer’s product. A display allowance compensates 
them for carrying a special product display.

Free goods: Offers of extra cases of merchandise to intermediaries who buy a certain quantity or who feature a certain flavor 
or size.

Developing the Program  In deciding to use a particular incentive, marketers must deter-
mine the size of the incentive, the conditions for participation, the duration of the promotion, the 
distribution vehicle, the timing, and the total sales promotion budget. Next, the marketing manager 
establishes the timing of the promotion and, finally, the total sales promotion budget. The cost 
of a particular promotion consists of the administrative cost (printing, mailing, and promot-
ing the deal) and the incentive cost (cost of premium or cents-off, including redemption costs), 
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multiplied by the expected number of units sold. The cost of a coupon deal recognizes that only a 
fraction of consumers will redeem the coupons.

Implementing and Evaluating the Program  For each promotion, implementation and con-
trol plans must cover lead time (for preparation before launch) and sell-in time (beginning at launch 
and ending when 95 percent of the deal merchandise is in consumers’ hands). Manufacturers 
can evaluate the program using sales data (including scanner data showing who bought and later 
behavior toward the brand), consumer surveys (about recall, attitudes, and behavior), and experi-
ments (varying incentive value, duration, or distribution media).

Events and Experiences
Becoming part of a personally relevant moment in consumers’ lives through sponsored events 
and experiences can broaden and deepen a company’s or brand’s relationship with the target 
market. Daily encounters with brands may also affect consumers’ brand attitudes and beliefs. 
Atmospheres are “packaged environments” that create or reinforce leanings toward product 
purchase. For example, a five-star hotel will use elegant chandeliers, marble columns, and other 
tangible signs of luxury.

Events Objectives
Marketers report a number of reasons to sponsor events:

 1. To identify with a particular target market or lifestyle—Customers can be targeted geographi-
cally, demographically, psychographically, or behaviorally according to events. Old Spice sponsors 
college sports—including its college basketball Old Spice Classic—to highlight product relevance 
and sample among 16- to 24-year-old males.

 2. To increase salience of company or product name—Sponsorship offers sustained exposure for a 
brand, a necessary condition for reinforcing brand salience. Top-of-mind awareness for soccer 
World Cup sponsors McDonald’s and Castrol is a benefit from repeated brand and ad exposure 
over the month-long tournament.

 3. To create or reinforce perceptions of key brand image associations—Events themselves have 
associations that help to create or reinforce brand associations.25 To toughen its image and ap-
peal to the heartland, Toyota Tundra sponsors B.A.S.S. fishing tournaments.

 4. To enhance corporate image—Sponsorship can improve perceptions that the company is lik-
able and prestigious. Although Visa views its long-standing Olympic sponsorship as a means of 
enhancing international brand awareness and increasing usage and volume, it also engenders 
patriotic goodwill and taps into the emotional Olympic spirit.

Table 15.4 Major Business and Sales Force Promotion Tools

Trade Shows and Conventions: Industry associations organize annual trade shows and conventions. Participating vendors 
can generate new sales leads, maintain customer contacts, introduce new products, meet new customers, sell more to present 
customers, and educate customers with publications, videos, and other audiovisual materials.

Sales Contests: A sales contest aims at inducing the sales force or dealers to increase sales results over a stated period, with 
prizes (money, trips, gifts, or points) going to those who succeed.

Specialty advertising: Specialty advertising consists of useful, low-cost items bearing the company’s name and address, 
and sometimes an advertising message, that salespeople give to prospects and customers. Common items are ballpoint pens, 
calendars, key chains, flashlights, tote bags, and memo pads.
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 5. To create experiences and evoke feelings—The feelings engendered by an exciting or reward-
ing event may indirectly link to the brand. Audi vehicles featured prominently in the 2010 
blockbuster movie Iron Man 2. After a month-long marketing blitz, positive word of mouth 
doubled for the brand.26

 6. To express commitment to the community or on social issues—Cause-related marketing sponsors 
nonprofit organizations and charities. Firms such as Stonyfield Farms, Home Depot, American 
Express, and Tom’s of Maine have made their support of causes an important cornerstone of their 
marketing programs.

 7. To entertain key clients or reward key employees—Many events include lavish hospitality tents 
and other special services or activities only for sponsors and their guests to build goodwill and 
establish valuable business contacts. From an employee perspective, events can also build partici-
pation and morale or serve as an incentive.

 8. To permit merchandising or promotional opportunities—Many marketers tie contests or sweep-
stakes, in-store merchandising, direct response, or other marketing activities with an event.

Despite these potential advantages, the result of an event can still be unpredictable and 
beyond the sponsor’s control. And although many consumers credit sponsors for providing the 
financial assistance to make an event possible, some may resent its commercialization.

Major Sponsorship Decisions
Making sponsorships successful requires choosing the appropriate events, designing the optimal 
sponsorship program, and measuring the effects of sponsorship.

•	 Choosing event opportunities. The event must meet the brand’s marketing objectives 
and communication strategy, match the target market, have sufficient awareness and favor-
able attributions, possess the desired image, and be able to create the desired effects. An 
ideal event also is unique but not encumbered with many sponsors, lends itself to ancillary 
 marketing activities, and reflects or enhances the sponsor’s brand or corporate image.27

•	 Designing sponsorship programs. Many marketers believe the marketing program 
 accompanying an event sponsorship ultimately determines its success. At least two to 
three times the amount of the sponsorship expenditure should be spent on related mar-
keting activities. Event creation is a particularly important skill in publicizing fund-raising 
drives for nonprofit organizations.

•	 Measuring sponsorship activities. The supply-side method for measuring an event’s 
success assesses media coverage; for example, the number of seconds the brand is clearly 
visible on a television screen. The demand-side method identifies the sponsorship’s effect 
on consumers’ brand knowledge. Although supply-side methods provide quantifiable 
measures, equating media coverage with advertising exposure ignores the content of the 
respective communications.

Creating Experiences
A large part of local, grassroots marketing is experiential marketing, which not only communi-
cates features and benefits but also connects a product or service with unique and interesting 
experiences. Consumers seem to appreciate that effort. In one survey, four of five respondents 
found participating in a live event was more engaging than all other forms of communication. 
The vast majority also felt experiential marketing gave them more information than other forms 
of communication and would make them more likely to tell others about the experience and be 
receptive to other marketing for the brand.28
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Public Relations
Not only must the company relate constructively to customers, suppliers, and dealers, it must 
also relate to a large number of interested publics. A public is any group that has an actual or po-
tential interest in or impact on a company’s ability to achieve its objectives. Public relations (PR) 
includes a variety of programs to promote or protect a company’s image or individual products.

The wise company takes concrete steps to manage successful relationships with its key pub-
lics. Most have a public relations department that monitors the attitudes of the organization’s 
publics and distributes information and communications to build goodwill. The best PR depart-
ments counsel top management to adopt positive programs and eliminate questionable practices 
so negative publicity doesn’t arise in the first place. They perform the following five functions:

 1. Press relations—Presenting news and information about the organization in the most positive 
light

 2. Product publicity—Sponsoring efforts to publicize specific products
 3. Corporate communications—Promoting understanding of the organization through internal 

and external communications
 4. Lobbying—Dealing with legislators and government officials to promote or defeat legislation 

and regulation
 5. Counseling—Advising management about public issues as well as company positions and image 

during good times and bad

Marketing Public Relations
Many companies use marketing public relations (MPR) to support corporate or product pro-
motion and image making. MPR, like financial PR and community PR, serves a special con-
stituency, the marketing department. The old name for MPR was publicity, the task of securing 
editorial space—as opposed to paid space—in print and broadcast media to promote or hype a 
product, service, idea, place, person, or organization. MPR goes beyond simple publicity and 
plays an important role in the following tasks:

•	 Launching new products. The amazing commercial success of toys such as Silly Bandz 
owes a great deal to strong publicity.

•	 Repositioning mature products. New York City had extremely bad press in the 1970s 
until the “I Love New York” campaign.

•	 Building interest in a product category. Companies and trade associations have used 
MPR to rebuild interest in declining commodities such as eggs and milk and to expand 
consumption of such products as tea and pork.

•	 Influencing specific target groups. McDonald’s sponsors special neighborhood events 
in Latino and African American communities to build goodwill.

•	 Defending products that have encountered public problems. PR professionals must 
be adept at managing crises, such as those weathered by such well-established brands as 
Toyota and BP.

•	 Building the corporate image in a way that reflects favorably on its products. The 
late Steve Jobs’s Macworld keynote speeches helped to create an innovative, iconoclastic 
image for Apple Corporation.

As the power of mass advertising weakens, marketing managers are turning to MPR to build 
awareness and brand knowledge for both new and established products. MPR is also effective 
in blanketing local communities and reaching specific groups, and it can be more cost-effective 
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than advertising. Increasingly, MPR takes place online, but it must be planned jointly with adver-
tising and other marketing communications.29

Major Decisions in Marketing PR
In considering when and how to use MPR, management must establish the marketing objectives, 
choose the PR messages and vehicles, implement the plan, and evaluate the results. The main 
tools of MPR are described in Table 15.5.

In setting MPR objectives, a firm can seek to build awareness by placing stories in the media 
to bring attention to a product, service, person, organization, or idea. It can build credibility by 
communicating the message in an editorial context. It can help boost sales force and dealer enthu-
siasm with stories about a new product before launch. It can hold down promotion cost because 
MPR costs less than direct-mail and media advertising.

Next, the firm will search for interesting stories or develop stories about the product or brand. 
Whereas PR practitioners reach their target publics through the mass media, MPR is increas-
ingly borrowing the techniques and technology of online and direct-response marketing to reach 
target-audience members one on one. The firm may have difficulty assessing MPR’s contribution 
to the bottom line because MPR is used along with other promotional tools. The easiest gauge of 
its effectiveness is the number of exposures carried by the media. A better measure is the change in 
product awareness, comprehension, or attitude resulting from the MPR campaign (after accounting 
for the effect of other promotional tools as well as possible).

Executive Summary
Advertising is any paid form of nonpersonal presentation and promotion of ideas, goods, or 
services by an identified sponsor. Developing an advertising program is a five-step process: (1) 
set advertising objectives, (2) establish a budget, (3) choose the advertising message and creative 
strategy, (4) decide on the media, and (5) evaluate communication and sales effects. Sales pro-
motion consists of mostly short-term incentive tools, designed to stimulate quicker or greater 
purchase of particular products or services by consumers or the trade. In using sales promotion, 

Table 15.5 Major Tools in Marketing PR

Publications: Companies rely extensively on published materials to reach and influence their target markets via annual reports, 
brochures, articles, newsletters and magazines, and audiovisual materials.

events: Companies can draw attention to new products or other activities by arranging and publicizing special events such as 
news conferences, seminars, trade shows, exhibits, contests and competitions, and celebrations that will reach the target publics.

Sponsorships: Companies can promote their brands and corporate name by sponsoring and publicizing sports and cultural 
events and highly regarded causes.

News: One of the major tasks of PR professionals is to find or create favorable news about the company, its products,  
and its people.

Speeches: Increasingly, company executives must field questions from the media or give talks at trade associations or sales 
meetings, and these appearances can build the company’s image.

Public Service activities: Companies can build goodwill by contributing money and time to good causes.

identity Media: Companies need a visual identity that the public immediately recognizes. The visual identity is carried by company 
logos, stationery, brochures, business cards, buildings, uniforms, and dress codes.
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a company must establish its objectives, select the tools, develop the program, implement and 
control it, and evaluate the results.

Events and experiences are a means to become part of special and more personally relevant 
moments in consumers’ lives. Well-managed events can broaden and deepen the sponsor’s re-
lationship with its target market. Public relations (PR) includes a variety of programs designed 
to promote or protect a company’s image or its individual products. Marketing public relations 
(MPR), to support the marketing department in corporate or product promotion and image 
making, can affect public awareness at a fraction of the cost of advertising and is often much 
more credible.
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Marketing Management at PepsiCo
PepsiCo has been an early champion of digital marketing. For its Mountain Dew soft drink, its 
first “Dewmocracy” contest had consumers go online to determine the flavor, color, packaging, and 
name of a new Mountain Dew product. The winning flavor, Voltage, generated several hundred 
million dollars in revenue for the company in its first year. For its Doritos brand, PepsiCo runs the 
annual “Crash the Super Bowl” contest, giving contestants a chance to develop an ad to be run dur-
ing the game broadcast and win $1 million. In 2014, anyone from Doritos’s 35 global markets was 
allowed to enter the competition. The winning ad, “Time Machine,” cost only $200 to make and 
one day to film, but it was one of the most positively received Super Bowl ads by viewers that year. 
During the contest, Doritos always enjoys a healthy uptick in Twitter, Facebook, and other social 
media activity.1

The newest and fastest-growing channels for communicating and selling directly to customers 
are digital, providing opportunities for greater interaction and individualization. Companies 

like PepsiCo are asking not only “How should we reach our customers?” but also “How should 

In this chapter, we will address the following questions:

 1. What are the pros and cons of online marketing? (Page 275)

 2. How can companies carry out effective social media campaigns? (Page 277)

 3. What are some tips for enjoying positive word of mouth? (Page 278)

 4. What are important guidelines for mobile marketing? (Page 280)

Managing Digital 
Communications: Online, 
Social Media, and Mobile
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our customers reach us?” and “How can our customers reach each other?” In this chapter, we 
consider how marketers can use online marketing, social media, and mobile marketing to create 
loyal customers, build strong brands, and generate profits. We also consider the broader topic of 
word-of-mouth marketing.

Online Marketing
As described in Chapter 1, marketers distinguish paid and owned media from earned (or free) 
media. Paid media includes company-generated advertising, publicity, and other promotional 
efforts. Earned media is all the PR and word-of-mouth benefits a firm receives without having 
directly paid for anything—all the news stories, blogs, and social network conversations that deal 
with a brand.2 Social media play a key role in earned media. A large part of owned media consists 
of online marketing communications, which we review next.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Online Marketing 
Communications
Online marketing communications allow companies to offer or send tailored information or 
messages that engage consumers by reflecting their special interests and behavior. A firm can 
easily trace the effects by noting how many unique visitors click on a page or ad, how long they 
spend with it, what they do on it, and where they go afterward. The Internet also offers the ad-
vantage of contextual placement, buying ads on sites related to the marketer’s own offerings. And 
a firm can place advertising based on keywords typed into search engines to reach people when 
they’ve actually started the buying process.

Going online has some disadvantages. Consumers can effectively screen out most messages. 
Marketers may think their ads are more effective than they really are if bogus clicks are generated 
by software-powered Web sites.3 Finally, advertisers lose some control over their online mes-
sages, which can be hacked or vandalized.

But the pros clearly can outweigh the cons, and marketers must go where the customers 
are—increasingly, that means online. Of the time U.S. adults spend with all media, almost half is 
spent online (see Figure 16.1).4 Customers define the rules of engagement, however, and insulate 
themselves with the help of agents and intermediaries if they so choose.

Online Marketing Communication Options
A company chooses which forms of online marketing will be most cost-effective in achieving com-
munication and sales objectives.5 The options include Web sites, search ads, display ads, and e-mail.

Web Sites  Companies must design Web sites that embody or express their purpose, history, 
products, and vision and that are attractive on first viewing and interesting enough to encour-
age repeat visits.6 Jeffrey Rayport and Bernard Jaworski propose that effective sites feature seven 
design elements (see Figure 16.2).7 Visitors will judge a site’s performance on ease of use (quick 
downloads, first page easy to understand, easy navigation) and physical attractiveness (pages 
clean and not crammed, text readable, good use of color and sound).8 Companies must also be 
sensitive to online security and privacy-protection issues.

Besides their Web sites, companies may employ microsites, individual Web pages or clusters 
of pages that function as supplements to a primary site. They’re particularly relevant for companies 
selling low-interest products. People rarely visit an insurance company’s Web site, for example, but 
the company can create a microsite on used-car sites that offers advice for buyers of used cars and a 
good insurance deal at the same time.
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Search Ads  An important component of online marketing is paid search or pay-per-click 
ads. In paid search, marketers bid on search terms that serve as a proxy for the consumer’s product 
or consumption interests. When a consumer searches for any of those words with Google, Yahoo!, 
or Bing, the marketer’s ad may appear above or next to the results, depending on the amount the 
company bids and an algorithm the search engines use to determine an ad’s relevance to a par-
ticular search.9 Advertisers pay only if people click, but marketers believe consumers who have 
already expressed interest by engaging in search are prime prospects.

Figure 16.1  Share of Time Spent per Day with Major Media by U.S. Adults, 2014 
(hrs:mins)

Source: eMarketer, April 2014, accessed at http://www.emarketer.com/Article/Digital-Set-Surpass-TV-Time-Spent-with-USMedia/1010096.
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Figure 16.2 Seven Key Design Elements of an Effective Web Site

• Context. Layout and design
• Content. Text, pictures, sound, and video the site contains
• Community. How the site enables user-to-user communication
• Customization. Site’s ability to tailor itself to different users or to allow users to personalize the site
• Communication. How the site enables site-to-user, user-to-site, or two-way communication
• Connection. Degree that the site is linked to other sites
• Commerce. Site’s capabilities to enable commercial transactions

Source: Jeffrey F. Rayport and Bernard J. Jaworski, e-commerce (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2001), p. 116.

http://www.emarketer.com/Article/Digital-Set-Surpass-TV-Time-Spent-with-USMedia/1010096
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Search engine optimization (SEO) describes activities designed to improve the likelihood that 
a link for a brand is as high as possible in the rank order of all nonpaid links when consumers 
search for relevant terms. A number of guidelines have been suggested as part of SEO as well as 
paid search.10 Broader search terms are useful for general brand building; more specific ones 
identifying a particular product model or service are useful for generating and converting sales 
leads. Be sure to spotlight search terms on the marketer’s Web site so search engines can easily 
identify them. Any one product can usually be identified by means of multiple keywords, but 
marketers must bid on each keyword according to its likely return on revenue. Marketers should 
collect data to track the effects of paid search.

Display Ads  Display ads or banner ads are small, rectangular boxes containing text and 
perhaps a picture that companies pay to place on relevant Web sites.11 The larger the audience, 
the higher the cost. Given that Internet users spend only 5 percent of their time online actu-
ally searching for information, display ads still hold great promise compared to popular search 
ads. But ads need to be more attention-getting and influential, better targeted, and more closely 
tracked.12 Interstitials are advertisements, often with video or animation, that pop up between 
page changes within a Web site or across Web sites. Because consumers find such pop-up ads 
intrusive and distracting, many use software to block them.

E-mail  E-mail allows marketers to inform and communicate with customers at a fraction 
of the cost of direct mail. E-mails can be very productive selling tools. The rate at which they 
prompt purchase has been estimated to be at least three times that of social media ads, and the 
average order value is thought to be 17 percent higher.13 Consumers are besieged by e-mails, 
though, and many employ spam filters to halt the flow. Some firms are asking consumers to say 
whether and when they would like to receive e-mails. E-mails must be timely, targeted, and rel-
evant. The Gilt Groupe sends more than 3,000 variations of its daily e-mail for its flash-sale site 
based on recipient’s past click-throughs, browsing history, and purchase history.14

Social Media
Social media are a means for consumers to share text, images, audio, and video information with 
each other and with companies, and vice versa. Social media allow marketers to establish a public 
voice and presence online. They can cost-effectively reinforce other communication activities. 
Because of their day-to-day immediacy, they can also encourage companies to stay innovative 
and relevant. Marketers can build or tap into online communities, inviting participation from 
consumers and creating a long-term marketing asset in the process.

Social Media Platforms
There are three main platforms for social media: (1) online communities and forums, (2) blogs 
(individual blogs and blog networks such as Sugar and Gawker), and (3) social networks (like 
Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube).

Online Communities and Forums  Many online communities and forums are created by 
consumers or groups of consumers with no commercial interests or company affiliations. Others 
are sponsored by companies whose members communicate with the company and with each 
other through postings, text messaging, and chat discussions about special interests related to the 
company’s products and brands. Information flow in online communities and forums is two-way 
and can provide companies with useful, hard-to-get customer information and insights.
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Blogs  Blogs, regularly updated online journals or diaries, have become an important outlet 
for word of mouth. One obvious appeal of blogs is that they bring together people with com-
mon interests. Blog networks such as Gawker Media offer marketers a portfolio of choices. 
Corporations are creating their own blogs and carefully monitoring those of others.15 Popular 
blogs are creating influential opinion leaders. Because many consumers examine product infor-
mation and reviews contained in blogs, the Federal Trade Commission has also taken steps to 
require bloggers to disclose their relationship with marketers whose products they endorse. At 
the other extreme, some consumers use blogs and videos as a means of getting retribution for a 
company’s bad service or faulty products.

Social Networks  Social networks have become an important force in both business-to-
consumer and business-to-business marketing. Major ones include Facebook, one of the 
world’s biggest; LinkedIn, which focuses on career-minded professionals; and Twitter, with 
its 140-character “tweets.” Marketers are still learning how to best tap into social networks 
and their huge, well-defined audiences.16 Given networks’ noncommercial nature—users are 
generally there looking to connect with others—attracting attention and persuading are more 
challenging. Also, given that users generate their own content, ads may find themselves appear-
ing beside inappropriate or even offensive material.17 Advertising is only one avenue, however. 
Like any individual, companies can also join social groups and actively participate. Having a 
Facebook page has become a virtual prerequisite for many companies.18

Using Social Media
Social media are rarely the sole source of marketing communications for a brand.19 First, social me-
dia may not be as effective in attracting new users and driving brand penetration. Also, research by 
DDB suggests that brands and products vary widely in how social they are online. Consumers are 
most likely to engage with media, charities, and fashion and least likely to engage with consumer 
goods.20 Finally, although consumers may use social media to get useful information or deals or to 
enjoy brand-created content, a much smaller percentage want to engage in two-way “conversations” 
with brands. In short, marketers must recognize that when it comes to social media, only some con-
sumers want to engage with some brands and, even then, only some of the time.

Word of Mouth
Social media are one example of online word of mouth. Word of mouth (WOM) is a powerful 
marketing tool, as discussed next.

Forms of Word of Mouth
Contrary to popular opinion, most WOM is not generated online. Research and consulting firm 
Keller Fay notes that 90 percent occurs offline, specifically 75 percent face to face and 15 per-
cent over the phone. Keller Fay also notes how advertising and WOM are inextricably linked: 
“WOM has proven to be highly credible and linked to sales; advertising has proven to help spark 
conversation.”21

Viral marketing is a form of online WOM or “word of mouse,” that encourages consum-
ers to pass along company-developed products and services or audio, video, or written infor-
mation to others online.22 With user-generated content sites such as YouTube, Vimeo, and 
Google Video, consumers and advertisers can upload ads and videos to be shared by millions 
of people.23
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Creating Word-of-Mouth Buzz
Although more interesting brands are more likely to be talked about online, whether a brand is 
seen as novel, exciting, or surprising has little effect on whether it is discussed in face-to-face, oral 
communications.24 Brands discussed offline are often those that are salient and visible and come 
easily to mind.25 Research has shown that consumers tend to generate positive WOM themselves 
and share information about their own positive consumption experiences. They tend to only 
transmit negative WOM and pass on information they heard about others’ negative consumption 
experiences.26

It’s worth remembering that much online content is not necessarily naturally shared and 
does not go viral. One study found that only 4 percent of content “cascaded” to more than one 
person beyond the initial recipient.27 In deciding whether to contribute to social media, consum-
ers can be motivated by intrinsic factors such as whether they are having fun or learning, but 
more often they are swayed by extrinisic factors such as social and self-image considerations.28

Companies can help create buzz for their products or services, and media and advertising 
are not always necessary for it to occur. Procter & Gamble (P&G) has enrolled more than half 
a million mothers in Vocalpoint, a group built on the premise that certain highly engaged indi-
viduals want to learn about products, receive samples and coupons, share their opinions with 
companies, and, of course, talk up their experiences with others. The Vocalpoint moms have big 
social networks and generally speak to 25 to 30 other women during the day, compared with 
an average of five for other moms. A campaign for P&G’s Secret Clinical Strength Deodorant 
resulted in 42,000 click-throughs to an opt-in coupon redemption and 50,000 strong product 
reviews on the brand’s Web site.

Ultimately, the success of any viral or WOM buzz campaign depends on the willingness of 
consumers to talk to other consumers.29 Customer reviews can be especially influential.30 A recent 
Nielsen survey found that online customer reviews were the second-most trusted source of brand 
information (after recommendations from friends and family).31 Many review sites are now using a 
Facebook login that attaches a review posted by someone to his or her Facebook profile. By attach-
ing their reviews to their Facebook pages, users can find out what friends or noteworthy celebrities 
deem positive or negative about a brand.32

Although many WOM effects are beyond marketers’ control, certain steps can improve the 
likelihood of starting positive buzz:33

•	 Identify influential individuals and companies and devote extra effort to them. 
Companies can trace online activity to identify more influential users who may function 
as opinion leaders, such as industry analysts and journalists, selected policy makers, and 
early adopters.

•	 Supply key people with product samples. Chevrolet gave a free three-day rental of its 
electric Chevy Volt car to 900 people with a Klout online influence score of more than 50 
(out of a possible 100), resulting in 46,000 tweets and more than 20.7 million largely posi-
tive blog posts.

•	 Work through community influentials. Ford’s prelaunch “Fiesta Movement”  campaign 
invited 100 young Millennials to drive the Fiesta car for six months. Drivers were 
chosen based on the size and quality of their online social network as well as a video 
they submitted about their desire for adventure. The campaign attracted 4.3 mil-
lion YouTube views, more than 500,000 Flickr views, more than 3 million Twitter 
impressions, and 50,000 potential customers, 97 percent of whom were not already 
Ford owners.34
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•	 Develop word-of-mouth referral channels to build business. Professionals will often 
encourage clients to recommend their services.

•	 Provide compelling information that customers want to pass along. Make it easy and 
desirable for a customer to borrow elements from an e-mail message or blog.

Measuring the Effects of Word of Mouth
Many marketers concentrate on the online effects of WOM given the ease of tracking them through 
advertising, PR, and digital agencies. Through demographic information or proxies for that infor-
mation and cookies, firms can monitor when customers blog, comment, post, share, link, upload, 
friend, stream, write on a wall, or update a profile. “Marketing Insight: Tracking Online Buzz” 
 describes some company efforts in this area.

Mobile Marketing
Given the presence of smart phones and tablets everywhere and marketers’ ability to personalize 
messages based on demographics and other characteristics, the appeal of mobile marketing as a 
communication tool is obvious.

Tracking Online Buzz

Marketers have to decide what they are going 
to track online as well as how they are going 

to track it. DuPont employs measures of online 
word of mouth such as scale (how far the campaign 
reached), speed (how fast it spread), share of voice 
in that space, share of voice in that speed, whether 
it achieved positive lift in sentiment, whether the 
message was understood, whether it was relevant, 
whether it had sustainability (and was not a one-
shot deal), and how far it moved from its source. 
Other researchers focus on characterizing the 
source of word of mouth according to relevance, 
sentiment, and authority.

More firms are directing their online track-
ing efforts from a specific location. To monitor 
the Gatorade brand on social networks around 
the clock, PepsiCo created a “Mission Control 
Center” in its Chicago headquarters. Four full-time 
people handle the operations, with six big moni-
tors providing data visualizations and dashboards. 
The Gatorade team reviews blog conversations, 
tracks sentiment, and, based on feedback, makes 

appropriate changes to the company’s marketing. 
The team also decides when to intervene in an 
online conversation. Any post that includes a query 
directly about the brand or that reflects a misun-
derstanding is usually an opportunity for the team 
to weigh in, but as one team member notes, “If they 
want to talk about working out, we let them have 
that conversation.”

Sources: Wendy W. Moe and David A. Schweidel, Social Media 
Intelligence (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2014); Ryan 
Holmes, “NASA-Style Mission Control Centers for Social Media Are 
Taking Off,” www.tech.fortune.cnn.com, October 25, 2012; Lionel 
Menchaca, Donna L. Hoffman and Marek Fodor, “Can You Measure the 
ROI of Your Social Media Marketing,” MIT Sloan Management Review, 
Fall 2010, pp. 41–49; “Valerie Bauerlin, “Gatorade’s ‘Mission’: Sell 
More Drinks,” Wall Street Journal, September 13, 2010; Adam Ostrow, 
“Inside Gatorade’s Social Media Command Center,” www.mashable.
com, June 15, 2010; Rick Lawrence, Prem Melville, Claudia Perlich, 
Vikas Sindhwani, Steve Meliksetian, Pei-Yun Hsueh, and Yan Liu, “Social 
Media Analytics,” OR/MS Today, February 2010, pp. 26–30; “Is There a 
Reliable Way to Measure Word-of-Mouth Marketing?” Marketing NPV 3 
(2006), www.marketingnpv.com, pp. 3–9.
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The Scope of Mobile Marketing
Six of every 10 U.S. consumers owned a smart phone in 2014, creating a major opportunity for 
advertisers to reach consumers on the “third screen” (TV and the computer are the first and 
second).35 Perhaps not surprisingly, U.S. consumers spend a considerable amount of time on 
mobile—more than on radio, magazines, and newspapers combined (an average of two hours 
and 51 minutes versus one hour and 46 minutes).36

Much recent interest has been generated in mobile apps—bite-sized software programs that 
can be downloaded to smart phones. Apps can perform useful functions—adding convenience, 
social value, incentives, and entertainment and making consumers’ lives a little or a lot better.37 
Smart phones are also conducive to boosting loyalty programs in which customers can track 
their visits to and purchases from a merchant and receive rewards. By tracking the whereabouts 
of receptive customers who opt in to receive communications, retailers can send them location-
specific promotions when they are near shops or outlets.38 Sonic Corp. used GPS data and 
proximity to cell towers in Atlanta to identify when customers who had signed up for company 
communications were near one of roughly 50 Sonic restaurants in the area. At that point, the 
company sent such customers a text message with a discount offer or an ad to entice them to visit 
the restaurant.39

Although the cookies that allow firms to track online activity don’t typically work in wireless 
applications, technological advances are making it easier to track users across their smart phones 
and tablets too. With user privacy safeguards in place, marketers’ greater knowledge of cross-
screen identities (online and mobile) can permit more relevant, targeted ads.40

Developing Effective Mobile Marketing Programs
Marketers are wise to design simple, clear, and clean sites, paying even greater attention than 
usual to user experience and navigation.41 Being concise is critical with mobile messaging.42 For 
example, mobile ad copy should occupy only 50 percent of the screen, logos should be in a cor-
ner of the frame, and calls to action should be highlighted with a bright color.

Mobile Marketing across Markets
In developed Asian markets such as Hong Kong, Japan, Singapore, and South Korea, mobile 
marketing is fast becoming a central component of customer experiences.43 In developing mar-
kets, high smart-phone penetration also makes mobile marketing attractive. A pioneer in China, 
Coca-Cola created a national campaign asking Beijing residents to send text messages guessing 
the high temperature in the city every day for just over a month for a chance to win a one-year 
supply of Coke products. The campaign attracted more than 4 million messages over the course 
of 35 days.44

Executive Summary
Online marketing provides marketers with opportunities for much greater interaction and 
individualization through well-designed and executed Web sites, search ads, display ads, and 
e-mails. However, consumers can effectively screen out most messages, bogus clicks may be a 
problem, and advertisers lose some control over online messages. Social media come in many 
forms: online communities and forums, blogs, and social networks such as Facebook, Twitter, 
and YouTube. Social media offer marketers the opportunity to have a public voice and online 
presence for their brands and to reinforce other communications. Marketers can build or tap into 
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online communities, inviting participation from consumers and creating a long-term marketing 
asset. Social media are rarely the sole source of marketing communications for a brand.

Word-of-mouth marketing finds ways to engage customers so they will talk positively with 
others about products, services, and brands. Viral marketing encourages people to exchange on-
line information related to a product or service. Mobile marketing is an increasingly important 
form of interactive marketing by which marketers can use text messages, software apps, and ads 
to connect with consumers via their smart phones and tablets.
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In this chapter, we will address the following questions:

 1. How can companies conduct direct marketing for competitive advantage? (Page 286)

 2. What are the advantages and disadvantages of database marketing? (Page 288)

 3. What decisions do companies face in designing and managing a sales force? (Page 289)

 4. How can salespeople improve their selling, negotiating, and relationship marketing skills? 
(Page 295)

Managing Personal 
Communications: Direct 
and Database Marketing 
and Personal Selling

Marketing Management at StarHub
StarHub, one of Singapore’s largest telecommunications firms, has built a proprietary database to 
store information about customers’ interests and behavior, and help its business customers market 
to those consumers more effectively. For consumers, the company offers mobile and home phone 
services, Internet access, and cable television. For businesses, it offers network and mobile services, 
plus marketing assistance in communicating with customers in the database. StarHub collects 
data about what its customers view on television (and when) and what sites they visit on their 
smart phones and computers. Based on these details, StarHub’s marketers can help businesses plan 
highly targeted, personalized communications for specific segments such as sports enthusiasts and 
style-conscious consumers, delivered through direct mail, e-mail, mobile apps, and other channels. 

Chapter 17
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StarHub also uses its database marketing expertise to prepare and deliver communications promot-
ing its own products based on what it knows about each customer’s viewing and browsing patterns. 
The company has won awards for direct marketing efforts such as the 4G4Good campaign, which 
invited customers to donate unused mobile minutes and data to local charities1

Personalizing communications and saying and doing the right thing for the right person at the 
right time are critical for marketing effectiveness, as StarHub’s marketers recognize.

Direct Marketing
Direct marketing is the use of consumer-direct channels to reach and deliver goods and services to 
customers without using marketing middlemen. Direct marketers can use a number of channels to 
reach individual prospects and customers: direct mail, catalog marketing, telemarketing, interactive 
TV, kiosks, Web sites, and mobile devices. They often seek a measurable response, typically a cus-
tomer order, through direct-order marketing. Direct marketing has been a fast-growing avenue, 
partly in response to the high and increasing costs of reaching business markets through a sales 
force. Direct marketing has been outpacing U.S. retail sales. It produced $2.05 trillion in sales in 
2012, accounting for approximately 8.7 percent of GDP.2

The Benefits of Direct Marketing
Consumers short of time and tired of traffic and parking headaches appreciate toll-free phone 
numbers, always-open Web sites, next-day delivery, and direct marketers’ commitment to cus-
tomer service. In addition, many chain stores have dropped slower-moving specialty items, creating 
an opportunity for direct marketers to promote these to interested buyers instead. Direct marketers 
benefit as well: They can buy a list containing the names of almost any group (left-handed people, 
millionaires), customize and personalize messages to build customer relationships, reach interested 
prospects at the right moment, easily test alternative media and messages, and measure responses 
to determine profitability.

Direct Mail
Direct-mail marketing means sending an offer, announcement, reminder, or other item to an 
individual consumer. Using highly selective mailing lists, direct marketers send out millions of 
mail pieces each year—letters, fliers, foldouts, and other “salespeople with wings.” Direct mail is 
popular because it permits target market selectivity, can be personalized, is flexible, and allows 
early testing and response measurement. Although the cost per thousand is higher than for mass 
media, the people reached are much better prospects.

In constructing an effective direct-mail campaign, direct marketers must choose their objec-
tives, target markets and prospects, offer elements, means of testing the campaign, and measures 
of campaign success.

•	 Objectives. Marketers judge a campaign’s success by the response rate. An order-response 
rate for letter-sized direct mail averages 3.4 percent to an internal company list and 1.3 
percent to a general public list, depending on the product, price, and nature of the offering. 
This is much higher than e-mails’ average response rates of 0.12 percent and 0.03 percent, 
respectively.3 Other objectives may include generating leads, strengthening customer 
 relationships, informing and educating customers, reminding customers of offers, and 
 reinforcing purchase decisions.
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•	 Target markets and prospects. Direct marketers apply the RFM (recency, frequency, mon-
etary amount) formula to select customers according to how much time has passed since 
their last purchase, how many times they have purchased, and how much they have spent 
since becoming a customer.4 Marketers also identify prospects on the basis of age, sex, in-
come, education, previous mail-order purchases, and occasion. In B-to-B direct marketing, 
the prospect is often a group or committee of decision makers and decision influencers.

•	 Offer elements. The offer strategy has five elements—the product, the offer, the medium, 
the distribution method, and the creative strategy.5 The direct-mail marketer also must 
choose five components of the mailing itself: the outside envelope, sales letter, circular, 
reply form, and reply envelope. Often, direct mail is followed up by e-mail.

•	 Testing elements. One of the great advantages of direct marketing is the ability to 
test, under real marketplace conditions, different elements of an offer strategy, such as 
products, product features, copy platform, mailer type, envelope, prices, or mailing lists. 
Response rates typically understate a campaign’s long-term impact. To better estimate a 
promotion’s impact, some companies measure the impact of direct marketing on aware-
ness, intention to buy, and word of mouth.

•	 Measuring success: lifetime value. By adding up the planned campaign costs, the di-
rect marketer can determine the needed break-even response rate (net of returns and bad 
debts). A specific campaign may fail to break even in the short run but can still be profit-
able in the long run if customer lifetime value is factored in.

Catalog Marketing
In catalog marketing, companies may send full-line merchandise catalogs, specialty consumer 
catalogs, and business catalogs, usually in print form but also as DVDs or online. Catalogs are a 
huge business—the Internet and catalog retailing industry includes 20,000 companies with com-
bined annual revenue of $350 billion.6

Successful catalog marketing depends on managing customer lists carefully to avoid dupli-
cation or bad debts, controlling inventory, offering good-quality merchandise so returns are low, 
and projecting a distinctive image. Some companies add literary or information features, send 
swatches of materials, operate a special online or telephone hotline to answer questions, send 
gifts to their best customers, and donate a percentage of profits to good causes. Putting their 
entire catalog online also provides business marketers with better access to global consumers, 
saving printing and mailing costs.

Telemarketing
Telemarketing is the use of the telephone and call centers to attract prospects, sell to existing cus-
tomers, and provide service by taking orders and answering questions. Companies use call centers 
for inbound telemarketing—receiving calls from customers—and outbound  telemarketing—initiating 
calls to prospects and customers. Since the establishment of the National Do Not Call Registry in 
2003, consumer telemarketing has lost much of its effectiveness, although business-to-business tele-
marketing is increasing.

Other Media for Direct-Response Marketing
Direct marketers use all the major media. Newspapers and magazines carry ads offering 
books, clothing, appliances, vacations, and other goods and services that individuals can order 
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via toll-free numbers. Radio ads present offers 24 hours a day. Some companies prepare 30- 
and 60-minute infomercials to combine the selling power of television commercials with the 
draw of information and entertainment. Infomercials promote products that are complicated 
or technologically advanced or that require a great deal of explanation. At-home shopping 
channels are dedicated to selling goods and services through a toll-free number or via the 
Internet for speedy delivery.

Customer Databases and Database Marketing
Some observers believe a proprietary customer database can provide a company with a signifi-
cant competitive advantage.7 In general, companies can use their databases in five ways for direct 
marketing:

 1. To identify prospects—Many companies generate sales leads by advertising their product or 
service and including a response feature, such as a link to a home page, a business reply card, or 
a toll-free phone number, and building a database from customer responses. The company sorts 
through the database to identify the best prospects, then contacts them by mail, e-mail, or phone 
to try to convert them into customers.

 2. To decide which customers should receive a particular offer—Companies interested in selling, 
up-selling, and cross-selling set up criteria describing the ideal target customer for a particular 
offer. Then they search their customer databases for those who most closely resemble the ideal. 
By noting response rates, a company can improve its targeting precision.

 3. To deepen customer loyalty—Companies can build interest and enthusiasm by remembering 
customer preferences and sending appropriate gifts, discount coupons, and interesting reading 
material.

 4. To reactivate customer purchases—Automatic mailing programs (automatic marketing) can 
send out birthday or anniversary cards, holiday shopping reminders, or off-season promotions.

 5. To avoid serious customer mistakes—Capturing all transactions and communications in a 
customer database can save companies from mistakes such as making conflicting offers to one 
customer and not providing proper service to good customers.

On the other hand, five main problems can prevent a firm from effectively using database 
marketing.

 1. Some situations are just not conducive to database marketing. Building a customer database 
may not be worthwhile when: (1) the product is a once-in-a-lifetime purchase (a grand piano); 
(2) customers show little loyalty to a brand (there is a lot of customer churn); (3) the unit sale is 
very small (a candy bar) so customer lifetime value is low; (4) the cost of gathering information is 
too high; and (5) there is no direct contact between the seller and ultimate buyer.

 2. Building and maintaining a customer database require a large investment. Computer 
hardware, database software, analytical programs, communication links, and skilled staff can 
be costly. It’s difficult to collect the right data, especially to capture all the occasions of company 
interaction with individual customers.

 3. Employees may resist becoming customer-oriented and using the available information. 
Employees find it far easier to carry on traditional transaction marketing than to practice CRM. 
Effective database marketing requires managing and training employees as well as dealers and 
suppliers.

 4. Not all customers want a relationship with the company. Some may resent knowing the 
company has collected that much personal information about them. Online companies should 
explain their privacy policies and give consumers the right not to have their information 
stored. European countries do not look favorably on database marketing and are protective of 
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consumers’ private information. The European Union passed a law handicapping the growth of 
database marketing in its 27 member countries.

 5. The assumptions behind CRM may not always hold true.8 High-volume customers often 
know their value to a company and can leverage it to extract premium service and/or price 
discounts, so it may not cost the firm less to serve them. Loyal customers may also be jealous 
of attention lavished on other customers and may not necessarily be the best ambassadors for 
the brand.

Public and Ethical Issues in Direct Marketing
Direct marketers and their customers usually enjoy mutually rewarding relationships. 
Occasionally, however, a darker side emerges. Many people don’t like hard-sell direct marketing 
solicitations or unwanted junk mail. Some direct marketers take advantage of impulsive or less 
sophisticated buyers, prey on the vulnerable, or design mailers and copy to mislead. Critics worry 
that marketers may know too much about consumers’ lives and they may take unfair advantage.9 
However, most direct marketers want what consumers want: honest and well-designed marketing 
offers targeted only to those who appreciate receiving them.

Personal Selling and the Sales Force
The original and oldest form of direct marketing is the field sales call. To locate prospects, de-
velop them into customers, and grow the business, most industrial companies rely heavily on 
a professional sales force or hire manufacturers’ representatives and agents. Many consumer 
companies such as Allstate and Mary Kay use a direct-selling force. In asserting that selling is the 
core function of every company, Boston Beer founder Jim Koch notes, “Without sales, there is no 
business to manage.”10 Not surprisingly, companies are trying to increase sales force productivity 
through better selection, training, supervision, motivation, and compensation.11

Selling increasingly calls for teamwork and the support of others, such as top management, 
especially when national accounts or major sales are at stake; technical people, who supply infor-
mation and service before, during, and after product purchase; customer service representatives, 
who provide installation, maintenance, and other services; and office staff, consisting of sales 
analysts, order expediters, and assistants.12

Types of Sales Representatives
The term sales representative covers six positions, ranging from the least to the most creative 
types of selling:13

 1. Deliverer—A salesperson whose major task is the delivery of a product (water, fuel).
 2. Order taker—An inside order taker (standing behind the counter) or outside order taker (calling 

on store managers).
 3. Missionary—A salesperson not permitted to take an order but expected rather to build goodwill 

or educate the actual or potential user (the medical “detailer” representing a pharmaceutical 
firm).

 4. Technician—A salesperson with a high level of technical knowledge (the engineering salesper-
son who is primarily a consultant to client companies).

 5. Demand creator—A salesperson who relies on creative methods for selling tangible products 
(vacuum cleaners) or intangibles (advertising services).

 6. Solution vendor—A salesperson whose expertise is solving a customer’s problem, often with a 
system of the company’s products and services (for example, communications systems).
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Personal Selling and Relationship Marketing
Companies now spend millions of dollars each year to train sales reps in methods of analysis and 
customer management and to transform them from passive order takers into active order getters. 
The six major steps in any effective sales process are shown in Table 17.1.14 Note that application 
of these selling practices can vary in different parts of the world. Pfizer has to sell very differently 
in Latin America than in North America.15

The principles of personal selling and negotiation are largely transaction-oriented because 
their purpose is to close a specific sale. But in many cases the company seeks not an immediate 
sale but rather a long-term supplier–customer relationship. Today’s customers prefer suppliers 
who can sell and deliver a coordinated set of products and services to many locations, who can 
quickly solve problems in different locations, and who can work closely with customer teams to 
improve products and processes.16

Salespeople working with key customers must do more than call only when they think cus-
tomers might be ready to place orders. They should call or visit at other times and make useful 
suggestions about the business to create value. They should monitor key accounts, know custom-
ers’ problems, and be ready to serve them in a number of ways, adapting and responding to dif-
ferent customer needs or situations.17 Relationship marketing is not effective in all situations. But 
when it is the right strategy and is properly implemented, the organization will focus as much on 
managing its customers as on managing its products.

Table 17.1 Six Major Steps In Effective Selling

Sales Step Application in Industrial Selling

Prospecting and  
qualifying

Firms generate leads and qualify them by mail or phone to assess their level of interest and 
 financial capacity. The purpose is to allow salespeople to use their expensive time doing what they 
do best: selling.

Preapproach The sales rep researches what the prospect needs, how the buying process operates, who is 
involved in buying, and buyers’ personal characteristics and buying styles. The rep also sets call 
objectives to qualify the prospect, gather information, or make an immediate sale; decides on 
the best contact approach—a personal visit, phone call, e-mail, or letter; plans the timing of the 
approach; and sets overall sales strategy for the account.

Presentation and 
demonstration

The salesperson tells the product “story” to the buyer, using a features, advantages, benefits, and 
value approach. Reps should be engaging and avoid spending too much time on features and not 
enough on benefits and value.

Overcoming  
objections

Salespeople must handle objections raised by buyers by maintaining a positive approach,  asking 
buyers to clarify the objections, asking questions in such a way that buyers answer their own 
 objections, denying the validity of the objection, or turning it into a reason for buying.

Closing Reps can ask for the order, recapitulate points of agreement, offer to write up the order, ask 
whether the buyer wants A or B, get the buyer to make minor choices such as color or size, or 
indicate what the buyer will lose by not ordering now. The rep might offer specific inducements to 
close, such as an additional service.

Follow-up and 
maintenance

To ensure customer satisfaction and repeat business, the rep salesperson should confirm details 
about delivery, purchase terms, and other matters important to the customer. Also, the rep should 
schedule a follow-up call to ensure proper installation, instruction, and servicing and to detect any 
problems, assure the buyer of his or her interest, and reduce any cognitive dissonance. Each account 
needs a maintenance and growth plan as well.
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Designing the Sales Force
Salespeople are the company’s personal link to its customers. In designing a sales force, the 
company must develop sales force objectives, strategy, structure, size, and compensation (see 
Figure 17.1).

Sales Force Objectives and Strategy  Sales reps need to know how to diagnose a custom-
er’s problem and propose a solution that can help improve the customer’s profitability. The best 

Figure 17.1 Designing a Sales Force
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salespeople go beyond the customer’s stated problems to offer fresh insights into the customer’s 
business and identify unrecognized needs and unstated problems.18 In performing their jobs, 
salespeople will complete one or more specific tasks, including prospecting, targeting, commu-
nicating about products and services, selling to prospects and customers, servicing customers, 
information gathering for marketing research, and allocating products when supplies are scarce.

To manage costs, most companies are choosing a leveraged sales force that focuses reps on 
selling the company’s more complex and customized products to large accounts and uses inside 
salespeople and online ordering for low-end selling. To maintain a market focus, salespeople 
should know how to analyze sales data, measure market potential, gather market intelligence, 
and develop marketing strategies and plans.

Once the company chooses its strategy, it can use a direct or a contractual sales force. A 
direct (company) sales force consists of full- or part-time paid employees who work exclusively 
for the company. Inside salespeople conduct business from the office and receive visits from 
prospective buyers, and field salespeople travel and visit customers. A contractual sales force 
consists of manufacturers’ reps, sales agents, and brokers who earn a commission based on sales.

Sales Force Structure  The sales force strategy has implications for its structure. A company 
that sells one product line to one end-using industry with customers in many locations would 
use a territorial structure. A company that sells many products to many types of customers might 
need a product or market structure. Some companies need a more complex structure and adopt 
some combination of four types of sales force: (1) a strategic market sales force assigned to major 
accounts (see below); (2) a geographic sales force for customers in different territories; (3) a dis-
tributor sales force calling on and coaching distributors; and (4) an inside sales force marketing 
and taking orders online and via phone.

“Marketing Insight: Major Account Management” discusses a specialized form of sales force 
structure.

Sales Force Size  Once the company establishes the number of customers it wants to reach, it 
can use a workload approach to establish sales force size, following five steps: (1) group custom-
ers into size classes according to annual sales volume; (2) establish call frequencies (number of 
calls on an account per year); (3) multiply the number of accounts in each size class by the call 
frequency to arrive at the total workload, in sales calls per year; (4) determine the average num-
ber of calls a sales representative can make per year; (5) divide the total annual calls (calculated 
in step 3) by the average annual calls made by a sales rep (calculated in step 4) to arrive at the 
number of sales reps needed.

Suppose the company estimates it has 1,000 A accounts and 2,000 B accounts. A accounts re-
quire 36 calls a year, and B accounts require 12, so the company needs a sales force that can make 
60,000 sales calls (36,000 + 24,000) a year. If the average full-time rep can make 1,000 calls a year, 
the company needs 60 reps.

Sales Force Compensation  To attract top-quality reps, the company must develop an at-
tractive compensation package. The company must quantify four components of sales force 
compensation. The fixed amount, a salary, satisfies the need for income stability. The variable 
amount, whether commissions, bonus, or profit sharing, serves to stimulate and reward effort.19 
Expense allowances enable sales reps to meet the costs of travel and entertaining on the com-
pany’s behalf. Benefits, such as paid vacations, provide security and job satisfaction.

Fixed compensation is common in jobs with a high ratio of nonselling to selling duties and 
in jobs where the selling task is technically complex and requires teamwork. Such compensa-
tion plans provide a secure income, encourage reps to complete nonselling activities, and reduce 
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incentive to overstock customers. For the firm, these plans deliver administrative simplicity and 
lower turnover. Variable compensation works best where sales are cyclical or depend on indi-
vidual initiative. These plans attract higher performers, provide more motivation, require less 
supervision, and control selling costs, although they emphasize getting the sale over building the 
relationship.

Plans that combine fixed and variable pay link the variable portion to a wide variety of stra-
tegic goals. One current trend deemphasizes sales volume in favor of gross profitability, customer 
satisfaction, and customer retention. Other companies reward reps partly on sales team or even 
company-wide performance, motivating them to work together for the common good.

Managing the Sales Force
Various policies and procedures guide the firm in recruiting, selecting, training, supervising, 
motivating, and evaluating sales representatives to manage its sales force (see Figure 17.2).

Recruiting and Selecting Representatives
At the heart of any successful sales force are appropriately selected representatives. It’s a great 
waste to hire the wrong people. The average annual turnover rate of sales reps for all industries 
is almost 20 percent. Sales force turnover leads to lost sales, the expense of finding and training 
replacements, and often pressure on existing salespeople to pick up the slack.20

Major Account Management

Marketers typically single out for attention 
major accounts (also called key accounts, 

national accounts, global accounts, or house 
accounts). These are important customers with 
multiple divisions in many locations that use 
uniform pricing and coordinated service for all 
divisions. The typical salesperson alone might 
not have the skill, authority, or coverage to sell 
effectively to such large buyers. A major account 
manager (MAM) usually reports to the national 
sales manager and supervises field reps call-
ing on customer plants within their territories. 
MAMs act as the single point of contact, de-
velop and grow customer business, understand 
customer decision processes, identify added-
value opportunities, provide competitive intelli-
gence, negotiate sales, and orchestrate customer 
service.

Procter & Gamble has a strategic account 
management team of 300 staffers to work with 

Walmart in its Bentonville, Arkansas, headquar-
ters, with more stationed at Walmart headquarters 
in Europe, Asia, and Latin America. Many major 
accounts look for added value more than a price 
advantage. They appreciate having a single point of 
dedicated contact, single billing, special warranties, 
electronic links, priority shipping, early informa-
tion releases, customized products, and efficient 
maintenance, repair, and upgraded service.

Sources: Noel Capon, Dave Potter, and Fred Schindler, Managing 
Global Accounts: Nine Critical Factors for a World-Class Program, 
2nd ed. (Bronxville, NY: Wessex Press, 2008); Peter Cheverton, Global 
Account Management: A Complete Action Kit of Tools and Techniques 
for Managing Key Global Customers (London, UK: Kogan Page, 2008); 
Malcolm McDonald and Diana Woodburn, Key Account Management: 
The Definitive Guide, 2nd ed. (Oxford, UK: Butterworth-Heinemann, 
2007); Jack Neff, “Bentonville or Bust,” Advertising Age, February 24, 
2003. More information can be obtained from SAMA (Strategic Account 
Management Association) and the Journal of Selling and Major Account 
Management.

marketing 
insight
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Studies have not always shown a strong relationship between sales performance on one hand 
and background and experience variables, current status, lifestyle, attitude, personality, and skills 
on the other. More effective predictors of high performance in sales are composite tests and as-
sessment centers that simulate the working environment and assess applicants in an environment 
similar to the one in which they would work.21 Although scores from formal tests are only one 
element in a set that includes personal characteristics, references, past employment history, and 
interviewer reactions, they have been weighted quite heavily by companies such as IBM.

Figure 17.2 Managing the Sales Force
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Training and Supervising Sales Representatives
Today’s customers expect salespeople to have deep product knowledge, add ideas to improve 
operations, and be efficient and reliable. These demands have required companies to make a 
much greater investment in sales training. New reps may spend a few weeks to several months in 
training. The median training period is 28 weeks in industrial-products companies, 12 in service 
companies, and 4 in consumer-products companies. Training time varies with the complexity of 
the selling task and the type of recruit.

Sales Rep Productivity
How many calls should a company make on a particular account each year? Some research sug-
gests today’s sales reps spend too much time selling to smaller, less profitable accounts instead 
of focusing on larger, more profitable ones.22 Companies therefore often specify how much time 
reps should spend prospecting for new accounts.23 Some companies rely on a missionary sales 
force to create new interest and open new accounts.

The best sales reps manage their time efficiently. Time-and-duty analysis and hour-by-hour 
breakdowns of activities help them understand how they spend their time and how they might 
increase their productivity. To cut costs, reduce time demands on their outside sales force, and 
leverage technological innovations, many firms have increased the size and responsibilities of 
their inside sales force. The inside sales force frees outside reps to spend more time selling to 
major accounts, identifying and converting new major prospects, and obtaining more blanket 
orders and systems contracts.

Inside selling is less expensive and growing faster than in-person selling. Each contact made 
by an inside salesperson might cost a company $25 to $30 compared with $300 to $500 for a field 
staff person with travel expenses. Virtual meeting software such as WebEx, communication tools 
such as Skype, and social media sites make it easier to sell with few if any face-to-face meetings. 
And inside sellers don’t even need to be in the office—a growing percentage work at home.24

Today’s salesperson has truly gone electronic. Not only is sales and inventory information 
transferred much more quickly, but specific computer-based decision support systems have been 
created for sales managers and sales representatives. Going online with a tablet or laptop, sales-
people can prime themselves on backgrounds of clients, call up prewritten sales letters, transmit 
orders and resolve customer-service issues on the spot, and send samples, pamphlets, brochures, 
and other materials to clients. Social networking is useful in “front end” prospecting and lead 
qualification as well as in “back end” relationship building and management.

Motivating Sales Representatives
The majority of sales representatives require encouragement and special incentives, especially 
those in the field who encounter daily challenges.25 Most marketers believe that the higher the 
salesperson’s motivation, the greater the effort and the resulting performance, rewards, and 
satisfaction—all of which in turn further increase motivation. One research study found the 
employee reward with the highest value was pay, followed by promotion, personal growth, and 
sense of accomplishment.26 Least valued were liking and respect, security, and recognition. In 
other words, salespeople are highly motivated by pay and the chance to get ahead and satisfy 
their intrinsic needs, and they may be less motivated by compliments and security.

Many companies set annual sales quotas, based on the annual marketing plan, for dollar 
sales, unit volume, margin, selling effort or activity, or product type. Compensation is often tied 
to quota fulfillment, yet setting sales quotas can create problems. If the company underestimates 
and the sales reps easily achieve their quotas, it has overpaid them. If it overestimates sales 
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potential, the salespeople will find it very hard to reach their quotas and be frustrated or quit. 
Another downside is that quotas can drive reps to get as much business as possible—often ignor-
ing the service side of the business. The company gains short-term results at the cost of long-
term customer satisfaction. For these reasons, some companies are dropping quotas.

Evaluating Sales Representatives
We have been describing the feed-forward aspects of sales supervision—how management com-
municates what the sales reps should be doing and motivates them to do it. But good feed-forward 
requires good feedback, which means getting regular information about reps to evaluate their 
performance. Information about reps can come from sales reports and salesperson self-reports, 
personal observation, customer comments, customer surveys, and conversations with other reps.

Many firms require representatives to develop an annual territory-marketing plan in 
which they outline their program for developing new accounts and increasing business from 
existing accounts. Sales reps write up completed activities on call reports. They also submit 
expense reports, new-business reports, lost-business reports, and reports on local business 
and economic conditions. These reports provide raw data from which sales managers can 
extract key indicators of sales performance: (1) average number of sales calls per salesperson 
per day, (2) average sales call time per contact, (3) average revenue per sales call, (4) average 
cost per sales call, (5) entertainment cost per sales call, (6) percentage of orders per hundred 
sales calls, (7) number of new customers per period, (8) number of lost customers per period, 
and (9) sales force cost as a percentage of total sales.

Even if effective in producing sales, the rep may not rate highly with customers. Success may 
come because competitors’ salespeople are inferior, the rep’s product is better, or new customers 
are always found to replace those who dislike the rep. Sales performance could be related to in-
ternal factors (effort, ability, and strategy) and/or external factors (task and luck).27

Executive Summary
Direct marketing is an interactive marketing system that uses one or more media to effect a mea-
surable response or transaction at any location. Direct marketers plan campaigns by deciding on 
objectives, target markets and prospects, offers, and prices. Next, they test and establish measures 
to determine campaign success. Major channels for direct marketing include face-to-face sell-
ing, direct mail, catalog marketing, telemarketing, interactive TV, kiosks, Web sites, and mobile 
devices. Companies often build a customer database to help with identifying prospects, deciding 
which customers receive which offers, deepening customer loyalty, reactivating customer buy-
ing, and avoiding customer mistakes. However, not all situations are conducive to this database 
marketing; building a database is expensive and difficult; employees may resist using the database; 
not all customers want a relationship with the firm; and assumptions behind relationship manage-
ment may not always hold true.

Designing the sales force requires choosing objectives, strategy, structure, size, and compen-
sation. The five steps in managing the sales force are: (1) recruiting and selecting sales representa-
tives; (2) training the representatives in sales techniques and in the company’s products, policies, 
and customer-satisfaction orientation; (3) supervising the sales force and helping reps to use 
their time efficiently; (4) motivating the sales force and balancing quotas, monetary rewards, and 
supplementary motivators; and (5) evaluating individual and group sales performance. Personal 
selling entails six steps: prospecting and qualifying customers, preapproach, presentation and 
demonstration, overcoming objections, closing, and follow-up and maintenance.
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Part 7: Managing the Marketing Organization for Long-Term Success

In this chapter, we will address the following questions:

 1. What factors should a company review before deciding to enter global markets? (Page 300)

 2. What are the major ways of entering foreign markets? (Page 302)

 3. To what extent must the company adapt its marketing to each foreign market? (Page 303)

 4. What are the keys to effective internal marketing? (Page 306)

 5. How can companies be socially responsible marketers? (Page 307)

Responsible Marketing  
in a Global Environment

Marketing Management at Patagonia
Patagonia, maker of high-end outdoor clothing and equipment, has always put environmental issues 
at the core of what it does. Company founder Yvon Chouinard actively promotes a post-consumerist 
economy in which goods are “high quality, recyclable, and repairable.” Under Chouinard’s leadership, 
Patagonia ran a full-page ad in the New York Times headlined “Don’t Buy This Jacket.” Below a photo of 
the retailer’s R2 jacket was text explaining that despite its many positive features, the jacket still imposed 
many environmental costs (using 135 liters of water and 20 pounds of carbon dioxide to manufacture). 
The ad concluded by promoting the Common Threads Initiative asking consumers to engage in five 
 behaviors: (1) reduce (what you buy); (2) repair (what you can); (3) reuse (what you have); (4) recycle 
(everything else); and (5) reimagine (a sustainable world). With $400 million in worldwide annual sales, 
Patagonia is always trying to find better environmental solutions for everything it does and makes.1

Healthy long-term growth for a brand requires holistic marketers to engage in a host of care-
fully planned, interconnected marketing activities and satisfy a broad set of constituents 

and objectives, especially if they seek growth outside domestic markets. In this chapter, we 

Chapter 18
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consider how firms expand into global markets, how they use internal marketing, and how they 
address social responsibility, sustainability, and ethics.

Competing On a Global Basis
Many companies have been global marketers for decades—firms like Shell and Toshiba. But 
global competition is intensifying in more product categories as new firms make their mark on 
the international stage. In a global industry, competitors’ strategic positions in major geographic 
or national markets are affected by their overall global positions.2 A global firm operates in more 
than one country and captures R&D, production, logistical, marketing, and financial advantages 
not available to purely domestic competitors.

To sell overseas, many successful global U.S. brands have tapped into universal consumer 
values and needs—such as Nike with athletic performance. Global marketing extends beyond 
products. Services represent the fastest-growing sector of the global economy and account for 
two-thirds of global output, one-third of global employment, and nearly 20 percent of global 
trade. For a company of any size or type to go global, it must make a series of decisions (see 
Figure 18.1).

Figure 18.1 Major Decisions in International Marketing
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Deciding Whether to Go Abroad
Several factors can draw companies into the international arena. Some international markets 
present better profit opportunities than the domestic market. A firm may need a larger cus-
tomer base to achieve economies of scale or want to reduce its dependence on any one market. 
Sometimes a firm decides to counterattack global competitors in their home markets, or it sees 
its customers going abroad and requiring international service.

Before making a decision to go abroad, the company must also weigh several risks. First, 
the company might not understand foreign preferences and could fail to offer a competitively 
attractive product. Second, it might not understand the foreign country’s business culture or 
how to deal effectively with foreign regulations. Third, it might lack managers with international 
experience. Finally, the other country might change its commercial laws, devalue its currency, or 
undergo a political revolution and expropriate foreign property.

Deciding Which Markets to Enter
In deciding to go abroad, the company needs to define its marketing objectives and policies. 
What proportion of international to total sales will it seek? Most companies start small when 
they venture abroad. Some plan to stay small; others have bigger plans. Typical entry strategies 
are the waterfall approach, gradually entering countries in sequence, and the sprinkler approach, 
entering many countries simultaneously. Increasingly, firms—especially technology-intensive 
firms or online ventures—are born global and market to the entire world from the outset.

The company must also choose the countries to enter based on the product and on factors 
such as geography, income, population, and political climate. Competitive considerations come 
into play too. It may make sense to go into markets where competitors have already entered to 
force them to defend their market share as well as to learn from them how they are marketing in 
that environment. Getting a toehold in a fast-growing market can be a very attractive option even 
if that market is likely to soon be crowded with more competitors.3

Many companies prefer to sell to neighboring countries because they understand them bet-
ter and can control their entry costs more effectively. Also, given more familiar language, laws, 
and culture, many U.S. firms prefer to sell in Canada, England, and Australia rather than in 
larger markets such as Germany and France. Companies should be careful, however, in choosing 
markets according to cultural distance. Besides overlooking potentially better markets, they may 
only superficially analyze real differences that put them at a disadvantage.4

In general, a company prefers to enter countries that have high market attractiveness and 
low market risk and in which it possesses a competitive advantage. Also, regional economic 
integration—the creation of trading agreements between blocs of countries—has intensified in 
recent years. This means companies are more likely to enter entire regions at the same time.

Deciding How to Enter the Market
The broad choices in entering a market are indirect exporting, direct exporting, licensing, joint 
ventures, and direct investment, shown in Figure 18.2. Each succeeding strategy entails more 
commitment, risk, control, and profit potential.

•	 Indirect and direct export. Companies typically start with indirect export, working through 
independent intermediaries, and may move into direct export later because this order of 
entry requires less investment and less risk. Many companies use direct or indirect exporting 
to “test the waters” before building a plant overseas. Successful companies adapt their Web 
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sites to provide country-specific content and services to their highest-potential international 
markets, ideally in the local language.

•	 Licensing. The licensor issues a license to a foreign company to use a manufactur-
ing process, trademark, patent, trade secret, or other item of value for a fee or royalty. 
The licensor gains entry at little risk; the licensee gains production expertise or a well-
known product or brand name. The licensor, however, has less control over the licensee 
than over its own production and sales facilities. If the licensee is very successful, the 
firm has given up profits, and if and when the contract ends, it might find it has created 
a competitor.

•	 Joint ventures. Foreign investors may join local investors in a joint venture company in 
which they share ownership and control, sometimes desirable for political or economic 
reasons. However, the partners might disagree over investment, marketing, or other poli-
cies. One might want to reinvest earnings for growth, the other to declare more dividends. 
Joint ownership can also prevent a multinational company from carrying out specific 
manufacturing and marketing policies on a worldwide basis.

•	 Direct investment. The ultimate form of foreign involvement is direct ownership: The 
foreign company can buy part or full interest in a local company or build its own manu-
facturing or service facilities. One advantage is that the firm secures cost economies 

Figure 18.2 Five Modes of Entry into Foreign Markets
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through cheaper labor or raw materials, government incentives, and freight savings. 
Also, the firm strengthens its image in the host country because it creates jobs. In ad-
dition, it deepens its relationship with the government, customers, local suppliers, and 
distributors. Another advantage is retaining full control over its investment, with the 
ability to develop manufacturing and marketing policies that serve its long-term inter-
national objectives. Finally, the firm ensures its access to the market in case the host 
country insists that locally purchased goods must have domestic content. The main dis-
advantage is exposure to risks like blocked or devalued currencies, worsening markets, 
or expropriation. Note that, rather than bringing their brands into certain countries, 
many companies choose to acquire local brands for their brand portfolio.

Deciding on the Marketing Program
Companies must decide how much to adapt their marketing strategy to local conditions.5 At 
one extreme is a standardized marketing program worldwide, which promises the lowest costs; 
Table 18.1 summarizes some pros and cons. At the other extreme is an adapted marketing pro-
gram in which the company, consistent with the marketing concept, believes consumer needs 
vary and tailors marketing to each target group.

Most products require at least some adaptation because of global differences.6 The best 
global brands are consistent in theme but reflect significant differences in consumer behavior, 
brand development, competitive forces, and the legal or political environment. Oft-heard—and 
sometime modified—advice to marketers of global brands is to “Think Global, Act Local” so 
brands will be relevant to consumers in every market. Warren Keegan has distinguished five 
product and communications adaptation strategies (see Figure 18.3).7

Product Strategies  Straight extension introduces the product in the foreign market with-
out any change, a successful strategy for consumer electronics, among other products. Product 
adaptation alters the product to meet local conditions or preferences, developing a regional 
version of its product, a country version, a city version, or different retailer versions. Product 

Table 18.1 Globally Standardized Marketing Pros and Cons

advantages
Economies of scale in production and distribution

Lower marketing costs

Power and scope

Consistency in brand image

Ability to leverage good ideas quickly and efficiently

Uniformity of marketing practices

Disadvantages
Ignores differences in consumer needs, wants, and usage patterns for products

Ignores differences in consumer response to marketing programs and activities

Ignores differences in brand and product development and the competitive environment

Ignores differences in the legal environment

Ignores differences in marketing institutions

Ignores differences in administrative procedures
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invention creates something new. It can take two forms: backward invention (reintroducing 
earlier product forms well adapted to a foreign country’s needs) or forward invention (creating a 
new product to meet a need in another country). When they launch products and services glob-
ally, marketers may need to change certain brand elements.8 Even a brand name may require a 
choice between phonetic and semantic translations.9

Global Communication Strategies  Changing marketing communications for each local 
market is a process called communication adaptation. If it adapts both the product and the com-
munications, the company engages in dual adaptation. Consider the message. The company can 
use one message everywhere, varying only the language and name. Or it can use the same message 
and creative theme globally but adapt the execution. Another approach, which Coca-Cola and 
Goodyear have used, consists of developing a global pool of ads from which each country selects 
the most appropriate. Finally, some companies allow their country managers to create country-
specific ads, within guidelines. Personal selling tactics may need to change too.

Price  Multinationals selling abroad must contend with price escalation, raising the price to 
cover the added cost of transportation, tariffs, middleman margins, and the risk of currency 
fluctuations so it can earn the same profit. Pricing choices include setting a uniform price in 
all markets, a market-based price in each market, or a cost-based price in each market. Many 
multinationals are plagued by the gray market, which diverts branded products from autho-
rized distribution channels either in-country or across international borders. Dealers in the 
low-price country buy and ship the goods to another country to take advantage of price differ-
ences. Multinationals try to prevent gray markets by policing distributors, raising their prices 
to lower-cost distributors, or altering product characteristics or service warranties for different 
countries.10

Counterfeit Products  As companies develop global supply chain networks and move pro-
duction farther from home, the chance for corruption, fraud, and quality-control problems 
rises.11 Sophisticated overseas factories seem able to reproduce almost anything. Fakes take a big 
bite of the profits of luxury brands such as Hermès, LVMH Moët Hennessy Louis Vuitton, and 
Tiffany, but faulty counterfeits can literally kill people. Cell phones with counterfeit batteries, 
fake brake pads made of compressed grass trimmings, and counterfeit airline parts pose safety 
risks to consumers. Toxic cough syrup in Panama, tainted baby formula in China, and fake teeth-
ing powder in Nigeria have all led to the deaths of children in recent years.12

Figure 18.3 Five International Product and Communication Strategies
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Distribution  Taking a whole-channel view of distribution, there are three links between the 
seller and the final buyer (see Figure 18.4). When multinationals first enter a country, they pre-
fer to work with local distributors with good local knowledge, but friction often arises later.13 
Distribution channels across countries vary considerably, as do the size and character of retail 
units. Large-scale retail chains dominate the U.S. scene, but much foreign retailing is in the hands 
of small, independent retailers. Markups are high, but the real price comes down through hag-
gling. Breaking bulk remains an important function of intermediaries and helps perpetuate long 
channels of distribution, a major obstacle to the expansion of large-scale retailing in developing 
countries. Although large retailers are increasingly moving into new global markets, some have 
had mixed success abroad.

Country-of-Origin Effects  Country-of-origin perceptions are the mental associations and 
beliefs triggered by a country. Government officials want to strengthen their country’s image to 
help domestic marketers that export and to attract foreign firms and investors. Marketers want 
to use positive country-of-origin perceptions to sell their products and services. Global market-
ers know that buyers hold distinct attitudes and beliefs about brands or products from different 
countries.14 The mere fact that a brand is perceived as successful on a global stage—whether it 
sends a quality signal, taps into cultural myths, or reinforces a sense of social responsibility—may 
lend credibility and respect.15

Figure 18.4 Whole-Channel Concept for International Marketing
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Marketers must look at country-of-origin perceptions from both a domestic and a foreign 
perspective. Patriotic appeals underlie marketing strategies all over the world, but they can lack 
uniqueness and even be overused, especially in economic or political crises. As international 
trade grows, consumers may view certain brands as symbolically important in their own cultural 
identity or as playing an important role in keeping jobs in their own country.

Internal Marketing
Marketing succeeds only when all departments work together to achieve customer goals: when 
engineering designs the right products, finance furnishes the right amount of funding, pur-
chasing buys the right materials, production makes the right products on the right schedule, 
and accounting measures profitability in the right ways. Such interdepartmental harmony can 
only truly coalesce, however, when senior management clearly communicates a vision of how 
the company’s marketing orientation and philosophy serve customers. Internal marketing em-
phasizes that satisfying customers is the responsibility of all employees, not just those in the 
marketing department.

Let’s look at how marketing departments are being organized, how they can work effec-
tively with other departments, and how firms can foster a creative marketing culture across the 
organization.16

Organizing the Marketing Department
Modern marketing departments can be organized in a number of different, sometimes overlap-
ping ways: functionally, geographically, by product or brand, by market, or in a matrix.

•	 Functional organization. In the most common form of marketing organization, functional 
specialists (such as the marketing research manager) report to a marketing vice president 
who coordinates their activities. The main advantage is administrative simplicity. This form 
also can result in inadequate planning as the number of products and markets increases 
and each functional group vies for budget and status.

•	 Geographic organization. A company selling in a national market often organizes its 
sales force (and sometimes its marketing) along geographic lines.17 Some companies are 
adding area market specialists (regional or local marketing managers) to support sales 
 efforts in high-volume markets.

•	 Product- or brand-management organization. Companies producing a variety of prod-
ucts and brands often establish a product- (or brand-) management organization. This does 
not replace the functional organization but serves as another layer of management. A group 
product manager supervises product category managers, who in turn supervise specific 
product and brand managers. This makes sense if the company’s products are quite dif-
ferent or there are more than a functional organization can handle. Other alternatives are 
product teams, assigning two or more minor products to one manager, and category man-
agement (focusing on product categories to build the firm’s brands).

•	 Market-management organization. When customers fall into different user groups 
with distinct buying preferences and practices, a market-management organization is 
desirable. Market managers supervise several market-development managers, market 
specialists, or industry specialists and draw on functional services as needed. Market 
managers are staff, with duties like those of product managers. This organization shares 
many advantages and disadvantages of product-management systems. Many companies 
are reorganizing along market lines and becoming market-centered organizations. When 
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customers have diverse and complex requirements, a customer-management organization, 
which deals with individual customers rather than the mass market or market segments, 
may be appropriate.18

•	 Matrix-management organization. Companies that produce many products for many 
markets may adopt a matrix organization employing both product and market managers. 
However, this is costly and can create conflicts about authority and responsibility. Some 
corporate marketing groups assist top management with overall opportunity evaluation, 
provide divisions with consulting assistance on request, help divisions that have little or 
no marketing, and promote the marketing concept throughout the company.

Relationships with Other Departments
Under the marketing concept, all departments need to “think customer” and work together to sat-
isfy customer needs and expectations. Yet departments define company problems and goals from 
their own viewpoints, so conflicts of interest and communications problems are unavoidable. The 
marketing vice president or the CMO must usually work through persuasion rather than through 
authority to coordinate the company’s internal marketing activities and coordinate marketing 
with finance, operations, and other company functions to serve the customer. Many companies 
now focus on key processes rather than on departments because departmental organization can 
be a barrier to smooth performance. They appoint process leaders, who manage cross-disciplinary 
teams that include marketing and salespeople.

Building a Creative Marketing Organization
Many companies realize they’re not yet really market and customer driven—they are product 
and sales driven. Transforming into a true market-driven company requires, among other ac-
tions: (1) developing a company-wide passion for customers; (2) organizing around customer 
segments instead of products; and (3) understanding customers through qualitative and quan-
titative research. Although it’s necessary to be customer oriented, it’s not enough. The orga-
nization must also be creative. The answer is to build a capability in strategic innovation and 
imagination. This capability comes from assembling tools, processes, skills, and measures that 
let the firm generate more and better new ideas than its competitors.19 See “Marketing Insight: 
The Marketing CEO” for concrete actions that will improve marketing capabilities.

Socially Responsible Marketing
Effective internal marketing must be matched by a strong sense of ethics, values, and social re-
sponsibility.20 The most admired—and most successful—companies in the world abide by high 
standards of business and marketing conduct that serve people’s interests, not only their own. 
Procter & Gamble has made “brand purpose” a key component of the company’s marketing strat-
egies, with award-winning cause programs such as Tide laundry detergent’s “Loads of Hope.”21 
This differentiation is only one rationale for investing in corporate social responsibility. Another 
is to build a bank of public goodwill to offset potential criticisms. In addition, companies need to 
understand the social pressures and opportunities facing their companies as they make decisions 
about investing in social responsibility.

Corporate Social Responsibility
Raising the level of socially responsible marketing calls for making a three-pronged attack that 
relies on proper legal, ethical, and social responsibility behavior.
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Legal Behavior  Organizations must ensure every employee knows and observes relevant 
laws.22 For example, it’s illegal for salespeople to lie to consumers or mislead them about buy-
ing a product. They may not offer bribes to influence a B-to-B purchase. Their statements must 
match advertising claims, and they may not obtain or use competitors’ technical or trade secrets 
through bribery or industrial espionage. They must not disparage competitors or competing 
products by suggesting things that are not true.

Ethical Behavior  It’s not always easy to draw a clear line between normal marketing 
 practice and unethical behavior. Some issues can generate controversy or sharply divide 
critics, such as acceptable marketing to children.23 Of course, certain business practices are 
clearly unethical or illegal. These include bribery, theft of trade secrets, false and deceptive 
advertising, exclusive dealing and tying agreements, quality or safety defects, false warranties, 
inaccurate labeling, price-fixing or undue discrimination, and barriers to entry and predatory 
competition.

Companies must adopt and disseminate a written code of ethics, build a company tradition 
of ethical behavior, and hold their people fully responsible for observing ethical and legal guide-
lines. The general distrust of companies among U.S. consumers is evident in research showing 
the percentage of those who view corporations unfavorably is almost 40 percent.24

The Marketing CEO

What steps can a CEO take to create a market- 
and customer-focused company?

 1. Convince senior management of the need to be-
come customer focused. The CEO personally ex-
emplifies strong customer commitment and rewards 
those who do likewise.

 2. Appoint a senior marketing officer and marketing 
task force. The marketing task force should include 
the CEO; C-level executives from sales, R&D, purchas-
ing, manufacturing, finance, and human resources; 
and other key individuals.

 3. Get outside help and guidance. Consulting firms 
have considerable experience helping companies 
adopt a marketing orientation.

 4. Change the company’s reward measurement 
and system. As long as purchasing and manufac-
turing are rewarded for keeping costs low, they will 
resist accepting some costs required to serve custom-
ers better. As long as finance focuses on short-term 
profit, it will oppose major investments designed to 
build satisfied, loyal customers.

 5. Hire strong marketing talent. The company needs 
a chief marketing officer who not only manages the 

marketing department but also gains respect from 
and influence with other C-level executives.

 6. Develop strong in-house marketing training pro-
grams. Design marketing training programs for cor-
porate management, divisional managers, marketing 
and sales personnel, manufacturing personnel, and 
others.

 7. Install a modern marketing planning system. The 
planning format will require managers to think about 
the marketing environment, opportunities, competitive 
trends, and other forces as they prepare strategies—and 
hold them accountable for performance.

 8. Establish an annual marketing excellence recog-
nition program. Business units that believe they’ve 
developed exemplary marketing plans should submit a 
description of their plans and results. Reward winning 
teams and share winning ideas across the company.

 9. Shift from a department focus to a process-
outcome focus. Appoint process leaders and cross-
disciplinary teams to reengineer and implement key 
fundamental processes.

10. Empower the employees. Encourage and reward 
employees for new ideas and empower them to settle 
customer complaints.

marketing 
insight
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Social Responsibility Behavior  Increasingly, people want information about a company’s re-
cord on social and environmental responsibility to help them decide which companies to buy from, 
invest in, and work for.25 Corporate philanthropy also can pose dilemmas. Merck, DuPont, Walmart, 
and Bank of America have each donated $100 million or even more to charities in a year. Yet good 
deeds can be overlooked—even resented—if the company is seen as exploitive or fails to live up to 
a “good guys” image. Some critics worry that cause marketing or “consumption philanthropy” may 
replace virtuous actions with less thoughtful consumer buying, reduce emphasis on real solutions, or 
deflect attention from the fact that markets may create many social problems to begin with.26

Sustainability
Sustainability—the ability to meet humanity’s needs without harming future generations—now 
tops many corporate agendas. Major corporations outline in great detail how they are trying to 
improve the long-term impact of their actions on communities and the environment. Coca-Cola, 
AT&T, and DuPont have even installed Chief Sustainability Officers.27

As one sustainability consultant put it, “There is a triple bottom line—people, planet, and 
profit—and the people part of the equation must come first. Sustainability means more than be-
ing eco-friendly, it also means you are in it for the long haul.”28 Some feel companies that score 
well on sustainability exhibit high-quality management in that “they tend to be more strategically 
nimble and better equipped to compete in the complex, high-velocity, global environment.”29 
Consumer interest is also creating market opportunities, such as for organic products.

Heightened interest in sustainability has also unfortunately resulted in greenwashing, which 
gives products the appearance of being environmentally friendly without living up to that prom-
ise. One study revealed that half the labels on allegedly green products focus on an eco-friendly 
benefit (such as recycled content) while omitting information about significant environmental 
drawbacks (such as transportation costs).30 Because insincere firms have jumped on the green 
bandwagon, consumers bring a healthy skepticism to environmental claims. They are also unwill-
ing to sacrifice product performance and quality, nor are they necessarily willing to pay a price 
premium for green products.31 Unfortunately, green products can be more expensive because 
ingredients are costly and transportation costs are higher for lower shipping volumes.

Cause-Related Marketing
Many firms blend corporate social responsibility initiatives with marketing activities.32 Cause-
related marketing links the firm’s contributions toward a designated cause to customers’ engaging 
directly or indirectly in revenue-producing transactions with the firm. Cause marketing is part 
of corporate societal marketing (CSM), which Minette Drumwright and Patrick Murphy define as 
marketing efforts “that have at least one noneconomic objective related to social welfare and use 
the resources of the company and/or of its partners.”33 Drumwright and Murphy also include tra-
ditional and strategic philanthropy and volunteerism in CSM.

A successful cause-marketing program can improve social welfare, create differentiated 
brand positioning, build strong consumer bonds, enhance the company’s public image, create a 
reservoir of goodwill, boost internal morale and galvanize employees, drive sales, and increase 
the firm’s market value.34 Specifically, from a branding point of view, cause marketing can 
(1) build brand awareness, (2) enhance brand image, (3) establish brand credibility, (4) evoke 
brand feelings, (5) create a sense of brand community, and (6) elicit brand engagement.35 It has 
a particularly interested audience in socially minded 18- to 34-year-old Millennial consumers 
who, not surprisingly, are more likely than the general population to use social media to learn 
about cause activities and engage with companies about them.36
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Cause-related marketing could backfire, however, if consumers question the link between 
the product and the cause or see the firm as self-serving and exploitive.37 To avoid backlash, 
some firms take a soft-sell approach to their cause marketing. Most firms choose causes that fit 
their corporate or brand image and matter to their employees and shareholders.38

Social Marketing
Cause-related marketing supports a cause. Social marketing by nonprofit or government orga-
nizations furthers a cause, such as “say no to drugs” or “exercise more and eat better.”39 Different 
types of organizations conduct social marketing in the United States. Government agencies 
include the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency. Nonprofit organizations include the American Red Cross, the United Way, and the 
American Cancer Society.

While social marketing uses a number of different tactics to achieve its goals, the planning 
process follows many of the same steps as for traditional products and services (see Table 18.2). 
Social marketing programs are complex; they take time and may require phased programs or 
actions. Marketers should evaluate program success in terms of their objectives, measuring cri-
teria like incidence of adoption, speed of adoption, continuance of adoption, low cost per unit of 
adoption, and absence of counterproductive consequences.

Executive Summary
When deciding whether to go abroad, a company needs to define its international marketing 
objectives and policies, weigh the risks, decide which and how many countries to enter, and 
determine the mode of entry (indirect exporting, direct exporting, licensing, joint ventures, or 
direct investment). Each succeeding strategy entails more commitment, risk, control, and profit 

Table 18.2 The Social Marketing Planning Process

Where are We?

•	Choose program focus.
•	 Identify campaign purpose.
•	Conduct an analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT).
•	Review past and similar efforts.

Where Do We Want to go?

•	Select target audiences.
•	Set objectives and goals.
•	Analyze target audiences and the competition.

How Will We get There?

•	Product: Design the market offering.
•	Price: Manage costs of behavior change.
•	Distribution: Make the product available.
•	Communications: Create messages and choose media.

How Will We Stay on Course?

•	Develop a plan for evaluation and monitoring.
•	Establish budgets and find funding sources.
•	Complete an implementation plan.
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potential. Firms going global have to decide how much to adapt their marketing strategy to local 
conditions. Country-of-origin effects can influence both consumers and businesses.

Internal marketing emphasizes that satisfying customers is the responsibility of all em-
ployees, not just those in the marketing department. Marketing departments can be organized in 
a number of ways: functionally, geographically, by product or brand, by market, or in a matrix. 
Companies must practice social responsibility through their legal, ethical, and social words and 
actions. Cause marketing can be a means for companies to productively link social responsibility 
to consumer marketing programs. Social marketing is done by a nonprofit or government orga-
nization to directly address a social problem or cause.
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brand audit a consumer-focused series of proce-
dures to assess the health of the brand, uncover 
its sources of brand equity, and suggest ways to 
improve and leverage its equity.

brand community a specialized community of 
consumers and employees whose identification 
and activities focus around the brand.

brand contact any information-bearing experience 
that a customer or prospect has with the brand, its 
product category, or its market.

brand dilution when consumers no longer associate 
a brand with a specific product or highly similar set 
of products and start thinking less of the brand.

brand elements trademarkable devices that identify 
and differentiate the brand.

brand equity the added value a brand endows on 
products and services.

brand extension using an established brand to 
launch a new product.

brand knowledge all the thoughts, feelings, images, 
experiences, and beliefs associated with the brand.

brand line all the products (including line and cat-
egory extensions) sold under a particular brand.

brand mix the set of all brand lines that a particular 
seller offers.

brand personality the specific mix of human traits 
attributed to a particular brand.

brand portfolio the set of all brands and brand 
lines a particular firm offers in a particular cat-
egory or market segment.

brand promise the marketer’s vision of what the 
brand must be and do for consumers.

brand valuation estimating the brand’s total finan-
cial value.

branded variants specific brand lines supplied to 
specific retailers or distribution.

A

adoption an individual’s decision to become a regu-
lar user of a product.

advertising any paid form of nonpersonal presenta-
tion and promotion of a product by an identified 
sponsor.

advertising objective a specific communications 
task and achievement level to be accomplished with 
a specific audience in a specific period of time.

aspirational groups groups a person hopes to join.
associative network memory model conceptual 

representation that views memory as consisting 
of nodes and interconnecting links, where nodes 
represent stored information or concepts and links 
represent strength of association between informa-
tion or concepts.

attitudes a person’s enduring favorable or unfavor-
able evaluations, emotional feelings, and action 
tendencies toward some object or idea.

available market the set of consumers who have 
interest, income, and access to a particular offer.

average cost the cost per unit at a given level of pro-
duction; it equals total costs divided by production.

B

banner ads see display ads.
belief a descriptive thought that a person holds 

about something.
brand a name, term, sign, symbol, or design, or a 

combination of these, intended to identify the of-
fering of one seller or seller group and differentiate 
it from competing offers.

brand associations all brand-related thoughts, 
feelings, perceptions, images, experiences, beliefs, 
attitudes, and so on, that become linked to the 
brand node.

Glossary
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company sales forecast expected level of company 
sales based on a chosen marketing plan and an 
 assumed marketing environment.

competitive advantage a company’s ability to 
perform in one or more ways that competitors 
cannot or will not match.

competitive frame of reference defining which 
other brands a brand competes with and which 
should be the focus of competitive analysis.

conformance quality the degree to which all 
produced units are identical and meet promised 
specifications.

consumer behavior the study of how individu-
als, groups, and organizations select, buy, use, and 
dispose of goods, services, ideas, or experiences to 
satisfy needs and wants.

containerization putting goods in boxes or trailers 
that are easy to transfer between two transportation 
modes.

contractual sales force manufacturers’ reps, sales 
agents, and brokers who are paid a commission 
based on sales.

convenience goods consumer goods that are 
purchased frequently, immediately, and with 
minimal effort.

core competency attribute that is a source of com-
petitive advantage by contributing to perceived 
customer benefits, has applications in a wide variety 
of markets, and is difficult for competitors to imitate.

core values the belief systems that underlie attitudes 
and behaviors and determine people’s long-term 
choices and desires.

corporate culture the shared experiences, stories, 
beliefs, and norms that characterize an organization.

countertrade when buyers offer items instead of 
cash as payment for a purchase.

crowdsourcing obtaining expertise or a different 
perspective from paid or unpaid outsiders for a 
new-product project.

cues minor stimuli that determine when, where, 
and how a person responds.

culture the fundamental determinant of a person’s 
wants and behavior.

customer churn rate of customer defection.

branding endowing products and services with 
the power of a brand.

branding strategy the number and nature of both 
common and distinctive brand elements applied to 
the firm’s offerings.

brick-and-click existing companies that have added 
an online site for information or e-commerce.

business market all the organizations that acquire 
goods and services used in the production of other 
products or services that are sold, rented, or sup-
plied to others.

C

capital items long-lasting business goods that 
facilitate developing or managing the finished 
product.

category extension using a parent brand to enter a 
different category from the one it currently serves.

category membership the products or sets of 
products with which a brand competes and which 
function as close substitutes.

cause-related marketing marketing that links a 
firm’s contributions to a designated cause to cus-
tomers’ engaging directly or indirectly in revenue-
producing transactions with the firm.

channel conflict when one channel member’s actions 
prevent another member from achieving its goal.

channel coordination when channel members are 
brought together to advance the goals of the chan-
nel.

channel power the ability to alter channel members’ 
behavior so they take actions they would not have 
taken otherwise.

co-branding also called dual branding or brand 
bundling, combining two or more well-known 
brands into a joint product or marketing them 
together in some fashion.

communication adaptation changing marketing 
communications programs for each local market.

communication-effect research determining 
whether an ad is communicating effectively.

company demand company’s estimated share of 
market demand at alternative levels of company 
marketing effort in a given period.
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direct-order marketing marketing in which direct 
marketers see a measureable response, typically a 
customer order.

direct product profitability (DPP) a way of mea-
suring a product’s handling costs from the time it 
reaches the warehouse until a customer buys it in 
the store.

display ads (or banner ads) small, rectangular 
boxes containing text and perhaps an image that 
firms pay to place on relevant Web sites.

dissociative groups groups whose values or 
 behavior an individual rejects.

drive a strong internal stimulus impelling action.
dual adaptation adapting both the product and the 

communications to the local market.

E

e-commerce using a Web site to transact or facilitate 
the sale of goods and services online.

environmental threat challenge posed by an unfa-
vorable trend or development that, in the absence 
of defensive marketing action, would lead to lower 
sales or profit.

ethnographic research uses concepts and tools 
from anthropology and other social science disci-
plines to provide deep cultural understanding of 
how people live and work.

everyday low pricing (EDLP) charging a constant 
low price with little or no price promotion or spe-
cial sales.

exclusive distribution channel strategy in which a 
producer severely limits the number of intermedi-
aries to maintain control over resellers’ service level 
and outputs.

expectancy-value model consumers evaluate products 
and services by combining their brand beliefs—the 
positives and negatives—according to importance.

experience curve decline in the average cost that 
occurs with accumulated production experience; 
also known as the learning curve.

experimental research the most scientifically valid 
research designed to capture cause-and-effect rela-
tionships by eliminating competing explanations of 
the findings.

customer database an organized collection of com-
prehensive information about individual customers 
or prospects that is current, accessible, and action-
able for lead generation, lead qualification, sales, or 
customer relationship management.

customer lifetime value (CLV) the net present 
value of the stream of future profits expected over 
the customer’s lifetime purchases.

customer-perceived value (CPV) the difference 
between the prospective customer’s value of all 
the benefits and all the costs of an offering and the 
perceived alternatives.

customer relationship management (CRM) 
process of managing detailed information about 
individual customers and all customer touch points 
to maximize loyalty.

customer-value hierarchy five product levels that 
must be addressed by marketers in planning an 
offering.

D

data mining use of statistical and mathematical 
techniques to extract useful information about 
individuals, trends, and segments.

data warehouse collection of data drawn from 
company contact with customers that marketers 
can analyze to draw inferences about an individual 
customer’s needs and responses.

database marketing the process of building, main-
taining, and using databases to contact, transact 
with, and build relationships with customers.

demand chain planning the process of designing 
the supply chain based on adopting a target market 
perspective and working backward.

design the totality of features that affect how a 
product looks, feels, and functions to a consumer.

direct (company) sales force full- or part-time paid 
employees who work exclusively for the company.

direct marketing the use of consumer-direct (CD) 
channels to reach and deliver goods and services to 
the customer without using marketing middlemen.

direct marketing channel channel arrangement 
in which the manufacturer sells directly to final 
customers; also known as a zero-level channel.
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high-low pricing in retailing, charging higher-than-
EDLP prices on an everyday basis with frequent 
promotions that temporarily lower prices.

holistic marketing concept based on the develop-
ment, design, and implementation of marketing 
programs, processes, and activities that recognize 
their breadth and interdependencies.

horizontal marketing system channel arrange-
ment in which two or more unrelated firms 
put together resources or programs to exploit a 
 marketing opportunity.

I

industry group of firms offering a product or class of 
products that are close substitutes for one another.

informational appeal elaborates on product or ser-
vice attributes or benefits, assuming that consum-
ers will process the communication very logically.

ingredient branding a special case of co-branding 
that creates brand equity for materials, compo-
nents, or parts contained in a branded product.

innovation any good, service, or idea that someone 
perceives as new, no matter how long its history.

innovation diffusion process the spread of a new 
idea from its source of invention or creation to its 
ultimate users or adopters.

integrated logistics systems (ILS) materials 
management, material flow systems, and physical 
distribution, aided by information technology.

integrated marketing mixing and matching mar-
keting activities to maximize their individual and 
collective effects.

integrated marketing channel system marketing 
channel in which the strategies and tactics of selling 
through one channel reflect the strategies and tac-
tics of selling through one or more other channels.

integrated marketing communications (IMC) a 
planning process designed to assure that all brand 
contacts received by a customer or prospect for a 
product, service, or organization are relevant to 
that person and consistent over time.

intensive distribution channel strategy in which 
the producer places its offerings in as many outlets 
as possible.

F

fad a craze that is unpredictable, of brief duration, 
and without long-term significance.

family brand see master brand.
family of orientation parents and siblings.
family of procreation spouse and children.
features characteristics that supplement a product’s 

basic function.
fixed costs also known as overhead, costs that do 

not vary with production level or sales revenue.
focus group a gathering of 6 to 10 people selected 

for demographic, psychographic, or other consider-
ations and convened to discuss various topics with 
a professional moderator.

forecasting the art of anticipating what buyers are 
likely to do under a given set of conditions.

form the product’s size, shape, or physical 
 structure.

frequency programs (FPs) programs to reward 
customers who buy frequently and in substantial 
amounts.

G

generics unbranded, plainly packaged, less expen-
sive versions of common products.

global firm a firm that operates in more than one 
country and captures R&D, production, logistical, 
marketing, and financial advantages in its costs and 
reputation that are not available to purely domestic 
competitors.

global industry an industry in which the strategic 
positions of competitors in major geographic or na-
tional markets are fundamentally affected by their 
overall global positions.

going-rate pricing prices based largely on competi-
tors’ prices.

gray market branded products diverted from 
authorized distribution channels in the country of 
product origin or across international borders.

H

heuristics rules of thumb in the decision process.
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points of origin to points of use to meet customer 
requirements at a profit.

market-penetration pricing pricing strategy where 
firms set the lowest price, assuming the market is 
price sensitive, to drive higher sales volume.

market potential the limit approached by 
 market demand as industry marketing expen-
ditures approach infinity for a given marketing 
 environment.

market share level of selective demand for a com-
pany’s product.

market-skimming pricing pricing strategy where 
prices start high and slowly drop over time 
to maximize profits from less price-sensitive 
 customers.

marketer someone who seeks a response from 
another party (the prospect).

marketing identifying and meeting human and 
social needs; the activity, set of institutions, and 
processes for creating, communicating, deliver-
ing, and exchanging offerings that have value for 
customers, clients, partners, and society at large.

marketing audit a comprehensive, systematic, 
independent, and periodic examination of a com-
pany’s or business unit’s marketing environment, 
objectives, strategies, and activities.

marketing channel system the particular set of 
marketing channels a firm employs.

marketing channels sets of interdependent orga-
nizations participating in the process of making a 
product or service available for use or consump-
tion; also called trade channels or distribution 
channels.

marketing communications means by which firms 
attempt to inform, persuade, and remind consum-
ers—directly or indirectly—about the products and 
brands they sell.

marketing communications mix advertising, sales 
promotion, events and experiences, public relations 
and publicity, online and social media marketing, 
mobile marketing, direct and database marketing, 
and personal selling.

marketing concept approach to marketing in which 
the job is to find the right products for your cus-
tomers, not the right customers for your products.

internal marketing element of holistic marketing 
that involves hiring, training, and motivating able 
employees who want to serve customers well.

interstitials advertisements, often with video or 
animation, which pop up between changes on a 
Web site.

J

joint venture a company in which multiple investors 
share ownership and control.

L

learning changes in consumer behavior arising 
from experience.

licensed product using the brand name licensed 
from one firm on a product made by another firm.

life-cycle cost the product’s purchase cost plus the 
discounted cost of maintenance and repair less the 
discounted salvage value.

life stage a person’s major concern, such as going 
through a divorce, taking care of an older parent, or 
deciding to buy a new home.

lifestyle a person’s pattern of living in the world as 
expressed in activities, interests, and opinions.

line extension using a parent brand on a new 
product within a category it currently serves.

loyalty a deeply held commitment to rebuy a 
market offering in the future despite situational 
influences and marketing efforts that might cause 
switching behavior.

M

market groupings of customers.
market demand the total volume that would be 

bought by a defined customer group in a defined 
geographical area in a defined time period in a 
defined marketing environment under a defined 
marketing program.

market forecast the market demand corresponding 
to the level of industry marketing expenditure.

market logistics planning the infrastructure to 
meet demand, then implementing and controlling 
the physical flows of materials and final goods from 
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by  individually designing products, services, 
 programs, and communications.

master (family) brand a parent brand that is 
 associated with multiple brand extensions.

media selection finding the most cost-effective 
media to deliver the desired number and type of 
exposures to a target audience.

membership groups groups having a direct influ-
ence on consumer behavior.

microsite a limited area on the Web managed and 
paid for by an external advertiser/company.

mission statement statement of what the organiza-
tion exists to accomplish, which provides employ-
ees with a shared sense of purpose, direction, and 
opportunity.

mobile apps bite-sized software programs that can 
be downloaded to smart phones.

motive a need that is aroused to a sufficient level of 
intensity to drive someone to take action.

multichannel marketing using two or more 
 marketing channels to reach customer segments 
in one market area.

O

omnichannel marketing multiple channels work-
ing seamlessly together, matching each target cus-
tomer’s preferred ways of doing business, delivering 
the right product information and customer service 
regardless of whether customers are online, in the 
store, or on the phone.

opinion leader person who offers informal advice 
or information about a specific product or product 
category.

organizational buying the decision-making 
 process by which organizations establish the 
need for purchases and identify, evaluate, and 
choose among alternative brands and suppliers.

P

packaging all the activities of designing and pro-
ducing a product’s container.

paid search (or pay-per-click ads) marketers bid 
on search terms; when a consumer searches for 
those words using Google, Yahoo!, or Bing, the 

marketing dashboard concise set of interconnected 
performance drivers that marketers throughout the 
organization can view.

marketing funnel tool used to identify the per-
centage of the potential target market at each stage 
in the decision process.

marketing implementation the process that turns 
marketing plans into action assignments and en-
sures they accomplish the plan’s stated objectives.

marketing information system (MIS) the people, 
equipment, and procedures to gather, sort, analyze, 
evaluate, and distribute needed, timely, and accu-
rate information to marketing decision makers.

marketing intelligence system set of procedures 
and sources that managers use to obtain everyday 
information about developments in the marketing 
environment.

marketing management the art and science of 
choosing target markets and getting, keeping, and 
growing customers through creating, delivering, 
and communicating superior customer value.

marketing metrics the set of measures organiza-
tions use to quantify, compare, and interpret mar-
keting performance.

marketing network the company and its support-
ing stakeholders, with whom it has built mutually 
profitable business relationships.

marketing opportunity area of buyer need and 
interest that a company can profitably satisfy.

marketing plan the central instrument for directing 
and coordinating the marketing effort; a written 
document that summarizes what the firm knows 
about the marketplace, how it will reach its market-
ing objectives, and how it will direct and coordinate 
its marketing.

marketing public relations (MPR) publicity and 
other activities that build corporate or product 
 image to facilitate marketing goals.

marketing research the systematic design, collection, 
analysis, and reporting of data and findings relevant 
to a specific marketing situation facing the company.

markup pricing an item by adding a standard 
 increase to the product’s cost.

mass customization how a company meets 
each customer’s requirements, on a mass basis, 
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potential market the set of consumers with a suf-
ficient level of interest in a market offer.

price discrimination pricing approach in which a 
firm sells an offering at two or more prices that do 
not reflect a proportional difference in costs.

price escalation when a multinational firm raises 
the price to cover the added cost of transportation, 
tariffs, middleman margins, and the risk of cur-
rency fluctuations so it can earn the same profit.

principle of congruity communicators can use 
their good image to reduce some negative feeling 
toward a brand but in the process might lose some 
esteem with the audience.

private-label brand a brand that retailers and 
wholesalers develop; also called a reseller, store, 
house, or distributor brand.

product anything that can be offered to a market to 
satisfy a want or need.

product adaptation altering the product to meet 
local conditions or preferences.

product assortment see product mix.
product concept proposes that consumers favor 

products offering the most quality, performance, or 
innovative features.

product invention creating something new.
product line products within a product class that 

are closely related because they perform similar 
functions, are sold to the same customer groups, 
are marketed through the same channels, or fall 
within given price ranges.

product mix also called a product assortment, the 
set of all products and items a particular seller 
 offers for sale.

product mix pricing the firm plans a set of prices 
that maximizes profits on the total product mix.

product system a group of diverse but related items 
that function in a compatible manner.

production concept holds that consumers prefer 
products that are widely available and inexpensive.

profitable customer a person, household, or 
company that over time yields a revenue stream 
exceeding by an acceptable amount the company’s 
costs for attracting, selling, and serving that 
 customer.

marketer’s ad will appear on the results page, and 
advertisers pay only if people click on links.

parent brand an existing brand that gives birth to a 
brand extension or sub-brand.

partner relationship management (PRM) 
forming and managing mutually satisfying, long-
term relations with key partners such as suppliers 
and distributors.

penetrated market the set of consumers who are 
buying the company’s product.

perception process by which people select, orga-
nize, and interpret information inputs to create a 
meaningful picture of the world.

performance marketing part of holistic market-
ing that involves understanding the financial and 
nonfinancial returns to business and society from 
marketing activities and programs.

performance quality the level at which the prod-
uct’s primary characteristics operate.

personal communications channel two or more 
persons communicating face to face or person to 
audience through a phone, surface mail, or e-mail.

personal influence the effect one person has on 
another’s attitude or purchase probability.

personality distinguishing human psychological 
traits that lead to relatively consistent and enduring 
responses to environmental stimuli.

place advertising (also known as out-of-home 
advertising) a broad category including many 
creative and unexpected forms to grab consumers’ 
attention.

point of purchase (P-O-P) the location where a 
purchase is made, typically thought of in terms of a 
retail setting.

points-of-difference (PODs) attributes or benefits 
that consumers associate with a brand, positively 
evaluate, and believe they could not find with a 
competitive brand.

points-of-parity (POPs) attribute or benefit as-
sociations that are not necessarily unique to the 
brand but may be shared with other brands.

positioning designing a company’s offering and 
image to occupy a distinctive place in the minds of 
the target market.
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role the activities a person is expected to  
perform.

S

sales promotion a collection of incentive tools, 
mostly short term, designed to stimulate quicker or 
greater purchases of particular products or services 
by consumers or the trade.

sales quota sales goal set for a product line, company 
division, or sales representative.

satisfaction a person’s feelings of pleasure or disap-
pointment that result from comparing a product’s 
perceived performance to expectations.

scenario analysis developing plausible representa-
tions of a firm’s possible future using assumptions 
about forces driving the market and different 
uncertainties.

selective attention mental process of screening out 
some stimuli while noticing others.

selective distribution channel strategy in which a 
manufacturer relies on only some of the intermedi-
aries willing to carry a particular product.

selling concept holds that consumers and busi-
nesses, if left alone, will not buy enough of the 
organization’s products.

service any act or performance one party can offer 
to another that is essentially intangible and does 
not result in the ownership of anything.

sharing economy how consumers extract more 
value from what they already own by sharing bikes, 
cars, clothes, couches, and other items.

shopper marketing how manufacturers and  retailers 
use stocking, displays, and promotions to influence 
consumers actively shopping for a product.

shopping goods goods that consumers compare on 
the basis of suitability, quality, price, and style.

showrooming letting buyers physically examine a 
product and collect information in a store, al-
though buyers will make their actual purchase later, 
from the retailer online or from a different retailer, 
typically to secure a lower price.

social classes homogeneous and enduring divisions 
in a society, hierarchically ordered and with members 
who share similar values, interests, and behavior.

prospect an individual or group from whom a mar-
keter seeks a response such as a purchase, a vote, or 
a donation.

psychographics the science of using psychology 
and demographics to better understand consumers.

public any group that has an actual or potential 
 interest in or impact on a company’s ability to 
achieve its objectives.

public relations (PR) a variety of programs 
 designed to promote or protect a company’s image 
or its individual products.

publicity the task of securing editorial space—as 
opposed to paid space—in print and broadcast 
media to promote something.

pull strategy channel strategy in which the produc-
er uses communications to persuade consumers to 
demand the product from intermediaries, inducing 
the intermediaries to order it.

pure-click companies that have launched a Web site 
without any previous existence as a firm.

push strategy channel strategy in which a producer 
uses its sales force or other means to induce inter-
mediaries to carry, promote, and sell the product to 
end users.

Q

quality the totality of features and characteristics of 
a product or service that bear on its ability to satisfy 
stated or implied needs.

R

reference groups all the groups that have a direct 
or indirect influence on a customer’s attitudes or 
behavior.

reference price internal or external price against 
which a customer compares an observed price.

relationship marketing building mutually satisfy-
ing long-term relationships with key parties to earn 
and retain their business.

retailer any business enterprise whose sales volume 
comes primarily from retailing.

retailing all the activities in selling goods or 
services directly to final consumers for personal, 
nonbusiness use.
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target costing determining the cost that must be 
achieved to sell a new product at the price con-
sumers are willing to pay, given its appeal and 
competitors’ prices.

target market the part of the qualified available 
market the company decides to pursue.

target-return pricing determining the price 
that will yield the firm’s target rate of return on 
investment.

telemarketing the use of telephone and call centers 
to attract prospects, sell to existing customers, and 
provide service by taking orders and answering 
questions.

total costs the sum of the fixed and variable costs 
for a given level of production.

total customer benefit the perceived monetary 
value of the bundle of economic, functional, and 
psychological benefits customers expect from a 
market offering.

total customer cost the perceived monetary value 
of the bundle of costs customers expect to incur in 
evaluating, obtaining, using, and disposing of the 
market offering.

transformational appeal elaborates on a 
 nonproduct-related benefit or image.

trend a direction or sequence of events with 
 momentum and durability.

U

unsought goods goods that the consumer does not 
know about or normally think of buying.

V

value chain a tool for identifying ways to create 
more customer value; nine strategically relevant 
activities that create value and cost in a specific 
business.

value delivery network see supply chain.
value delivery system all the experiences the cus-

tomer will have in obtaining and using the offering.
value network a system of partnerships and alli-

ances that a firm creates to source, augment, and 
deliver its offerings.

social marketing marketing by nonprofit or 
 government organizations to further a cause.

social media a means for consumers to share text, 
images, audio, and video information with each 
other and with companies, and vice versa.

specialty goods consumer goods with unique 
characteristics or brand identification for which 
enough buyers are willing to make a special 
 purchasing effort.

status one’s position within a group or society.
straight extension introducing a product in a for-

eign market without any change in the product.
strategic business unit (SBU) a business that can 

be planned separately from the rest of the com-
pany, with its own set of competitors and a man-
ager responsible for strategic planning and profit 
performance.

strategic marketing plan plan that lays out the 
firm’s target markets and value proposition, based 
on an analysis of the best market opportunities.

strategy firm’s game plan for achieving its goals.
sub-brand combining a new brand with an existing 

brand.
subcultures groups with shared values, beliefs, pref-

erences, and behaviors emerging from their special 
life experiences or circumstances.

supersegment a set of market segments sharing 
some exploitable similarity.

supply chain the partnerships a firm forges 
with suppliers and distributors to deliver value 
to customers; also known as a value delivery 
network.

supply chain management (SCM) managing 
the supply chain from procurement of inputs 
through efficient conversion into finished prod-
ucts and then the movement of products to final 
destinations.

T

tactical marketing plan plan that specifies the 
firm’s marketing tactics, including product features, 
promotion, merchandising, pricing, sales channels, 
and service.
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services or audio, video, or written information to 
others online.

W

warranties formal statements of expected prod-
uct performance by the manufacturer, legally 
enforceable.

wholesaling all the activities in selling goods or 
services to those who buy for resale or business use.

Z

zero-level channel see direct marketing channel.

value pricing pricing method in which the firm 
wins loyal customers by charging a fairly low price 
for a high-quality offering.

value proposition set of benefits that a marketer 
proposes to deliver to satisfy customers’ needs.

variable costs costs that vary directly with the level 
of production.

vertical marketing system (VMS) a channel ar-
rangement in which the producer, wholesaler(s), 
and retailer(s) act as a unified system.

viral marketing a form of online word of mouth, 
or “word of mouse,” that encourages consumers 
to pass along company-developed products and 
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